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FOREWORD

Maintenance, inspection and repair of fusion machines has often to be
performed in areas with a high radiation environment. In order to reduce
occupational radiation exposure of staff, robotics for remote handling have
been developed, tested and applied successfully. Robotics also can contribute
to an improved plant availability by avoiding delays during outages and by
handling some tasks while the fusion machine is operating. Use of robotics
could shorten plant maintenance times by conducting work in controlled areas,
thereby avoiding the need for the preparations for human entry, or by
preparing a work area, so that human crews can carry out their work more
quickly. In some cases, such as inspection or maintenance of highly
contaminated areas, robotics provide the only option for plant access.

On the invitation of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Agency convened the Technical Committee on Robotics and Remote Maintenance
Concepts for Fusion Machines in Karlsruhe, 22-24 February, 1988. The meeting
was hosted by the Nuclear Research Centre Karlsruhe. The present volume
contains all papers presented at this meeting.
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INTRODUCTION

The Technical Committee on Robotics and Remote Maintenance Concepts for
Fusion Machines, Karlsruhe, 22-24 February 1988 was convened on the grounds of
the Nuclear Research Centre, Karlsruhe, and organized by the staff of its
Nuclear Fusion Project. Dr. J. Vetter, project leader of the Nuclear Fusion
Project was, the chairman of the meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to
provide an international forum for the review and discussion of the
technological status of robotics for plant maintenance, inspection and repair
and the requirements robotics have to meet for application in fusion
machines. The presentation and discussion of different fusion plant
maintenance concepts was an additional important topic for the meeting.

The meeting was attended by 53 participants from Belgium, Canada, France,
Federal Republic of Germany, India, Japan, United Kingdom and USA presenting
27 papers.

The Technical Committee was subdivided into 5 technical sessions;

Session A: Maintenance Concepts for Large Fusion Machines
Session B: Remote Maintenance in Nuclear Plants
Session C: Transporters and Manipulators
Session Ds Control Systems, Man-Machine Interface Dynamic Simulation
Session E: Sub-Systems and Connection Techniques

After the meeting participants were offered a scientific tour through
laboratories at the Nuclear Research Centre Karlsruhe dealing with the
development or testing of robotics.
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MAINTENANCE CONCEPT FOR THE TFTR

R. LITTLE
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey,
United States of America

Abstract

This paper provides an overview of the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) plans for operation in the deuterium-tritium phase. The emphasis
is on the engineering aspects of the plan and the integration of
maintenance activities into the overall experimental program. The
specific approaches taken by TFTR in shielding and manipulators are
outlined. An attempt is made to point out the complexities inherent in
the present generation of tokamak. research when nuclear aspects become an
additional feature.

1. OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH PLAN
TFTR is a large tokamak located in the Princeton Plasma Physics

Laboratory (PPPL). Its major goals are: a) to demonstrate fusion energy
production from burning (on a pulsed basis) deuterium and tritium, b) to
study the plasma physics of large tokamaks, and c) to gain experience in
the solution of engineering problems associated with large fusion systems
that approach the size of planned experimental power reactors.

An important point has to be made here. Fusion machines of this
generation, and probably the next, will still have major roles in
physics. This implies that uncertainty in performance, experimental
modifications, and sophisticated plasma diagnostics are an integral part
of the situation. At the same time the devices are going to be carrying
out the development tests of a fusion reactor. This dual role adds
greatly to the complexity of the device and its operation.

The research plan is shown in a schematic form in Fig. 1. For this
paper there are several important aspects which can be gleaned from this
figure. Firstly, hardware modifications occur every year so the
configuration keeps changing. Secondly, the deuterium-tritium (D-T) phase
does not occur till the very end of the project life, and is relatively
short, namely a few months out of a nine-year operational lifetime.

The basic plan for D-T operation incorporates several important
constraints. The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) will be constructed as a
follow-on to the TFTR. CIT will make use of TFTR facilities (tritium
system, power supplies) but will have its own Test Cell. Since the total
resources (personnel and funding) for TFTR and CIT are constrained, the
TFTR program will be completed as quickly as is reasonable, so these
resources can be applied to CIT. Therefore the intent is to make the TFTR
adequately reliable so that it has a reasonable chance of performing the
D-T experiments without the need for a complete remote-handling
capability. The activated equipment in the TFTR Test Cell will be
mothballed after the D-T experiments are complete. Consequences of this
plan include minimum operating time in the D-T phase, limited neutron
production, major improvements in reliability, and only very limited and
specific remote handling equipment.
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Fig. 1. The TFTR Research Plan. Progression of performance capability
as a function of time. The shaded areas are major shutdowns
interspersed with operations. The lower items are specific
major hardware modification completion dates.

It is important to realize that present operation of TFTR uses
deuterium plasmas with deuterium neutral beam auxiliary heating. The D-D
reactions produce 2.5 MeV neutrons in significant quantities, typically
1017 per full-energy discharge at the maximum expected parameters. The
number of such discharges per year must be constrained to approximately
several hundred to permit hands-on maintenance and modification until the
D-T campaign starts.

2. RADIATION FIELDS AND TRITIUM
The two major sources of radiation hazard in TFTR are the neutrons

generated by the plasma operation and gaseous tritium which is used as one
of the plasma components (the other being deuterium). The neutron-induced
activation causes greater problems for TFTR maintenance.

The predicted number of 14 MeV neutrons is approximately 1.5x1019
per discharge with each discharge lasting a few seconds. This number of
neutrons corresponds to fusion energy produced during the pulse equal to
the auxiliary plasma heating input, usually referred to as "scientific
breakeven" or "Q = 1." This equates to approximately 40 MJ of fusion
energy being produced per discharge. The biological shielding will be
designed for 3x1021 source neutrons/year. In practice the D-T
experimental campaign will be done only once, so the total number of
neutrons is 3x1021. It is then clear that the maximum number of full-
energy discharges is approximately 200. There will be many low-energy
discharges during the campaign as part of the "learning curve."

The expected neutron and gamma fluxes and fluences are summarized in
Table I for three representative locations and corresponding activation
dose levels are summarized in Table II. Many significant implications can
be noted from the information in these figures. For instance, radiation
damage to materials is not a major problem for TFTR except for some
organic materials, especially teflon (which is also a poor material in a
high-concentration tritium environment). The neutron and gamma fluxes are
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Table I. The expected radiation levels during TFTR D-T

Radiation Levels Near Tokamak
m

Test Cell
Ideal Igloo
R = 6.5 m

Test Cell
at Exit of

0.05 m Radius Hole

Integrated Response
(3x102i n)f end of run
Neutron Fluence (n/m2)
Y Fluence (y/m2)
Si Dose (Gy)

1.0x1020
5.0x1019
4.5x1012

1.0X101?
1.0x10!T
1.0x1010

7.5x10^
3.5X101'
7.5x1010

Response Rate
(1.0x10*9 n/s),
during pulse
Neutron Flux (n/m2-s)
Y Flux (Y/m2's)
Si Dose (Gy/s)

3.0x1017
1.7x1017
1.5x1010 3.0x10~T 2.5x10

quite high near the tokamak (>1018 n/m2-s) so sensitive electronics and
solid-state detectors will have serious noise problems. From Table II it
is clear that activation dose rates preclude hands-on maintenance inside
the igloo, but personnel would be able to work outside it after some cool-
down period. It can be deduced that unshielded penetrations of the
shielding must be controlled and minimized.

Much more detailed radiation calculations have been performed for
TFTR, and the iterative process due to changing configurations and the
need for specific information on particular problems is a continuing

Table II. Estimated activation dose rates in the Test Cell after a
run sequence yielding a total of 1.5x1021 neutrons

Location/Cooling Time 1 Day 1 Week
Sv/hr (rem/hr) Sv/hr (rem/hr)

Near Vessel
Just Inside Igloo

0.2 (20)
0.05 (5)

0.1 (10)
10-2 (1)

Just Outside Igloo,
at the Exit of a
0.6x0.6m2 Opening
Just Outside Igloo,*
Perfect Shielding

5x10_0 (0.5) TO'3 (10-1)

5 10-4 (5 TO'2) <10~5

*The dose rate depends on the details of the concrete composition. The
estimate here assumes that the concrete has the same composition as that
used for the floor.
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effort. TFTR is a sufficiently large and complex structure that
considerable ingenuity is needed in the radiation analysis to provide
useful predictions at a reasonable cost.

Activation by high-energy neutrons of the air surrounding the
tokamak is an appreciable problem for TFTR, but not sufficiently bad as to
require replacing the air by some other gas. This is due to the fact that
the important radioactive isotopes (N16, N13, Cl40, S37, Ar41) have decay
half-lives between 7 seconds and 1.8 hours, so for maintenance it is
acceptable to wait a few hours before entering the Test Cell. Due to the
finite air-leakage rate into the Test Cell, there will be a measurable
dose outside the facility. Given the air-handling system of TFTR, it is
expected that doses to the public will be small. The site boundary of
TFTR is very close to the machine (125 m radius) and the federal
regulatory limit for routine gaseous emissions is 25 mrem/year. The total
limit is 100 mrem/year for routine operation at the site boundary, and
TFTR has a design objective of 10 mrem/year. The predicted dose is made
up of approximately 3 mrem/year from direct radiation, 3 mrem/year from
activated air, and less than 3 mrem/year from tritium releases due to
routine operation.

3. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION
The major change in the physical configuration from the present is

the addition of approximately 0.76 m of concrete shielding ("igloo")
fitting rather closely around the tokamak and its major appendages. Such
shielding was part of the original baseline configuration of the facility
but was not implemented, partly due to lack of funding, but mainly due to
a desire to keep access to the machine as easy as possible during the non-
D-T phase of operation. The proposed shielding is shown in Figs. 2, 3 and
4. The thickness of shielding was chosen so that when combined with the
existing ~ 1.5 m of concrete in the building, the prompt neutron and gamma
dose would satisfy the site boundary criterion. The choice of putting the
igloo close to the tokamak was based on three major criteria. Firstly,
there is a very large amount of electronics (plasma diagnostics, etc.) in
the basement under the tokamak and the floor thickness (1 m) between Test
Cell and basement is inadequate without additional shielding close to the
tokamak. Secondly, it was considered important to permit personnel access
to the Test Cell for maintenance activities after some D-T discharges had
occurred. Thirdly, the decommissioning task would be minimized in the
future, since outside the igloo the Test Cell components could be either
re-used or decommissioned in a "hands-on" mode.

Concrete was chosen for the igloo mainly on the basis of cost and
standard engineering factors. It will have approximately 0.8% by weight
boron added to minimize thermal neutron problems, and a low-activation
aggregate will be used. Stainless steel reinforcing will be used to
minimize magnetic field perturbations of the plasma, and care has to be
taken at all times to minimize eddy-current loops. Most of the concrete
will be installed as pre-cast blocks, which can be removed for access. It
is expected that the concrete in the vertical bays at the horizontal mid-
plane of the tokamak will be made of smaller bricks which will not be
removable.

The major difficulties with the igloo are related to interferences
and interfaces with existing or planned devices which are necessary for
experimental operation. Due to the evolution of the experimental program,
many devices and components have been installed in the last five years
without regard for a future igloo and D-T phase of operation. This point
will be emphasized later. Another major point is that the need for
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Fig. 2. An artist's view of the igloo shielding around the tokamak and
appendages. Also shown is a manipulator for in-vessel
maintenance.
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Fig. 3. A plan view of the shielding layout around the tokamak, in the
Test Cell.
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Fig. 4. An elevation of the tokamak and typical appendage (neutral
beam) at the right, both covered by shielding inside the Test
Cell.

reliability of components becomes much more apparent when it is clear that
such items will be inside an enclosure which is not easy to dismantle. Of
course, reliability is crucial in the D-T phase anyway.

Secondary complications are caused by the multiplicity of
penetrations, heat removal, safety requirements such as seismic
qualification, potential accidents due to rupture of the vacuum boundary,
and vacuum leaks.

4. VACUUM

A basic aspect of fusion machines is the requirement for high
vacuum, and tritium at relatively low pressures. For TFTR the most
difficult maintenance activities are those associated with the vacuum
vessel torus and appendages directly connected to it. The difficulties
are caused more by neutron activation of components than by tritium, so
items close to the plasma are much more awkward than those far away.
Dealing with tritium contamination alone is amenable to relatively well-
known techniques. The first wall components, which directly face the
plasma, tend to be technologically complex, and have to survive in a
difficult environment. There are some 2,000 graphite tiles mechanically
attached to the vacuum vessel wall, and it is possible that some will fail
in a manner that requires repair. The experience in TFTR has been
generally good so far. If not damaged by unusual heat load, the present
design is satisfactory in the sense that the 2,000 tiles of the bumper
limiter [réf. 1] survived 18 months of operation without any serious
damage. On the other hand, several tiles on the movable limiter broke
after receiving excessive heat loads. The movable limiter has now been
removed from the tokamak completely as part of the preparations for D-T
operation.

The general approach for first wall components now is to minimize
changes, prove that existing components are adequately reliable by
operation, eliminate weak items, and to the extent possible simplify the
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configuration. It is essential that careful consideration be given to
design so that surfaces which have direct line-of-sight to the plasma be
well shielded, and that mechanical fasteners are sufficiently rugged to
withstand plasma disruption forces. There will be a maintenance
manipulator (MM) which can perform some inspection and repair functions.

There are some 200 vacuum-to-air flanged ports on the basic torus
vessel. The potential for leaks is large, especially when after a seal is
changed. The basic approach on TFTR for D-T is to have secondary seals,
attach a permanent helium leak-checking capability to each flange, and if
repairs are not feasible, be able to pump the space between primary and
secondary seals.

For future machines the author expects that welded seals will be a
better approach near the high-radiation source, with the general
philosophy that the welded seals should not be replaced frequently and
there must be adequate space around such seals to permit access by an
appropriate device.

The Maintenance Manipulator is being built with a leak-checking
capability, so some types of structural leaks could be found and repaired
from the inside.
5. DIAGNOSTICS

Since a primary purpose of TFTR is plasma physics research, devices
are needed to measure plasma performance. Many of these plasma
diagnostics are major systems by themselves, and frequently are extremely
complex, largely because plasma diagnostics is intrinsically a
developmental field. Integrating plasma diagnostics with the rest of the
tokamak is a frequently underestimated task. This paper will only give a
few examples of such items in an attempt to emphasize "typical" problems.

Figure 5 is a cross-section of the TFTR Thomson Scattering
diagnostic [réf. 2] that is used to measure electron density and
temperature profiles. The scale is large due to the need to have the
laser and detectors well shielded from the neutrons and gammas, permitting
hands-on maintenance, etc. There are two alignment/calibration probes
which have to penetrate the vacuum. Rotary feedthroughs are difficult in
vacuum if significant torque is required: the horizontal alignment probe
has had several failures and may be eliminated if a more reliable device
is not produced soon. There are quartz windows at the bottom of the
vacuum vessel - they have to be protected from graphite dust in the vacuum
vessel by shutters. A sketch of the shutter is shown in Fig. 6. The
shutter mechanism has two movable quartz windows, with one being stored
underneath a dust cover. Motion of the windows is achieved by a chain and
gear drive, using a rotary feedthrough to penetrate the vacuum barriers.
The whole shutter mechanism could be replaced by the MM, if necessary, by
unscrewing 6 captive screws and replacing the whole assembly (weight 12
kg).

An example of calibration is the need to experimentally measure the
response of a neutron detector in-situ. It is impractical to predict by
analysis only what the overall detector efficiency will be. At present
the TFTR group manually moves a Cf-252 radioactive source and a D-T
neutron generator around inside the vacuum vessel during atmospheric
openings to do these calibrations. There are difficulties with both
techniques, and it is expected that the most feasible solution will be to
move a Cf-source around using the MM.
6. RELIABILITY

Reliability and availability are important for TFTR and will become
extremely important in the D-T phase. It is also extremely difficult to
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Fig. 6. A sketch of the Thomson Scattering shutter arrangement.

achieve high reliability and availability in a complex research device
when the configuration keeps changing and there are many sub-elements
which are one-of-a-kind. In addition, there are severe constraints due to
shortage of resources and time.

Planning has now begun in an attempt to improve these aspects of
TFTR for D-T operation. The scope is being limited specifically to the
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Test Cell in which the tokamak is housed and even more specifically to the
equipment which will be hidden inside the igloo. Attention is being
further focused on reliability of such equipment.

An example of statistical information is shown in Fig. 7. In a
period of approximately six weeks, while there was a major attempt to
provide interesting physics results (so changes were minimized), an
attempt was made to track how many personnel went into the Test Cell. The
numbers turned out to be surprisingly high, and made it obvious that very
many minor activities were "necessary" in addition to more obvious
problems which had occurred.
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Fig. 7. Summary information of man-hours needed inside the Test Cell
during the period May-June 1987 (6 weeks) as a function of the
equipment involved.

The general approach for identifying problems will have two major
thrusts, the first being a technical review of components by a group of
experienced engineers, the second being a good record of failures and
reasons for going into the Test Cell. A special group will review the
output and recommend improvements to components and track progress. The
Test Cell will be put into a controlled access mode at all times, starting
in the spring of 1988, so that it is possible to find out what changes are
needed.

7. MANIPULATORS
The basic approach on remote handling (RH) equipment is that the

majority of components will be sufficiently reliable for a limited period
of time so that remote handling will not be needed. Secondly, all
components outside the igloo can be maintained without RH equipment.
Thirdly, some insurance will be provided by two basic manipulators.
Fourthly, if a major problem does occur during the limited high-radiation
period of D-T operation, either the experiment will be abandoned or a
repair will be made of that specific failed component if possible.

This approach is very specific to TFTR and should not necessarily be
followed in other machines, since it is clearly a high-risk approach. The
majority of TFTR components were not designed for easy remote handling.

There will be two manipulators for TFTR. The first is called the
Maintenance Manipulator (MM) and is used inside the vacuum vessel. The
other is the External Manipulator (EM) and is used to assist in repairs
outside the vacuum vessel. The MM is the subject of other papers in this
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conference [réf. 3] so will not be discussed in detail. A simple sketch
is shown in Fig. 8. Its function is to perform visual inspection and some
vacuum leak checking, and to perform some limited repair or repair or
calibration tasks. It is an articulated boom which is vacuum-compatible
at 150°C with its inspection end-effector, but is only compatible with
ambient (temperature and pressure) conditions in its repair mode due to
the servo-manipulator end-effector. The graphite tiles of the first wall
are considered to be high-risk components and it is expected that some of
them could be replaced by the MM if necessary. Some other tasks could be
accomplished by this MM, if necessary, by providing other specialized end-
effectors. One example would be moving a high-intensity neutron source
around the inside of the vacuum vessel to permit calibration of neutron
detectors. Another example would be cleaning a diagnostic window if it
became coated with graphite dust. The major end-effector is an existing
two-arm master/slave force-reflecting device, largely because some
flexibility in task capability is needed.

(a)

Master-Slave
Manipulator

/ Articulated Arm

Ante Chamber

Vacuum Vessel View of Extended
Articulated Arm

Emergency Drive

Carriage Drive

Roller Spindle

Non-articulated Arm

\
Articulated Arms

Fig. 8. Sketches of the Maintenance Manipulator showing its stowed
position and maximum reach inside the vacuum vessel (upper
sketch), and some details of the boom with 2 different end-
effectors (lower sketch).
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In general there are many extremely difficult technical problems
inherent in the design of such manipulator systems, and it is clear that
the integration of remote handling equipment with the tokamak components
to be handled is a crucial issue for future machines. It is also
important to use an iterative practical approach to produce efficient and
simple solutions.

The EM is in the conceptual design phase for TFTR. It is intended
to provide a device which can assist in inspection and repair operations
if the igloo has to be partially removed because of some failure with
basic intent of reducing personnel exposure. Typical tasks which have
been identified range from very simple ones such as visual inspection,
assisting in removal of concrete blocks, radiation measurements, to
complex ones such as assisting in removal of a neutral beam calorimeter.
The favored technical approach is a vertically telescoping boom mounted on
the bridge of the existing overhead crane with a horizontally mounted end-
effector on the end of the telescoping boom. The second approach is to
have a skid-mounted folding boom such as the LANL "Monitor" [réf. 4].
This skid would be placed in appropriate locations such as the top of the
igloo, or the floor, so that it could reach relevant regions. In both
concepts it is expected that the end-effector would be interchangeably the
previously mentioned bilateral servo-manipulator or a simpler heavy-duty
manipulator. The majority of components for either device already exist
commercially and can be integrated without extreme difficulty. The large
area coverage required is a significant factor in such devices. For TFTR
the vertical travel required is approximately 10 m, with horizontal
coverage of 20 m in two directions. In addition, it is difficult to
extend an end-effector more than 2 m if significant forces have to be
applied at right angles to the boom direction.

8. OPERATIONS
During D-T discharges it is expected that all personnel will be

outside the 125 m boundary of the facility, so actual operation will be
done remotely. This is not a major change from the present situation,
though presently there are personnel in the adjacent buildings such as
power-supply rooms.

A typical run cycle would consist of one shift (8 hours) of plasma
conditioning, one or two shifts of high power D-T operation, and one shift
of plasma conditioning and transfer of contaminated gas to holding
tanks. This would be followed by two shifts of tritium accounting and
transfer of gas to shipping containers. The next three shifts would be
devoted to transferring contaminated gas to an appropriate off-site
staging area and bringing the next batch of tritium on-site. Transferring
this tritium to prepare for the next run would take approximately two
shifts. This total cycle takes 11 shifts (< 4 days), and could then be
repeated. Access to the facility would be prohibited during the one or
two shifts of high power operation. Present planning is based on there
being approximately 10 such cycles in the high-power D-T operation, though
there could be many similar cycles with D-D interspersed.

This cycle is inefficient because of two major reasons; the on-site
inventory is limited at present to 50 kCi (~ 5 gm) of tritium, and tritium
processing is a once-through system. The exhaust gas quantities are large
compared to the tritium quantities due largely to the need to condition
the neutral beam ion sources frequently. Approximately 150,000 torr-
liters (20,000 Pa-m3) of Dp are expected for 5,000 torr-liters (670 Pa-m3)
of tritium per cycle, ana all the gas has to be considered tritium-
contaminated. Use of a pneumatic pellet injector as a fueling mechanism
would produce similar quantities of Hg since it is used as the propellant
gas.
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There are general technical issues in the gas-handling areas that
require better definition, and they are under considerable investigation
now. Tritium is absorbed in components, especially in the graphite tiles
of the first wall, the neutral beam ion-source conditioning scenario is
not well defined, and the efficiency of gas exhaust is not well-known yet,
though reasonable bounds have been determined. The existing on-site
tritium inventory limit is being examined to determine if it can be safely
raised.

Radiological safety is dominated (in TFTR) by the potential releases
of tritium due to some accidental event. Major emphasis is on minimizing
dose and risk to the public. A large amount of study is going into such
aspects, but is somewhat outside the scope of this paper.

9. DECOMMISSIONING

The general approach for TFTR is to leave the tokamak inside the
igloo for several years (nominally about 5) in a "mothballed" state, and
then decommission it using a mixture of hands-on and remote techniques.
The contaminated material would be shipped off-site to an appropriate U.S.
repository (Hanford, Washington State). After this has occurred the Test
Cell could be re-used by some other device. The CIT will be operational
in a separate building adjacent to the TFTR Test Cell.

Some estimates have been made of the residual radioactivity
conditions as a function of time after the D-T operation is complete. See
Table III.

If the whole tokamak, neutral beamlines, igloo, and floor under the
tokamak is removed, the weight of material is roughly 2,500 tons with a
volume of roughly 500 m3, which would have to be cut up for transportation
in standard boxes. The radioactivity concentration would be very low (< 1
Ci/m3 or < 3-7 1010 Bq/m3), so it could be treated as "low-level" waste.~

Table III. Residual radioactivity contact dose after shutdown
for large objects near the plasma

Maximum Contact Dose Gy/hr (mrem/hr)
Cooling Time
(Years)

1
2
5
10

Stainless
Steel 304

7.0 10~3 (700)3.5 10-3 (350)
6.0 107 (60)
3.0 10~4 (30)

Nitronic

1.8 10-2 (
9.0 10-3
9.0 10-J
4.5 10-4

33

1800)
(900)
(90)
(45)

Copper

9 10-J (90)
9 10-J (90)
6 10-J (60)
3 10-4 (30)

10. CONCLUSION
The TFTR project is being prepared for limited D-T operation in the

period around 1991. There are many aspects of such operation which are
new to fusion research. An attempt has been made in this paper to
emphasize the point that maintenance in the D-T environment is strongly
coupled to many other aspects of the facility and must be treated as an
integral part of design and operation. Many of the specific points made
are relevant only to TFTR, but in general similar problems have to be
addressed by several generations of successive machines which will have a
dual function of both research and engineering development.
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Abstract

Because deuterium-tritium fuel will be used in the Compact Ignition
Tokamak (CIT), remote handling technology is needed to carry out some
maintenance operations on the machine. In keeping with the compact, low-
cost nature of CIT, remote maintenance is provided only for systems with the
highest probability of failure. Remote operations include removing,
repairing (if feasible), and replacing such components as thermal protection
tiles on the first wall, radio-frequency (rf) heating modules, and
diagnostic modules. For maintenance inside the vacuum vessel, major pieces
of equipment under development include an articulated boom manipulator with
servomanipulators, an inspection manipulator, and special tooling. For
maintenance outside the cryostat, remote equipment includes a bridge-mounted
manipulator system, equipment for decontamination and hot cell activities,
and for handling and packaging solid radioactive waste. The conceptual
design phase of the CIT project is nearing completion; research and
development activities in support of the project include demonstrations of
remote maintenance operations on full-size partial mock-ups.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT), to be built at the Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory (PPPL), will be the next major experiment in the U.S.
fusion program. Because it will use deuterium-tritium (D-T) fuel, remote
handling technology is required for maintenance and disassembly operations.
The machine will be surrounded by a close-fitting nuclear shield designed to
permit personnel access to the test cell 24 h after shutdown. Systems
within the shield will be maintained with a manipulator system mounted on an
overhead boom and a track-mounted mobile robot. Components within the
vacuum vessel will be maintained by two articulated boom manipulators
(ABMs).

The CIT will operate with hydrogen fuel for approximately one year.
During this period, the integrity of the total system will be verified and
the operation of remote maintenance equipment will be demonstrated. Hands-
on repairs can be made on any equipment that fails during shakedown or early
operation. Once D-T operation begins, however, maintenance of components

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department
of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-840R21400 with Martin Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc., and DE-AC03-84ER53158 with GA Technologies, Inc.
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within the shield will require remote handling techniques. Many of the
remote maintenance tasks envisioned for CIT are part of ongoing research and
development (R&D) programs that will demonstrate the equipment and
methodologies needed to provide a complete, practical remote maintenance
system.
2. MAINTENANCE OVERVIEW

The CIT was conceived as a compact, low-cost machine; in this context,
it was acknowledged that remote maintenance for every subsystem of the
device is not possible. For example, the primary structure, the toroidal
field (TF) and poloidal field (PF) coils, and the vacuum vessel are
considered permanent installations that are not replaceable. As a
consequence, remote maintenance is limited primarily to components within
the vacuum vessel and components external to the cryostat.

Remote maintenance tasks to be carried out in the vacuum vessel include
inspection of components, replacement of thermal protection tiles, leak
detection, and welding. Tasks to be performed outside the vessel are
limited to replacement of components outside the cryostat/thermal shield and
subsequent repair, when feasible, of the removed components. The shield is
made of modules with permanent structural supports; modules can be removed
to expose segments of the machine for maintenance, as shown in Figs. 1 and
2. Hands-on maintenance of components in the test cell can be performed
24 h after shutdown if the shield is intact; if a shield module is removed,
however, remote maintenance is necessary.

REMOVABLE
SHIELD PLUG

VERTICAL
ACCESS PORT

HORIZONTAL
ACCESS PORT

WBS EB
THERMAL SHIELDING

WBS EB
RADIOLOGICAL
SHIELDING

ABM

SEMI-PERMANENT
VERTICAL

MODULE CIRCULAR
TEST CELL
AREA

GRAVITY
SUPPORT

STRUCTURE

CIT DEVICE CORE
FIG. 1
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A bridge-mounted master-slave manipulator system and an overhead crane
are used to maintain and replace equipment modules that interface with the
machine. A floor-based mobile manipulator is used in the area beneath the
machine.

An air-lock transfer system leads from the test cell to a
decontamination cell. After decontamination, activation levels in a
component are evaluated. Nonradioactive components are transferred to a
warm cell in an unshielded containment area. Radioactive components are
transferred to a shielded hot cell, equipped with through-the-wall master-
slave manipulator systems, where they can be repaired or packaged in waste
containers for disposal. The cell arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
3. IN-VESSEL MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

On the basis of past experience, recurrent failures of components
within the vacuum vessel are expected. Rapid in-vessel inspection and
maintenance capabilities will enhance machine availability. Two ABMs are
provided to move maintenance equipment and parts into and out of the vacuum
vessel. A general-purpose servomanipulator end-effector is used for general
maintenance operations. Special-purpose end-effectors are attached to the
ABMs for work on components that require frequent maintenance or
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replacement. Typical tasks requiring dedicated equipment include tile
replacement, leak detection and repair, and diverter module replacement.
The general arrangement of the in-vessel remote maintenance systems is shown
in Fig. 4.

Four dedicated ports on the vacuum vessel support in-vessel maintenance
and inspection. All four ports extend through the nuclear shield and
contain movable shield plugs and vacuum isolation valves. The ABMs enter
the vacuum vessel through two radial ports, located 180 apart on the vessel
midplane. Beyond each port is an attached antechamber that houses the ABM
when it is retracted from the vessel. Two top vertical ports provide access
for the inspection/viewing manipulators from dedicated vacuum chambers.
These manipulators are used for rapid in-vessel inspection and viewing.
They can also be used in conjunction with the viewing systems on the ABM to
provide additional information.

In this section, we describe the ABMs, the machine provided for
installation and removal of thermal protection tiles, and the inspection/
viewing manipulators.
3.1 Articulated Boom Manipulators

Two ABMs, each with access to half of the vacuum vessel, are provided.
A similar system has been in operation for several years on the JointEuropean Torus (JET), and another is now undergoing tests for the Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at PPPL.
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Each ABM consists of a carriage assembly mounted on traversing rails, a
two-piece telescoping mast, and five articulated link sections. The
carriage assembly and telescoping mast travel on rollers into the vacuum
vessel through the access port; they are actuated by a drive unit consisting
of a stepper motor, gear reducer, wobble bellows rotary drive, and rack-and-
pinion system. The five articulated link sections can be extended inside
the vacuum vessel for maintenance activities and fold onto one another for
storage in the antechamber. Each link section is driven by a stepper motor,
harmonic drive unit, and recirculating ball-screw linear actuator. At its
maximum extension, each ABM supports a 1000-kg vertical load with a
deflection of less than 2.5 cm. In one design concept, load supports that
expand against the vessel port are provided. The need for such supports
will be reviewed in light of experience gained with the TFTR boom.

An interlocked material transfer port allows equipment and tools to be
placed in or removed from the ABM antechamber during maintenance, and a
separate port is provided for a vacuum system that evacuates the
antechamber. The vacuum isolation valve and removable shield plug on the
port protect the antechamber during plasma operations. The antechamber
functions as a transport carrier for removal of the ABM when it requires
decontamination or maintenance.
3.2 Tile Installation/Removal Machine

The interior of the vacuum vessel is covered with approximately 7000
tiles, made of graphite or a similar material, to protect it from high
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thermal loads. Tiles are attached to studs on the vacuum vessel wall. The
tile height (distance between the tile and the wall) is adjusted to a close
tolerance during installation.

Figure 5 is a conceptual design for a tile grappler used to attach a
tile assembly to a vessel stud. The tile grappler is the front end of the
tile installation/removal machine shown in Fig. 6. This machine is grasped
by one arm of the in-vessel servomanipulator that is mounted on the ABM.

-TILE INSTALLATION/REMOVAL MACHINE

• COLLET

TILE

BELLEVILLE SPRINGS

TILE GRAPPLER
FIG, 5

VESSEL
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MANUAL
RELEASE

COMPRESSION DRIVE CYUNDER

TILE INSTALLATION/REMOVAL MACHINE
FIG, 6
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The other arm supports a fixture containing replacement tiles, repair tools,
and a container for removed tiles. The tile installation/removal machine is
initially aligned in the vessel by computer positioning of the ABM and
inspection/viewing manipulators. Final alignment is done by teleoperation
of the manipulators. The size and weight of the machine have been minimized
to meet the restrictive requirements of the working area within the vacuumvessel and the manipulator payload.
3.3 Inspection/Viewing Manipulators

The inspection/viewing manipulators permit routine viewing and
inspection of the vacuum vessel interior with no alteration in vacuum
quality. Each one provides a view of approximately half of the vessel
interior. A small television camera and lights are mounted on a retractable
boom, as shown in Fig. 7. During plasma operation, the booms are retracted
into dedicated vacuum chambers outside the nuclear shield.

- G U I D E TUBE

INSPECTION/VIEWING MANIPULATOR
FIG. 7

4. EX-VESSEL MAINTENANCE CONCEPT
The CIT maintenance concept calls for remote replacement and, in some

cases, repair of the peripheral equipment within the nuclear shield. In
addition, the solid radioactive waste (radwaste) generated during the
machine lifetime must be remotely handled, packaged, and stored. Various
inspections of machines and components are implicit in these functions.
Considerations for ex-vessel maintenance include maintenance equipment and
procedures for the test cell, the decontamination cell, the repair (hot and
warm) cells, and for transport systems between these cells.
4.1 Test Cell

In the test cell, hands-on maintenance may be performed 24 h after
shutdown if the nuclear shield is intact. If a shield module is removed,
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remote maintenance is required. Access to peripheral equipment adjacent to
the cryostat requires removal of shield modules, so all activities
associated with this equipment, which includes diagnostic devices, ion
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) systems, instrumentation, and vacuum
systems, must be performed remotely.

Because remote handling and manipulator transport systems have a major
impact on facility configuration, the conceptual design included detailed
studies of ways to provide manipulator coverage to the tokamak and
associated test cell equipment. The alternatives included overhead systems,
with either a telescoping boom or rigid mat, and floor-based systems, with
either fixed or mobile manipulators. The overhead system shown in Fig. 8,
which includes a polar 100/20-ton crane and a polar bridge for the
manipulator system, was selected because it provides full coverage of the
circular test cell without interference from floor-mounted machine
components and relatively rapid access through the top shield to assess a
failure condition.

The basic manipulator system (see Fig. 9) consists of the manipulator
arms, cameras, and an auxiliary hoist. Each arm has a 10-kg capacity and is
force reflecting with real-time response. Controlled tests have shown that
this combination of characteristics enhances operator efficiency and thus
reduces machine downtime. Because force reflection gives the operator a
direct sense of feel and because action by the master manipulator creates an
immediate response in the slave, the operator is much less likely to damage
equipment by overstressing components.

• M 100

SCALE

CIT MACHINE SECTION
FIG. 8
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MANIPULATOR CONFIGURATION
FIG. 9

The 225-kg auxiliary hoist is located just above and between the
manipulator arms (see Fig. 9). It works in conjunction with the
manipulators, lifting components such as valves and motors that are too
heavy for the manipulator arms.

Three television cameras on the manipulator provide the operator with
multiple views of the work area. One is located between the arms, and the
others are located on either side. All are equipped with pan, zoom, and
tilt so that the view of the work area can be optimized. Other cameras in
the test cell provide general coverage to assist operators in moving the
crane or the manipulator bridge system.

The overhead manipulator system cannot reach areas under the machine,
where components such as valves and piping flanges may require remote
maintenance or replacement. Two approaches for maintenance of these areas
are being considered. On JET, a horizontal boom on the end of the vertical
boom is used to reach similar areas. Experience with this approach will be
evaluated for CIT. The other approach is a small track-mounted vehicle
equipped with manipulators and cameras similar to those on the overhead
system.
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4.2 Decontamination Cell
Disabled equipment removed from the test cell is moved into the

decontamination cell on a transfer cart. Components from inside the vacuum
vessel and other contaminated items are transferred in sealed containers to
prevent spread of radioactive particles. Monitors in the decontamination
cell assess the condition of components, and spray chambers are provided for
decontamination. All components will be handled with remotely operated
equipment. Personnel access to the decontamination cell may be permitted
under closely controlled conditions; routine access is not anticipated.
4.3 Repair Cells

A hot cell and a warm cell are located next to the test cell.
Equipment from the decontamination cell will be transferred to one of these
two cells, depending on its degree of contamination or activation.

The warm cells is a glove-box facility where equipment can be repaired
or prepared for disposal in conventional glove boxes. The hot cell is a
shielded facility equipped with a remotely operated crane, an overhead
servomanipulator system, two master-slave manipulator systems with shielding
windows, and in-cell tools and equipment. It provides for remote
disassembly and repair and for solid radwaste processing, packaging, and
storage. Commercially available equipment will be used wherever possible to
handle the radwaste.
5. CONCLUSION

Existing remote maintenance technologies are being applied to CIT; new
approaches are being developed only in areas where there is an absolute
need. Conceptual design work to date indicates that maintenance of CIT
after D-T operations begin can be carried out in a safe and timely manner.
Continuous integration of the designs of components to be remotely
maintained and the designs of remote maintenance systems is necessary.
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Abstract

The o b j e c t i v e s of JT-60 are to ach ieve and inves t iga t e hydrogen
plasmas wi th equivalent Q=1 conditions and to make an integrated test of
fusion technologies required for the next stage of advancement. JT-60 is
composed of numerous components of the tokamak machine, the vacuum pumping
system, the power supply system, the heating system, and the control system
etc. JT-60 has been s u c c e s s f u l l y in opera t ion s ince A p r i l '85. It is
owing to deliberate design, careful fabrication and maintenance and speedy
trouble shooting. For instance, the bolted first wall is easily changeable
and monitored during operation period in vacuum by the in-vessel inspection
system. So they shorten the per iod of shut down. Several kinds of
criteria are settled for electrical insulation and vacuum control etc.. and
strictly applied for actual operation and maintenance.

1. INTRODUCTION

JT-60 is a large tokamak device with objectives of achieving breakeven
plasma conditions (nig = 2~ 6x1 O1" sm~3 and T = 5 ~10 keV) and studying the
phys ica l and technologica l aspects to f u s i o n reactor d e v e l o p m e n t . To
at ta in these goals, JT-60 has a s ingle n u l l po lo ida l d i v e r t o r and h igh-
power long-pulse neu t ra l beam i n j e c t i o n ( N B I ) and r a d i o f r e q u e n c y ( R F )
heating capability.

The opera t ion schedule of JT-60 is shown in Fig. 1. JT-60 s tar ted
in i t i a l ohmic hea t ing expe r imen t s in May 1985 a f t e r comple t i on of the
t o k a m a k system and f o r m a t i o n of the f i r s t p lasma [1]. E x p e r i m e n t s were
performed with and without divertor. During July-December 1985, JT-60 was
shut down for installation of the supplementary heating devices, as well as
most of the diagnostics. Ohmic heating experiments were resumed in March
1986, main ly for test and check out of the diagnostic systems by producing
plasmas. A d d i t i o n a l hea t ing exper imen t s were s ta r ted in Augus t 1986,
especially the power of NBI smoothly reached the design value of 20 MW in
October 1986. Periscope and in-situ coating system were installed on the
machine in December 1986. Du r ing the ven t ing period A p r i l - M a y 1987 a
s ign i f i can t amount of TIC coated M o l y b d e n u m and Inconel 625 f i r s t w a l l s
were removed and new graphi te f i r s t wa l l s were ins ta l l ed in the vacuum
vessel to prepare the in-vessel hardware for high-power and long-pulse
add i t iona l hea t ing e x p e r i m e n t . In June-October 1987, exper imen t s in
hydrogen plasma had been undertaken with up to 3.2 MA of plasma current in
l im i t e r discharges, 2.7 MA in d iver to r discharges , and 30 MW of total NB
and RF injection power. In limiter discharges with 3 MA plasma current,
the m a x i m u m central electron densi ty of 1.3x1020 m~3 ancj the energy
con f inemen t t ime of 0.15-0.18 sec were obta ined w i t h heat ing powers of
13-20 MW. The total plasma stored energy of 3.1 MJ, and n e ( 0 ) T E of
1.4-1.8x1019 m 3 sec were achieved [2], These results were obtained by the
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Fig. 1 JT-60 operation schedule.

opera t ion more than the designed va lue of each dev ice . In Table I, main
specifications of the designed and present values are shown, respectively.
The above men t ioned results are owing to de l ibera te design, ca re fu l
fabrication, testing [3] and maintenance, and speedy trouble shooting.

D u r i n g October 1987~March 1988 JT-60 is under reconstruction of the
poloida l f i e l d coils and the f i r s t wa l l s etc. From the end of March the
experiments wi l l be restarted mainly with the new lowerside divertor coil.

In this paper, described are an overview of JT-60, design concept for
main tenance , r esu l t of ma in t enance and operat ion and remote h a n d l i n g
equipments.

TABLE I M A I N SPECIFICATIONS OF JT-60

ITEMS

PLASMA MAJOR RADIUS
PLASMA MINOR RADIUS
TOROIDAL MAGNETIC FIELD
PLASMA CURRENT (LIMITER)

(DIVERTOR)
CURRENT DURATION
REPETITION DURATION
INPUT POWER (MBI)

(RF)

DESIGNED VALUE

3.0 M
0.95 M
4.5 T
2.7 MA
2.1 MA

10 S
10 MIN
20 MIT
10 M«

PRESENT STATUS

-
-

4.8 T
3.2 MA
2.7 MA

10 S
8 MIN

Zi MW
13.1 MW
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2. OVERVIEW OF JT~60 SYSTEM

JT-60 consists of a tokamak machine, power supplies, a control system,
heating systems and auxi l iary facilities. The tokamak machine and related
facil i t ies are illustrated in Fig. 2.

A cross-sectional view of the tokamak machine is shown in Fig. 3. The
v a c u u m vessel is made of Inconel 625 and has a toro ida l s t ruc tu re of
alternately welded rigid rings and bellows. The inner surface is covered
by graphi te l imi t e r s and m o l y b d e n u m and Inconel 625 l iners coated by
t i t a n i u m carbide. Three magne t i c l i m i t e r coils and d ive r to r p la tes are
installed inside the vacuum vessel. They produce a single null divertor
configulation. The vacuum vessel is bakable at a temperature beyond 300°C.
The vacuum vessel is evacuated by four sets of turbomolecular pumps with
l i q u i d n i t rogen cold traps. Each set is able to be separated by gate
valves. The pumping speed of the system is 29 rrP/s for hydrogen gas at the
pumping port inlets. The eighteen toroidal f i e ld coils are placed outside
the poloidal f i e ld coils and produce a maximum toroidal f ie ld of 4.5 T on
the vessel axis (R=3.03 m). The poloidal f ield coils consist of f ive kinds
of coils with different functions: the ohmic heating, the vertical f ie ld ,
the horizontal f ie ld , the quadrapole f i e ld and the magnetic l imiter coils
[4].

The AC power supply and distribution system for JT-60 is shown in Fig.
4. JT-60 receives a peak e lectr ic power of 200 MW for opera t ion of the
entire JT-60 system. It is supplied from the u t i l i ty power network at 275
kV, 50 Hz. The power r ece ived f r o m the ne twork is then t r ans fo rmed to
proper voltage levels and is distributed to various JT-60 loads through
three power lines. The largest pulse load is the ne twork power l ine for
the toroidal f i e l d system which requi res 160 MW from the ne twork . The
second major loads are the three motor-generator system. A quasi-s teady
power is also needed for the auxiliary equipment to support the operation
of JT-60. The toroidal f ie ld power supply constitutes a hybrid power system

Diagnostics Platfori

Upper Support Structure

Radio Frequency Heating System

Neutral Beam Injector

Fig. 2 Bird 's eye view of JT-60.
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ÏEfi_Al
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Fig. 3 Cross sectional view of tokamak machine,

CENTRAL CONTROL COMPUTER SYSTEM

IPlflNT SUPPORT COMPUTER

[DISCHARGE CONTROL COMPUTER
CONTROL COMPUTER

[REAL TIME CONTROL COMPUTER!

SUBSYSTEM CONTROLLERS

SUBSYSTEMS

Fig. 4 JT-60 control system.

w i t h a 215 MVA motor-generator and the n e t w o r k power l ine. These are
connected at the DC c i rcu i t through rec t i f i e r s . In the polo ida l f i e l d
power supply a 500 MVA motor-generator generates the electric power for all
the poloidal f i e ld coils. Each of these coils is independently powered and
con t ro l l ed by the respect ive thyr i s tor banks. The current and vol tage
waveforms of each poloidal f i e ld coil and feeback-controlled with the aid
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of d i rec t -d ig i ta l -cont ro l ( D D C ) C A M A C systems and thyris tor phase-
controllers. A 400 MVA motor-generator is employed for NBI and RF heating
devices. This generator is characterized by its low impedance for output
voltage regulation [5].

The hea t ing dev ices consist of the 20 MW NBI system and the 10 MW RF
heat ing system. The per formances of these hea t ing devices are g iven in
Table II. Hydrogen beams w i t h an energy of 75 keV are in jec ted into a
plasma with quasi-perpendicular directions. The beams are generated from
high (>90$) proton yield ion sources and the acceleration voltage can be
rea l - t ime-con t ro l led. The RF heat ing system has two kinds of heat ing
schemes, n a m e l y , lower h y b r i d hea t ing ( L H H ) and ion cyclotron heat ing
(ICH). One of three lower hybrid units is for dr iving a plasma current to
an order of MA. It is no tewor thy that both NBI and RF systems have
operational capabi l i ty of ten seconds [6][7].

The diagnostic system consists of eight groups of diagnostic equipment
as given in Table I I I , three d i f f e r en t ways to process the data in the
compute r sys tem, and the d iagnos t ic support system. The support sys tem
suppl ies al l u t i l i t i e s to the var ious d iagnos t ics , such as vacuum,
electricity, cooling water, compressed air [8].

TABLE I! PERFORMANCES OF HEATING DEVICES

a Neutral bean injector systei

Bean energy
N e u t r a l bean power 20 MW
Ion bean power 72 MW
Pulse length 10 s
Nuiiber of injectors 14

75 keV (50-100 keV)

b Radio-frequency h e a t i n g syste*

Frequency
Nunber of units
RF power
Pulse length
Final tube
Coupling system

Lower hybrid
syste»
1 7-2 3 GHz
3
24 MW
10 s
Klystron (24 tubes)
Wave guide array

Ion cyclotron
syste»
110-130 MHz
1
6 MW
10 s
Tetrodes (8 lube;
Loop array

5)

TABLE I I I JT-60 DIAGNOSTICS

Electromagnetic q u a n t i t i e s

Electron density

Ion température

lipurities
Radiation f l u x

Peripheral plasna

Divertor plasna

Magnetics probes
Rogowski coils
One-turn loops
FIR & IH interferometers
Thomson scattering
ECE Fourier spectroneter
A c t i v e bean probe
Neutral p a r t i c l e analyzers
Doppler spectrmeters
Neutron counter
Spectroaeters
-visible. UV.VUV, SX. etc. -
X-ray PDA arrays
Pin diode arrays
Bolometer arrays
V i s i b l e & IB TV-cameras
Ha diode array
FIR interferometer
V i s i b l e spectroneter
Ha diode array
Bolometer array
IR & v i s i b l e TV
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All of JT-60 subsystems are supervised by the central control system,
w h i c h ma in t a in s h a r m o n i z e d opera t ion of the r e spec t i ve subsystems by
process ing and communica t i ng all data. The JT-60 control system has a
hierarchical structure as shown in Fig. 4. Four computers of the central
control system cons t i tu te the top of the h ie ra rchy and the r e spec t i ve
subsystems constitute the bottom. CAMAC systems are used as interfaces
between computers and subsystem controllers. Safety interlock is equipped
w i t h a ha rdwi red system to assure h igh r e l i a b i l i t y of the en t i re system.
The safety philosophy in the design of the JT-60 control system, especially
Z E N K E I h a s been e s t a b l i s h e d b y t a k i n g i n t o a c c o u n t c e r t a i n k e y
requirements. One of the most important requirements is personnel safety.
This stems from the use of high electric voltage, high magnetic f i e ld , and
possible radiation in the JT-60 tokamak. Another important requirement is
dev i ce p ro tec t ion for the p rese rva t ion of resources and ope ra t iona l
e f f i c i e n c y [9].

3. DESIGN CONCEPT FOR MAINTENANCE

All devices were designed in consideration of not only performance but
also maintenance and safety. Especially the tokamak machine etc. in the
torus hall must be considered in the aspect of maintenance. Those numerous
components are adjacently and complicatedly assembled with each other and
furthermore there are many components newly developed. So, the trouble is
expected to occur and the repair of the trouble is very difficult.

From the above condition, the design concepts of the devices in the
torus hall are roughly as follows.

1) Maintenance and repair are practicable by manual without robot because
of very low activation caused by hydrogen gas discharge. But the
monitors to measure temperature, stress, displacement, vibration,
electrical insulation, leak of vacuum and water etc. must be prepared.

2) The devices must be divided into as small components as possible to
decrease electromagnetic force induced to the component by the
interaction of magnetic fields and induced current.

3) To obtain good quality of vacuum,
- a vacuum component is connected by welding,
- an equipment to be connected to vacuum vessel is divided by a gate

valve to reapair the equipment at fault without vent of the vacuum
vessel,

- a vacuum component is bakable.
4. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION

4.1 Planning and follow-up
Annual program of JT-60 experiment and operation is proposed by Large

Tokamak Program Divis ion, is reviewed by JT-60 coordination committee and
is approved by Direc tors of Depar tmen t of Large Tokamak Research and of
Department of JT-60 Facili ty. Based on this annual program, experimental
program of a cer ta in cycle of two weeks is proposed by Large Tokamak
Experiment Divis ion, and then discussed at the experiment committee, and
then approved by Director of Department of Large Tokamak Research. In the
next step, the operation program based on the approved experimental one is
proposed by JT-60 Facili ty Division I, and then presented to the operation
commit tee and discussed there and f i n a l l y approved by D i v i s i o n of
Depar tment of JT-60 Fac i l i t y . Based on these au thor i zed programs, the
experiment and operation are performed. The report of results of biweekly
experiment and weekly operation are samel y presented and discussed. The
results of operation and maintenance including trouble and its shooting are
reported and followed up.
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4.2 Operation and maintenance criteria

Several c r i te r ia were es tab l i shed to ob ta in the safe and smooth
opera t ion and main tenance of JT-60. O v e r a l l cr i ter ia are the s a f e ty
control criteria, and the operation and maintenance criteria. The former
prescribes the organization for safety control and operation, treatment for
f a u l t and emergency , etc. The la ter prescr ibes the o r g a n i z a t i o n for the
JT-60 coordination committee, the experimental and operation committee, the
opera t ion team and thei r d u t y , the in t e r lock rog ic , the control of k e y ,
data of the operation and experiment and so on.

The criteria for human and devices in the torus hall were established
and have been f r u i t f u l l y applied. Entrance control to the torus hall is
applied to the period of operation and shut down. In the operation period
1C card system is used. E v e r y one holds 1C card and its sensor is set at
the gate of the torus ha l l , so the name who is in the torus hal l is
presented on TV in the central control room. In the shut down period the
control of ar t ic les which are brought into and out of torus ha l l is very
important for safety and electrical insulation etc. So the name and number
of all a r t ic les mus t be noted at the ent rance . A ga tekeeper checks them
and also their purity.

Vacuum control criteria are applied to maintain usually high quali ty
of v a c u u m , to inspect and repair vacuum l e a k , to work ins ide the v a c u u m
vesse l , and to design and assemble v a c u u m componen t . Some e x a m p l e s are
b r i e f l y descr ibed as f o l l o w s . Res idua l gas of the v a c u u m vessel is
measured e v e r y morn ing and e v e n i n g , and also measured at vacuum l eak
occuring. From this experience data of mass number M/e 14 versus helium
leak rate was obtained as shown in Fig. 5, so the rough leak rate of vacuum
is ab le to be eas i ly es t imated wi thou t h e l i u m leak test. In the case of
working inside the vacuum vessel, the followings are ma in ly performed:

Clean rooms are set up front of the entrance of the vacuum vessel.
Working clothes are dustproof, overall type.
Air showers are set up at the entrance of the vacuum vessel.

- The vacuum vessel is ventilated by aircleaner wi th f i l ter (dust size <
0.5 P m ) .

- Instruments and tools are cleaned before being brought in.
- Oxygen monitors with alarm are set inside the vacuum vessel.
- A watchman is a lways posi t ioned at the entrance p r e p a i r i n g for

emergency and checking the human and articles.

10

level I «Idling under the
pkremo opérai >oi

evaluation on H L D
evaluation on vacuum
pressure gage

ia8 io'7 io6 io5 io< io3

leak rote I Pa rnVs)

Fig. 5 Relation of helium leak rate and M / e l 4 under plasma operation.
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The main design criteria of the vacuum component are as follows:
- A gasket is ICF Copper gasket or metal 0 ring
- Baking temperature is as rule more than 250°C,
- Outgassing rate is less than 1.3x10 _ PanH/sm .
- Helium leak rate is less than 1.3x10~1 0 Pam^/s.
- An equipment connected to the vacuum vessel has an exclusive pumping

system.
Electrical insulation control criteria are also applied to maintain

usually high electrical resistance, to inspect and repair the trouble of
insula t ion and to design and assemble components. Some examples are
briefly described as follows. The control value of electrical insulation
resistance of tokamak machine is decided for induced current to have a bad
i n f l u e n c e to the plasma. For ins tance the resistance v a l u e between the
component and the earth is more than 20 kQ for the vacuum vessel, and more
than 600Œ for the support structure, respectively.

The control va lue of t empera tu re and moi s tu re of the torus hall is
20 ~ 24°C and 40 -50%, respectively.

The electrical resistance and withstand voltage between the tokamak
machine and the other components are more than 2 MŒ (DC 1000 V) and AC 1000
V, respectively.

4.3 Results of operation and maintenance

From 1985 to 1987 operation of 63 weeks was performed as shown in Fig.
1. The opera t ion is carr ied out by two sh i f t s assigned in ear ly shif t
(8:00-15:45) and late shift (15:00-22:45). The operation and inspection of
each devices start up at 8:00 and stop at 22:45. But vacuum pumping system
of each dev i ce and cryogenic system of NBI etc. are con t inuous ly under
operation. One day of cycle inspection is prepared to inspect more deeply
than daily inspection.

The result of operation and maintenance are shown in Fig. 6. Average
number of shots per day shown in Fig. 6 (a) tends to increase w i t h the
passage of t ime . It is m a i n l y due to shor ten ing the inspec t ion period
before and af te r the d a i l y shot, and decrease of number of t roubles as
shown in Fig. 6 ( b ) & ( c ) . The down t ime due to t roubles for each devices in
the f i sca l year 1986 are shown in Fig. 6(d) . From this f i g u r e it is found
that much time is spent for the repair of vacuum leak and grounding faults.
Main other trouble occurred in the control system.

Vacuum leak occurred at the flanges of the gate valves, diagnostics
and RF system etc., especia ly many t imes at the gate va lves . About one
hundred gate valves are connected to the ports of the vacuum vessel, and 17
valves of all are not mechanically insulated due to the l imit of space. So
these valves were vibrated with acceleration of max. 40 G.

So the countermeasures were performed as follows.
- The packing was changed from copper gaskets or silver wires to metal 0

rings.
- A bellows was connected instead of the gate valve.

A bellows was added between the port and the gate valve at the sacrifice
of the performance of the connected equipment.

A few example of the grounding faults as follows.
- Metal powder and dust cover the surface of the insulation plates placed

between the toroidal f i e l d coil and its support and de te r iora te the
insulation.
The i n s u l a t i o n c o v e r s of the s h e a t h of e l e c t r i c a l hea te r and
thermocouple were broken by frict ion to the other components caused by
vibration due to the electromagnetic force during a plasma discharge.

These breaks were detected by the g round ing soundness moni tor
described later.
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4. U Exchange of the first wall

Study of the first wall is one of the most important subjects. So the
JT-60 f i r s t wa l l was designed to be changeable . It is mounted to the
in s ide of the vacuum vessel by bol t as shown in Fig. 7. As descr ibed in
chapter 1, a half of TiC coated Molybdenum and Inconel 625 first walls were
removed and new graphite f i rs t walls were installed. Their replacement was
performed as described in item 4.2. Preceeding installation the inside of

Armor ploie
(Mol

Fixed limiier
IMo)

Edge plote
(Mo)

Fig. 7 Assembly of the first walls,

the vacuum vessel was cleaned by water and next Freon jet spray. Graphite
tiles were vacuum-packed with vinyl sheet during transportation and storage
periods to avoid the contamination. A surface conditioning fo l lowing the
i n s t a l l a t i on was 30 h glow discharge c lean ing and 17 h Taylor - type
discharge c l e a n i n g keep ing the vessel t empera tu re around 300°C. M a i n
plasma discharges were t r ied af te r 10 days cond i t ion ing . Figure 8 shows
the t i m e h i s to ry of the m a i n p lasma discharges . In this f i g u r e , shot
number E4235 means the first shot after the surface conditioning. Stable

05 10 15

Time (sec)
20

Fig. 8 T ime h i s tory of m a i n plasma discharges just af ter cond i t ion ing .
Number 4235 corresponds to the first trial.
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0.5 MA p la sma could be ob ta ined at the 6th shot w i t h ve ry low e lec t ron
density. And a successful MA discharge was also obtained at the 1 4th shot.
Such a s ta r t -up of the p l a sma cur ren t a f ter i n s t a l l a t i o n of s i g n i f i c a n t
amount of g r aph i t e was ve ry r ap id compared w i t h experiences of other
tokamaks [10]. This difference might possibly come from combination of the
f o l l o w i n g fac tors : the b a k i n g and hot l iner opera t ion at the vessel
temperature of 300°C, careful qua l i ty control of the graphite tiles during
the f a b r i c a t i o n and the i n s t a l l a t i o n and the a d e q u a t e se lec t ion of the
graphite material having superior vacuum properties [11].

5. REMOTE HANDLING EQUIPMENTS

JT-60 has some remote h a n d l i n g e q u i p m e n t s such as an in-vessel
inspection system, an in-situ coating machine, a helium leak test system, a
f irst wall sample transfer system and a grounding soundness monitor. The
i n - s i t u coat ing m a c h i n e is de sc r ibed in another présentent ion in this
meeting.

5.1 In-vessel inspection system
The o b j e c t i v e s of this sys tem are the o b s e r v a t i o n and i n s p e c t i o n of

the i n s i d e s t ruc tures of the vacuum vessel wi thou t break of vacuum. A
schema t i c d i ag ram of this sys tem is shown in Fig . 9. This system is
separa ted f rom t o k a m a k m a c h i n e by the gate va lve . The cy l i nde r s w i t h
periscope is inserted in the vessel through the viewing port. A mirror and
halogen lamps are m o u n t e d at the botom of the outer cy l inder . By the
vertical movement and rotation of the cyl inder and the t i l t ing of mirror
90% of the vacuum vessel in te r i a is observable . Images of the vacuum
vessel in t e r i a are r e l ayed to the o b s e r v a t i o n equ ipmen t such as a TV
cammera , an eyepiece and a s t i l l camera through a mir ror and a set of
lenzes. Four assemblies are mounted at four vertical ports. Dr ive motors
for movement and focusing are controlled by manual or sequence controllers
in the local pannel and micro computers in the central control pannel [12].

In the photograph shown in Fig. 10 observed by this system after about
1000 shots after instal lat ion of the graphite wa l l , the broken-off of edge
of the t i le is seen possibly due to an excessive heat deposit . The
spare tiles prepared from such observation enabled to shorten the period of
the exchange of the tiles.

5.2 Helium leak test system

Dur ing 1985-1987, about 50 t imes of h e l i u m leak tests have been
performed and almomst in the period of plasma experiments. Much time has
been spent for the p repara t ion of the h e l i u m l e a k test such as change of
the operation mode from experiment, reset of the interlock, opening of the
shield door in the torus hal l , carrying in of helium bombe etc. and human
m o v e m e n t a round the m a c h i n e for test. To shorten such t i m e , the h e l i u m
leak test system was assembled during Jan. - Feb. 1988 as shown in Fig. 11.
This system enables to perform the helium leak test easily by operating at
the central control room. But the detail detection of the leakage location
and repair must be done at the machine.

5.3 Grounding soundness monitor
As described above, JT-60 machine consists of so many components and

they are isola ted each other and earthed at a s ingle point . To keep the
integrity of each components, grounding soundness monitor was developed and
establ ished on the mach ine . The schemat ic d i ag ram is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of JT-60 in-vessel inspection system.
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Fig.10 Small damage observed at the
outboard tile by in-vessel inspection
system.
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Fig.11 Helium leak test system of
JT-60.
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Fig.12 Schematic diagram of grounding
soundness monitor of JT-60.
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Exci to r and detector CT are set up to the earth cables. If g round ing
soundness is broken, loop current is induced and detected by the detector
CT, and the computor system warns by ITV and speaker [133.

About 150 pairs of CT have been set up and this system canght many
troubles of grounding.

5.4 First wall sample transfer system

The objec t of this system is to moni tor the phys ica l and chemical
change of the first wall by plasma-wall interaction. The schematic diagram
of this system is shown in Fig. 13. This system enables the s a m p l e to be
transfered to the other room from the torus hall without vacuum-break of
the sample carrying case and the JT-60 vacuum vessel. So the duration of
the exposure to the plasma is selected at wil l .

Flange
Test Sample

Flange

Vacuum Vessel

Fig .13 Schematic diagram of f i rs t wall sample transfer system.
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Abstract

The latest FER remote maintenance concept and various remote
e q u i p m e n t s des ign are descr ibed . Reac tor concept of the FER is dec ided
based primarily on tradeoffs between rel iabi l i ty of maintenance scheme and
m i n i m i z a t i o n of cap i ta l cost. Key f ea tu res of the FER s t ruc tu re are: 1)
the most r e l i a b l e ma in t enance p r o c e d u r e , 2) o p t i m i z a t i o n of PF coil
allocation, 3) installation of sacrificed "guard l imiter" on the inboard
f i rs t wall area against off-normal conditions, and 4) rel iable and simple
s h i e l d i n g s t ruc tu re (wa te r - t ank type sh i e ld ) . Local guard l imi t e r s are
des igned to be ea s i ly r e p l a c e a b l e w i t h o u t b r e a k i n g a p l a sma vacuum.
Outboa rd sh ie ld and d i v e r t o r modules are p l a n n e d to be r emoved by
hor izon ta l access w i t h r e l i a b l e s ing le s t r a igh t - l ine mot ion . T rans f e r
casks are prepared for the conta inment of t r i t i u m and a c t i v a t e d debr i s
during transportation. As for equipments, design study puts emphasis upon
the " i n b o a r d / o u t b o a r d l i m i t e r h a n d l i n g equ ipments" , " t ransfer cask for
t r i t i u m / r a d i o a c t i v e debr i s" , and "in-vessel m a n i p u l a t o r system for
inspection". This paper consists of general description of the FER, design
p h i l o s o p h y , design c o n d i t i o n , m a i n t e n a n c e p rocedure , remote h a n d l i n g
equipments, repair faci l i ty , and urgent R&D i s sues / JAREI ' s R&D programme
for remote handling.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Design studies of the Fusion Experimental Reactor ( F E R ) have been made
at J A E R I w i t h i n f r a m e of the long- te rm programme of A t o m i c Energy
C o m m i s s i o n since 1982. The p r i m a r y m i s s i o n of the FER is r e a l i z i n g of
self-ignited, long burn D-T plasma operation and demonstrating feasibi l i ty
of f u s i o n reactor eng ineer ing technologies including remote maintenance
technology which is one of key technologies for the FER.

As the reactor core s t ruc tures of the FER are i r r ad ia ted by 14 MeV
fast neu t ron , they are ac t iva t ed so s t rong ly that their repair and
main tenance should be made by remote technology. The remote technology
required for the maintenance of the FER has specific features in comparison
wi th those for other nuclear plants such as f i s s ion power reactor and
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants as follows:

O b j e c t i v e s of remote ma in tenance for the FER are ve ry large and very
complex and high vacuum structures.

- Dose ra te dur ing ma in t enance w i l l be more than 10 R / h , so personnel
entry ins ide the reactor is p rohib i ted . The r e m o t e l y operated
equipments must have high radiation resistance.
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Torus sector modules such as divertor and movable shield are necessary
to be inspec ted , d i sassembled , t ranspor ted and reassembled w i t h very
high accuracy.
Containment of t r i t ium, radioactive corrosion products, and radioactive
debris is required during the reactor maintenance.

The recent FER design study puts emphasis on the enhancement of cost/
performance and further overall rational system design [1-3].

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FER

A wide range of design options which offers a possibility of reducing
the cost of FER without affect ing the fundamentals of its mission has been
e v a l u a t e d for the c o s t / p e r f o r m a n c e enhancement . A r e f e rence reactor
concept of FER is decided based primary on the tradeoff between re l iabi l i ty
of m a i n t e n a n c e scheme and m i n i m i z a t i o n of cap i t a l cost. Key fea tu res of
FER s t ruc ture are: 1) the most r e l i ab le ma in t enance p rocedure , 2)
o p t i m i z a t i o n of PF coil a l l o c a t i o n , 3) i n s t a l l a t i o n of s a c r i f i c e d guard
l imiters on the inboard f i rs t wall area against off-normal conditions and
4) re l iable and simple shielding structure.

Key design parameters are l is ted in Table 1. The FER is based on a
p u l s e d - o p e r a t i o n scenar io w i t h n o n - i n d u c t i v e p l a sma cur ren t r a m p - u p .
Plasma burn t ime is about 800 seconds. Tr i t ium producing blankets are not
i n s t a l l ed because of the s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of reactor s t ruc tures and the
enhancement of their rel iabi l i ty . Tr i t ium breeding and recovery tests are
p lanned to be car r ied out in test modules . The r e l a t i v e l y low l i f e t i m e
f l u e n c e of 0.3 M W . a / m is de te rmined f r o m t r i t i u m procurement and a
reasonable level for engineering testing, except for irradiation effects on
structural materials. Two principle operating phase are considered for the
FER. Init ial operating phase is devoted mainly for physics testing, and
later phase is for blanket testing.

TABLE I MAJOR PARAMETER OF FER

Operation mode
OH coil flux ( V s )
Burn time (s)
Major/minor radius (m)
Plasma current ( M A )
Fusion power (MW)
Life t ime fluence (MW a/m2)
Neutron wall loading (MW/m )
Impurity control
Breeding blanket
Number of TF coils

non-inductive current ramp-up
50
800
4.42 /1 .25
8.74
406
0.3
1.07
single null divertor
test modules
12

The perspective view of FER is shown in Fig. 1. The primary focus of
the design work is s implif icat ion of remote maintenance for reactor core
components and s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of the reactor structures. The torus
consists of movable shield, semi-permanent shield, single-null poloidal
d i v e r t o r , guard l i m i t e r and p lasma vacuum vessel. Torus components are
segmented in to t w e l v e associated w i t h t w e l v e of TF coils. The p lasma
vacuum vessel is formed by a combined vacuum boundary. The reactor struc-
tures are suppor ted by t w e l v e exhaust ducts i n s t a l l ed be tween TF coils.
Most of torus internals, such as movable shield, divertor module and guard
limiters, accomodate a simple straight-line assembly/disassembly procedure
through the region between adjacent TF coils for rel iable maintenance.

A single-null poloidal divertor concept set on the bottom is employed
for impur i ty control, main ly because of its advantage in remote maintenance
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Upper guard limiter
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FIG. l Perspective view of FER.

and earthquake-proof support structures. Local guard limiters on inboard
area are des igned to be eas i ly r ep l aceab l e w i thou t b r e a k i n g a p la sma
vacuum. T rans fe r cask are p repared to p r e v e n t the spread of t r i t i u m and
radioactive debris during transportation. The shield system is designed to
ach ieve a 2.5 m r e m / h for personnel access in to the reactor room w i t h all
shielding in place at one day after shutdown.

3. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The a ims of present s tudy are to d e v e l o p e a r e l i a b l e , f e a s i b l e and
simple maintenance system for torus components of the next tokamak device.
The design philosophy for the maintenance of FER is summarized as follows:
- The most reliable and simplest removal procedure is adopted for divertor

and sh ie ld s t ruc ture . For this purpose the m o v a b l e sh ie ld m o d u l e is
replaced horizontally toward radial d i rec t ion ("single straight l ine
motion") .
Reactor components not to be repaired are not to be withdrawn as far as
possible.

- Up-to-date or near future technologies [4-7] such as servo-manipulator,
v i s i o n , t ranspor t , sensor, computer a ided control systems w i l l be
applied for remote equipments and systems.
Peripheral structures should be designed to be easily treated by hands-
on operat ion. S t ructures w i l l inc lude the f i t t i n g s for water p ipes ,
vacuum lip-seal welding/bolting flanges of access port,

- Compact and s imple mechanisms are applied for remotely operated systems
and equipments so as to increase their re l iabi l i ty and to reduce their
cost.
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4. MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE

The procedure for the movable shield removal is shown in Table 2.
Steps (1) to (4) are carried out in the case of removal of only a divertor
module, and steps (1) to (2) and (6) to (7) are in the guard limiter module
removal. The movable shield module is installed in the reverse order of
Table 2, and leak tests of pipe connectors and NOT of welds are performed
additionally. An inboard guard limiter is independently replaced without
breaking a plasma vacuum boundary, and the other components such as the
upper guard limiter, the divertor and the movable shield are replaced
without removing any inboard guard limiter after breaking the vacuum.

TABLE II. PROCEDURE FOR MOVABLE SHIELD REMOVAL

(1) Bake out the components in the vacuum vessel.
(2) Drain the coolant in the sector to be replaced and remove the jumpers

of the cooling pipes. Cut the lip seal welds in parallel.
(3) Release the clamps and support of the divertor module.
(4) Withdraw the divertor module and transfer it.
(5) Insert the shield plug under the movable shield.
(6) Remove the connecting bolts of the upper guard limiter.
(7) Withdraw the upper guard limiter and transfer it.
(8) Cut the connector of the RF launcher.
(9) Withdraw the launcher and transfer it.
(10) Set the shield plug to the RF duct of the movable shield.
(11) Release the connection and support of the movable shield.
(12) Withdraw the movable shield and transfer it.

Breaking the vacuum boundary, disconnecting the bolts and releasing
the clamps of the components could be performed by "hands-on" operations,
since special shield plugs are inserted into the spaces, where the
components, such as the divertor module and the RF launcher, are placed
during normal reactor operation. In addition, the torus components are
cooled to reduce tritium released from their surface and air-line suits are
not used for hands-on operation, in order to increase work efficiency.
5. MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENTS

The following systems/equipments are prepared for maintenance of torus
components:
Replacement systems
Inboard guard limiter replacement system
Upper guard limiter replacement system
Divertor replacement system
Movable shield replacement system
RF launcher replacement system
Blanket test module replacement system
Lifting devices
Overhead travelling crane
Hoist, etc.
Manipulator systems

Floor mobile manipulator system
Bridge mounted manipulator system
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Inspection system
Inspection system for reactor room
In-vessel inspection system

Auxiliary machines and tools
Automatic lip seal welder/cutter
Automatic pipe welder/cutter
Impact wrench, etc.

Among the above mentioned systems, special purpose systems such as the
rep lacement system for torus components are s t rongly i n f l u e n c e d by the
reactor s tructure or c o n f i g u r a t i o n . This section describes the main
replacement systems as typical maintenance system.

5.1 Design conditions

(1) Dimension, weight and decay heat of reactor component modules
A p p r o x i m a t e d i m e n s i o n , we igh t and decay heat of reactor component

modules to be replaced are shown in Table 3.
(2) Environmental conditions

Biological dose rates of reactor components at 24 hours after reactor
shutdown are as follows:

Surface of f irst wall divertor plates and guard limiter —— 10 rem/h
Outside surface of movable shield —— 10 rem/h

R a d i o a c t i v i t i e s to be considered du r ing main tenance are t r i t i u m ,
debris and corrosion products. Debris are assumed to be adhering to only
the surface of walls facing to plasma and to come off the surface easily.
T r i t i u m is supposed to be adsorbed in the p lasma f a c i n g wal l s and to be
released so much as the wall temperature rises.

TABLE III APPROXIMATE DIMENSION, WEIGHT AND DECAY HEAT
OF REACTOR COMPONENT MODULES

Component

Inboard guard limiter
Divertor module
Upper guard limiter
Movable shield
RF launcher (ICRF)
Blanket test module

Dimension
(WxLxH (m))
0.4x10.6x0.2

3x 8.5x1.2
2.3x 7.7x0.3

4x 6.5x7
2.7x 8.5x4
1 x 3 x 2

Weight
(tons)

1.5
72
15
250
120
18

Decay heat
(kW)

1.5
3.4
2.7

19
2.2
0.2

5.2 Inboard guard limiter replacement system
The inboard guard limiter replacement system is composed of a transfer

container and a l i f t ing machine built in the container, as shown in Fig. 2.
A vacuum f l ange is i n s t a l l ed at the bottom of the conta iner , s ince the
inboard guard limiter is replaced without breaking the plasma vacuum. A
shut ter door and a f l e x i b l e sheet are also attached in the inlet port in
order to contain the debris.

The l i f t i n g mach ine comprises two l i f t i n g devices and a ro ta t ing
device. A spent limiter is lifted by a l i f t ing device, rotated 180 degrees
by the rotating device, in order to alternate wi th a new limiter suspended
by another l i f t i n g dev ice in pos i t ion , and then new one is inser ted into
the vacuum vessel.
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FIG.2 Inboard guard limiter replacement system.

Main specification of the inboard guard limiter is as follows:
Transfer container
Approximate dimension —— 1.3 m diameter x 1 ̂  m high
Dead weight —— 5.5 tons
Loading capacity —— 2 modules
Lifting machines
Type
Lifting capacity

Rotat ing electric hoist
2 tons/unit

5.3 Divertor module replacement system
The d iver to r m o d u l e r ep l acemen t system is composed of a t r ans fe r

container, and a divertor replacement machine, comprising a traverse car
and a hydraulic telescopic jack , as shown in Fig. 3. The divertor module
is withdrawn from the torus into the container by the telescopic jack and
then t ransferred ou tward of the RF launcher by the t r ave r se car to be
t ranspor ted to the m a i n t e n a n c e room by a overhead t r a v e l l i n g crane.
R o l l e r s ins ta l l ed in a d iver tor sh i e ld extens ion (a f r a m e s t ruc tu re
extended outward f r o m the d iver to r sh ie ld ) can move up and down so as to
function only during transfer. Endless rollers, which have a large load
capacity, are used as roller, since the space is limited.

The te lescopic j ack is adopted to make system compact, because the
transfer distance is very long (10 m).

An ice box, which is inside the thermal insulation box at front part
of the container, surrounds the divertor plate and the latent heat of ice
is used to maintain the divertor plate at a low temperature to minimize the
tri t ium released from its surface. Neither the ice box nor the container
is r equ i red to be a i r t ight or needs any power s u p p l y , which results in a
simple system. The ice box is pushed out with the divertor plate from the
thermal insulation box and is dismantled after use in the maintenance room,
and the thermal insulation box integrated with the container can be reused
without contamination. The container can keep the divertor plate at a low
temperature for 60 hours.
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FIG.3 Divertor module replacement system.

M a i n s p e c i f i c a t i o n of the d i v e r t o r modu le r ep lacemen t system is as
follows:
Telescopic Jack

double acting telescopic cylinder
150 kN
10 m
20 mm/sec (max . )
17.5 MPa

Type
Capacity
Stroke
Velocity
Pressure

Traverse car
Type
Loading capacity
Velocity
Motor power
Rail gauge
Wheel

electric traverse
300 tons
10 m/min
15 kW
3000 mm
500 mm x 200 mm

car

5.4 Upper guard limiter replacement system
The upper guard l imiter replacement system is similar as the divertor

module replacement system fundamental ly except the traverse car. A special
t ransfer container is used for the upper guard l i m i t e r becuase its
dimension is d i f f e r e n t f rom that of the d iver tor m o d u l e , w h i l e the same
telescopic jack is used for both the upper guard limiter and the divertor
module.

5.5 Movable shield replacement system
A m o v a b l e shield rep lacement system is also composed of a m o v a b l e

shield transfer container and a movable shield travell ing system as shown
in Fig. M. A pump unit is, wh ich is p rov ided w i t h the container and
circulating the water in the water tank shield into the cooling channel of
the f i r s t w a l l , and is used for the removal of the decay heat of the
movable shield since the heat is very high.
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FIG.4 Movable shield replacement system.

The movable shield travelling system consists of a telescopic jack, a
travelling platform and a shield plug, and is moved on rollers installed on
the upper plates of the platform and the shield plug by the telescopic
jack. The rollers move up and down so that steps, which are installed at
the bottom of the shield for reduction of the radiation streaming, can pass
through. The platform is supported by the shield plug while the movable
shield is travelling on it and by a support leg raised up while the shield
is laid in the container. Main specification of the movable shield
replacement system is as follows:
Platform
Loading capacity
Roller

Telescopic jack
Transfer container
Loading capacity
Pump unit

280 tons
(lifting method)
(stroke)

hydraulic cylinder
1 00 mm

same as one for divertor travelling
300 tons
(motor power) 1.5 kW

6. REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE FACILITY

The main functions of a maintenance faci l i ty are (1) easy inspection,
d isassembly and r ea s sembly of components for scheduled and unschedu led
replacement, (2) examination of structural material of used components, (3)
storage of components for reuse. These functions should be implemented by
using state-of-the-art technologies.

The basic work flow of maintenance of reactor components is shown in
Fig. 5 and the layout is shown in Fig. 6. The repa i r and m a i n t e n a n c e
f a c i l i t y comprises decon t amina t i on , i n s p e c t i o n , r e p a i r / m a i n t e n a n c e ,
dismantling, examination, temporary storage and transfer system.

The components transferred from the reactor room are f irst decontami-
nated and then sent to the inspec t ion system. A f t e r inspec t ion , the
components w i l l be sent to the r eap i r /ma in t enance , d i s m a n t l i n g and/or
temporary storage systems depending on the results of the inspection.

H i g h l y ac t iva ted parts of reactor components are isolated f rom low
activated parts by a shielding wall between hot and semi-hot cells.
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F I G . 5 Basic flow of maintenance of reactor components.

The h i g h l y ac t i va t ed parts are inser ted into the hot cell f rom the
semi-hot cell side th rough a hole of sh i e ld ing wa l l s w i t h remote
e q u i p m e n t s . The decon tamina t ion , inspection and repair/maintenance rooms
are all divided into semi-hot cell by shielding walls.

The h i g h l y a c t i v a t e d parts w i l l be f u l l y r e m o t e l y repa i red w h i l e
others wil l be made by remote/hands-on operation.

Divertor components are planned to have scheduled replacement because
of the damage due to high heat and charged particle fluxes from plasma, and
they also have heavy shield and frame parts. Only the highly activiated
d ive r to r p la te is designed to be replaced in order to reduce radwastes .
The heavy shield and frame parts wil l be reused.

Components which have been repaired or maintained are stored for reuse
on basement floor (B1). Only metallography tests of irradiated materials
are performed in the examination cell of this facili ty.

The parts of components to be disposed of are cut and/or pressed in
the maintenance fac i l i ty , then they are packed and transferred for long-
term storage in the storage facility. Radwastes to be transferred to the
storage facil i ty are treated and packaged into immobile and stable forms.

7. NEAR-TERM R&D PROGRAMME FOR REMOTE HANDLING

Many technical issues required R&D in remote maintenance technologies
for FER are po in ted out. Al though some prototype remote ly operated
equ ipmen t s for the spec i f i c area have been deve loped at J A E R I and
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FIG.6 Layout of repair and maintenance facili ty.
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i n d u s t r i e s , the sys temat ic R&D e f f o r t s a re not progressed to s a t i s f y
various requirements for FER. Especially, an R&D effort for the area 'such
as r a d i a t i o n rés is ten t e l ec t ron i c components, sensors and tele-operation
technology using AI technique which require much time should be put on the
emphas i s . In a d d i t i o n , t ranspor t sys tem for reactor core s t ruc tures and
in-vessel r epa i r system ( i n s p e c t i o n , t i l e - h a n d l i n g , etc .) , w h i c h a re
c l o s e l y r e l a t ed to the reactor c o n f i g u r a t i o n shou ld be f a b r i c a t e d and
tested according to the FER design. During their R&D, t imely mockup tests
and s u p p o r t i n g sys tem by C A D / C A E s i m u l a t i o n mus t be ca r r ied out to
demonstrate the feasibi l i ty of the FER remote maintenance.

In cons idera t ion of present technologies of remote handling systems
for F E R , the f o l l o w i n g near - te rm R&D programme ( '88-93)is about to be
proposed in order to e s t a b l i s h the remote h a n d l i n g technol iges . The
programme comprizes the deve lopment of the f u n d a m e n t a l t echnologies for
remote equipments and the construction of a new R&D faci l i ty .

The R&D fac i l i t y for remote handling/reactor structure wi l l be 30 m
w i d e , 60 m long and 20 m h igh , f loor area of 1800 m2 , and is p r o v i d e d w i t h
a 250-ton portal crane, a 30-ton overhead t r a v e l l i n g crane, a central
control system and a vacuum pumping system. The remote equipments/systems
to be developed in this fac i l i ty are:
1) p a r t i a l FER model ( v a c u u m vesse l ) , 2 ) divertor /guard l imi ter /movable
shield replacement systems, 3) l i g h t - d u t y / h e a v y - d u t y s e r v o - m a n i p u l a t o r
sys tems, 4) m u l t i - j o i n t arm for t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , 5) r emote i n s p e c t i o n
systems, 6) floor mobi l e maintenance robots, 7) central control systems, 8)
a u t o m a t i c w e l d i n g / c u t t i n g machines for lip-seal welds, 9) special tools
consisting of l i f t i ng jigs, decontamination devices, torque wrenches and
remotely operated connectors/fi t t ings for various service lines.

F u n d a m e n t a l t echno log ies for remote e q u i p m e n t s , such as pro to type
m a n i p u l a t o r sys tems and v a c u u m t r i bo logy , w i l l be con t inued to be
developed.

8. CONCLUSION

FER is designed wi th the primary focus on the s impl i f ica t ion of remote
m a i n t e n a n c e . R e p a i r and m a i n t e n a n c e systems are des igned based on the
technologies which wi l l be developed in near fu ture .

On the other h a n d , the exper iences of Three M i l e s I s l and-2 ( T M I - 2 )
c l e a n - u p o p e r a t i o n and non -ex i s t ence o f f u l l y - r e m o t e r e a s s e m b l i n g
technology for the large mechnanical structure suggest us the fact that the
exs i s t i ng technolog ies a re not s u f f i c i e n t l y a p p l i c a b l e to w i t h s t a n d
requirements of remote maintenance for the next step fus ion reactor (FER).

Therefore, although some fundamental technologies r e g a r d i n g r emote
m a i n t e n a n c e of FER ex i s t , i t i s u r g e n t l y r e q u i r e d that the R&D e f fo r t s
should be paid on some area when the specific features of the fusion device
is taken into account.
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THE JET REMOTE MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

T RAIMONDI
JET Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

One of the main objectives of JET is to reach near ignition conditions
in a D-T phase during an operational period of two years, when remote
maintenance will be needed due to neutron activation. The maintenance
criterion has been to replace rather than repair faulty components. The
machine is segmented so that in case of major failure an octant can be
replaced. To achieve a high degree of reliabili ty, established technology
has been applied throughout and in particular to vacuum, f lu id and
electrical connections, which are defined and standardised in the remote
handling manual. To cope with the complexity and unpredictabili ty of the
tasks l ikely to be required, a f lexible system, consisting of general
purpose handling devices positioned by large transporters and supplemented
by special tools, has been adopted. For remote operations within the
vacuum vessel the transporter is an articulated boom which can reach all
around the torus through a horizontal port. It carries either a
manipulator or end-effectors for handling heavy components. Outside the
vessel a crane-mounted telescopic mast will position a manipulator all
around the machine, working in combination with l i f t ing facilities provided
by the main hook of the crane or by an auxi l iary jib crane mounted on the
telescopic mast , and in areas not accessible f rom above, by a low-level
transporter. Periodic inspections of the interior of the vessel have to be
done to check for damage due to plasma disruptions. Our system scans the
vessel under vacuum using four TV probes through small apertures in the top
of the vessel and can work at operating temperature (300°C) . Remote
handling specialists vet the design of all systems classified as requir ing
remote handling, and prepare procedures for the envisaged maintenance.
Mock-up tests lead to the identif icat ion of special tools and
computer-aided techniques which may be needed. Experience was gained in
installing antennae and limiters during the last shutdown.

1. INTRODUCTION

The JET experiment, wh ich started operation in June 1983, is the
spearhead of the European Fusion programme, co-ordinated and supported by
the European Community ( E U R A T O M ) . Among the main objectives of JET is the
study of the behaviour of energetic alpha particles produced by fusion
reactions and consequent plasma heating. This object ive calls for a
deuterium (D) - tri t ium (T) phase sustained for one or two years, during
which thousands of D-T pulses are planned, each producing up to 102 0 fusion
neutrons. These results will provide an essential data base for successive
steps towards fus ion reactors.

JET is a tokamak 11.5 m high and 15 m in diameter (Fig 1) designed
in i t ia l ly for ^.8 MA. Thanks to recent enhancements of particular
components, 6 MA have been achieved and there are prospects of reaching
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Fig 1 Schematic Layout of JET.

7 MA. It is expected that wi th the increased plasma current , together wi th
additional heating and improvements in density and disruption control and
plasma-wall interaction, the envisaged fusion parameters will be reached.
Tr i t ium will then be introduced in 1991 and from that point interventions
on the machine will have to be done remotely because high energy neutrons
will activate i ts structures (Table 1).

TABLE 1 : GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATES IN mSv/HOUR AT
SHUTDOWN.3

Zone

Inside vacuum
vessel

Outer surface of
mechanical
structure

Inner surface of
Torus Hall wall
at equatorial
plane

Basement

1 day cooling

2.5 x 103

8.6

2.5

2 x 10~3

1 month cooling

1.7 103

6.1

1.8

5 x 10"*

a) The dose rates are calculated assuming a
total of 102" D.T neutrons produced
uniformly over 2 years. This is the maximum
credible neutron production for JET
(10 1* pulses each producing 10 2 0 neutrons).
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2. REMOTE MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS

As a prototype experimental device the JET machine has been constantly
evolving over the years. In the design phase it was not possible to
imagine all the changes and addit ions that have been superimposed on the
original design. The aim was therefore to have a f lexible system where the
main tools would be ser vomanipulators to be positioned inside or outside
the vacuum vessel by transporters, and controlled by operators via TV.
These could be used for numerous different types of task, including the
unpredictable, and design changes would not make the RH equipment
obsolete.

From the outset, the necessities of active operation influenced the
design:

Established engineering techniques were used as far as possible in the
interests of reliabil i ty.
The toroidal structure is modular, in 8 segments, and any one of them
may be replaced by a spare octant.
The poloidal f ie ld coils were located outside the toroidal magnet and
can be l i f ted or lowered to permit this segmentation.
The vacuum vessel was provided wi th two large flanged access ports to
allow entrance of RH equipment.

Guidelines were laid down to ensure that faul ty components could be
replaced remotely. This meant

(1) configuration control of machine components, p ip ing , wi r ing and
peripherals to ensure access for telemanipulators

(2) development of mechanical, vacuum, f l u id and electrical connections
which could be operated by a manipulator

(3) study of methods for handling components remotely.

The complexity of the tokamak presents serious problems of access and
viewing for remote handling so we are developing computer aids for
positioning the manipulators in the working areas: teach-and-repeat and
graphical modelling. For expected specialised operations requir ing high
precision and forces, such as cutt ing and welding, special tools are being
developed.

3. DESIGN STANDARDS

A Remote Handling Manual sets design standards for components which
were classified according to the likelihood of their requiring remote
handling. Relying on the dexteri ty of the servomanipulator we did not
embark on developing series of "automatic" fastenings which would have been
unacceptably complex and costly and of dubious rel iabi l i ty .

Considerable effort was devoted to the development of high vacuum
flanges (Fig 2) which have to withstand bakeout cycles to 350°C and
incorporate features which make them easy to handle remotely. The larger
diameter flanges use captive bolts and nut rings that can be replaced if a
bolt seizes. They have a double helicoflex metal seal to avoid bending
moments, reduce dimensions and allow for helium leak detection. The
smaller flanges are V-clamps with single helicoflex seals. So far their
reliabili ty has been excellent.
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Fig 2 Vacuum Flange for Remote Handling.

Electrical connections have given some problems. Standard LEMO quick
connectors were used throughout. They have the advantage that they can be
handled by only one tong, but insertion and retraction were a problem,
aggravated in the larger sizes by cables which were too heavy and stiff for
the connectors. Chamfer ing the male components stops them from j amming and
s t ic t ion is overcome by gently wobbling them while suppor t ing the heavy
cables wi th the other tong. Better clamping of the cable to the connector
has also improved r e l i ab i l i ty .

Similar handling techniques are used for the water "quick connectors".
The standard chosen is the single hand operated RAFIX for sizes up to
25 mm. Larger sizes proved unreliable and d i f f i c u l t to handle and for
these we use "V" clamp flanges similar to the vacuum type but with
elastomer seals. Their robustness and reliabil i ty outweighs the
disadvantage of needing to use a wrench.

Surface treatment of bolts with Titanium Ni t r ide and strict quality
control of tolerances and mating parts have been imposed to avoid seizures
in vacuum.

M . SERVOMANIPULATORS

The principal remote handling device for dexterous operations is the
MASCOT IV ser vomanipulator (Fig 3), two of which have been constructed on
the basis of the MASCOT III model previously developed by E N E A , Rome. A
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Fig 3 Servornan!pulator plus camera.

third slave unit has been ordered for mounting on a turret truck to permit
4-handed operations in association with TARM. The MASCOT III which has
been used for testing has been overhauled and brought up to date.

The servomanipulator consists of a 2-armed master unit and a slave
uni t , kinematically similar. Their movements are l inked by
force-reflecting servomechanisms, giving the operator controlling the
master the tactile sensation of doing the work. The proportion of force
reflected to the operator can be varied according to the requirements of
the task. For delicate operations a high feedback ratio can be imposed,
where considerable force has to be applied a low feedback will be more
comfortable for the operator. The slave has a camera mounted on it to give
front views, side views being provided by cameras on the end segments of
the transporters.

Algorithms for computer-aided teleoperation are being developed:
teach-and-repeat, tool weight reduction, trajectory constraints and
automatic camera tracking.

5. TRANSPORTERS

For remote operations wi th in the vacuum vessel the transporter is an
articulated boom which enters through a port situated on the equatorial
plane and can reach round to the opposite side of the torus. A turret
truck is provided to carry ena-effectors, manipulators and components and
l i f t them up to be attached to the articulated boom. Outside the vessel a
crane-mounted telescopic mast will be able to position a manipulator all
around the machine. It will work in combination with l i f t ing facilit ies
provided by the main hook of the crane or by an auxiliary jib crane mounted
on the telescopic mast, and in areas not accessible from above, by a
low-level transporter. A tracked roving vehicle provides back-up services.
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5.1. Articulated Boom for In-Vessel Operations

This transporter was built to JET design. In a tokamak l ike JET the
only convenient access to the torus is through ports situated on the
equatorial plane between the toroidal coils. The articulated boom enters
the vessel through either of two opposite horizontal ports. It can reach
round half the circumference with a payload of one tonne. We have now
added another segment to extend the reach right round to the opposite port
wi th a payload of 350 kg (Fig 4). The alternative of a transporter running
on tracks was discarded because of the d i f f i cu l ty of getting it through the
port and because any f ix tures inside the vessel would be susceptible to
plasma damage. Umbilical cables would also pose an extremely d i f f icul t
problem. The geometry is unsuitable for a telescopic boom.

SHORTER VERSION
BOOM SCHEME.
'CAPAC IT Y.1 TONNE

EXTENDED VERSION,
BOOM SCHEME,
CAPACITY: 350 kg

Fig Articulated boom in vessel. Plan view.

The boom consists of f i ve segments cantilevered off a trolley
suspended from a beam which spans the gap between the wall of the torus
hall and the machine (Fig 1). To compensate for misalignments and
deflections due to the load (max 50 mm at full extension), the trolley
allows for l imited slew and tilt. The end segment, known as the boom
extension, has pan/tilt/roll motions and terminates with a quick connector
to which it is possible to attach either the servomanipulator or a grabber
designed to l i f t the heavy limiters and antennae (Fig 5). One section of
the boom extension is an open structure providing a receptacle for tools to
be used by the manipulator (Figs 3, 6).

The boom is controlled via microprocessors either from the control
room or from a portable console. The operator has a joystick with which he
can move one or two preselected joints at a time at variable speed. He can
also f inely adjust the position of the end effector with a resolved motion
algorithm. There is a teach-and-repeat facil i ty for repetitive motions
such as insertion into the vessel and prepositioning in working areas.
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Fig 5 Articulated Boom and En ci-effect or s

Fig 6 Boom Extension with TV arms and grabber

A powerful navigation aid is provided by a graphical model of the boom
in its environment which is connected in real time to the boom transducers.
This can be used off line to teach preferred trajectories.
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The articulated boom was used hands-on to install 32 belt limiters and
8 antennae and recently to replace a faul ty antenna.

5.2. The Crane-mounted Telescopic Arm (TARM)

This transporter (Fig 7) is being designed for access to areas on the
outside of the vacuum vessel. It will be suspended from the crab of the
main 150 tonne crane, which was used for the installation of the machine.
The crane was specified wi th the f i n e controls that would be required
during remote operations. This turned out to be a bonus during the
assembly phase. Positioning the 130 tonne octants with tolerances of about
1 mm was no problem. A trial of inserting one octant with TV viewing was
successful. Minimum incremental displacements of the load were of the
order of 0.2 mm in the vertical direction and 1 mm horizontally, with
negligible swinging effects . All the crane motors are thyristor controlled.
The load is continuously monitored by means of load cells. Given the
elasticity of the ropes and the low controllable speeds, vertical contact
loading can be kept below 300 kg. The rotation of the 150t ramshorn hook
is motorised. This hook will be replaced by a shackle for remote
engagement to l i f t ing eyes. The mechanical repeatability of the position
of the hook in any co-ordinate is 20 mm. To l i f t large, delicate
structures such as the outer poloidal f ield coils a four-rope system with
hydraulic load equalisers is used. This system will also be used to raise
to its location under the crab the structure which will support the
telescopic arm ( T A R M ) .

5.3. Low-level Transporter

Some components on the lower half of the vacuum vessel which will
require handling are not accessible to the overhead crane. For this a

C'NTRE UNE
OF MAIN CfUME

Fig 7 TARM movements.
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low-level transporter has been specified and procured. It is a modi f ied
electric fo rk - l i f t truck equipped wi th an attachment and end-effector
capable of precisely controlled movements. It will be used in conjunction
with a ser vornanipulator supported by T A R M . Last shutdown it was used to
install seven TM pumps and two VAT valves. Tenders are now being
adjudicated for its upgrading to remote operation from the control room.

6. SPECIAL TOOLS

For operations in areas where access is d i f f i cu l t , or which require
high precision or large forces, special tools are being developed. These
will be positioned by the manipulator. Efforts were made during the design
phase of the machine to standardise and s impl i fy components so that the
number and complexity of such special tools could be kept to a min imum.

A significant example is the cutting and welding trolley (Fig 8)
designed to cut and reweld, if necessary, any of the large vacuum joints.
The geometry of these joints was standardised in the form of edge-welded
lips. The automatic trolley runs along the lip joint with no need for
additional guides. Its rollers bring the lips together, reducing initial
gaps, and reliable TIG autogenous welds are achieved. Arc voltage control
is used to follow irregularities. Pulse welding makes it possible to work
in any at t i tude.

Fig 8 Compact Welding Trolley

The TIG torch can be replaced by a nibbler which cuts the joints ready
for rewelding without leaving debris. It can also t r im one lip flush with
the other, so that edge welding becomes possible even if the initial
positioning of the lips to be joined is not precise. By mount ing the two
dr iv ing rollers at a "toe-in" angle, the trolley can negotiate sharp turns,
down to 60 mm radius.
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Tools have been developed for cut t ing and welding of the 91 mm
diameter circular sapphire windows for diagnostics.

Recent additions to the in-vessel equipment - the belt limiters and
the ICRF antennae - have complicated the remote handling scenario. One of
the main di f f icul t ies is the cu t t ing and welding of the cooling water
piping on the vessel wall . Here the working envelope is very restricted
and a series of compact tools to a l ign, weld and cut mating pipes has been
developed. (Fig 9 ,10 ) .

These special tools were successfully used hands-on during the last
shutdown. Problems anticipated in remote conditions are associated wi th
misalignments and irregularities in mating surfaces. Mock-up tests, which
have now begun, will give us the measure of these d i f f i cu l t i e s .

Pipe Clamp Hydraulic Clamp
Aclualof

Cable Tensioning
System

Orbiting Ring Gear Bevel Gears Drive Motor

(b)

Fig 9 ; Compact orbital welder (a) and slit cutter (b) for cooling
water pipes in vessel.
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7. IN-VESSEL INSPECTION (Fig 10)

Periodic inspections of the interior of the vacuum vessel have to be
done to check for damage due to plasma disruptions. A system was developed
to scan the vessel using four TV probes through small apertures in the top
of the vessel without breaking the vacuum. A great effort of
miniaturisat ion was required to compress the optics and electronics into
the small diameter available.

field 4*-20"

rotation 160*

hit ol optical ans 00*
rtscrfulton
2 mm ol a distance
of 5m

Nfw vie on ca/nera

Kovar Irarrs'ton

glass viewing
cylinder

DC s*rvomolors ore
situated ot the bod>
at the camera actuating

oom

ox us
ertical positiontng
otatton
•Hector

<• Ifrscopicotly operated
zoom lenses

.prism

cylindrical corrector

prism till drive

Layout of the system Viewing probe

Fig 10 In-Vessel Inspection.
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Another problem was to provide suf f ic ien t i l lumination, particularly
since the vessel has been carbonised. The initial solution was to use
high-energy flashlight and digital framegrabbers. The system is completely
automatic, wi th microprocessor control. The vessel surface was divided
into viewing areas and for each of these "named positions" the orientation,
viewing and l ight ing parameters were optimised and stored on disc. The
operator calls up the named positions using a keyboard or mimic diagram and
the camera is pointed at the desired location wi th aperture, focus and
flash intensity as previously chosen. In this way a series of photos are
taken and can be stored on disc or tape for comparison with previous
shots. Digital filters are used to enhance contrast and reduce f l icker ing .
However, even increasing the sensitivity by integrating successive flashes,
the image obtained of the inner part of the vessel remained hazy because
direct light impinging on the viewing glass is scattered inside it.
Recently it was possible to make a considerable improvement. Some more
penetrations were made available to provide continuous lighting. Four
vacuum-tight assemblies of silica light guides are illuminated by small
powerful purpose-designed projectors sited above the penetrations.

Another drawback with the original system was that the vessel had to
be cooled down to below 50°C to do an inspection. After feasibil i ty tests
high temperature probes to be used at 300°C were designed and manufacture
is now complete. The prototype was tested in a rig at 350°C. As with the
previous model, space restrictions called for painstaking rearrangement of
wiring and connectors to eliminate noise and faults. It was necessary to
do without the zoom to make room for the cooling jacket but with better
lighting the system should be quite satisfactory. The device is equipped
with sensors to detect cooling water leaks.

If time and resources permit a study will be done on the feasibi l i ty
of orientable prisms in vacuum. This would obviate the optical problems
connected with the cylindrical viewing glasses but would need drives
through the vessel containment. It is a development more in view of future
devices than for JET itself.

8. CONCLUSION
Much of the principal remote handling equipment is now on site. The

task ahead is to get all the equipment together into a working system.
Extensive trials will be done on partial mock-ups simulating components
expected to require remote maintenance, in order to establish handling
procedures. Every effort will be made to take advantage of fu ture
shutdowns to get experience using the remote handling equipment on the
machine . These trials will alert us to shortcomings in the equipment and
show what tools are required for the various operations and whether any
other components have to be modified before the D-T phase.

I th ink our Remote Handling Groups have made notable advances in the
f i e ld of teleoperation. However in the ever-changing scenario of the JET
prototype where the principal concern has to be improvement of the plasma
parameters, we have gone astray somewhat from the KISS principle. This is
the golden rule for designers of machinery to be handled remotely: "Keep
It Simple Stupid!". Designers working towards fusion reactors will have to
learn to KISS.
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MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS FOR NET

C. HOLLO WAY, E. SALPIETRO
NET TEAM,
Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik,
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

Remote maintenance of NET in-vessel and ex-vessel components is described
together wi th concepts for the maintenance equipment. The application of
robotic devices and tele-manipulators to the servicing of fusion machines
is discussed. It is concluded that, except for certain well defined
situations, the unpredictable nature of the maintenance requirements are
best suited by the f lexibi l i ty of the tele-manipulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Next European Torus (NET) is the next step in the European Fusion
Programme and will form the physics and technology l ink between the
existing device JET and the eventual demonstration reactor DEMO.
NET will use deuterium and t r i t ium to produce fusion reactions. This will
result in the structure and internal components of the reactor becoming
radioactive. As a result, maintenance or experimental reconfiguration of
the machine will be carried out remotely.
FIG. 1 shows the genral arrangement of the NET machine [ l ] . A close
proximity shield surrounds the reactor and encloses much of the
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F 1RS r IMLL

VESSEL / SHIELD

PLASMA EXHAUST-

TOROIDALFIELD CO/L5
INNERPOLO/OAL COILS

PLASMA

DIVERTOR PLATES

OUTER
POLOIDAL COILS

FIG1 THE NET MACHINE
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auxilliary equipment. The presence of the biological shield will allow
access to the main torus hall twenty four hours after the machine has
been shut down [ 2 ] , This arrangement means that total remote maintenance
is applied within the biological shield and equipment outside the shield
will be maintained by 'semi-remote1 or 'hands-on* techniques.

2. MAINTENANCE OF IN-VESSEL COMPONENTS
Plasma facing components, such as the first wall or divertor plates, must
be tested under typical reactor conditions. These conditions are expected
to be very demanding and as a result damage may occur frequently. The
replacement of these items must be anticipated and accomplished reliably
in a relatively short period of time. In addition, erosion of the first
wall and divertor plate will result in the generation of particles of
radioactive material [3]. The maintenance procedures must include means
to prevent the spread of these particles into the surrounding environment
and this may have a significant impact on the design of the maintenance
equipment.

2.1 Containment of Radioactive Debris
To avoid the spread of contamination during maintenance two systems are
being considered [^ ].
a) Contained Transfer Units, (CTU's) are connected to the appropriate

vacuum vessel apertures during maintenance. The CTU's incorporate all
the necessary equipment required to undertake a maintenance operation,
including, where necessary, spare parts and storage receptacles. An
inert gas atmosphere prevents contamination of the plasma chamber
walls by the reactor hall atmosphere.

b) Tight Intermediate Containment (TIC) which extends the confinement
boundary to include the cell above the machine. This cell will
probably become contaminated and must be designed to facilitate
decontamination. In addition, action must be taken to limit as far as
possible the spread of contaminants. During maintenance this volume
will also be filled with an inert gas.

To minimize the transfer of tritium from within the vessel all segments
will be baked out prior to withdrawal.

2.2 Replacement of Blanket and First Wall Segments
The vacuum vessel has sixteen upper ports which penetrate the
surrounding cryostat and allow free access to the vaious supply lines
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which feed the blanket and first wall assemblies. They are connected
to the main supply system by means of ' jumper* pipes and a header box.
Following the opening of the intermediate vacuum containment access
port, the replacement procedure is carried out in three stages. [5]
The first stage is the preparatory work. This involves draining the
cooling circuits, disconnecting the supply lines and attching
temporary cooling lines to remove after heat. Figure 2 illustrates the
supply line being disconnected by a Contained Transfer Unit
Manipulator ( C T U M ) . Because the coolant lines could contain tritiated
water, the whole disconnection procedure will take place within the
CTU. Once the preparatory work is completed the blanket segments
remain supported only at the vacuum vessel flange.
The second stage involves the removal key plug and blanket modules.
Each of the sixteen blanket sectors is made-up of six blanket segments

FIG 2 ACCESS TO BLANKET SEGMENTS

and a key plug. The blanket components are installed and removed
through the upper access ports of the vacuum vessel. All removal
operations begin by removing the key plug. Once the key plug has been
removed the blanket modules are supported only at the top and they can
also be removed by means of an overhead hoist.
The third and final stage concerns the closure of the vessel, and the
reconnection of the supply lines. Assembly will be followed by
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extensive assembly checks using where possible insitu test equipment,
such as vacuum leak detection tubes.

2.3 Divertor and Protective Tiles
First wall and divertor plates are the components most l ikely to be
damaged by interaction with the plasma. To l imit the damage caused,
the exposed surfaces of the f i rs t wall and divertor are covered by
protective tiles. The tiles can be removed individual ly.
Where a large number of tiles need to be changed they will be removed
whilst still attached to the blanket/f irst wall through the upper
access ports. Individual tiles, or small groups of tiles will be
removed via one of the four horizontal access ports provided for
maintenance by the In-Vessel Handling Uni t ( I V H U ) [?] .
During replacement of the whole divertor plate this will be carried
out via the equatorial maintenance port using the IVHU, equipped wi th
special end effectors. For large scale replacement of the divertors or
as a back-up solution, divertors will be replaced as part of the
blanket module.

2.H In-Vessel Viewing Systems
The NET Vessel Inspection System (NETVIS) is shown diagramatically in
Fig.3. It is required to inspect the first wall for damage to tiles,
divertor plates, etc. It is able to operate between pulses and will
operate under vacuum.

r* srsroi tmm ENCIOSWE IKOM tsouiiai wivr
\ SHIELD PIUS

n PERISCOPE IN IK STOYEO POSITION

H SHIELD

FIG 3 NET IN VESSEL VIEWING SYSTEM

An analysis [6] has shown that the number of cameras to give full
coverage will be four or eight depending on the resolution required.
The T .V. periscopes and light probes will be located at the mid-plane.
Each periscope has two main sub-systems which are the optical assembly
and the TV and camera lens drives. The optical assembly will
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incorporate a two position zoom a series of relay lenses and a
radiation shield. The TV system will comprise black and white cameras.

3. MAINTENANCE OF EX-VESSEL COMPONENTS
The basic machine which includes the coils, the vacuum vessel, the
cryostat, etc. are considered semi-permanent parts which will only be
maintained in the case of fai lure. It is accepted that the removal of
these semi-permanent components will involve a significant shut down
period for the machine, i .e . greater than 6 months. For this reason the
emphasis will be placed on designing these components for maximum
reliabil i ty. Nevertheless, these components must be designed to
faci l i tate removal and the remote handling equipment must be available to
carry out these tasks.

3. 1 Maintenance between the Biological Shield and the Machine
Fig. iJ shows the various items which might require maintenance in the
event of a repair involving one of the semi-permanent parts. They
include:

(i) The Main Support Structure Intercoil structure (1); the
vacuum vessel supports (2); the toroidal field coil supports

(ii) Cryostat Vacuum Seals. The cryostat upper sector seals (4); the
upper shield plug (5); the lower shield plug (6)

(iii) Welding Operations. Vacuum seal between upper connector box and
vacuum vessel (7); covers for vacuum vessel assembly bolts (8);
horizontal access port (9); main vacuum duct (10)

FIG 4 EX-VESSEL MAINTENANCE SITES
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( i v ) Major Feed Throughs and Jumpers. Active coil feed through
( 1 1 ) ; vacuum vessel cooling lines ( 1 2 ) ; power supplies to the
poloidal f ie ld coils ( 1 3 ) ; power supplies to the toroidal field
coils (1*0; upper connecting box supplies which include water
cooling lines, l iquid l i thium etc. (15 )

(v) Cryostat Bellows. Upper access port expansion bellows ( 1 6 ) ;
liquid helium expansion bellows ( 1 7 ) ; other bellows such as
those for the neutral beams and lower hybrid heating systems

( v i ) Electrical, Instrumentation, Cryogenic Connectors. There will
be many connectors in the area directly below the reactor which
must be accessed for repair ( 1 8 ) .

3.2 Ex-Vessel Maintenance Equipment
The general arrangement of the ex-vessel equipment is shown in Fig.5.
A detailed description of the remote maintenance equipment and the
remote handling scenarios are described in [?] .

:IG 5 NET REMOTE EX-VESSEL MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
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3.2.1 Bridge Mounted Transporter (BMT)
The BMT is shown in Fig.5 - Item 2. It is able to position the Bridge
Mounted Manipulator (BMM) at working positions between the
cryostat/biological shield and the reactor. By rotating the mast in
the vertical plane the transporter can position the BMM for work in
the upper reactor hall. In the mast raised position the transporter
can position the BMM at work sites at the top of the reactor. During a
major shut down of the machine, following the removal of the internal
components and decontamination, the BMT can position the BMM within
the vacuum vessel.
The transporter also has an auxiliary hoist with a capacity of 50
tonnes. The crane is designed to operate in conjunction with the BMM
by providing the main support whilst the BMM does the relatively
dexterous tasks.

3.2.2 Bridge Mounted Manipulator (BMM)
The BMM is shown in Fig. 5 - Item 3. It is required to remove and
attach cables, pipes, instruments, thermal insulation, etc. on the
outside of the reactor from the top of the machine to the main
structural supports. It is also required to transport special purpose
tools or end-effectors.

3.2.3 Lower Plug Handling Unit (LPHU)
The LPHU is shown in Fig. 5 - Item 4. It is required to carry out
three functions:

i) Remove the lower shield plug to allow access to the bottom of
the machine.

ii) Support the Lower Plug Manipulator ( L P U ) in its working position

i i i )Remove the lower poloidal coil P3-
The LPHU has a mobile base which is traversed to its working position.
The base is attached to the working platform by sizor jacks. The
working platform has a lip welding and cutting machine and an
automatic bolt fastening uni t attached to its periphery.

3.2.^ Lower Plug Manipulator (LPM)
The LPM is shown in Fig. 5 Item 5, it is supported by the LPHU and
services the area below the reactor. It is required to carry out
various tasks such as removing, electrical connections; to make and
break hydraulic couplings, etc. It must transport tools and special
purpose end-effectors to the main structural supports and the P3 coil.
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3.2.5 Basement Manipulator System (BMS)
The BMS Is an overhead gantry mounted manipulator and is shown in
Fig.5 - Item 6. It is required to carry out unscheduled tasks such as
those described above. An alternative to this may include the Mobile
Manipulator Unit in Fig. 6.

3.2.6 Lower Hall Manipulator (LHM)
The LHM is an overhead gantry mounted manipullator situated in the
lower reactor hall is shown in Fig. 5 - Item 7. It is required to
carry out non-routine maintenance operations similar to those
described above.
The LHM is also required to transport tools and special purpose end-
effectors to work sites within the above area. In particular this will
include positioning lip seal cutting and welding units on the main
vacuum ducts.

3-2 .7 Reactor Hall Manipulator ( R H M )
The RHM is a floor mounted manipulator operating at the reactor hall
level. See Fig. 5 - Item 8. It is able to operate at each of the

FIGS MOBILE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
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horizontal access ports situated around the machine. It is required to
carry out non-routine tasks between the reactor and the cryostat

3.2.8 Contained Transfer Unit Manipulator (CTUM)
To prevent the spread of contamination the CTUM is a manipulator uni t
which operates from wi th in the Contained Transfer Un i t . It is required
to operate at each of the upper access ports.
The CTUM will carry out dis-assembly and assembly of the equipment
above the vacuum vessel upper access port prior to the removal of a
blanket segment by the Blanket Handling Device.

TELE-MANIPULATORS AND ROBOTICS FOR NET MAINTENANCE

4.1 General Characteristics £f Robotic Machines
Robotic machines can be broadly characterised as having
a) r igid construction
b) high positional accuracy and repeatability
c) a fixed base
d) high end point velocity and accelaration
e) a l imited reach envelope
f) a relatively low payload to weight ratio
g) pre-programmed automatic control

Robots are highly accurate low compliance devices. The reasons given
for their use are an increase in work speed, a saving in man-power,
longer un-interrupted work periods, increase in manufacturing accuracy
and repeatability.

The general requirements for a successful robotic system are fair ly

well defined. These may be summarised as follows:

The tasks should involve a high production rate, they should be
repetative and should be at the same place for each operation.
Location of the work piece should be well def ined, in a precise
position and a precise orientation.
The components being assembled or positioned must have accurate
dimensions within a narrow tolerance.

4.2 General Characteristics £f Tele-Manipulators
Tele-Manipulators have the following characteristics
a) relatively light construction
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b) relatively low absolute positional accuracy
c) highly mobile depending on the transporter
d) reach envelope approximately that of a person
e) relatively low payloads up to 20 kg, but good

payload to weight ratio.
f) usually controlled with 'man-in-the-loop1 but may be

'taught1 to carry out repetative tasks.

Tele-manipulators are highly compliant relatively low accuracy
devices. The general attributes associated with them are:
- general purpose in nature and able to carry out a wide range of

unscheduled tasks
- the ability to follow the instant commands of an operator
- they are dexterous and with the aid of a skilled operator they

can carry out a wide range of sophisticated tasks
- they are light weight, require reasonable access space and have

a favourable operating force to weight ratio
- when used in conjunction with viewing system, or microphone, they

are capable of giving the operator a feeling of presence in the
immediate vacinity of the task at hand. This is further enhanced
by providing him with force reflection which gives the sensation of
' touch' . These 'sences' are extremely important when carrying out
maintenance work.

4.3 Characteristics of the NET Maintenance Tasks
The choice whether to use robotics or tele-manipulators can only be
made after a thorough analysis of the task. The maintenance operations
associated with a fusion device such as NET can be generally
characterised as follows.

Involving components which vary from being large and massive, ie.
for TF coil and parallel section of the vacuum vessel, 334 tonnes
and 42 m3 to more moderate units, such as divertor plates, 400 kg
and 0.05 m 3 .
Tasks are normally infrequent and in the case of NET, due to its
experimental nature, unpredictable. For example, the divertor
plate which is forecast to have the highest demand on maintenance,
the estimated maintenance is two plates per calender year during
physics phase, a complete configuration change once during the
physics phase and once during the transision to the technology
phase , local maintenance every 1000 operating hours.
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The working volumes are large. Handling devices have restricted
access and must have extensive reach envelope capabilities. For
example the BMM and IVHU.
Due to the physical size of the plant components are located
within fair ly wide tolerances and consequently assembly and
disassembly forces may vary considerably.

A review of the foregoing shows that there is a fundamental
incompatibility between robotics and fusion maintenance. This,
together with the fact that programming robotic type operations is
very expensive, has lead NET away from robotic controls and in favour
of the more f lexible tele-operator units with 'man-in-the loop'
control.

There are however, exceptions to this approach. They involve delicate
equipment manoeuvers within confined spaces. For example, the
deployment of the IVHU within the torus and the removal and
replacement of the blanket segment via the upper access port. In both
these instances a well proven automatic sequence is foreseen. This
sequence will be developed using a 'teach and repeat' method. The
manoeuver will be extremely well rehersed on mock-ups and will include
constant monitoring of critical aspects. Based on information received
the operator will have the power to overide or stop the manoeuver.

5. FUTURE WORK AND DEVELOPMENT FOR REMOTE HANDLING
5.1 Radiation and Temperature Tolerant Elements

The maintenance equipment will be required to operate in very high
field of radiation of 107 rads/hr. This is considerably higher than
the radiation levels experienced in todays nuclear plant.
The operating temperature which the maintenance equipment must be able
to withstand, 150°C plus, will impose a significant limitation on the
components which can be selected. In some instances this may compli-
cate the design by requir ing the supply of a cooling system, heat
sinks, etc.
Development work in these areas must be carried out to increase the
operating range of the existing component or alternative systems must
be ident i f ied .

5.2 Advanced Robotics and Real Time Simulation
Many of the applications for manipulators are complicated because of
the lack of direct vision. A typical example is the replacement of a
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divertor plate. Much of the 'action' takes place behind the divertor
plate, ie. removing fasteners, cutting double walled tubes, alignment
of new parts and f ina l ly re-welding. This operation must be carried
out with l imited visual feed back.
To overcome limitations of this sort, a 'real-time' simulation
facil i ty should be developed to aid the maintenance operation. The
simulated operation being observed by the operator should be capable
of displaying actual component positions and actual manipulator or
tool positions throughout the operation. The simulated visual
information should be interogated to recognise when an operation is
satisfactory, or otherwise. The computer should be able to either
correct a problem or to direct the operator accordingly.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The NET machine incorporing a close proximity shield has been reviewed
with respect to the remote handling requirements. A prel iminary list of
tasks have been ident i f ied and a number of concepts for equipment have
been described.
The relevance of current robotic technology to the NET maintenance
programme has been reviewed and it was found that in general, the
conditions which are conducive to the application of robotics do not
exist for large fusion machines. The analysis suggests that tele-
manipulators are more suited to the maintenance function. Exceptions to
this approach are l imited to specific applications where a cost or safety
benefit can clearly be defined.
Future development in remote maintenance equipment should concentrate on
providing radiation and temperature tolerant components.
An area of current research which could have a beneficial impact on
remote maintenance was identified as the development of real time graphic
simulation.
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REMOTE MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS FOR NUCLEAR PLANTS

G. BOEHME
Hauptabteilung Ingenieurtechnik,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

The importance of remote maintenance in nuclear plants is
increasing.
Remote replacement of components to be maintained is preferred
to in-place repair. Overhead bridge cranes in combination with
an impact wrench are used as remote tools for the operation of
specially developed remote connectors. Other concepts prefer the
use of manipulators and commercially available connectors. The
replaced components can be maintained or dismantled by electri-
cal master slave manipulators and adapted tools.
Remote maintenance of the maintenance equipment itself has to be
provided and sometimes redundant systems are required for the
case of failures or accidents.

In the past years an increasing demand for remote operations can be
observed in nuclear plant maintenance. The reason for this can be found in
enhanced human safety requirements as well as in economic factors such as
reduced plant down times.
The experience gained shows that in most cases the expenditures of time
and manpower for the removal of active products and contamination from a
nuclear facility in order to prepare personal access for hands on
maintenance operations considerably exceeds that for the maintenance
itself. This effect increases with increasing age of the facility and more
radiation exposure restrictions. Furthermore, nuclear plant shut down and
decommissioning operations performed up to now show a comparative
tendency.
Considering these aspects, full remote maintenance concepts have been
developed for nuclear plants such as post irradiation examination [1],
spent fuel reprocessing [2] and radwaste treatment facilities [3].
Many of these facilities have more an industrial than a laboratory
character. They often represent a considerable investment and are operated
on a commercial basis. This means that maintenance must not cause
disproportionate plant down times. The remote concepts have therefore to
include simple and quick operations which must be carried out by reliable
tools.
A common feature of all remote maintenance concepts is that as far as
possible the maintenance is performed by remotely controlled and CCTV
observed component replacement rather then in-place repair. This requires
that apparatus and equipment to be maintained are composed of moduls which
can be easily exchanged by remote means. Moreover, space and equipment
have to be provided for repair or dismantling of the modules and
components which are replaced.
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As for the remote handling procedures needed one finds that remote
connecting/disconnecting techniques and remote transporting and
positioning play a dominating role. Overhead bridge cranes are widely
preferred to fulfill the transport functions. They can be easily remotely
operated and their reliability is excellent. In contrary to floor bound
vehicles they use the generally free space above the equipment and their
simple and precise lifting capability is often an excellent measure for
positioning.
However problems may arise when maintenance of the crane system itself
becomes necessary or if, in spite of the high reliability, failures occur
when the system sorely is needed for plant maintenance. Experiences show
that contamination of the crane system in a hot facility becomes such that
hands-on maintenance is not advisable and, furthermore, withdrawal of the
system from the facility into an accessible area is costly. The overhead
crane system has therefore to be designed such that all components which
may fail can be remotely exchanged using similar techniques as foreseen
for the remote plant maintenance.
The other important technique needed for remote maintenance in nuclear
plants is remote connecting and disconnecting of mechanical fasteners,
pipes, ducts and electrical plug-socket systems. Screwing specially
developed bolt-nut systems has turned out to be the method which can be
applied to all types of these connectors, and the simplest tool to perform
the screwing operation is a commercial electrical impact wrench hanging at
the rotable hook of the maintenance crane.
Other remote maintenance concepts proposed here recommend the use of all
types of commercially available connectors as if hands-on maintenance
would be possible and provide electrical master slave manipulators [5] for
operating them. This would have the advantage of low costs because a big
nuclear facility may contain thousands of connectors whereas only a few
manipulators are needed. But the handling capacity and the dexterity of
electrical master slave manipulators are not yet comparable with those of
direct hands-on operators and their reliability seems to be still
insufficient, too.
Considerable efforts have been necessary to solve the problems of
functional tests such as tightness verification and screwing force
determination as well as that of emergency operations in case of screw
galling, heavy corrosion or after accidents.
Recapitulating the results of 10 years of KfK development of remote
maintenance systems using rotating crane hooks and impact wrenches as the
main tools, one can state that the requirements that arise from
maintenance by component replacement can be generally met if the design of
the facility is modular and remote connectors are used. It could be
demonstrated that a guided crane hook (e.g. using a telescope tube hoist)
yields on the average a 3 times shorter operating time for typical remote
replacement tasks. A similar acceleration of the remote operations can
often be gained if stereo TV systems are applied for observation rather
than mono TV .
It has been already stated that maintenance by replacement implies remote
refurbishment, repair or dismantling of the components exchanged. These
tasks differ from the plant maintenance job: They require generally more
remote handling dexterity, more time is available for their performance
and a large portion of the remote operations to be carried out are of the
unscheduled type. The typical remote handling equipment in these cases are
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manipulators and in particular mechanical or electrical master slave
manipulators. Moreover, cutting is very frequently used for disconnecting
and remote welding is necessary for connecting purposes. While the remote
welding needs especially developed tool ing,most of the other tasks can be
performed with the aid of commercially available tools which are modified
to be handled with manipulators.
Electrical master slave manipulators (EMSM) are preferred because they
allow high handling quality and mobility at the same time. If they are
combined with a working table, a small hoist, auxiliary tools and a CCTV
viewing system connected to a mobile remote working station which is fixed
to the hook of an overhead telescope crane, practically the same tasks can
be remotely performed as by direct hands-on work. However, efforts are
still necessary to improve the reliability and the working characteristics
of this part of the equipment. Furthermore, one has to be aware that the
maximum force which can be exerted by an EMSM is only up to 100 times
higher than the minimum force his operator can feel and that its maximum
reach is by about the same factor higher than its minimum controlled
practicable motion. Because for man these factors are about two orders of
magnitude higher, two or three classes of EMSMs are necessary to
substitute direct hands-on operations.
A last field for future development is the redundant system and equipment
for retrieval of failed remote maintenance devices. One has to consider
that full remotely maintained nuclear facilities often are inaccessible
for man during their total life time. So even for overhead cranes with
their generally very high reliability, provisions have to be made for
remotely withdrawing them from the hot area. Furthermore, in some cases
redundant remote transport devices must be scheduled for. Depending on the
type of plant [6], this can be floor bound vehicles or long reach
articulated arms as proposed for toroidal fusion reactors. Equipment like
this can also be useful for missions inside the hot area after major
accidents, for plant refurbishment or restoration, and finally for plant
decommissioning.
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CEA CONTRIBUTION TO ADVANCED ROBOTICS

J.L. ROUYER
Unité de génie robotique avancé,
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Abstract

Due to development of nuclear energy in France, CEA has a long
experience in nuclear robotics. It started from remote handling in hot
cells and extended to inspections in nuclear reactors, intervention with
vehicles, decommissionning of experimental plants, maintenance and
intervention in reactors and reprocessing plants.

Existing equipments, which are briefly described, show present
status of performances for these applications.

Research activities are going-on to develop this potential.
Main aspects of recent advances in nuclear robotics are detailed to

show that each application has some relevance with fusion remote handling
needs.

In this panel of activities, fusion would profit more directly from
reprocessing and reactor maintenance studies, Computer Aided
Teleoperation and advanced manipulators developments.

But all the projects in nuclear and servicing robotics may have
spin-offs for fusion and mention to Eurêka projects will underline the
necessity for European cooperation in this field.

Finally, honor will be rendered to Jean Vertut who had from the
first moment a real passion for fusion.

1. CEA EXPERIENCE IN NUCLEAR ROBOTICS
Nuclear robotics has progressed in the past to respond to three

types of needs [1] :
First, hot laboratories and fuel cycle remote handling tasks have
pushed the development of master slave manipulators. For limited
work volume, manipulators were sufficient, but when volumes became
larger, other remote handling equipments were developed, such as
heavy duty manipulators, cranes or other transporters. Electronics,
which eliminated the need for mechanical or hydraulic links between
master ans slave, permitted to use dexterous manipulators fixed on
tip of a transporter, eventually mounted on a vehicle. MA 23
industrial development has shown the advantage of such
constructions (fig. 1).
Second, reactor inspection and maintenance tasks required remote
systems. Developments were based on industrial automation to
perform specific well identified tasks. It is progressively that
robotics emerged as a subtle extension of automation. A number of
special purpose maintenance devices have been developed for nuclear
plant applications. Typical example of long reach robot for repair
is ISIS for Chinon power plant.
Third, decommissionning of nuclear facilities was more and more
demanding for remote systems. Extreme variety of different tasks to
perform and poor structuration of environment justify the interest
for a robotic approach. RD500 is the most recent achievement in
this direction (fig. 2).
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23

. Capacity : 25 kg

. Total weight : 130 kg

. Permanent magnet DC motors

. Perfect balance by counterweight (40 kg)

. Transmission by tapes

. Shoulder-elbow by wire parallelogram

. Stiffness under full load : 30 mm

. Wrist 3 d.o.E. in differential

FIG. 1.
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FIG.2. RD 500 servomanipulator — 3 views scheme.
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Last, interventions in nuclear facilities necessitate more mobility
to perform inspection and decontamination tasks in case of
accidents. IPSN has developed a set of remote intervention
equipments for these events.
Table 1 reflects present status of nuclear robotics in CEA.

Comparable evolution is found in other nuclear countries.

TABLE 1. STATUS OF PROJECTS IN NUCLEAR ROBOTICS
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2. PRESENT RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Several factors are pushing for a much wider extension of nuclear
robotics emphasis put on limitation of doses and costs :

Development of robotics technology towards more mobility and
intelligence,
Increase in repair and intervention needs with aging of the
facilities,
Focus on intervention in case of severe accidents like Three Mile
Island or Tchernobyl.
Emergence of full robotic systems for surveillance, maintenance,
interventions and dismantling of nuclear facilities is taking place
nowadays.
Some CEA research activities in this direction are somewhat detailed

below because they are more relevant with fusion remote handling needs.
2.1. Hardened remote equipment

Reprocessing maintenance tasks are performed in high radiation
cells. Remote handling equipment for this purpose should withstand
integrated dose of at least 107 rad. This poses a real problem for in cell
electronics.

A programme is going on in CEA to design and realize a control
system for one MA 23 M and its peripherals.

A specific control architecture has been elaborated which limits in
cell electronics.

Only some components are remaining in radiating environment. They
have been selected and tested in relevant temperature and irradiation
conditions.
2.2. Computer Aided Teleoperation

This new approach, which interposes a computer between master and
slave components, allows the association of kinematically dissimilar
master and slave manipulators, as well as a "programmable coupling" of
these arms. The development of a powerful set of master/slave control
algorithms is then possible, permitting the operator to dynamically select
the configuration of the teleoperation system in order to get the most
appropriate perception-action loop acording to the considered sub-task. In
this way, the machine may have several different behaviours, described in
terms of control and restitution modes.

The global control process must be decomposed in two parts .-symbolic
control related to the management of machine configurations and analog
control with respect to task performing for the current configuration.

However, this approach raises a major human factor difficulty.
Actually, adding an interactive control level to the system increases the
mental workload of the operator and the burden placed on man-computer
communication. Some means of assistance are therefore needed at the
symbolic level, in order to address the decision making and the dialogue
problems. The experimental site for these researches is shown in fig. 3.
2.3. Vehicle developments

Mobile robots increase the range of intervention in hostile
environments. Studies demonstrate present interest for use of mobility for
inspection tasks in nuclear power plants.
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FIG.Sa. ARA CAT system — the slave universe.

-k • / / / / - X/ ^

FIG 3b. ARA CAT system — the control station.

CENTAURE is an industrial prototype which CEA has recently achieved
for tests in a french power plant.

Some of these potentialities may be interesting in a fusion
reactor.

3. TOWARDS SERVICE ROBOTICS

In all the new fields of application of robotics, productivity and
environmental resistance characteristics are expected to cohabit within
the same robot. This has led to the concept of service robotics, as a
technological continuity between the two poles of development of robotics,
the industrial field on one side and the exploitation and exploration of
hostile environments on the other side.

List of foreseen service robotics applications and corresponding
technological needs are given in table 2, which comes from a recent report
for the European Communities [2].
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TABLE 2. ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL NEEDS
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Fusion should keep attention to developments coming from these
applications. Many ideas and technologies will certainly be useful for
fusion needs.

As examples, two Eurêka projects where CEA is involved will be
brief ly described here. These European efforts may have spin-offs for
fusion applications.

3.1. Advanced Mobile Robot (AMR)
The Eurêka project "Advanced Mobile Robot for Public Safety

Applications" [3] has just ended its definition phase. This system of one
control station and two cooperating mobile robots necessitates advanced
research in the following domains : locomotion, communications, sensors,
artificial vision and decisionnal systems. A five year cooperative program
is being organized between Italy (ENEA and ITALROBOT), Spain (CASA) and
France (MATRA and CEA). It will boost European capabilities in mobile
robotics for severe environments.
3.2. GEO

Eurêka/GEO is a robot for finishing work on façades. This project
joins presently three partners : the french building construction CBC
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company (Campenon Bernard Construction), coordinator of the project, the
british Simon Engineering company, world leader in auto-elevators, and the
french CEA (Commissariat à l 'Energie Atomique) , responsible for attached
robotics research and control system development. The considered field of
applications of the GEO robot concerns mainly spraying applications like
cleaning, painting, sandblasting and others. Its structure is composed of
a large size robotized carrier which supports a terminal robot handling
the tools. Its working procedure is based on an off-site programming
phasis thanks to a CAD model of the façade and a task level programming
language, then an on-site execution phasis supervised by an operator which
can intervene by using an on-board hand controller for teleoperating the
robot. Figure 4 gives an image of the size of the structures.

(£) Vehicle

(2) Command station @

@ Crane.carrier

@ Opera t iona l robot

(D Sensors

@ Command control

(5 Tool

FIG.4. General structure of the GEO robot.

4. JEAN VERTUT PASSION FOR FUSION

Jean Vertut would have been enthusiastic for Eurêka projects. He
loved to deal with new ideas and new designs among teams from many
countries.

Jean had also very good friends in US, Japan and Eastern countries.
He was delighted when he could enhance an international cooperation.

For this reason and for the technical challenges involved, Jean
Vertut had a real passion from the start of remote handling studies for
fusion. Many specialists present here may remember the quality of his
participation to elaborate the first NET technology programme in this
field. It is useful to remind this kind of pionneer spirit which is so
necessary if we want to have a friendly and efficient cooperation.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE TECHNICAL STATUS
OF NUCLEAR ROBOTICS IN JAPAN

Y. SHINOHARA, K. TACHIKAWA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

Abstract

Research and development activities on advanced robotic remote
system technologies for nuclear applications have been being
accelerated in Japan since 1980. In the development project of
automated surveillance systems carried out from 1980 through
1984, two types of remotely operated mobile systems, mono-rail
type and crawler type, were developed. In the field of reactor
decomissioning technology development started in 1981, light-
duty and heavy-duty amphibious robots for reactor dismantling
work has been developed. The project of advanced robotics
technology started in 1983 includes a program for nuclear
application in which a four-legged walking robot is being
developed. Basic research on intelligent robotic system
technology for nuclear application is included in the new long
term national program of nuclear energy development authorized
recently by Atomic Energy Commission. The R&D program of remote
technology for fusion reactor maintenance has recently been
studied and proposed. This program includes the developement of
robotic remote systems to be used in a highly radioactive
vacuum vessel.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the growth in scale of nuclear energy utilization,
reduction of radiation exposures of personnels working in
radiation environments in nuclear facilities has become
an important and urgent problem to be solved. Especially in
the work of in-service inspection of reactor components
constituting the pressure boundary of the primary circuit of
nuclear power plants, radiation exposure is relatively high
because there are still various hands-on operations which are
performed in radiation environments although several types
automated inspection devices already in use in nuclear power
plants have contributed to the reduction of radiation
exposures.

For reduction of radiation exposures, extensive use of
automated and remotely operated systems is necessary in various
operations in radiation environments. However, although many
types of industrial robots are used in various factories, their
functional flexibility is still low and the robots capable of
performing complex tasks in unstructured environments have not
been developed. This fact was shown most clearly by the
accident occurred in 1979 of the TMI-2 plant for which much
difficulty has been encountered in post-accident operations due
to lack of remote technology which could be effectively applied
in an unstructured environment.
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In order to promote reduction of radiation exposures,
research and development of advanced robotic remote system
technologies for nuclear applications such as inspection,
maintenance, decommissioning of nuclear facilities have been
accelerated in Japan since 1980. In the following will be
described briefly some of recent R&D activities on nuclear
robotics in Japan.

2. RECENT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
2.1. Robots for inspection

Various types of so-called inspection robots such as
automated inspection devices using ultrasonic or eddy-current
methods have been developed and are already in use for in-
service inspection of the pressure boundary components of the
primary circuit of reactor such as reactor pressure vessel,
pipings, valves and steam generator. Most of such inspection
robots have been developed by reactor manufacturers. However,
most of them, except for a few cases where robot manipulators
are used, are automated inspection devices rather than robots
in that they are single purpose, dedicated devices with very
limited functional capability which can be used only under
predetermined, structured work conditions.
2.2. Robots for surveillance

In order to promote reduction of radiation exposures of
the workers in nuclear power plants and also to enhance the
safety and availability of nuclear power plants, the technology
development of remote mobile surveillance systems for use in
reactor containment vessels [1] was carried out from 1980 to
1984 within the framework of the development project of nuclear
power plant operation management aid systems (NUPOMAS) under
the sponsorship of Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) and with participation of several manufacturers which
are involved in the construction of light-water nuclear power
plants. In this project, two types of remote mobile
surveillance systems, mono-rail type and crawler type, were
developed.

The target of the environmental conditions set for the
mobile surveillance systems involves an ambient temperature of
70 C, a relative humidity of 100 % and a dose rate of 100 R/h
and an integrated dose of 10 R.

2.2.1. Mono-rail type system
The mono-rail type surveillance systems consist of

chained compact vehicles which carry TV cameras with pan-tilt
mechanisms, lights, microphones and other sensors for plant
surveillance such as radiation, temperature and humidity
sensors, and electronic devices for signal transmission and
control. The vehicles move along the mono-rail installed in the
reactor containment vessel by remote operation from the control
station in manual or automatic mode.
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2.2.2. Crawler system

The crawler type surveillance system consist of a vehicle
having special type of crawlers which carry one or two
manipulators, TV cameras, other equipments for surveillance
tasks and electronic devices for signal transmission and
control. The vehicle moves automatically along the guide lines
pre-installed on the floor or moves freely on the floor and
stairs by remote manual operation. Different types of crawler
type systems have been developed. An example of the crawler
type surveillance robot is shown in Fig. 1.

St«r»o ITV C*m«ru

Sl«v« Control
Unit

Drivi Unit

Manipulator
Arm

Suport

Optical Fi bcr Compoifu
Cabl«

Cab!« Quid«

Fig. 1. Surveillance robot with special wheels

2.3. Robots for decommissioning
The development of the robotic remote handling technology

for reactor decommissioning work has been being carried out at
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) under the
sponsorship of Science and Technology Agency (STA) since late
1981 [2,3]. This project aims at to develop advanced multi-
purpose robotic remote systems applicable to various handling
tasks in high radiation environments in future decommissioning
of commercial nuclear power plants.

So far prototypes of light-duty and heavy-duty systems
have been developed. The basic feature common to all the
systems developed is that they are equipped with electrically
driven bilateral master-slave manipulators having seven degrees
of freedom which can be used both in the air and in the water.
They can be operated flexibly with the assistance of digital
computers by selecting a mode among manual, bilateral master-
slave, teach-and-playback and programmed control modes.
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2.3.1. Light-duty system

The first version of the light-duty robot manipulator
system shown in Fig. 2 has a slave arm capable of handling an
object of 10 kg at a maximum speed of 100 cm/sec. The finger
part together with its drive mechanism can be removed very
easily from the sixth joint so that it can be replaced with
other types of end-effectors.

Fig. 2. Light-duty system (10 kg load capacity)

The improved version of the light-duty manipulator system
shown in Fig. 3 has a slave arm with a kinematic structure
somewhat different from that of the first version. It has an
augmented load capacity of 25 kg and reduced dead weight and
size .

In the man-machine interface system, in addition to a
panel of conventional type for overall system control, a small
control box for manipulator control is also provided for the
operator of the master-arm.

A color graphic CRT is also used for continuous display of
both graphical and numerical informations of the manipulator
status .

The improved system having the manipulator of 25 kg load
capacity is used for underwater plasma arc cutting of highly
radioactive reactor internals of a decommissioned light water
reactor.
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Fig. 3. Light-duty system (25 kg load capacity)

2.3.2. Heavy-duty system
The heavy-duty manipulator system is capable of handling

heavy objects up to 100 kg. This system has two manipulator
arms: a main arm and a sub-arm as shown in Fig. 4. The main
arm is capable of handling an item of 100 kg at a maximum speed
of 30 cm/sec while the sub-arm has a load capacity of 25 kg at
a maximum speed of 100 cm/sec.

Fig. 4. Heavy-duty system (100 kg load capacity)
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The system has two master-arms, one of which is an
improved version of the original one. The whole system is
totally controlled by a digital computer with a control period
of 10 msec. In order to facilitate manipulation of the master-
arms, their dead-weights are compensated by way of computer
control.

In the man-machine interface system, two color CRT
computer terminals are used : the one with a touch screen for
control of the whole system and the other for display of the
system status including graphical display of the manipulator
posture and alarm indication.

In the viewing system, in addition to 2-D color TV system,
a 3-D underwater monochromatic TV system is used. It uses a
single TV monitor with synchronized multiplexing of right and
left side camera signals and the camera can track automatically
the tip of the manipulator when it moves.
2.4 Robots for maintenance

2.4.1. Nuclear fuel cycle facility maintenance
At Power Reactors and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

(PNC), a new remote maintenance system for nuclear fuel cycle
facilities has been being developed since 1982 [4,5]. In this
development project, efforts are made on the developments of
two-armed servo-manipulators, audio-visual monitoring system,
signal transmission and power supply system and man-machine
interface system. Two different types, planar and elbow-down
types, of two-armed servo-manipulators have been developed as
shown in Fig. 5. The planar type manipulator has eight degrees
of freedom and a load capacity of 10 kg while the elbow-down
type has seven degrees of freedom and a load capacity of 15 kg.

TV C«mer»
'WULUEL TOG

CL80* S»I»C

Prototype II (Elbow-down type) Prototype I (Planer type)

Fig. 5. Elbow-down type and planar type manipula tors
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In the monitoring system, a high definition TV system is
employed which was developed by the Japanese broadcasting
corporation NHK. The advantage of this system is its very high
resolution which is comparable with that of 35 mm film. The use
of this system may improve the feeling of tele-presence in
remote handling work. However, at the present state of art, it
is still costly and has low sensitivity.
2.4.2. Advanced robot technology

In 1983, a new government sponsored, eight-years research
project was started under the leadership of MITI for the
development of advanced robot technology for applications in
the fields nuclear power, under sea operations and disaster
prevention [6,7]. This project is divided into two phases, the
first five years for development phase of fundamental
technologies and the second three years for system development.
To carry out this project, the Advanced Robotics Technology
Research Association (ARTRA) was organized in 1984 with
participation of about twenty corporations as members.

In the program of the robot technology for nuclear
application, it is planned to develop a remotely operated four-
legged mobile robot with a high level of autonomy which can
walk over uneven floors, climb up and down stairs, pass over or
under obstacles to arrive at job site and perform complex
maintenance work under an environmental conditions involving a
dose rate of 150 R/hr, an ambient temperature of 70 C and a
relative humidity of 100 %. An image of the advanced
intelligent robot to be developed is shown in Fig. 6.

Many of the technologies developed in the MITI's project
of remote mobile surveillance systems mentioned above have been
transfered essentially to this new project.

High-speed visual
information processing

Wide-angled high accuracy camera

Mult i - f ingered manipulator
Large capacity optical

/
Tactile sensor

Multi-legged mobile technology

Light compact
actuator

Fig . 6. Advanced robot to be developed
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2.4.2.1 Locomotion

The target of the four legged walking mechnism is that it
should be able to walk in a horizontal plane as effectively as
a man, climb up and down stairs having a slope of 45 degrees
and steps of 25 cm high, walk over obstacles of 120 cm high or
under obstacles located at a height of 120cm and turn with
right-angle bends in a passage of about 100cm wide. In
addition, it should be of electromotive type and should
withstand reactive force of 20 kg.

After building and testing experimental joint mechanisms
and single leg mechanisms, a four-legged walking mechnism with
1/3 scale of actual one has been constructed to conduct dynamic
walking tests.

2.4.2.2. Manipulator
The manipulator to be developed has an electromotive arm

with seven degrees of freedom and four fingers with tactile
sensors. It should be capable of lifting an object of 20 kg and
grasp it with a force of 5 kg to perform with dexterity various
handling operations.

The feasibility of performing complex operations such as
screw turning and spanner regripping has been assured by the
experiment performed using a hand mechanism with four fingers.
A manipulator is being constructed to test cooperative control
of the hand mechanism and the arm.

3. NEW R&D PROGRAMS
3.1. Basic research

The new program of long term national nuclear energy
development which has been authorized recently by Atomic Energy
Commission includes the research on artificial intelligence as
one of important basic research items. This program includes
the basic research on intelligent autonomous robotic system
technology for nuclear applications. The program will be
carried out actively with participation of several research and
development organizations belonging to or under supervision of
STA or MITI.

At JAERI, effort will be focused on the research on
automated object recognition methods which are usable in an
extreme environment involving a very high level of radiation
and ambient temperature.

3.2. Fusion remote maintenance

The remote maintenance problems in nuclear fusion reactors
are being studied with reference to Fusion Experimental Reactor
(FER) [8] on a conceptual design basis and some developmental
studies such as detection and location of small leak in the
vaccum chamber using a remotely operated manipulator are being
made at JAERI. Some other R&D activities are made also in
private companies.

The new R&D program of remote technology for fusion
reactor maintenance has recently been studied and proposed
taking into account of the experience gained in the development
of robotic remote handling systems for reactor decommissioning.
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This program includes the developement of telerobotic systems
to be used in an extreme environment in the vacuum chamber of a
nuclear fusion reactor for the inspection and repair tasks
which require high precision, relatively high power and high
reliability.
CONCLUSION

As the results of the active research and development of
nuclear telerobotics which have been accerelated since 1980, a
considerable progress has been made. A few of the advanced
telerobotic systems are already at the stage of trial use.
However, most of them still remain at the experimental stage
and further intensive development effort is needed for their
industrialization.

The new long term research program on the basic
technologies of intelligence robots for nuclear applications
will contribute to the development more advanced systems.

As for the telerobotic system for fusion reactor
applications, a new development program has been set up and
will be started this year at JAERI based on the experience
gained by the development of telerobotic systems for reactor
decommssioning application.
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USE OF TELEOPERATORS AND TRANSPORTERS IN JET

T. RAIMONDI, L. GALBIATI, L.P.D.F. JONES
Jet Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

The teleoperator for dexterous tasks is the Mascot IV force-feedback
servomanipulator, consisting of a two-armed master unit and a kinematically
similar slave. A load capacity of 20 kg, a sensitivity of 150 g, low
inertia and good st iffness are among the main features. A
microprocessor-based digital control system allows serial l ink and
computer-aided teleoperation, teach-repeat, weight compensation and
trajectory constraints. Typical tasks for the manipulator are leak
detection, repair welding, bolting, insertion of connectors, positioning of
mating parts, heating jackets and special tools, such as the lip
cutt ing/welding trolleys and the orbital pipe welders and cutters.

The manipulator can be positioned in the vessel by an articulated boom
with f ive vertical hinges and a pan/tilt/roll end f ix ture . The boom enters
the vessel through a port wi th small clearances situated on the equatorial
plane and reaches round to the opposite side of the torus. To handle heavy
components (antennae and l imi ters ) , the manipulator is replaced by special
end-effectors. By controlling the accelerations to l imit oscillations, it
is possible to position a 350 kg payload at 10 m from the f irst hinge with
1 mm accuracy. The control modes, using a microprocessor-based system, are
teach-repeat, joint-by-joint or resolved motion.

Viewing is provided by two mono TV cameras mounted on art iculated arms
pre-programmed and in fu tu r e , self-tracking to obtain direct and side views
for depth perception.

Outside the vessel, the ma in transporter will be a bridge-mounted
telescopic boom at present being built by Noell to JET specifications,
supplemented by the roving turret truck and low-level transporter.

1. SERVOMANIPULATORS

The teleoperator for dexterous operations selected for use in JET is
the Mascot IV (Fig 1) which is a successor of the earlier models developed
by ENEA. It has a completely new control system, based on microprocessor
technology. Fig 2 shows the geometry of the slave arm. The working volume
covered by the servosystems is shown by the etched areas of Fig 3. An
indexing motion is provided on each of the two slave arms, so that the
working volume of the servosystems can be displaced over a range of 180°.
In this way the overall angular range of the shoulder motion is 270°.
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A complete slave arm and shoulder assembly, including counterweights,
actuators and cooling system, weighs 120 kg.

The manipulator can exert a force of 20 kg per arm and in any position
of the working volume. The grippers give a squeezing force of 24 kg. Each
servoactuator of the slave incorporates a brake coupled to an overload
slipping clutch, which intervenes in case of any malfunct ion or overload of
the servosystems. The ratio of the forces exerted by slave and master is
selectable via function keys set to predetermined values. Other ratios can
be chosen using a keyboard.

For washing purposes, the slave's arms are covered by polyurethane
gaiters , slightly pressurised to prevent the ingress of contaminated air .

Master and slave are mechanically identical so each pair of joints can
be controlled by a position bilateral servo without any co-ordinate
t ransformation. Force-feedback is achieved at the expense of a slight
position error (see block diagram of Fig U a ) . The servo is functionally
equivalent to the mechanical scheme of Fig 4b.

r Ko

s~^
r^ t

TI 2 = Torque
91 2 = Position

J i _ 2 = Inertia
Ca-i 2 = Friction

Kc = Stiffness
Kv = Damping

92lT2

Figure 4 (a) Bilateral position servo block diagram
(b) Mechanical equivalent
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The dexterity of the servomampulator depends to a great extent on the
following characteristics:

Sensit ivity, defined by the maximum starting load which must be
applied to the slave tongs when the arm is perfectly balanced to make
the servosystems just move. This is better than 150 g with a force
ratio 1/i.s. AC induction motors are used to ensure low friction.
The drawback is heat dissipation. However motors with class H
insulation are now available and by using a closed loop air to water
heat exchanger we expect to be able to operate continually at 20 kg
capacity.

Stiffness , def ined as the ratio oetween the load applied and the
consequent displacement between master and slave. For 1 kg applied by
the slave the displacement is less than 1 mm.

Inertia reflected to the operator, which has to be small so that it
does not mask external dynamic loads. Careful design and use of light
alloys have reduced this inertia to less than 9 kg for the worst
movement, wi th force ratio V3 . We plan to use acceleration
feed-forward to obtain fur ther improvement.

Damping, which has to be high enough to limit the overshoot of the
position response to a step variation of load wi th in acceptable
values. Overshoot is less than 50? at the wrist at full load.

Maximum operating speed. It must be possible to use all the movements
freely up to a reasonably high speed without fee l ing forces which
depend on the speed, eg viscous damping or the opposite tendency to
accelerate, in both no load and full load conditions. This is
achieved in practice by adjus t ing velocity feed-forward signals. The
maximum speed of the wrist at no load is 0.83 m per second.

The control system architecture is modular , with one microprocessor
per servoactuator. Thus, fa i lure of one joint does not put the whole
device out of action. The control algorithm is shown in Fig 5.
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Figure 5 Control algorithm
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Computer-aided funct ions , which were pioneered by Jean Vertut , are being
added:

Teach-and-repeat. Repeatabi l i ty of 0.2 mm has been achieved in ranges
of motion where backlash is recovered by gravity. This is sufficient
for repair welding with the addition of arc voltage control. The
trajectory can be perfected in successive trials via TV and then
repeated.

Tool weight compensation.

Constraint of the trajectory on given planes or lines. This is
useful , particularly where viewing is not good, to keep the end-
effector on the line or plane of action. Operations such as sawing,
screwing and aligning connectors can be greatly facil i tated by this
technique.

The dexterity of the servomanipulator permits the handling of many
standard components without the need for special designs. Tasks which have
been tried out in JET include the handling of the standard connectors and
flanges. We found that the LEMO connectors can be handled when they have
been chamfered. Without this modification they were diff icult to extract
even by hand. Sensitivity and accuracy are particularly important for the
handling of the heating jackets and the vacuum seals (Fig 6).

Figure 6 Servomanipulator positioning a heating jacket
for a flange
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2. ARTICULATED BOOM

In its final version the boom consists of f ive segments articulating
on the horizontal plane with a reach of 10 m from the f irst hinge (14 m
from the support trolley). The terminal segment can also be tilted to
position the end-effector close to the top or bottom of the vessel. Any
part of the vessel is accessible from one port (Fig 7).

Figure 7 CAD model of articulated boom positioning limiter

Care was taken in the choice of materials to optimise strength vs
weight. The first two segments are in stainless steel and the others in
aluminium alloy. These are all closed box structures to resist torsion.
The boom extension is an aluminium/magnesium casting, strengthened by hot
isostatic pressing. It had to be an open structure to accommodate the tool
box and was optimised with FE calculations. The load capacity of the boom
is 350 kg at full reach, with a 50 mm deflection.

Hydraulic fluids were excluded by the high vacuum requirements so all
the motors are electric. The actuators are on the joints and there is
space above them for the cabling to be routed between the top and bottom
hinges. The actuators consist of Harmonic Drive gearboxes, directly
coupled to Inland DC torque motors, incorporating a DC tachogenerator and a
brake. This solution offers the desired compactness for the high torque
required (5000 Nm) , fast response and negligible backlash. This in turn
permits installation directly on the joint of a resolver, coupled to a 16
bit R/D converter, which gives the required repeatability of 1 mm. The
main shortcoming of the Harmonic Drive gear is a certain degree of
elasticity. On the other hand some passive compliance can be beneficial if
there is contact with the wall with brakes on.

The rotation of each of the main joints and the translation of the
support trolley are controlled with a servoloop configuration as in Fig 8.
The position error, calculated via software, is applied as an input signal
to hardwired velocity servos controlling the motors with PWM (pulse width
modulation) amplifiers. The torque T developed by each gearbox depends on
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Figure 8 Servo loop of one joint

the angular difference between its input and output shafts and is a
funct ion of its elasticity, backlash and e f f i c iency in both direct and
backdriven modes. The single joint servoloops are reciprocally coupled
through the system dynamics which vir tual ly correspond to the inertia
matrix of the five vertical joints.

A dynamic model has been set up and validated. A comparison of step
responses between real boom and model is shown in Fig 9.
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Figure 9 Step response
(a) Real
(b) Dynamic model
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The control system is microprocessor based and provides the following
functions :

Closed loop control of all joints and open loop control of adjustment
jacks and various end-effector motors.

Control of boom from either the Remote Handling Workstat ion or a local
handbox.

Safety interlocks to prevent joint runaway or servo errors.

There are three modes of operation:

(a) Direct mode - one or two joints can be selected and moved in rate
control from a joystick or position controlled from a keyboard.

(b) Resolved motion - either in "tool" co-ordinate frame located on a
pre-selected segment or "world" co-ordinate frame in f i xed position.

(c) Teach-repeat, which allows previously taught sequences to be
automatically repeated.

The control system is interfaced to a graphics workstation which offers a
powerful visual a id , developed by K F K , Karlsruhe, showing in real time the
position of the boom relative to the environment, and also offers a
faci l i ty for off-line teaching [ 1 ] .

2.1. Shutdown Experience

During the 1987 shutdown 32 belt l imiter sectors and 8 RF antennae
were installed using a handbox under visual control inside the vessel.
Recently a faul ty antenna was replaced.

2 .1 .1 . Belt Limi ter installation

The limiters consist of two belts circling the vacuum vessel, each
composed of interchangeable sectors weighing 80 kg. Each sector has
basically a set of fins welded onto a cooling water pipe, with graphite or
beryllium tiles mounted in the fin interspaces.

The installation sequence is the following:

The l imiter sectors are offered up to the articulated boom by a turret
truck approximately 6 m above the f loor. It is picked up by the boom
end-effector, consisting of a "shield" provided with 4 hooks.

A sequence of movements of the hinges then takes place bringing the
boom from the starting configuration through the port and up to the
requested position of the l imiter in proximity of the wall (Fig 1 0 ) .

W i t h a tilt motion T combined with a radial adjustment r the limiter
then follows a trajectory virtually tangent to the vessel with a precision
of ± 2 mm, so that its cooling pipe can be positioned behind the adjacent
sector while the support plate engages the top hook f ixed to the vessel.
For the last limiter sector, which closes the belt ring, the positioning
precision needed in plan view is in the order of 2 mm. The support plate
is l ifted above the lower hook f ixed on the vessel and then tilted close to
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the vessel and lowered down onto the hook itself. The articulated boom
end-effector is then disengaged from the limiter by lowering it by a
further small amount so that its hooks can slip out of the engagement holes
in the support plate. Photos 11 and 12 show sequences of the l imiter
installation.

Figure 10 Articulated boom reaching to opposite side of vessel
from the port

Figure 11 Articulated boom - installation of the
limiter above the entrance port
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Figure 12 Limiter Installation
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Figure 13 Antennae - scheme of housing
and screen attachment to shield
and vacuum vessel
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2.1 .2 . Antennae installation

Each antenna consists of two parts:

The antenna "housing", weighing approximately 350 kgs, is to be
installed on the wall in equatorial positions by inserting the
two coaxial feedthroughs used as guiding dowels in the
corresponding holes of the VV (Fig 13) . Once positioned, the
antenna housing is secured by a bayonet engagement manoeuvred
outside the WO.

The electrostatic "screen", weighing also approximately 350 kg to
be positioned on guiding pins previously installed on the
housing. The screen is f inal ly slid into contact with the
housing and fastened to this using the servomanipulator.

2.2. Enhancements

It was found dif f icul t to guarantee that the hooks on the shield were
totally disengaged from the limiter before retracting the shield. Tiles
could be damaged by the shield catching on the limiter and causing the boom
to j e rk . Actuated hooks have been developed to replace the present ones.

The control system of the boom has been ref ined and it is now possible
to teach in resolved motion and repeat with several joints at a time. This
overcomes the diff icul t ies we encountered in inserting the boom through the
port with the narrow gaps available (approximately 10 m m ) . Recent tests on
a full-scale mock-up were successful. It is planned to investigate
techniques of hybrid position/force control, using force transducers
already installed on the joints. The aim is to improve the dynamic
response and to improve stiffness or compliance depending on the operation
to be done.

3. V I E W I N G

We use mono black and white cameras with high resolution and remotely
adjustable focus, iris and zoom. They have a light source and microphone
incorporated.

Two cameras are mounted on small articulated arms with four DOF
branching from the end segment of the boom. A third camera is mounted on
the slave. The cameras can be pre-positioned using the boom controller
either in direct mode or teach-and-repeat, to give front and side views.
Self-tracking is a planned enhancement. Three cameras will be mounted on
the TARM and three on the crane and there will be additional cameras on the
walls of the Torus Hall .

4. CRANE-MOUNTED TELESCOPIC ARM (TARM)

The TARM, at present in the detail design stage and due for delivery
at JET in early 1989, will be readily attached to the main JET 150 tonne
crane via the 4-wire rope system originally specified for l i f t ing the large
JET poloidal coils while not curtail ing its operating modes. Fig 14 shows
a schematic of the TARM motions (all major axes are designed with zero
backlash drive u n i t s ) ) .

A special 250 kg jib crane (crane K, Fig 14) is positioned on the
moving vertical telescope so as to be able to l i f t very long diagnostic
equipment out of the top of the machine. A 6 tonne jib crane with motorised
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Figure 14 Schematic of TARM movements

hook will carry out most l i f t ing operations in conjunction wi th the Mascot.
Where overhead access is impossible, the low-level transporter can l if t
heavy components.

The vertical mast can be coupled directly to a Mascot for access down
the middle of the machine, (or the neutral injector SF6 Tower) or the
horizontal telescope may be attached with a purpose designed remote
attachment system. A limited ( + 1 0 ° , -15°) tilt action ( A 1 ) allows for
deflection compensation and also allows the Mascot to reach 0.9 m below the
floor level for basement maintenance.

In order to minimise cable requirements and for ease of commissioning,
the service modules are all attached to the upper ' f i xed 1 part of the TARM.
These include power supplies and local controllers for the drive units,
signal conditioning for sensors and TV cameras, Mascot slave controller,
Mascot cooling, welding power supply, welding gas supply, high pressure
water supplies for tools, air supply for tools and air make-up for
gaiters.
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The microprocessor based control system will be similar to that of the
boom with single joint closed loop servocontrol, teach-and-repeat and
resolved motion. Control is possible from either a portable operator
station ( ' h a n d b o x ' ) wi th display and joystick functions, a Remote Handling
Workstation ( R H W S ) , a part of JET's RH equipment suite, or the Remote
Handling Graphics Station ( G W S ) , a stand-alone component.
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Abstract

TFTR plans to begin D-T experiments in early 1990. The D-T experimental
program will produce a hundred shots, with a neutron generation rate of
10'° neutrons per shot. This will result in high levels of neutron
activation in TFTR, especially in the vacuum torus. The primary purpose of
the Maintenance Manipulator is to provide a means of remotely performing
certain defined maintenance and inspection tasks inside the vacuum torus
so as to minimize personel exposure to radiation.
The Manipulator consists of a six-link folding boom connected to a fixed
boom on a movable carriage. The entire Manipulator is housed in a vacuum
antechamber connecting to the vacuum torus. Through a port formerly used
for a vacuum pumping duct, the boom extends 180 degrees in either
direction to provide complete coverage of the torus. The four 3500
liter/second turbopumps which were formerly used on the pumping duct will
be mounted on the antechamber. The Manipulator will utilize two end
effectors. The first, called a General Inspection Arm provides a moveable
platform for an inspection camera and an in-vacuum leak detector. The
second is a bilateral, force-reflecting pair of slave arms which utilize
specially developed tools to perform several maintenance functions. AIL
components except the slave arms are capable of operating in TFTR's vacuum
environment and during 150 °C degrees bakeout of the torus.

1 DESIGN AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The basic elements of the TFTR-Maintenance Manipulator are shown in the
photograph of it Fig. 1 taken during commissioning tests at KfK.
Figure 2 shows the Manipulator (housed in the vacuum antechamber) as it
will be installed on TFTR during the D-T phase of TFTR's experimental
program. [1]
The Manipulator design was driven by a number of design requirements and
considerations [2] among them:
The Maintenance Manipulator and its inspection devices must be operable
under TFTR's vacuum and bake-out environment; namely operable at 10*8 to
10-9 torr and 150°C.
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Fig. 1 TFTR-Maintenance Manipulator
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Fig. 2 Maintenance Manipulator in the antechamber on TFTR
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The Manipulator is to be housed in a vacuum antechamber attached to TFTR's
vacuum torus so as to provide the ability to be operated on short notice.
The Manipulator must be able to withstand the radiation levels it will be
exposed to by virtues of its location within the TFTR Test Cell.
The Manipulator must be able to reach ± 180 degrees around TFTR's vacuum
torus, since only a single port is available for such use.
Magnetic materials must be avoided as much as possible to prevent
distortion of TFTR's magnetic fields.
All moving elements of the Manipulator (bearings, gears, etc.) must be
treated with a suitable dry film lubricant to provide smooth, reliable
operation in TFTR's high vacuum environment.
The Manipulator must be capable of withstanding a Most Probable Earthquake
(MPE)(0,07 g, horizontal; 0,05 g. vertical) without damaging TFTR;
furthermore, it must be capable of being retracted from the worstcase
deployed position. [3]
The Manipulator is to have a vertical load capacity of 455 Kg, and a
lateral load capacity of 50 Kg.
The Manipulator is to operate primarily in two modes: (1) in air (or inert
gas) at ambient temperatures with a master-slave manipulator; or (2) in
vacuum and 150-degrees C, when a specially designed end effector called
the General Inspection Arm is installed.

2 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The design details of the Manipulator are shown in Fig. 3.
The Manipulator consists of six hinged links connected to a fixed boom on
a movable carriage. The mechanical part of the Maintenance Manipulator has
been built and assembled by the Noell company at Würzburg (W. Germany).

General Inspection Arm
emercency drive

carriage

carnage drive

ball spindle

non-articulated arm

articulated arms

dexterous master/slave arms

Fig. 3 Components of the TFTR-MM
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2.1 Carriage
The carriage permits radial motion of the Manipulator during deployment
and retraction. The carriage is driven by a planetary roller/spindle. The
spindle is made from 17-4 PH stainless steel; the rollers are made from
WO-C steel.
The 6-m long spindle is rotated by a discmotor which drives through a
gear box, wobble drive vacuum feedthrough, and right angle gear box. The
double gear box arrangement is used to match the speed and torque to the
wobble drive. A manual emergency drive is provided should the motor or an
other element of the primary drive system fail.
The carriage rides on wheels rolling on ionnitrited stainless steel
rails. This process was chosen because of its antigalling properties to
inhibit cold-welding in a vacuum. The wheel bearings, like other bearing
surfaces exposed to vacuum, are coated with moly disulfide applied by a
special insitu process called ECR coating.

2.2 Non-articulated arm
The non-articulated arm section is attached to the carriage structure and
provides the reach necessary for full deployment through the nozzle
connecting the antechamber and TFTR vacuum torus.

2.3 Articulated arms
The articulated arms permit the Manipulator to be folded in the ante-
chamber and to be unfolded such that all areas of the TFTR vacuum torus
can be reached (Fig.4).

ante-chamber

0 1 2 3 i. 5m

Fig. 4 Top view of TFTR with MM in various positions

Full austenitic steel was chosen as basic material for the Manipulator in
order to minimize the effects on TFTR's magnetic fields; and due to its
good vacuum and material properties. Highly loaded elements such as the
roller bearings, moving screws and nuts, geared wheels and racks are made
of ferritic steel. The housing of the large roller bearings in the
articulated arm joints are made of Inconel to minimize thermal expansions.
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The links are designed to form box beams approximately 280 mm wide and
610mm high. This size is based on the TFTR vacuum torus nozzle size. The
wall thickness, chosen with regards to deflections, varies from 6 mm to
15mm, depending on the link location. The joints of the articulated arm
are actuated by a total of 13 link drive mechanisms.

The link drive mechanisms are located inside the box beams (Fig. 5) Each
drive except the first one is driven by two drives operating in tandem for
redundancy and to provide the necessary 220 degree rotation. In the event
of a drive failure, the mating drive can be driven in a manual mode to
permit emergency retraction. The drive mechanisms are housed in vacuum-
tight enclosures. The drive actuating rod is housed in a bellow capable at
a 0.30 m stroke. The actuators are capable of developing a force up to
50kN. In this arrangement a stepper drive motor, a gear reduction unit,
and a ball screw all operated normally in air or, if desired, in helium.
Besides eleminating vacuum lubrication problems, this arrangement provides
cooling to the motors by means of natural convection within the housing
and radiation from the housing.

center bolt

Fig. 5 Joint drive mechanisms

All drive units are interconnected by two flexible bellows.
The motors have a 200°C degrees rating to permit operation during bakeout
of TFTR's vacuum torus. In the event of a vacuum leak from a motor housing
or bellows it is possible to evacuate this region approximately 10-2 torr
to permit continued operation until the leak can be repaired.
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The last link has an end-effector interface (Fig. 6) which can be rotated
and tilted by a double bevel gear with two parallel rack and pinion
drives.

rock and pinion G>

Jill 1linn
/
\

1
/ / / / / / / 1

Fig. 6 End effector rotate and tilt joint

2.4 General Inspection Arm (Gift)
The purpose of the GIA (Fig. 7) is to perform general inspection tasks
while the torus is under vacuum. The general inspection tasks consist of
visual inspection and vacuum leak testing. The GIA's parallel linkage
mechanism provides movement radially with respect to TFTR's vacuum vessel
wall. The working platform serves as an accessory mount for the inspection
camera and in-vessel leak detector.

-In—Vacuum Leak Detector

-First Wall Inspection Camera

GIA Mechanism

Fig. 7 General inspection arm
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The leak detector currently planned for use is a commercially available
unit developed by Seiko Industries of Japan in cooperation with JAERI
(Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute) [4]. A leak telescope,
currently being developed by GA Technologies in San Diego, California may
later be used if this research is successful. The leak telescope offers
the possibility of scanning the surface of the torus for leaks from
distances approaching 1 meter [5]. Rotational movement is provided by a
roll joint located on the last link of the articulated arm. The GIA is
capable of operating during 150°C degree vacuum vessel bakeout and in
vacuum.

2.5 Dexterous Master/Slave Arms
A pair of dexterous master/slave arms can be mounted to replace the GIA to
perform specialized repair and maintenance tasks. Fig. 8 shows the master-
slave manipulator, built by Tele Operator Systems of New York mounted on a
test rig used to develop specialized tooling. This special tooling, which
was designed and developed by KfK, will permit removal and replacement of
the carbon tiles which line much of the interior of TFTR's vacuum vessel.
To minimize the necessity of repeated deployments and retrieval of the
boom during such tile and removal operations, the set of tooling and
replaced tiles can be carried by the arms.

Fig. 8 TOS Dexterous Master/Slave Arms

The arms can also be used to position and retrieve surface physics
specimens, assist in maintenance and diagnostics repair, assist in neutron
detector calibration, and various housekeeping tasks.
2.6 Vision and lighting Systems
The vision and lighting system, shown schematically in Figure 9, was
developed by Centre Energie Atomique (CEA), Fontenay, France.
A total of five cameras will provide surveillance during operation of the
Manipulator. Two are mounted on the vacuum antechamber to observe the
Manipulator motion as it is deployed and retracted through the nozzle. Two
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Fig. 10 UHV compatibel TV-camera at link 6
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vacuum-rated cameras are provided; both are housed in vacuum tight, water-
cooled housings to permit them to be used during 150 degree °C bakeout of
TFTR's vacuum system. One of these will be mounted on the last articulated
link of the arm to provide an overview of the boom movement and to assist
during operation of the dexterous arms. (Fig. 10). This camera will have
focus, iris, zoom, pan and tilt capabilities. Quartz lamps will be mounted
on the boom to provide area illumination. The second of these cameras will
be mounted on the GIA and be used primarily for high-resolution visual
inspection of the torus. This camera will have focus and iris
capabilities, with zoom, pan, and tilt being provided by the motion of the
GIA. The lighting for this camera will be provided by focused quartz lamps
built into the camera housing. To monitor the operation of the dexterous
arms, an ambient condition camera is provided. This camera has focus,
iris, zoom, pan, and tilt capabilities. All cameras are of monochromatic
CCD-type.

2.7 Utility feed system
Attached to the top and bottom of the non-articulated and articulated arms
are two sets of (2) parallel conduits consisting of pipes and formed
bellows. The upper paths are identical to the lower in configuration and
differ only in their uses.
Along the top of the articulated arms the joints are bridged by (2) 40 mm
ID bellows which mate to a short section of pipe which lead into (2)
junction boxes located at the approx. center of each of the (6) links.
From this box (2) smaller bellows supply cabling to and from the joint
drive housings.
On the bottom, each joint is also bridged by (2) 40 mm ID bellows which
mate to pipe, however, only (2) junction box locations are provided, (1)
on the starrarm and (1) on link 6. The lower bellows are used to supply
cabling to the AD3, GIA1 and TOS1 camera system as well as cabling for the
end effector, its tools, the leak detector and GIA drive. Also contained
in the lower conduits are flexible tubes to provide active cooling to the
AD3 and GIA1 camera housings.
In order to provide the relative motion between the starrarm and ante-
chamber a series of (4) formed bellows travel along a semi-circular
flexible bridge, known as the catrack. These larger bellows terminate at a
port on the antechamber which provides an exit for the cabling and tubing
inside the utility feed system.

2.8 Control system
The Manipulator is driven by a total of (13) stepper motors (two for each
of the six joints, and one for joint 1). A PROM (Programmable Read Only
Memory) based control system is used to drive the Manipulator around the
center line of the torus.The deployment path information which was
installed on the PROM1s was developed from CAD-generated drawings of the
torus and gradually unfolding boom. The control system deploys and retract
the tip of the Manipulator along the center line of the torus; in the
automatic control mode, the operator simply selects the toroidal angle and
the control system incrementally drives the motors in a preprogrammed
sequence until the position is achieved. [6]
A comparator circuit is provided to verify that the number of revolutions
actually performed at a motor is consistant with the number of pulses
sent.
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A point-to-point deployment sequence is used when in automatic control.
500 points can be defined along the torus center line, each separated from
the other by approximately 5 cm. Additional points can be used to define
the path from the stowed position through the nozzle to the center line of
the torus. A manual control mode allows continuous actuation of all
motions; in this case the resolution is approximately 1 mm. The control
system for atypical joint is shown in Figure 11. A computer-synthesized
display of the progressive movement of the arm, along with the actual
camera display, provides visual feedback to the operator. A manual mode of
operation is also provided for undefined deployment paths. The control
system will retrace each manual step to return the Manipulator to its
automatic position upon return to automatic mode prior to commencement of
any automatic movements.

UP/ , | STEP
DOWN I PULSES

Fig. 11 Control system for a typical joint

The components of the control system which are located inside the elevated
temperature boundary of the ante-chamber have to withstand up to 200
degrees C, since the motors and cables, during extreme conditions, heat up
to this level during operation.
Therefore no electronic components are admitted in this part of the
system. For that reason and in order to reduce the number of electrical
conductors a new high vacuum and temperature resistant incremental
position encoder for the drive was developed using rotating permanent
magnets and encapsulated REED switches.
In contrary to the MM arms the TOS M/S end effector can only be manually
operated. Force feed back for all seven movements of each of both arms,
power amplification and positioning ratio selection render a variety of
operator controlled working modes possible.

2.9 Collision avoidance
The control system has been designed with redundance features to minimize
the possibility of collisions with the vacuum torus. Additionally, the
vision system will provide the operator with visual feedback of the
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Manipulator position. A third system will be also provided which utilizes
the TFTR ground fault system to preclude collision. Metallic whiskers,
will be mounted along the boom links; if they touch the vacuum torus, they
will trigger TFTR's ground fault system. A signal will immediately stop
motion of the MM.
2.10 Current status
All major components are now undergoing testing at KfK. The vision and
lighting system has been integrated with the Manipulator at KfK and are
being utilized during testing at KfK. The testing at KfK will be limited
to ambient condition testing since the vacuum antechamber is being
fabricated in Princeton.
2.11 Pro-commissioning test plans at Princeton
Following ambient testing at KfK and shipment to PPPL, the Manipulator
will be extensively tested at Princeton to verify its vacuum and thermal
performance, reliability and repeatability. This testing will also provide
an opportunity for TFTR1s manipulator operators to gain experience in
operating and maintaining the equipment. The testing will be performed in
a large hall adjacent to the TFTR Test Cell known as the Mock-Up Area. The
testing will utilize a full-scale, 90-degree sector mock-up of TFTR which
was built prior to TFTR1s actual construction. Although final vacuum
testing of the Manipulator will be done at Princeton unit testing of
components such as bearings and drive screws was performed under vacuum
and elevated temperature to qualify components. The Manipulator is
scheduled for installation on TFTR in early 1989.
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Abstract

Up to a weight of 1 ton NET in-vessel components will be handled by
means of handling units which enter the torus through four horizontally
arranged ports. The in-vessel handling unit (IVHU) consists of a radially
movable carrier, an articulated boom extendable to about 25 m and suitable
to reach any point of the torus. Three work units are optional attachable
to the end-frame of the boom. Components and equipment will be transferred
by a carrier with telescopic arm. Plug handling devices are foreseen to
open and close the entry ports. The equipment is housed in contained
transfer units permanently attached to the ports and transferable via
transport flasks to a service area. IVHU-carrier and articulated boom are
connected by a combined yaw and roll joint. The 11 links of the boom are
modular designed. Each of their yaw links is moved by two motor driven
planetary roller spindles which actuate in series. The drives are
externally arranged at the upper side of the links. Supply lines are
routed inside the link boxes. A combined pitch and roll joint allows the
end-frame adjustment. Three types of work units were investigated. An
electrical master slave manipulator unit and two devices for the
replacement of radiofrequency antennae and divertor plates. The IVHU can
be controlled manually and automatically. Designing an experimental device
for in-torus handling with an IVHU as a principal item has been launched.

1. INTRODUCTION
With respect to the severe operating conditions, high thermal and

neutron loading, and the experimental character of NET, in-vessel
components will have to be replaced several times during the lifetime of
the machine. Maintenance inside the vacuum vessel will only be possible by
remote handling. The main in-vessel components are the blanket segments,
key plugs, divertor plates and protection tiles for the first wall and
divertors. Blanket segments and key plugs are inserted in oblique
direction through openings at the top of the machine. They will be handled
from outside the machine by means of a blanket handling device located at
the reactor deck. The other components are supposed to be handled by an
in-vessel handling system. Its operating site is the reactor hall level.
Four symmetrically arranged maintenance ports in the equatorial plane of
the vacuum vessel provide access for the in-vessel handling system.

2. DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS
For the definition of requirements typical maintenance tasks, e.g.

inspection of plasma facing components, protection tile replacement,
exchange of divertor plates and radiofrequency antennae were investigated,
the environmental conditions defined and the relationship with assistant
handling equipment inside and outside the torus taken into account.
Table 1 shows a summary of the requirements.
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Table 1 Summary of IVHU-Requirements

Maximuum weight handled by
special equipment 1000 kg
Maximum weight handled by
multi-purpose equipment 20 kg
Maximum size of handled components 2 x 1 x 0.4 m
Reach of the IVHU at the torus ± 185°
Number and size of entry ports 4 x 1.7 m high /

0.65 m wide
Atmosphere during maintenance inert gas or air at

atmospheric pressure
Maximum environmental temperature + 150°C
Maximum dose rate of components 3 x 10& rad/h

3. IN-VESSEL HANDLING SYSTEM
3.1 Overview

Out of several options for an in-vessel handling system, e.g.
articulated boom and in-vessel vehicle, KfK investigated an in-vessel
handling unit (IVHU) based on the principle of a linked boom and the
auxilary equipment. /1, 2/. The complete system shown in Fig. 1 consists
of two IVHUs arranged at opposite sides of the vacuum vessel and of a
transport carrier located at one of two additional entry ports. The
transport carrier is supposed to assist the IVHU by transferring
components and equipment to and from the torus. During operating the NET
device the entry ports are gastight closed by means of plugs. Opening and
closing the ports require additional work as disconnection/connection of
supply lines and breaking / restoring seals. These tasks will be carried
out using the IVHUs and auxiliary handling equipment located at the
transport carrier entry ports, respectively. The plugs will be withdrawn
radially by means of a special plug handling device and transferred
laterally together with the device.

In order to avoid contamination of the reactor hall the handling
equipment is housed in contained transfer units (CTUs) which are
permanently attached to the vacuum vessel. Attachable to the CTUs are
transport flasks (TFs) for the transport of components and equipment
between CTUs and storage or service area. CTUs and TFs are connected by
double lid systems.
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Fig. 1 Overview of an in-vessel handling system

3.2 In-Vessel Handling Unit
The IVHU consists of a transport unit (TU) and three different work

units which are attachable to the end-frame of the TU. Concept and design
of the work units are depending on the maintenance tasks. The manipulator
unit as multi-purpose equipment will be applied for inspection tasks and
protection tile replacement. Two additional work units are to be used for
the exchange of radiofrequency antennae and divertor plates, respectively.
The work units can be engaged and disengaaged remotely inside or outside
the torus. In the latter case they will be inserted by the transport
carrier.

3.2.1 Transport Unit
Basic component of the IVHU is the TU. It is shown in Fig. 2. The TU

consists of the carrier movable on rails radially to the torus, the
trolley movable on the carrier and the articulated boom connected with the
trolley. During operation, the carrier is fixed in position. Loads and
forces are overtaken by telescopic props. The trolley is guided at the
carrier and moved by means of a motor driven planetary roller spindle.

The boom has 11 links connected by yaw joints. As far as possible the
links are modular designed and have box cross sections. Their height is
generally 1.3 m, their width is varying from 0.35 through o.5 m limited by
the port size. In order to optimize the calculated cross sections of the
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boom and the minimum stowed length of the folded TU both cranked and
straight links are required. The total length of the deployed boom is 25m.
Any point of the torus is within the reach of the boom.

Arliculaled Boom- Trolleyi

-Props - Carrier iiU—/Rails

^V//ÄV
^eism.^_p
'"

Spindle Spindle diive-

Fig. 2 Transport unit

Fig 3 shows one of the 11 jaw joints. The axes of the Joints are
split in upper and lower ones. They are equipped with self-aligning roller
bearings and are actuated by motor driven spindle units which are mounted
at the upper side of the link boxes. The disadvantage of this design
compared with the drive unit installed at the centre line of the link
boxes (excentric working point of the force) was put up with the access
for an easier drive unit replacement. Power supply lines, control and
transmission lines are routed inside the links. Two drive units are
actuating in series one link allowing a joint range of approximately 220°.
Each drive unit is composed of a planetary roller spindle, a pair of spur
gears, the motor and an additional transmission. The planetary roller
spindle is linked to a swiveling lever sliding mounted at the upper joint
axis. Always two spindles are connected with one lever. In case that one
drive unit fails the according link still can be moved at reduced speed.

Alternative options for joint bearings and drives are under
investigation. A crucial component is the motor. The preliminary design is
based on polyphase induction motors with servo control and DC-brushless
motors which can fulfill the temperature conditions. Radiation hardening
will require development for all possible types of motors.
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DRIVE UNIT

SWIVELLING LEVER

Fig. 3 TU - yaw Joint with drive unit
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Boom and trolley are linked by a combined yaw and roll joint. The
latter one compensates the angular deflection caused by the torsion of the
boom. The compensation is necessary due to the limited clearance between
boom and port.

The tip of the boom is designed as an end-frame to attach the work
units.In order to compensate the boom misalignment the frame is linked by
a combination of pitch and roll joints allowing both rotation and tilting
by maximum ± 5°. Vertical displacement will be equalized by telescopic
masts which are integrated with the work units. The end-frame provides
their interface (see Fig. 4).

Manipulator unit

3.2.2 Work Units
To perform general inspection and replacement tasks relatively small
components have to be handled. For this an electrical master-slave
manipulator unit is foreseen (Fig. 4). It consists of a pair of
manipulator arms and two cameras to survey the work site. The manipulator
arms and one camera system are mounted at a common crossbar which is
attached to a telescopic mast. The unit is rotable by an angle of ± 180°
making possible to reach with the manipulator unit any point at the plasma
facing surfaces of the in-vessel components as well as the upper and lower
active plasma stabilization coils. The manipulator arms have 7 motions
with force reflexion. The load capacity of the grippers is 20 kg /3/.

The antennae handling unit is supposed to withdraw and insert radio-
frequency antennae which are located in the equatorial plane of the vacuum
vessel. As to be seen in Fig. 5 the work unit consists of the gripper with
a load capacity of 1 ton and two camera systems. The telescopic arm is
only required to compensate vertical deflection.
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Fig. 5 Antennae handling unit

The divertor handling unit combines four components in one unit, one
large gripper to handle the divertor plates, one manipulator to support
the replacement operations and two television systems to survey the work
site (see Fig. 6). To locate the unit in working position a telescopic

F

Fig. 6 Divertor handling unit
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mast is required which can be rotated together with the gripper,
manipulator and one camera system by an angle of ± 180°. The vertical
rotation is only possible in a retracted condition in order to avoid
excessive loads. The telescopic mast has a stroke of 2.5 m. The attachment
plate for the gripper can be tilted up to an angle of 75° and is rotatable
by ± 180°. In addition, a swiveling head for ± 180° is integrated in the
vertical telescopic mast. The rods are guided by means of roller bearings.
In order to reduce the weight of the work unit the structure material is
titanium.

3.2.3 Control System
The control system concept provides two modes of operation, an

automatic mode and a manual mode. They are presented in

4. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
To define a reference concept alternative options were investigated

with respect to general arrangements of the handling equipment and the
mechanics of the main components like the IVHU. Criteria for the selection
of the presented concept were mainly safety and reliability
considerations, the influence on machine design and plant layout and the
availability of the NET device on the basis of the required time for the
performance of typical maintenance tasks /2/.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The maintenance of in-vessel components requires a very complex

handling system where the main components like the IVHUs have to be
supported by assistant equipment. In addition, the requirements for
working inside the vacuum vessel, e.g. temperature, radiation, geometrical
facts are so demanding that the necessary development of the equipment
requires already in an early stage assisting experiments. Therefore,
besides existing devices to investigate components at increased
temperatures or irradiated, KfK has planned to construct EDITH, an
experimental device for in-torus handling, shown in Fig. 7.

-WORK UNIT

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

IN-TORUS HANDLING

EDITH - Schematic View

Fig. 7 Experimental device for in-torus handling - EDITH
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The device includes in scale 1:1 the three front links of an IVHU, a
connecting piece to the yaw link normally connected with the trolley, but
for the testbed linked with the support structure. At the front link the
end-frame is adapted which allows the attachment of a manipulator unit or
a simulated work unit for heavy components. In a later stage the
transporter is extendable to the full length of the boom. EDITH is
scheduled to become the test facility for the development of in-torus
remote maintenance techniques of fusion devices. First tasks to be
performed in EDITH will be: Tests to optimize joints and joint drives,
experiments related to static and dynamic behaviour, investigations of
control systems, man-machine interface and sensors, e.g. for handling of
heavy loads.
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VEHICLE CONCEPT FOR NET IN-VESSEL
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

D. MAISONNIER
Unité de génie robotique avancé,
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

Abstract

When considering the problem of large tokamak machines
in-vessel remote maintenance, an articulated boom concept is
today a favourite choice mainly because of the large expe-
rience gathered in JET and TFTR. This concept suffers however
from two major drawbacks because of its cantilever design and
the large dimensions and masses of its articulated links: a
rather "floppish" structure, which causes problems during
heavy components pick-up; and an inaccurate trajectory
control, which practically imposes very slow boom movements
inside the toroidal vessel.

Within the frame of the NET Technology Programs, CEA-
UGRA has undertaken the development of an alternative
concept. The aim was to propose a vehicle-based design which,
because of the much smaller size of the end-effector carrier
(the vehicle) onto a fixed rail (installed before each
intervention), would overcome these difficulties. Although it
is to early to assess the full potential of the proposed
design, it is worth stressing that the two reasons which
usually render a vehicle concept unacceptable - i.e. rails
supports inside the vessel and cable management - have been
extensively analysed and that the proposed solution appear
satisfactory. Should this be confirmed by the forthcoming
engineering design phase, the proposed vehicle will be a very
attractive device for NET in-vessel interventions.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General
Because of the coils topology, large openings for remote

devices and heavy components insertion into a tokamak vessel
can be located only on the outer wall and centered on the
equatorial plane.

If the machine has to accomodate blanket modules, addi-
tional large openings have to be provided on the top part of
the vessel when the vertical maintenance strategy is adopted
(e.g. NET [1]). These openings, however, do not represent an
alternative to the equatorial entry ports for the so-called
in-vessel transporter (IVT) insertion. There are two practi-
cal reasons against that: (a) the preparatory work required
before any IVT insertion is very complex and time-consuming
(removal of blanket modules); and (b) the kinematic require-
ments of an IVT entering from such an opening, even with only
a limited reach inside the vessel, are incompatible with the
existing geometrical contraints [2].
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So far IVT devices have been developed only for two
large tokamak machines, JET and TFTR, whilst some conceptual
design is being carried out for future projects such as CIT,
NET and ITER. Due to the similar requirements that have been
laid down for in-vessel remote interventions in all these
cases, the resulting strategies are basically identical: no
in-situ repair, no personnel access into the vessel and all
tasks to be carried out by different end-effectors mounted
onto an articulated boom [3].

The choice of an articulated boom as IVT was made after
eliminating the only alternative concept considered, that of
a "traked vehicle". Two basic reasons have in fact rendered
this vehicle concept unfeasable: firstly, the need of a fixed
rail system into the vessel, which would be susceptible to
damage by plasma and which is incompatible with the presence
of protective tiles; secondly, the problem of power supply to
the vehicle via an umbilical cable [4].
1.2 Articulated boom concept limitations

The JET boom and the TFTR maintenance manipulator have
provided a very large amount of informations regarding the
difficulties involved in the design, manufacture and opera-
tion of a large articulated boom. As expected, a boom trans-
porter suffers from two major drawbacks because of its canti-
lever design and the large dimensions and masses of its
articulated links.

Firstly, the structure is fairly 'floppish': JET boom
maximum deflection are, in the worse case and with the max-
imum payload, approximatively 40 mm; estimate for the NET
boom are up to 400 mm. In the horizontal plane, the JET boom
being fully extended, a force of 20 kg at the tip causes a
flexion of approximatively 100 mm. Figures for the TFTR
maintenance manipulator, although not yet officials, will be
of the same order. During boom operations this floppiness
will seriously affect, if not impede in some particular
cases, the fullfilment of the following tasks: (a) pick-up of
heavy components into the vessel because of uncontrollable
oscillations induced just after component lift-off (i.e.
after overcoming the striction forces between component and
its supports); (b) contact operations with dexterous manipu-
lators using power tools (e.g. drilling or cutting) which
induce large reaction forces onto the boom tip, therefore
causing oscillations incompatible with the accuracy required.

Secondly, the ratios (joint actuator output torque)/(arm
inertia) are so small that a convenient trajectory control of
the boom, even when it is moving at a fairly slow speed, is
difficult if not impossible to achieve. Practically this
causes critical problems, in particular during boom insertion
through the narrow entry port. As the boom actuators torque
cannot be sensibly increased because of geometrical limita-
tions, the only possible improvements may come from an advan-
ced dynamic control system. Such techniques are now being
investigated by different research centers, and in particular
in JET [5], [6]. It is fair to say that prospects are encou-
raging, although no proof of their effectivness exists. Also,
should these techniques practically eliminate this problem in
the case of existing booms, their effect on a much larger
device such as the NET boom may be doubtful.
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2. THE BOOM-VEHICLE ALTERNATIVE CONCEPT

2.1 General
Albeit the articulated boom concept limitations can be

listed only because such devices do exist and work, they may
well be sufficient to render the envisaged NET boom an unrea-
listic proposition because of its very large dimensions. This
is even truer if we consider the case of a future fusion re-
actor whose main parameters could be: a=3m7 b=6m, R=7.5m [7].That is the reason that led CEA-UGRA to search for a alterna-
tive concept, which could only be based upon a vehicle design
(figure 1). To be a realistic proposition, however, it ob-
viously had to:

(a) overcome the need of a rail system fixed to the vessel
wall ;

(b) be provided with a satisfactory umbilical management
system;

(c) comply with the IVT requirements.
Also, its expected performances - time required to carry out
most operations, ease and safety of operation - should clear-
ly appear to be better, on average, than those of an articu-
lated boom.
2.2 Vehicle description

Assuming the existance of a rail system inside the
vessel, a vehicle design is particularly attractive because
of its simplicity. The vehicle itself, which is an end-
effectors (EE) carrier, is very small as it needs only to
provide for the EE vertical positionning. To ensure this EE
mobility an articulated boom has to include a "pitch joint"
which, in the case of NET, would require an output torque of
at least 3000 daN/m for a maximum speed of 17.2°/mn [8]. A
vehicle carrier, instead, can easily accomodate a vertical
translation with a smaller actuator for a higher vertical
lift velocity. Vehicle displacements in the horizontal plane
are carried out along the rail system and are therefore
totally safe and relatively fast. EE exchange and heavy
components transfer in- and outside the vessel are carried
out by a dedicated transfer unit, also used to simplify the
installation procedure. This transfer unit will, in addition,
be very helpfull in case of vehicle failure. System overall
stiffness greatly depends on the rail system design and,
finally, the vehicle control unit is extremely simple and
operator friendly.
2.3 Rail system description

The basic idea is to use two 90° boom-rails which join
together and form a 180°continuous rail across half the
vessel. Extension of this concept in order to provide a 360°
continuous rail is possible, but has not been investigated
within the frame of this study. Our first priority was in
fact to devise a light but stiff system, easy to install and
not requiring any supporting points into the vessel. Also,
once installed, the rail system must be able to remain any
lenght of time inside the vessel without worrying about its
radiation resistance or any other reason which maight endean-
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ger its retrieval. This means in practice that all boom-rails
actuators and sensors have to be located outside the vessel.
The proposed rail system will also be used as a guide to the
vehicle umbilical cable.

3. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

3.1 IVT Requirements
Only the most stringent requirements are summarized in

this paragraph. Operating temperature between 20°and 100°or
150°C; intervention in inert gas or air at atmospheric pres-
sure; radiation dose rate, mainly gamma, of 3*10e6 rad/hr
with an average energy of 0.5 Mev; alpha and beta radiation,
tritium concentration and residual magnetic field assumed to
be negligible. Environmental conditions when the IVT is
stored are, in all cases, less contraining [9], [10].

The IVT shall be failsafe so that no single point
failure in the system equipment can preclude the withdrawal
of the IVT or be responsible of a major accident (e.g.
inadvertant release of a payload).
3.2 Maintenance tasks

All in-vessel maintenance tasks are described in do-
cuments reference [9], [10] and [11]. Briefly, the IVT shall
be able to carry one or two EE (estimated weight up to 500
kg) and an additional payload of up to 500 or 1000 kg.

Most maintenance tasks are not well defined because of
the preliminary nature of the NET project. It is however
assumed that the ability of the IVT to carry them out will be
demonstrated if it can satisfactorily tackle the most deman-
ding one, i.e. the handling of the divertor plates.
3.3 Rail system

Each boom-rail comprises 3 curved links that, once in
position, form a 90°continuous circular rail centered inside
the vessel (rail radius 5200 mm, lenght of each link 2250 mm;
see figures 1 and 2). Link section is 1000*150*15 mm*(figure
3), assumed to be in stainless steel during this preliminary
analysis.

The outer side of each boom-rail is shaped so as to
provide convenient guides for the umbilical cable and the
emergency recovery cable. All boom-rail joints (3 off, see
figures 4 and 5) are driven by lever mechanisms, the relevant
actuators being outside the vessel and accessible for repair
from the boom CTU's (Containment Transfer Units). Boom tips
can be locked together to ensure the required rail stiffness.

Rail maximum deflection in the worse case (1000 kg
payload, 500 kg EE and 500 kg vehicle) is 23 mm. Joint excur-
sion is limited to -15°/+80°as the boom-rails are stored
fully aligned in their CTU's.
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Figure 1 : Boom-vehicle layout for NET in-vessel maintenance

Figure 2 :
Boom-rail link
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Figure 3 :
Boom-rail section

Figure 4 :
Detail of articulation "X"
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Figure 5 : Boom-rail kinematic layout

3.4 Vehicle and umbilical cable
During the insertion into the vessel the vehicle is

folded alongside one boom-rail last link (figure 6). It
consists of a 'lifting beam' which can pivot by ±90°in order
to position the EE in the upper or lower half of the vessel.
This lifting beam is carried by a trolley that can travel
along the rail, driven by a rack and pignon mechanism (rack
on the boom-rails inner side, see figure 7).

Figure 6 : Boom-rails
and vehicle insertion

Figure 7 : Vehicle layout
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The umbilical, guided along the bom-rails, passes
through a passage centered on the lifting beam pivot axis and
is then split in two sections, one per EE. The umbilical
section along the rail is rectangular (550*30 mm* ) and
includes 100 pf 4 electric cables and 64 ct 10 hydraulic hoses.
The umbilical is folded in a boom-rail CTU in a single loop.

Estimated performances are as follows: lift/lower 0.5
m/mn, travel along rail 3 m/mn, pivot speed 7 rpm.
3.5 End-effectors and transfer unit

EE are inserted and attached to the top of the lifting
beam by the transfer unit. Two identical interface modules
are provided for this purpose. Each consists of a V-shaped
support, which allows for easy EE replacement, with a bolt-on
locking mechanism. Electric and hydraulic connectors are
mounted onto a floating support for self alignement during
the EE locking.

The transfer unit itself can accomodate different end-
effectors: one per heavy component, one for vehicle EE han-
dling and others for emergency recovery.
3.6 Control unit

Because of its mechanical design, control and operation
of the boom-vehicle are extremily simple and safe. This will
be reflected in the architecture of the control unit itself.

Boom-rails movements need not to be extremily accurate
as the dexterity required to join their tips together is
provided by the transfer unit. Also, because they carry no
payload during their installation, inertial cross-coupling
effects are limited and do not require any advanced dynamic
control algorithm. Boom-rails displacements inside the vessel
should nevertheless be performed automatically for safety
reasons.

The vehicle is provided with only 3 d.o.f., and there
are no situations where the simultaneous control of two of
them is required, apart for time saving reasons. Automatic
control can however be considered for end-effectors preposi-
tionning.

Finally, a risk of collision may only arise between an
end-effector and the vessel wall in some particular cases
(e.g. after component pick-up). A very simple collision avoi-
dance system can be devised in order to minimize this hazard.

4. BOOM-VEHICLE OPERATIONS
4.1 Installation

The time required to set up the boom-vehicle to its ope-
rational configuration inside the vessel is to be minimized
for many reasons. One way to do so is to reduce the number of
operations of the set up procedure. The proposed boom-vehicle
installation procedure, which has been optimized according to
this criterion, is as follows: (a) shut down the NET machine;
(b) connect the radiation containment doors to the equatorial
entry ports; (c) connect the plug CTU's to the reactor; (d)
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remove the plugs; (e) replace the plug CTU's by the boom-
rails and transfer unit CTU's (figure 8); (f) install the
boom-rails inside the vessel; (g) insert and connect the end-
effector (s) to the vehicle (figure 9).

Although the installation procedure for an articulated
boom is likely to be quicker, only a qualitative comparison
is possible at the present stage. However, as the boom-
vehicle installation time will be counted in hours, it will
not affect the total intervention time which will last on
average several days if not weeks.

Figure 8 : Boom-rail and plug CTU's

Figure 9 : Boom-vehicle system layout
in reactor hall
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4.2 Handling of the divertor plates
The dedicated EE for divertor plates handling and the

procedure considered to replace them is best summarized in
figure 10. The sequence of movements is fairly simple and, as
already mentioned, do not require any vehicle actuators si-
multaneous movement. The EE dexterity requirements are limi-
ted, and the most delicate combination of movements (i.e.
from position 4 to position 8) can be executed automatically.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Figure 10 Handling of
the upper
divertor
plates
(schematic)
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4.3 Safety
Safety of operation and recovery in case of failure are

foundamental criteria that will affect the IVT selection for
NET. To optimize an IVT against these requirements, its
design and operating procedures shall be kept as simple as
possible. Secondly, IVT recovery in case of any single point
failure must be possible with relative ease and without
damaging the vessel.

The boom-vehicle design and control unit simplicity can
already be fully appreciated, while the recovery means can
only be analysed qualitatively. The basic idea is to provide
the vehicle with an emergency dragging unit (EDU). The EDU
will be able to position the vehicle in front of the transfer
unit entry port in any case of failure. The transfer unit
will therefore be able either to replace the failed subsystem
(e.g. actuator) or to retrieve the complete vehicle assembly.
Vehicle dragging will be possible in either direction along
the rail by pulling from outside the vessel the umbilical
cable or the emergency recovery cable. Winches to do so will
be fitted in the boom-rails CTU's.

5. CONCLUSION
The object of the present study was to develop an

alternative concept to the articulated boom for tokamak in-
vessel maintenance operations. It has not however tackled any
of the difficulties that are shared by both concepts, such as
individual components radiation resistance or end-effector
selection.

This development was undertaken because, whatever the
merits of the articulated boom, its practical applications
are limited when the IVT reach requirements reach too large
values such as in NET.

A comparison between both IVT designs cannot be carried
out until more accurate informations on the boom-vehicle are
available. However, the potential of the proposed concept is
such that it would be unwise not to continue this work with
an engineering design exercise. We are also confident that,
at the end of the comparison, the boom-vehicle will prove to
be a very attractive alternative to the NET articulated boom.
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Abstract

Maintenance work in fusion plants such as the Next European
Torus (NET) call for mobile high performance general-purpose
remote handling devices. This requirement can be fulfilled
best by electric master-slave manipulators.

The development of types conforming to the particular bound-
ary conditions in fusion plants could be based on type
EMSM 2-B conceived and built in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, and on the presently developed EMSM-WA for maintenance
work in nuclear fuel reprocessing plants.

The first type needed is for a NET in-vessel handling unit.
It is envisaged for use as a double-arm manipulator unit and
as a supplement to the necessary divertor plate handling
unit.

Since operations involving very diverse requirements in
terms of loading and degrees of difficulty will have to be
effected in the NET facility, an EMSM family has been conceived
which consists of electric master-slave manipulators with
four different handling capacities ^nd several variants.

1. Introduction

Maintenance of the operational components in future fusion
plants such as the envisaged Next European Torus (NET) calls
for a greater number and a greater variety of mobile general-
purpose remote handling devices than have been used in nu-
clear facilities for different purposes. Considering the
necessary availability of the fusion plants, these devices
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must be high performance systems. Since the requirements to
be imposed can be fulfilled by far best by electric master-
slave manipulators, our work concentrates on types in this
manipulator category which conform to the boundary conditions
prevailing in fusion plants.

The essential features of the electric master-slave manipula-
tors are the motions preset by a master arm and the bilateral
position controls linking the master arm to the slave arm.
Electric master-slave manipulators distinguish from other
manipulator categories by the high dexterity and working
speed attainable by the operators /1-4/.

2. Status of the Art in Germany

Under the Nuclear Fusion Project EMSM 2-B was the third type
of electric master-slave manipulator developed in cooperation
with the Blocher Motor company and completed last year.

Figure 1 shows the complete equipment. It comprises, from
left to right, the master arm, the manipulator control unit,

Fig. 1: EMSM 2-B
Electric master-slave manipulator,
from left to right:the master arm, manipulater control unit,
additional control cabinet for automatic
mode and slave arm
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an additional control cabinet for optional automatic mode,
and the slave arm. Although the attainable speed is high,
very slow and accurate motions can be effected in addition.
Only little force has to be overcome at the master arm when
the unloaded device is moved. The arms are made relatively
stiff and force reflection is prompt. Therefore, highly com-
plicated operations can be carried out as well. For instance.
Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrenn-
stoffen (DWK) obtained in experiments good quality seams on
stainless steel sheets without further auxiliaries required.

The slave arm (Fig. 2) has the usual seven motions, all with
force reflection. The arm length is 1.8 m. The maximum
handling capacity is 45 kg and force amplification from the
master arm to the slave arm is 1:20 at the maximum. Purpose-
built three-phase asynchronous motors of very high specific
power are used. They are characterized by six improved
features compared with commercial motors.

Azimuth Rotation
»180°

Wrist Elevation
• SO"
-135°

Fig. 2: EMSM 2 - B, Slave Arm
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Figure 3 shows the flowsheet for one positioning movement.
The master and the slave arms are linked by bilateral position
controls. Friction and inertia of mass of the slave arm are
largely compensated. This proved unnecessary for the master
arm. The frequency and the current of the motors are controlled
independent of each other. By this, the advantages offered
by the previously used three-phase and direct current drives
can be combined. A path control with teach programming
developed by Bosch for industrial robots has been adapted to
the requirements of the automatic mode. This was intended as
a contribution to clarify the question whether the automatic
mode is reasonable in maintenance operations /5/. Another
envisaged improvement consists in the possibility of program-
ming with the master arm as well as in the playback mode.

SLAVE ARM MASTER ARM

Fig. 3:"EMSM 2 -B" function diagram for one positioning movement

The hardware configuration of the control unit is evident
from Fig. 4. Both the control unit and the power units have
been given an all digital design. Master-slave control is
effected by one computer each per motion comprising a TMS 9995
microprocessor, a bus and a central computer responsible for
control and for monitoring functions. Compared with multi-axis
control, this configuration offers advantages in terms of
control speed and hence force reflection and with a view to
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restricting the consequences of possible defects. Preferring
a dedicated, mature industrial robot control unit to an
integrated control unit to be developed for both modes of
operation will be reasonable, at least until sufficient de-
mand will have established for automatic maintenance opera-
tions. The advantages of this approach include little addi-
tional costs, quick availability and, at a later stage, the
possibility of profiting from improvements in the quickly
developing field of industrial robots by replacement, if
applicable.

AXIS COMPUTERS
SLAVE

MASTER

Fig. I: "EMSM 2-B" hardware survey

Figure 5 shows a double-arm slave unit, EMSM 2, mounted on a
bridge transporter for transfer to the working places, as
currently used in hot cells. In the left bottom part two
stereo color TV cameras with zoom lenses can be seen-.

The presently developed EMSM-WA type will be characterized
above all by the following features:
- enhanced 60 kg handling capacity without limitations in time,
- great robustness by use of toothed wheels and shafts for

transmission in the arm limbs,
- high resistance to corrosion from nitric acid vapor in the

atmosphere,
- remote maintenance by module replacement.
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Fig. 5 EMSM 2 Electr ic master-slave m a n i p u l a t o r ,
a pa i r of slave arms on a bridge transporter,
on the left side: stereo color television
cameras with Zoom lences

3. Manipula tor Family for the NET Facili ty

In a fusion plant such as NET remote operations will be
required in four areas: in the torus vacuum vessel, in the
reactor hall, in the blanket reprocessing facility and in
the service and waste t reatment areas.

There are three categories of requirements relating tc the
design governing conditions, the m a x i m u m level of gamma
radiation, and the maximum temperature:
- category 1, stringent requirements in the torus:

3x104 Gy/h and 150 °C
- category 2, enhanced requirements outside the torus:

102 Gy/h and 80 °C
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- category 3, ambient conditions outside the torus:
1 Gy/h and 30 °C.

The description of the tasks /6/ to be fulfilled in the NET
facility by general-purpose manipulators which have to
replace staff i'n inaccessible areas makes evident broad
ranges of requirements regarding loadability, dimensions and
degrees of difficulty. This spectrum cannot be covered by
one single type of manipulator. Therefore, the proposed
specification for the NET manipulators /?/ starts from four
stages of loading. It is obvious that the different types of
Electric Master-Slave Manipulator (EMSM) should be developed
as a family on the same principles and equipped with the
greatest possible number of identical components and subassem-
blies.

Figure 6 shows how an EMSM family could be composed. Four
sizes of slave arms are envisaged:
- EMSM-D (dexterous), 10 kg maximum load carrying capacity,

for highly complicated operations requiring a high degree
of feel ;

- EMSM-M (medium), 50 kg maximum load carrying capacity,
- EMSM-S (standard), 100 kg maximum load carrying capacity,

as the basic type and backbone in maintenance operations,
- EMSM-H (heavy duty), 300 kg maximum load carrying capacity.

All four types of slave arm can be controlled by one standard
type of master arm. A small master arm will be provided in
addition. The signal processing part of the control unit can
be given the same configuration in all types. In the three
larger slave arm types the drive housing is designed in such
a manner that it can be used as an additional arm limb to
increase the reach. The arm lengths are the same so that
arms of different loadabilities can work together as pairs.

It should be examined whether an additional EMSM-L (light)
slave arm type of 25 kg load carrying capacity would be
useful. The master-slave principle can be extended also to
higher load carrying capacities than the present 45 kg. The
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S L A V E A R M S

E M S M - D
10kg

EMSM-M
S O k g

EMSM-S
1 0 0 k g

M A S T E R A R M S

STANDARD
10kg

SMALL
5 k g

EMSM-H
3 0 0 k g

Fig. 6: EMSM family with slave arms and master arms
with dif ferent handling capaci t ies and arm lengths

ratio of force reflection limit to load carrying capacity
remains roughly the same. Depending on the quality of the
construction it is 1:20 to 1:100. If necessary, also slave
arms of greater lengths and higher loadabilities than 300 kg
could be built.

The already mentioned EMSM-WA type presently being developed
at KfK would be suitable as a basis for development of the
arms, motors and control units of the EMSM family.
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As an essential feature toothed wheel equipped shafts will
be provided also in the EMSM family for transmission. A
wealth of experience in this field has been accumulated with
EMSM 1 /1 and 8/ and with the K20 mechanical master-slave
manipulator.

Depending on the situation, two variants of wrist kinematics
(Fig. 7) are favorable: The previously usual master-slave
manipulator design offers advantages in the so-called "on

USUAL KINEMATIC (WRIST 1)

jAWRIST ROTATION

<$> AZIMUTH ROTATION
ELEVATION

P O S I T I O N S

NO
LIMITATION

WITH
LIMITATION

IY
?

IY

f
^

'^ )-* n I

p h "^

P a P2

WITH SIDE WRIST PIVOT (WRIST 2}

SWIVELING

WRIST ROTATION

ELEVATION

P O S I T I O N S

NO
LIMITATION

- l

;r
WITH
LIMITATION

Fig. 7: Two kinematics for the wrist
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the table situation." However, it is associated with restric-
tions when operations are directed downwards and with the
forearm in the horizontal position. When work has to be done
on large operational components a horizontal forearm with
side wrist pivot may often be advantageous. However, this
design implies limitations on operations directed to the
left or right sides at angles of more than 45°.

The essential technical data and information on variants and
applications can be taken from the table.

Table: Technical data, versions and applications of EMSM types

Features

Load carrying tong (kg)
- continuous operation
• for 15 minutes

Number of motions with
force reflection

Number of additional
motions with speed
control

Power amplification
master /slave

Maximum speed of tong
in X-Y-plane (m/s)

Length of forearm and
upper arm (m)

Length of drive hous-
ing as additional
link (m)

Versions
Environmental class

Wrist type

For medium sized hot
cells

Possible applications

EMSM-D

5
10
7

-

1:1 to 1:2

1

1 .06

~

1 ,2,3
1

-

Torus ,
service
areas

EMSM-M

20
50

7

1

1:2 to 1:10

1

1.6

0.8

1,2,3

1,2
-

IVHU

EMSM-S

50
100
7

1

1:2 to 1:20

1

1.6

0.8

1,2,3

1,2
yes

IVHU,
CTU,
service
areas

EMSM-H

150
300

7

1

1:6 to 1:60

1

1.6

0.95

2,3
1

-

Reactor
hall,
lower
hall,
basement

IVHU = In Vessel Handling Unit

CTU = Containment Transfer Unit
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It remains to be evaluated whether modifications to variants
which meet with less requirements in terms of ambient condi-
tions (categories 2 and 3) will be rewarding regarding the
costs. As to the type suitable for highly complicated opera-
tions it remains to be examined whether an EMSM-D2 variant
(Fig. 8) will be better suited. A derivation equipped with
steel wire ropes or steel tapes instead of with shafts for
transmission in the arms and with deadweight compensation by
counterweights instead of by electric motors would be more
favorable as far as fine feel is concerned. The master arm
and the control unit of the already commercially available
EMSM2-B type /9/ could serve as a basis for development.

SLAVE ARM
FOREARM
INCLINING

UPPER A R M a
ROTATION -Vf
! 45'

WRIST ELEVATION
«50°. -135«

WRIST ROTATION r\
« 1 8 0 «

^

UPPER ARM
INCLINING

US*

GRIPPING
0 - 9 0 ' AZIMUTH ROTATION

+ 180°

MASTER ARM
\
\

Fig.8: "EMSH-D2" Electric master-slave manipulator
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The control unit (Fig. 9) could be given a slightly simpler
design because no compensations would be required for fric-
tion and mass inertia.

SLAVE ARM

V

MASTER ARM

"j>

AMPLI-
FIER «~C

À

MOTOR ,
OMPUTER* ———— '
,

V

FORCE
~ ' RATIO

SPEED
CONTR

— MASTER-SLAVE
——PROGRAMMING
— PLAY-BACK

_J

Fig. 9: "EMSM-D" Electrical master-slave manipulator, function diagram for one movement

If a manipulator system is supposed to work for a rather
long time independently and quickly in a working space of
large dimensions in length, width and height, it has to be
built on the principle of the mobile remote handling station
(Fig. 10). It includes as the main components:
- two slave arms,
- a supplementing light hoist,
- one TV camera system each to observe the working place and

to provide general viewing,
- a tool magazine,
- a table plate.

A manipulator unit can be equipped basically with all types
of mounting arrangement which are mobile or may be stationary,
if applicable. Mobile mounting arrangements are traveling
overhead or on walls or they are floor bound with or without
rails. The slave arms may also be supplementary to a large
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TOOL MAGAINE

SLAVE A R M S T E K E O - T V
100kg

TABLE PLATE

Fig. 10: Electr ic master-slave manipulator unit,
a mobile remote working station

dedicated remote handling device. If needed only occasionally,
light EMSM-D slave arms can be carried by one of the heavy
slave arms, too.

Figure 11 shows an example of the general layout of a com-
plete remote handling system for large spaces. It comprises
the manipulator unit with a transporter, a heavy duty crane,
a transmission system, and the operating station.

If in large hot cells viewing should be possible through
radiation protection windows, also the master arms and the
television monitors have to be installed in a transporter /10/

Use of heavy slave arms in medium sized hot cells instead of
the previously applied power manipulators also offers advan-
tages (Fig. 12). The drive block would be adapted for this
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CRANE
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Fig. 11: Remote working system for
large volumes
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Fig. 12: "EMSM" Electr ic Master-Slave Manipulator,
version for medium sized hot cells,
wifh small master arm
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purpose. The small master arm would be helpful to avoid
installation of a transporter in the operating room. It
could be conveniently moved from one shielding window to the
next.

4. Manipulators for the NET In-Vessel Handling Unit

Variants M and S of the EMSM family, maximum load carrying
capacities 50 and 100 kg, respectively, are needed for
installation in the in-vessel handling unit. Considering the
dedicated design and the stringent reguirements, work on the
prototype of an in-vessel handling unit was started first.
Therefore, also the respective manipulators will probably
have to be built first.

An initial examination has shown that the reguirement of
200 hours service life /?/ for the sensitive subassemblies
such as motors, position transducers, brakes, cables etc. in4an environment with a radiation level of 3x10 Gy/h and a
temperature of 150 °C will probably be fulfilled. The steps
in development work to be spent on these subassemblies are
considerable. This will be exemplified by the problem of
temperature of the motors which are the basis of a slave arm
design. The purpose built motors used in EMSM 2-B attain a
reasonable service life if the admissible temperature is
200 °C. This means that in an environment at 150 °c roughly
one guarter of the continuous output is attained which would
be reached at 30 °C ambient temperature. This would allow
only very short operating periods or low loadability. In
order to attain the required values, one could think of
providing a coolant system or building larger motors. However,
both solutions would not be reasonable. The only solution
left is to increase the admissible operating temperature. It
has been found that a polyimide based insulation material is
offered on the market which allows to raise the operating
temperature to 260 °C. According to information receivedofrom the fabricator, it resists radiation up to 10 Gy.
Motors of acceptable dimensions can probably be built if
this insulating material is used.
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Figure 13 shows the standard version of the slave arm. The
joint reaches have been given large dimensions so that the
slave arm can be brought from the basic position 1 with the
forearm horizontal to the basic position 2 with the forearm
vertical and vice versa. However, the reaches available are
still sufficient in number in order to operate from both
basic positions. The advantage of this feature consists in
the fact that the two basic positions do not call for two
exchangeable slave arm variants.

BASIC POSITION 1

'\
DRIVE HOUSING

WRIST ROTATION

LEFT VERSION

HOUSING INCLINING
+ 180°

1\) UPPER ARM INCLINING
! (45° « 135°)

UPPER ARM ROTATION
1180°

N*-, -w\ V\)FOREARM INCLINING
1\) \^i45°. «35° . -260 '

y™ WRIST ELEVATION

1135"

BASIC POSITION
:\

FOREARM ROTATION
i180°

DRIVE HOUSING

UPPER ARM

FOREARM

FOREARM ROTATION
i 180'

WRIST ROTATION
! 1180°

RIGHT VERSION

HOUSING INCLINING
1180°

4\) UPPER ARM INCLINING
^ *4SV35° . -215°

UPPER ARM ROTATION
» 1 4 5 ° * 135«!

FOREARM INCLINING
°; «215°. - 35°

GRIPPING WRIST ELEVATION
0-135° *135°

Fig. 13: "EMSM" electrical master -s lave manipulator
slave arm
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Figure 14 provides an impression of the great number of dif-
ferent positions which the new manipulator can adopt compared
with the existing electric master-slave manipulator thanks
to its large joint reaches. This allows the manipulator to be
operable also in heavily accessible zones, under conditions
of lack of space, at great distance and also in the near range,

BASIC POSITION 1 [^

3___I

BASIC POSITION 2

E G

E.G.

E.G.

E. G. 6——f)

D———»

EMSM-S EXISTING EMSM
ELBOW AND SHOULDER PIVOTS

5 POSITIONS

INDEXING OF SHOULDER PIVOT
E.G.

115 POS.

INCLINING OF HOUSING +90°
BASIC POSITION 3

D (° y) (° ^>0
U>————0™

— — — — E 2 0 P O S .

INCLINING OF HOUSING »180°

^ "
r: 20 pos.

INCLINING OF HOUSING -90'

1*1
E 2t POS.

1 POS.

E 3 POS

Fig. U: Possible 90° positions

For remote maintenance work the slave arm can be decomposed
into twelve modules (Fig. 15). These are the tong, the wrist
unit, the forearm, the upper arm, the drive housing, and
seven motors. Each motor is provided with a brake and a
position transducer.
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TONG
WRIST UNIT
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4 UPPER ARM
DRIVE HOUSING
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Fig 15 "EMSM" slave arm,decomposabi l i ty into modules

Figure 16 is the flowsheet for a positioning movement. The
envisaged mode is the proven principle of bilateral position
control. Since the system is reversible, it allows much more
dexterity than other principles of control. The following
functions are in addition to the EMSM 2-B control (Fig. 3):
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Fig 16 "EMSM" Electric mas te r - s l ave manipulator,function diagram for one positioning movement
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- calculation of the balancing signals for deadweight compen-
sation by electric motors,

- slave arm indexing with respect to the master arm,
- friction compensation for the master arm,
- integrated programmable unit for the playback mode.

Mixed operation will also be feasible as alternating, operator
controlled and automatic sequence or as overdrive of an
automatic sequence by the operator.

Besides, the ambient temperature which may cover a large
range must be considered in control.

Figure 17 represents the scheme of the kinematics of the
planned double arm manipulator unit. Both arms and vertical
displacement of the arms and the booms of the TV cameras
necessitate as much as 28 motions in total.

LEFT SLAVE

MP MR MP MP MY

COUPLING RIGHT SLAVE

28 MOTIONS

Fig. 17: Kinematic scheme of the manipulator unit
for the NET In-Vessel Handling Unit
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Figure 18 shows the transport position of the manipulator unit
which it has to take in order to be able to be transferred
into the torus via an equatorial port. Attention is drawn to
the folded arms and the unit rotated by 90°.

SIDE VIEW

3900

7———7———7

TOP VIEW

f ' ' ' '

Fig 18 Manipulator unit with two EMSM slave arms
for the NET In-Vessel Handling Unit,
transportation position for passing an equatorial port

Figure 19 gives an impression of how the manipulator unit
looks like in its working position. In addition to the two
EMSM-M slave arms of 50 kg maximum load carrying capacity
two pairs of stereo television cameras will be provided. The
cameras assigned to the boom serve to observe the operations
and the backwards directed cameras serve to monitor the
movements of the transporter in the torus.
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TV CAMERAS

RIGHT
SLAVE ARM

Fig 19: Manipulator unit with two EMSM-M
for the NET In-Vessel Handling Unir

Figure 20 gives a survey of the hardware configuration. The
control system includes as its main components a central
computer responsible for deadweight compensations as well as
for control and monitoring functions, two fast busses, two
times seven computers for the movements involving force
reflection, and a programmable unit per manipulator. This

LEFT MANIPULATOR
AXIS COMPUTERS

TV SYSTEMS RIGHT MANIPULATOR
A X I S COMPUTERS

SLAVE SLAVE

MASTER

Fig. 20: " E M S M " Double armed work unit, hardware survey
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control system, supplemented if applicable, enables many
special functions to be performed. Besides programmability
with the master arms and playback mode of operation, the
following functions are envisaged:
- locking and coordinating individual motions such that only

motions at a specified plane are possible, e.g. for cutting
grinding, or only along a specified line, e.g. for drilling,
these motions, however, being performed with high accuracy
and precision;

- automatic motion of the slave arms from the transport
position into the basic position for work and vice versa;

- automatic replacement of tools,
- compensation of different tool weights,
- automatic realignment of the field of vision of the tele-

vision cameras relative to the positions of the gripping
tongs ,

- voice control for defined functions, etc.

However, in order not to make too complicated the system, it
has to be found out in experiments which of these special
functions are favorable in practice or necessary, as the
case may be.

Figure 21 shows the scheme of the kinematics of the divertor
plate handling unit. The divertor grip alone has only seven
motions. However, in combination with an additional manipula-
tor and a TV camera boom this working unit possesses 23 motions
in total.

Finally, in Fig. 22 the divertor plate handling unit has
been represented in its working position. The additional
slave arm is envisaged for disassembly and reassembly work
and must have a maximum load carrying capacity of 100 kg.
Therefore, the EMSM-S variant has to be selected for this
application. It has to be examined whether it is favorable
to control also the articulated TV boom by the master-slave
control principle.
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DIVERTOR GRIPPER SLAVE ARM

GGOI MR01 MP02 MRoz/MPoî MP0(( MY01 MR03 MG01

GY01 GR01

COUPLING

VP01 VP02 VR01 VP0,

CAMERA BOOM

23 Motions
Fig. 21. Kmemahc scheme of the divertor plate handling unit

with one complementary EMSM slave arm
for the NET In-Vessl Handling Unit

TV CAMERAS

DIVERTOR GRIPPER

-SLAVE ARM

Fig 22 Divertor plate handling unit
with one complementary EMSM-S slave arm
for the NET In-Vessel Handling Unit
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5. Concluding Remarks

The many years of experience have shown that all work required
in radioactive materials handling can be performed remotely
with different types of manipulator in combination with
diverse tools, cranes and other auxiliaries, if applicable.

The electric master-slave manipulators will make an important
contribution to fulfilling the handling tasks arising in
maintenance work in fusion plants.
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REMOTE MANIPULATORS OF FUSION DEVICES
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Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

Abstract

A number of works have been done at JAERI to develop elemental tech-
niques for in-vacuum manipulators through the process of fabrication and
performance test of an in-situ coating machine, a leak hunting device and a
multi-joint remote handling machine. Major technical problems encountered
in the course of the development are the selection of driving methods,
improvement of lubricating materials and mitigation of outgassing from
constructional materials. The purpose of the in-situ coating machine is to
inspect and repair the eroded or damaged surface of TiC-coated tiles in the
JT-60 vacuum vessel. The machine basically consists of an in-vacuum manip-
ulator with a long arm of four degrees of freedom, a quartz fiberscope and
ohmically heated titanium evaporators. The leak hunting device is composed
of a light-weighted manipulator and a small ionization gauge attached to
the tip of the manipulator arm. Leak points can be located by moving the
ionization gauge along the inner wall of the test vessel. In the above two
applications, MoS2~coated Inconel (or stainless steel) is used for most
movable parts including gears, Ag-ionplated stainless steel for ball bear-
ings, and a self-lubricating alloy for slide bearings. A preliminary test
was also made of an in-vacuum remote handling machine with multi-joint arms.
In this case, each joint has its own driving unit consisting of electric
motor, torque sensor, electronic circuit for control, gears, bearings, etc.,
and is exposed to a high vacuum. A special hydrocarbon grease is used as
the lubricant since no solid lubricating materials endure the strong forces
fallen on the gears of the joint.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to develop various types of remote manipulators for
using inside the vacuum vessel of fusion devices since the majority of
maintenance operations are to occur due to plasma-wall interactions.
Furthermore, it is worth developing in-vacuum manipulators (available in
high vacuum), thus adding new functions such as in-situ coating and leak
hunting of the vacuum vessel, and also avoiding unnecessary outflow of
tritium from the vessel.

Since the Plasma Engineering Laboratory in JAERI is responsible for
the research and development of vacuum and surface technologies for fusion
devices, limited works have been done to study elemental techniques requir-
ed for in-vaccum manipulators through the process of fabrication and per-
formance test of an in-situ coating machine, a leak hunting device and a
multi-joint remote handling machine.

The present paper describes the vacuum technological aspects of the
in-vacuum manipulators and the present status of the techniques in our
laboratory.
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2. IN-SITU COATING MACHINE

An in-situ coating technique for TiC deposition was developed and a
pair of the coating machines was constructed and installed in the JT-60
tokamak by the end of March 1987 [1]. The purposes of the development were
to inspect the TiC-coated tiles (plasma facing components) under a high
vacuum environment and to repair the eroded or damaged surface by TiC
deposition when necessary. We decided to use a fiberscope for the tile
inspection and a reactive evaporation technique for the TiC deposition.
Here, the deposition is done by evaporating titanium in an acetylene atmos-
phere, where the TiC formation takes place through a surface reaction [2].

In 1983 and 84, a prototype machine was designed and fabricated [3j.
It basically is an in-vacuum manipulator with a titanium evaporator assem-
bly at the tip, and is designed to mount on one of four vertical ports,
about 0.19 m in inner diameter and 5 m long, of the JT-60 vacuum vessel.
Figure 1 shows the detailed design of the prototype machine. The manipu-
lator, the titanium evaporator assembly, an assembly for electric power
supply, a fiberscope, long bellows, a mechanism of going up and down the
manipulator, and a supporting structure are the seven major components.

Titanium
evaporator
assembly

Driving shaft for B axis

Fig. 1 Detailed design of the prototype in-situ coating machine.

The manipulator itself consists of a driving power unit, driving
shafts for three (A, 6 and <j>) axes, a joint assembly and an arm support.
The driving power unit is located outside the vacuum vessel and the driving
shafts run through the rotary motion seals. The joint assembly has many
gears and bearings as shown in Fig. 2.

The.assembly for electric power supply is a part for supplying electric
current to the titanium evaporator assembly. The maximum current available
is 150 A. Copper wire, cleats, trolley rails and brushes are the main com-
ponents (see Fig. 3). It is highly required for the assembly to maintain
electric insulation between the current lines and the manipulator itself.
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Fig. 2 Joint assembly of the prototype in-situ coating machine.

\Trolley rail

Fig. 3 Detailed design of the assembly for supplying electric current to
titanium evaporators.
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The titanium evaporator unit [4] is composed of three tungsten wires
twisted as the core of the composite, three titanium wires and one molybde-
num wire densely wound around the core, and a thin tungsten wire coarsely
wound at the outermost side of the composite. The size of the unit is 4 mm
in diameter and 0.15 m long. The evaporator assembly consists of three
segments in series, and each segment is capable of holding four evaporator
units.

The fiberscope is composed of a bundle of thin quartz fibers, a flexi-
ble stainless steel sheath, lenses and a window. The image guide consists
of 12,000 fibers and is located at the centre of the bundle. The light
guide of 600 fibers is placed around the image guide coaxially. A sapphire
window is used in front of lenses to make a vacuum boundary. The minimum
bendable radius of the sheath is about 0.2 m. The fiberscope is exchangea-
ble with the titanium evaporator as occasion arises.

A ball screw is employed for the mechanism of going up and down the
manipulator (movement along Z axis). A long welded bellows forms the
vacuum boundary.

3. LEAK HUNTING DEVICE

Leak hunting is one of the important functions of the in-vacuum manip-
ulator for fusion devices. In fusion vacuum systems, locating a leak to a
specific seal will be done by the conventional tracer probe (helium spray)
method. This method is applicable to most demountable seals on diagnostic,
fuelling, pumping and heating ports. Some welded joints and bellows of the
vacuum vessel will be surrounded by a secondary structure which will pro-
vide gas tight enclosures for the introduction of a tracer gas. However,
it will be very difficult to find out leaks from other parts of the vacuum
vessel by the tracer probe method because the vessel will be inaccessible
from the outside due to various obstacles such as thick heat insulating
layers.

In order to cope with this situation, we planned to develop and to
test a new leak hunting device consisting of a light-weighted in-vacuum
manipulator and an ionization gauge attached to the tip of the manipulator
arm. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of a preliminary experimental
device. The test with this device was done about five years ago by using a
large test chamber at JAERI. We could detect a local pressure rise due to
air influx from an artificial leak by moving the ionization gauge along the
inner wall of the test chamber [5,6].

Ionization gauge.
Bel lows

Ar t i f i c i a l
leak

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of a preliminary leak hunting device.
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Figure 5 shows the second generation device for the same purpose. The
heart of the device is 260 mm in diameter and 390 mm long and is mounted on
a long alluminum alloy rail. A small ionization gauge with a collimeter,
10 mm in diameter and 30 mm long, is attached to the tip of the manipulator
arm. The manipulator has five degrees of freedom, while the degree of
freedom of the first generation device is four. Only signal and power
cables are introduced into the vacuum vessel via a current feedthrough.

Fig. 5 Second generation leak hunting device mounted on a long rail.

Figure 6 shows a typical example of recorder signal which has been
obtained by using a known artificial leak. The air leak rate was 2.4x 1Q'7
Pa'm /s and the background pressure in the test chamber was around 4x 1Q~5
Pa. The sensor (ionization gauge) was moved along the wall keeping the
distance between the sensor and the wall constant at three different speeds
of 3 mm/s, 6 mm/s and 12 mm/s. From the experimental results, the minimum
detectable leak rate is found to be about 10~8 Pa'm3/s at background pres-
sures in the 10"5 Pa range.

Air leak rote 2 4 x I0? Pa mVs

Background pressure 4 x 10 Po
Distance from sensor to wal l 30mm

Scanning
speed
3 mm/s

12 mm/s

30 60 90
Time (s )

120

Fig. 6 Typical example of recorder signal from the leak hunting device
which was obtained by using a known artificial leak.
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4. MULTI-JOINT REMOTE HANDLING MACHINE

In-vacuum manipulators with multi-joint arms will be needed for the
multi-purpose remote handling machine of fusion experimental devices. In
this case, each joint of the machine has its own driving power unit con-
sisting of electric motor, torque sensor, electronic circuit for control,
gears, bearings, etc., and has to work in a high vacuum.

For the first step, a manipulator with nine joints was designed at
JAERI to study how to use it in a torus vaccum vessel. Figure 7 shows the
schematic diagram of the manipulator. It has a length of 2.4 m when meas-
ured along the nine arms and has 15 degrees of freedom.

275 370 320 280

Bottom arm 1st joint 2nd joint

270 .. 230 ._ 210 .,. 170

Top arm

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of a multi-joint remote manipulator.

Fjg. 8 A photograph showing the single joint being tested in an evacuated
chamber.
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In 1986, we began a feasibility study of such a manipulator. A per-
formance test was made on a single joint with two degrees of freedom, which
was designed for the bottom arm of the manipulator on which the heaviest
load might be fallen among on the nine joints [7]. Figure 8 is a photo-
graph showing the single joint being tested in an evacuated chamber. A 40
kg dummy weight is attached to the arm to simulate the load of the full
multi-joint arms. Two DC motors with servomechanisms and various gears
and bearings are exposed to a high vacuum environment. Up to now, it has
been demonstrated that the joint is operational in vacuum for more than
1,400 hours without failures.

5. ELEMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR IN-VACUUM MANIPULATORS

Major technical problems encountered in the course of the development
of the above-mentioned manipulators are the selection of driving methods,
selection of lubrication methods and materials, and mitigation of outgass-
ing from constructional materials at service conditions. The driving
methods, the lubrication methods and their related materials should be
selected by considering the following items:
i) vacuum conditions during operation,
ii) temperature range,
iii) required torque, and
iv) applied stress.

In case of the in-situ coating machine, a relatively low partial
pressure (ca 10"5 Pa) of impurity gases was required to form clean TiC
films on plasma facing components. The temperature at the joint assembly
was estimated to reach about 300°C by the radiation and conduction of heat
from the evaporator assembly during titanium evaporation. Since the diam-
eter of the vertical insertion port was small, the driving power unit was
located outside the vacuum vessel. The driving power unit consisted of
three sets of induction motors with gear boxes, torque limiters and poten-
tiometers for the A, 6 and <j) axes. Movement was introduced into the vacuum
vessel through rotary motion seals using a low vapour pressure magnetic
fluid. In the joint assembly exposed to a vacuum, MoS2~coated Inconel was
used for most movable parts including gears and a self-lubricating alloy
for slide bearings. The structural material of both the joint and evapora-
tor assemblies was Inconel. The other part of the manipulator was made of
stainless steel.

Another materials aspect of the in-situ coating machine is the detach-
ment of heated evaporator units and bolts. Graphite sleeves were inserted
in between the evaporator unit and the holder to avoid metal-to-metal
diffusion bounding. TiC-coated Inconel bolts exhibited a favourable result
at high temperatures up to 800°C.

Lowering the background pressure in a test chamber is an essential
element for locating fine leaks with the in-vacuum leak hunting device.
Pressures in the 10" 5 Pa range were needed to detect small air leaks of
around 10"8 Pa*m3/s. The ambient temperature during leak test was assumed
between room temperature and 150°C. Since the mass of the ionization gauge
was very small, it was intended to make the manipulator as lightly as
possible.

For the second generation leak hunting device, five small DC motots
with servomechanisms were incorporated into the heart of the device, while
the first generation device was driven by an out-vessel actuator. MoS2 was
coated on most movable parts including gears and silver was ion-plated on
ball bearings. The main structural material was aluminum alloy. Besides
these inorganic materials, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was coated on all
signal and power cables to protect them from short-circuiting.
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The main features of the multi-joint remote handling machine are that
it has many degrees of freedom and that it performs various tasks by chang-
ing end effectors. The maximum allowable weight or torque becomes neces-
sarily high comparing with those of the above two applications. For this
machine, we tried to use a special hydrocarbon grease for the lubrication
of gears and ball bearings since no solid lubricants endured the large
stresses fallen on these mechanical parts. The grease was made from poly-
phenylether and had a vapour pressure of 1.3x 10"10 Pa at 25°C. A self-
lubricating alloy was used only for slide bearings. PTFE coating was again
applied to signal and power cables.

Table I is a list summarizing the driving methods, lubrication methods
and materials, and constructional materials for the three different appli-
cations at JAERI.

Table I A summary of the driving methods, lubrication methods
and materials, and constructional materials for the
three different applications at JAERI.

Name of device

Service condi-
tion

Driving power
unit

Location of
power unit

Lubricants

Main structur-
al materials

Other
materials

In-situ coating
machine

< 300°C,
< 1(T5 Pa

induction motor

outside vacuum
vessel (magnetic
fluid seal being
used for introduc-
ing rotary motion)

MoS2 coatings
(gears) , self-
lubricating alloy
(slide bearings)

Inconel and stain-
less steel

graphite and TiC
coatings (for
detaching)

Leak hunting device

< 150°C,
< 10"5 Pa

DC motor with
servomechanism

inside vacuum
vessel

MoS2 coatings
(gears) ,
Ag coatings (ball
bearings)

aluminum alloy

PTFE (for cable
insulation)

Multi-joint remote
handling machine

room temperature,
< 10' 5 Pa

DC motor with
servomechanism
inside vacuum
vessel

special hydrocarbon
grease (gears and
ball bearings) ,
self -lubricating
alloy (slide bear-
ings)

stainless steel

PTFE (for cable
insulation)
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Abstract

This paper describes and discusses the interconnection, control and
operation of the JET Remote Handling equipment comprising transporters,
such as the articulated boom, end-effectors, such as the Mascot
servo-manipulator, various welding, cutting and handling tools and the
extensive CCTV viewing system.

The focal point of the JET Remote Maintenance System ( R M S ) is the
Remote Handling Control Room ( R H C R ) from which all RH equipment is
monitored and controlled, this contains five general purpose RH Work
Stations ( R H W S ) , two real-time 3D graphic Work Stations (GWS) and two
Servo-Manipulator Master Stations (SMMS). The paper describes and
discusses the design and use of the RHCR and its equipment highlighting
those areas of particular importance for the Man-Machine Interface ( M M I ) .

The RMS comprises a 3~level hierarchical structure, consisting of the
RH equipment Local Control Units ( L C D ) , an interconnection system and a
supervising minicomputer which provides an adaptable MMI.

The RH equipment L C U ' s vary in type from simple discrete switching
systems to multiprocessor intelligent controllers. The paper describes and
discusses some of the more recent L C U ' s in use at JET.

The interconnection system comprises a number of point-to-point serial
l inks and two Local Area Networks (CAMAC and Ethernet) . This architecture
was adopted in order to fu l f i l l the RH requirements whilst using as much
JET standard CODAS equipment as possible to minimise development and
maintenance costs.

The control and operation of any piece of RH equipment is dictated by
the LCU functions, the task and the MMI .

1 . INTRODUCTION

The remote maintenance of the JET Tokamak will be performed under a
"man-in-the-loop" philosophy using bilateral, force reflecting,
master/slave servomanipulators (MSM's ) . The MSM's are positioned around
the machine by transporters and given operational support by many other
remotely controlled devices. The extensive range of equipment being
developed for use at JET is described ful ly elsewhere [1], [2].

The Remote Handling ( R H ) equipment must be integrated together within
a rational organisation which is simple, reliable and easy to maintain.
Such a system is being implemented at JET to facilitate the control of all
RH equipment from a central control room.
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This paper describes and discusses this Remote Handling Integrated
Control System ( R H I C S ) .

2. EQUIPMENT TO BE REMOTELY CONTROLLED

The RH equipment, shown schematically in Fig 1, can be categorised
into the following groups:-

(a) Special tools for welding, cutt ing and handling of small
components (<15 k g ) .

(b) End-Effectors such as the MSM to deploy tools and perform
dextrous tasks and special end-effectors for manipulation of
large loads (up to 1 tonne).

(e) Transporters for placement of end-effectors both inside the Torus
and for work on the outside of the Tokamak wi th in the Torus
Hall.

(d) General Support Equipment including the cranes and low level
platforms for l i f t ing the heavy loads wi th in the Torus Hall.
Also included are roving floor mounted vehicles for various
service tasks.

(e) Viewing Equipment comprising the In-vessel Inspection System [3],
mobile cameras mounted on the RH equipment and f ixed location
cameras mounted on pan/tilt heads around the Torus Hall and Hot
Cell walls.

Fig 1 : Overall RH schematic

2.1 End-effectors and Special Tools

The main end-effector is the Mascot J» bi-lateral master/slave
manipulator. It is a highly dextrous force-reflecting servomanipulator
capable of handling loads up to 15 kg. The MSM has a range of advanced
robotic functions to assist the operator including teach/repeat, static
load or gravity compensation and wrist motion constraint in a plane.
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Several other end-effectors have been designed for the handling of
large JET components, including the belt-limiter segments, the water cooled
ICRH antennae and the Turbo-molecular pumps. These end-effectors have
several, l imited range, motonsed motions plus sensors.

2.2 Transporters
Three types of transporter have been identified for use at JET. The

first is the mult i- l ink Articulated Boom for support of end-effectors
inside the Torus vacuum vessel. This device is now in use at JET and has
been widely reported elsewhere [4]. The second is the Telescopic
Articulated Mast (TARM) for placement of the Mascot around the JET Tokamak
inside the Torus Hall. This comprises a vertical telescopic mast which is
subpended from the main 150Tonne gantry crane. At the lower end of the
mast is cantilevered an horizontal articulated boom similar but smaller
than the in-vessel Articulated Boom. The TARM is now being procurred. The
final transporter is the Remotely Operated Low Level Transporter (ROLLT)
which is a floor mounted vehicle with special end-effectors for l i f t ing and
removal of equipment on the outside of the Tokamak but below the shadow of
the machine and therefore inaccessible to the cranes. This device exists
at JET in a non-remote form and will be remotised this year.

2.3 General Support Equipment

This section includes all of the remotely controllable craneage
including the main 150Tonne crane and other hoists and j ibs attached to the
TARM. Also there are two additional types of floor mounted vehicle. The
first is a modif ied high l i f t f o r k , or turret, truck which is used to fer ry
equipment between the Transporters and the Hot Cell facil i t ies. The second
is a radio controlled tracked vehicle with a simple manipulator and cameras
on board. This Support Vehicle is used for deployment of additional
cameras where necessary for tasks on the outside of the Tokamak, for
deployment of radiation and health monitoring equipment and for general
light duties such as connecting the umbilicals of other vehicles.

2.4 Viewing Equipment

At the end of both the in-vessel and the ex-vessel booms is an
interface to the Mascot and other end-effectors providing local yaw, pitch
and roll degrees of freedom. Also at this point there are two 5 degree of
freedom robotic type camera arms Fig 2. The cameras supported on these
arms are radiation hardened monochrome units with their own lights,
microphone and zoom lens all contained wi th in a 2 kg package. A third
camera of this type is located as shown on the front of the Mascot in
between the two arms. This "Cyclops" camera is mounted on a pan/tilt/roll
mechanism. These cameras form the prime viewing feedback close to the RH
task.

Overall viewing of the equipment in the operational areas is achieved
by means of an array of colour cameras mounted on pan/ti l t heads attached
to the walls of the buildings. There are approx. 30 locations for this
type of camera and at any one time a maximum of 15 cameras will be
deployed.
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Fig 2 : TV Cameras and Pan, Tilt, Roll at the end of the Boom

3. RHICS CONCEPT

The RHICS [5] is organised into a 3 level hierarchical structure
comprising the RH equipment wi th its individual intelligent controllers, a
supervising minicomputer proving an adaptive Man-Machine Interface (MMI)
and an interconnection system utilising both point-to-point links and Local
Area Networks ( L A N ' s ) . The philosophy of Local Control Units ( L C U ' s ) for
each piece of RH equipment has been adopted to provide a stand alone
facil i ty enabling indépendant RH equipment acceptance testing and
development and simplification of the logistics of equipment use during the
inactive phase of JET.

In order to utilise as much as possible the available JET-CODAS1

software and hardware a NORD-100 mini-computer was selected to control the
MMI.

Fig 3 shows the overall structure of the RHICS. For real-time control
applications i.e. where command time delays must be <300 msecs, the MMI
input devices are connected to the relevant RH equipment L C U ' s through
dedicated serial links. The connection of serial links between the MMI and
L C U ' s is organised and controlled by the NORD using the "unit selector" on
the CAMAC2 highway. The non real-time control applications such as camera
pan/tilt actuation, video/audio selection and data gathering from the L C U ' s
are achieved using an Ethernet LAN.

The following sections describe the structure and content of the three
RHICS levels.

1 JET Computer and Data Acquisi t ion System
2 Computer Automated Measurement and Control
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Fig 3 : Overall layout of RHICS

4. MAN MACHINE INTERFACE

The MMI in the control room has been designed to fulf i l l the following
requirements:

(a) Provision of a rationalised type of RH Workstation (RHWS) which
is capable of controlling any piece of RH equipment - with the
exception of the Mascot MSM.

(b) The Mascot master arms to be integrated into a Servo-Manipulator
Master Station which provides the MSM operator with acceptable
video feedback, simple control of tools and cameras and
facilitates good communication between him and the transporter
operators.

(c) The control room should be designed to allow the operation of two
indépendant RH tasks involving two Mascosts and transporters in
parallel. (Some tasks require work to be carried out
contemporaneously both inside and outside the Torus)

(d) An overall hard-wired "panic" stop facili ty for all equipment
must be available to each operator.

The control room is now under construction at JET and it is
planned to have two SMMS installed by April 1988.
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4.1 Remote Handling Work Station

The RHWS is a general purpose work station designed at JET using
mostly existing software and hardware, Fig 4. It consists of two 20"
colour monitors, two 9" colour monitors, one 9" monochrome touch panel
9" terminal monitor, two sets of push buttons and one 3~axis analogue
joystick. A keyboard for terminal input is also available.
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Fig 4 : Remote Handling Work Station

The main operational features of the RHWS are as follows:-

(a) The general operating procedure is identical irrespective of
which remote handling equipment is being controlled. The
workstation software guides the operator through a preordained
tree structure in order to configure the MMI appropriate for the
remote handling equipment being controlled.

(b) The number of input control devices are limited as much as
possible. A 3-axis analogue joystick is provided for control of
the many rate servo's within the remote handling equipment. Two
sets of 10 pairs of push buttons located immediately beneath the
9" monitors are provided for simultaneous control of cameras and
remote handling equipment. The function of each pair of buttons
is set up by the software during RHWS configuration and the
relevant labels displayed on the monitor immediately above the
buttons. The facili ty to be able to control both the remote
handling equipment and cameras in parallel is considered
essential to effective remote handling.
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(c) The 9" touch panel is used extensively during RHWS configuration
and the display of graphics on the touch panel allows easy and
reliable selection of options, Fig 5. The tree structure to
enable equipment selection has been designed with the minimum
number of branches to keep the interchanging between functions
simple.
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Fig 5 : Successive pages of touch panel for the Control of the
Articulated Boom

iJ.2 Servo-Manipulator Master Station (SMMS)

The SMMS is a purpose built control station to facilitate control of
the Bi-lateral Mascot S/M master including its advanced robotic functions,
the cameras associated with the RH task, the RH tools and the transporter
on which the MSM is deployed. The design layout is the result of a study
undertaken with JET by the CEA (Saclay) IPSN/DAS group [6].

The SMMS is shown schematically in Fig 6 and comprises the Mascot
master station with its own PC type console, two fixed 20" monitors
immediately in font of the manipulator operator (Manop) , footswitches for
on-off control of some tools and the MSM brakes, two moveable 20" monitors
mounted on a curved track and able to be raised up and down and tilted. An
RHWS and a Graphics Workstation (GWS) .

The SMMS is s taffed by two operators one for the MSM (Manop) and one
for the cameras and general duties (Camop). The views from the three
cameras mounted on the Cyclops and the Camera arms are dedicated to the
lower of the f ixed and each of the mobile monitors respectively. This
arrangement is intended to minimise the operator disorientation which could
result from the many degrees of freedom available to the camera positions.
The Cyclops camera always remains in the same f ixed position relative to
the MSM but the camera arms can move independantly wi th respect to each
other, to gravity and to the MSM. By placing the mobile monitors in the
correct position and orientation with respect to the Manop the relationship
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Fig 6 : Servo Manipulator Master Station layout

between Mascot motions and the views seen on the screens can be maintained
in an understandable and operationally effective way. Control of the
transporter and cameras is done with the RHWS by the Camop or in some
circumstances by the Manop.

The GWS provides a real-time, 3-D display of the MSM on the
transporter in the relevant environment. This overview provides the
operator with more information regarding equipment position and orientation
and some level of collision warning. Also a number of other features are
available as described in the next section.

4.3 Graphics Work Station

The GWS displays a real-time 3~D image of the remote maintenance scene
taking its input for the environment from a software database and for the
position of the remote handling equipment by joint position data
transmitted from the L C U ' s along the Ethernet l ink. The hardware used is a
Silicon Graphics IRIS 3120 with 16 bit planes, Mbyte of RAM and a floating
point accelerator, the software for the display has been developed by
personnel from KfK ( I . R . E ) and is reported in full elsewhere [?], [8].

The GWS is used to supplement the camera displays and to provide views
in critical areas of work where camera views are l imited. The facilities
available to view the scene from any vantage point and without the inherent
real problems of lighting and shadows (although these effects are available
as a display option) not only gives the operators significant additional
information but also more confidence in their control.
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At present the display system for the Articulated Boom has been
developed and commissioned and is being used on the in-vessel task mock-up
work. Fig 7 shows a typical display from the screen. The development of a
display for ex-vessel tasks with the TARM is now being pursued, again with
K f K .

Fig 7 : Graphics Workstation Display

4.4 Control Room

The control room layout is shown in Fig 8 and comprises two SMMS for
parallel operation of two Mascot tasks, two additional RHWS for control of
equipment in support of the main tasks and one RHWS for use by a shift
supervisor. The layout is designed to provide easy communication between
the operators and to allow the supervisor and other interested parties to
view the proceedings without unnecessary interference.

The control and interface cubicles for the control room equipment are
located in a partitioned off area as shown. This room has its own air
conditioning ducts and sound insulation to isolate it from the main control
room.

The control room is air conditioned, carpeted and provided with
up-lights for i l lumination to create a comfortable working environment.
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Fig 8 RH Control room layout

5. LOCAL CONTROL UNITS

L C U ' s can be described by type dependant on the RH equipment being
controlled:

(a) TARM, Boom and Mascot; these are multi-processor LCU's providing
robotic type functions including multi-degree of freedom servo
control, kinematic and inverse kinematic transformations,
teach/repeat functions, operational safety monitoring and full
system diagnostics.

(b) ROLLT, Support Vehicle, Turret Truck and Tools; these are
generally single processor systems of the IBM AT & XT type
providing for control of l imited degrees of freedom with no
kinematic control. Real-time control for the single joint rate
and position servos is provided and also simple on-off control of
solenoids and valves and on-board safety monitoring is included.

(c) Video equipment; The Video system comprises three types of LCU
the f i rs t comprising a microprocessor controlled video and audio
crossbar to facilitate remote connection of any video or audio
signal to any available monitor. The second type comprises a
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controller for the video and optics signals to all radiation
hardened cameras mounted on the Boom and T A R M . The third type is
for the measurement and control of position and lights for the
non-rad hard Fixed Camera Assemblies on the walls.

Of the above, the Articulated Boom, Welding, Mascot and Video crossbar
L C U ' s are now installed and operational at JET. LCU's for the TARM, ROLLT
and Fixed Camera Assemblies are under procurement and the Support Vehicle,
Turret Truck and Tools LCU's are planned for final remote phase
modification within 1988.

6. INTERCONNECTION AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

For the control and monitoring of each Remote Handling equipment there
is a software program which runs on the NORD-100 and configures the RHWS
accordingly. A lot of JET standard software has been used to simplify the
implementation of this funct ion. For example, the "mimic" package helps in
the generation of graphics to be used on any RHWS colour screen or touch
panel. The communication between these programs and the RHWS hardware is
done via the CAMAC serial highway (Fig 3). Although the CAMAC highway is
fast (5Mbaud) the NORD-100 imposes an overhead which prevents its use for
Real-Time control. Thus the dedicated serial links have been provided for
transmission of commands to the Remote Handling L C U ' s . The serial ports of
all LCU's have been standardised as RS232, running at 19.2 KBaud, with the
l ink layer protocol defined by JET. The communication software for the
serial links runs on distributed microcomputers (Texas TM99000) in the form
of CAMAC Auxi l ia ry Controllers ( C A C ' s ) .
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The Ethernet LAN is used for data gathering by the GWS's , for camera
optics and for Fixed Camera control. An initial data traffic analysis has
shown that a raw data load of around 70 KBaud is expected for these
functions which should present no problem for the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
running under TCP/IP protocol currently being implemented.

Fig 9 shows the locations within the JET buildings for each of the
subsystems in the RHICS. The RH equipment has thus to be connected to its
relevant LCU over distances of up to 100m. This required that particular
attention has had to be paid to such things as camera synchronisation,
welding current control, RS232 line drivers and the effects of
Electromagnetic and Inductive interference on signal lines.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the integration of all the JET Remote Handling equipment
into a centrally controlled system has been described.

The design and development of controllers for the Remote Handling
equipment is facilitated by the adoption of a Local Control Unit
philosophy. The use of LCU's allows the acceptance testing, commissioning
and development of Remote Handling equipment indépendant of the RHICS but
in no way degrades its integration into the overall system. The use of JET
standard software and hardware has enabled the development of a system at
minimal cost. The use of industry standard communication systems has
enabled the rationalisation of the LCU interfaces and provided a system
capable of expanding as the Remote Handling equipment is progressively
developed.

The Man-Machine Interface has been designed to facilitate the
operation of any piece of Remote Handling equipment from a single type of
workstation. The Mascot MSM Master arms have been integrated into a
control station designed taking into account human factors and the
potential problems of disorientation when viewing operations with cameras
on multi degree of freedom arms.
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REMOTE HANDLING CONTROL WITH GRAPHICAL
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Abstract

For fusion plants fully remote maintenance concepts are favoured for costs
as well as for safety and availability reasons. The remote work in a
geometrical complex environment with kinematical redundant manipulators
calls for computer support. Hence a control system concept was worked out,
which organizes a close, problem-suited cooperation of man and machine
(computer), based on mutual surveillance and mutual help to get a maximum
in safety of work and speed of operation. The system provides two modes of
operation. In the automatic mode, the operator initiates and supervises
autonomously working, pre-programmed subtasks (e.g. transportations with the
boom). Interruptions and corrections by the operator are possible. In the
manual mode of operation, the operator is working directly in the motion
control loop, using different masters for various end-effectors. In this
mode the operator has the full control, but he may be supported by so called
handling support modules like for example coordinate transformations,
resolved motion algorithms, collision control, or special positioning tools.

The central module of the control system is a geometric/kinematic real-time
simulator. This simulator serves for planning and off-line programming of
maintenance sequences, and, in the execution phase, for synthetic scene
presentation. In the latter case the simulator is controlled by the joint
angle signals of the manipulator. It provides the operator with views not
obtainable by TV-systems because of the restrictive possibilities of camera
positioning, supplementing standard TV-systems which are indispensable for
manually done contact work.
A first implementation of a real-time simulator and its integration in an
overall control system was done for JET. This system simulates the in-vessel
handling with the JET-boom and its various end-effectors.

An important problem in the area of simulation is the generation of model
data. An interactive software package for deriving the geometry and kinema-
tics of the manipulator and environment out of a standard CAD-database was
developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

For fusion plants fully remote maintenance concepts are favoured for costs
as well as for safety and availability reasons. Hence the control system
layout of the In-Vessel Handling Unit (IVHU) is based on the following basic
demands :
• minimization of maintenance times by high speed and safety of operation;
• expandability and flexibility of the control system, that means adaption

to new tasks and the possibility of stepwise automation;
• provision for back-up control in case of failure.
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This goal is achieved by a control system architecture relying on the con-
cepts of

• man-machine (computer) cooperation,
• provision of telepresence by a suited man-machine interface,
• a supervisory control hierarchy which achieves easy and safe operabi-

lity, and a
• functional modularity to support the extendability and maintainability.
These concepts were developed in [1], [2], and are significantly influenced
by the the experience gained with the JET articulated boom remote control
system [3].

2. MAN-MACHINE COOPERATION AND MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE

The division of labour shall be organised by the control system architecture
into four groups :

1. Supervisory work: work on the task level like "transport of a divertor
plate to its position". The supervisor initiates and controls all other
activities, he sets goals and limits for the operator and the computer
support. He is working in the task control loop doing intellectual work
like plant state perception, decision making, planning, splitting tasks
into subtasks (task decomposition) and delegating the execution to the
operator or an automatic working module.

2. Operator work: work on the level of motion generation and correction.
The operator moves for example the gripper of an end-effector by using
a joystick and looking at a video screen. He is working in the motion
control loop for example by using a master-slave manipulator. The
operator has to do work which is too difficult for state-of-the-art
automation or which is, by principles, unexpected and unplannable.

3. Operator support modules: This group of computer modules supports the
operator in his manual work by algorithms like "moving in a plane",
"collision detection", that is mainly help in geometric restriction
obeying.

4. Automatic work modules: Subtasks which are preplannable will be auto-
mated by special modules or by teaching new work sequences. These
automatic work modules work autonomously and may demand help from the
operator (semi-automation). Automated subtasks may be interrupted,
corrected (continuously or from time to time), or executed in steps upon
operator request.

This kind of control system architecture allows for a smooth transition from
teleoperation to telerobotics by stepwise automation of subtasks. It pro-
vides an integration of manual and automatic work.

This division of labour leads to two operator classes (Figure 1 on page
217): The remote handling supervisor/planner selects the various modes of
operations and thus assigns the remote handling executing operators various
capabilities and restrictions for their work. The supervisor is responsible
for operator support in viewing and lighting, coordination of the work of
different operators, for planning of tasks using the simulator, and espe-
cially for controlling the execution of automatic work (transport or others).
This functional separation of responsibilities for different kinds of work
helps to make the operation safer and more flexible.
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The control system distinguishes between different basic modes of operation.
The modes are selected by the remote control supervisor. The operation modes
are:

1. Manual operation: In this mode, the operator has direct control of the
IVHU configuration by means of appropriate joysticks, push-buttons, or
other input devices. Computer control supervises that the operator per-
forms actions only within the limitations implemented in the control
computer's programs and data bases. Manual operation is performed
principally as either single joint control or resolved motion control.

2. Automatic operation: In this mode, the supervisor may select from a menu
of allowable automatic actions offered by the control computer according
the present status. Repetition of taught-in sequences of configurations
or end-effector paths, and execution of pre-programmed tasks are avail-
able. The selected actions are then executed automatically, but either
the operator or the supervisor may interrupt the automatic execution at
any time and return to manual operation, or may override the programmed
motion manually for corrections. This mode is also called supervisory
mode.

3. Simulation: In this mode, the behaviour of the IVHU is simulated by a
program which displays to the operator the simulated state as if the IVHU
were actually in operation.

4. Back-up operation: In this mode, the control computer is by-passed and
the individual drives of the IVHU are actuated directly from a set of
corresponding push-buttons, selector switches, and dials.

The key element in man-machine cooperation, the basic component for putting
the man in the control loop, is an excellent man-machine interface which
minimizes resistances in the information flow. The introduction of computer
graphics into telemanipulation for real-time synthetic scene presentation
and support of geometric input is our special area of investigations, com-
bined with the layout of displays and controls.
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3. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF A MAINTENANCE CONTROL SYSTEM

The whole NET control system is partitioned into so-called remote handling
sections, each dedicated to one manipulator or a group of closely related
manipulators (Figure 2). The section of main interest in this paper is the
IVHU-section. The communication between sections is done via the RH-bus
(e.g. Ethernet, TCP/IP - protocol). For this type of communication a special
message transfer protocol (MTP) has to be defined. The sections will get
task-suited models by a model manager, an extension of a standard CAD-system
(" 8. Geometric modelling") using a standard file transfer protocol (FTP).
On the task or supervisory level of the control system, each section is
equiped with a remote handling workstation (RHWS), a high performance
graphics workstation as central unit for all model based utilities. The
motion/path control level software will run on the remote handling section
controller (RHSC), a general purpose process computer with real-time multi-
tasking operating system. This computer coordinates the work of the local
equipment controllers. For communications in a RH-section a special remote
handling section bus will be available which must have real-time character-
istics (e.g. a token bus). Special investigations are started in the ESPRIT
context ([9]) for the definition of interfaces for the various communication
tasks in the control system.

Model-management / CAD

RH-bus (Ethernet. TCP/IP)

RHSC-i

IVHU-1 remote handling
section controller (RHSC)

RH-SECTION-bus (Token)

Figure 2. Overall architecture
of remote handling
control system

4. FUNCTIONAL BUILDING BLOCKS OF A TYPICAL CONTROL SYSTEM
SECTION

The characterizing functional building blocks of a RH-section will be dis-
cussed using the example of the in-vessel handling unit (IVHU) control, which
is the first section under investigation. The IVHU control is one of the
control system sections in the remote handling domain of NET ([5]). The IVHU
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control provides control for up to two IVHUs either independently or in
coordination with each other. The main tasks of the IVHU control are

• initialize and monitor the two IVHU control tasks
• assign working domains in the vessel to these systems
• monitor both configurations for potential mutual collision
• allocate external resources to these tasks (such as vessel entry ports,

auxiliary equipment)
• coordinate the IVHU with external equipment (transfer carriers, etc.)
• support work sequences by automatic modules and handling support modules

The goal of this chapter is to mark relatively independent functional modules
which can be investigated and implemented separately (Figure 3).
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simple
input

devices

simple
state

presentation

Figure 3. Functional building
blocks of RH-section

Task control: Task control is divided into the sections TRANSPORT, POSITION
ADJUSTMENT, and WORKING, each dedicated to a certain set of drives (logical
units of the manipulator) and special types of restrictions or requirements.
Theses algorithms coordinate and limit all work done in the special context.
The background is to enable the control system for support and to make manual
controlling easier by these actual limitations.

The main control tasks depend on the actual state of the IVHU. At this time
the following main tasks are envisaged.

• While the IVHU is entirely outside the vacuum vessel: (a) automatic
transporter control between pre-programmed positions, (b) manual
resolved rate control for the position adjustment and work units for
attachment and detachment of components and work units

• Transport (with port penetration): (a) Automatic transporter control
between pre-programmed positions, (b) Maintain the section which is
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inside the port in the vertical centerplane (3 degrees of freedom
required), (c) The work unit must be "folded-in" when it is transported
through the port.

• Position adjustment of the work unit: (a) automatic control to maintain
TU end-flange position and orientation (structural deflection of the
transport unit is to be taken into account) (b) manual single joint
control and resolved rate control for the WU position adjustment unit
(c) manual or automatic control of the lighting and viewing system.

• Operation in work position (a) automatic control to maintain TU end-
flange position and orientation (b) manual resolved rate control or
repeat control for the WU position adjustment unit (structural
deflection of the TU is to be taken into account) . (c) manual (partially
also automatic) control of the grabber and manipulator units, (d) manual
or automatic control of the LVS.

Auxiliary control loops: Two auxiliary control loops operate independently
of the principal transport, position adjustment, and working tasks collision
control and position correction. The port penetration control attempts to
maintain the IVHU in the middle of the port. The structural deflection
control loop attempts to compensate the orientation of the TU end-flange
constant. Port penetration control uses link and end flange proximity sen-
sors to control the boom position in the port region. It is assumed that no
other corrections (tilting in the vertical plane, e.g.) will be necessary.
In-vessel collision control will be available on two different levels:

1. based on joint data and the environment model
2. based on special distance sensors and the environment model.

Collision control is planned to work stepwise in at least two steps,
dependent on the distance from the obstacle. In that case it is possible to
adapt the joint speeds to the distance from the obstacle. Structural
deflection compensation will be done using the signals from the inclinometers
on the transporter unit's end-flange to control the related drives in order
to maintain the end-flange axis properly oriented. Strain gauges are con-
sidered in addition to this sensory equipment. The horizontal position
control is based on distance sensors at the end-flange (looking upwards and
downwards) using the related joints (joints of the logical position adjust-
ment unit). Additionally a special control system modul should support the
transfer of heavy loads as a special problem in the sequence of remote han-
dling subtasks.
Teach-in and repeat: The basic type of automatic work is the repetition
of taught-in paths or actions. Teaching will be done mostly in off-line mode
using the simulator and the other supporting functions of the system. The
system maintains a library of programs which may be executed or adapted to
special problems using a teaching editor. The teach/repeat subsystem may also
use logged sequences of done work as a base for new but slightly different
handling problems.

Integrated viewing and lighting: One of the key problems in telemanipulation
is to provide the operator with usable views of the working area, to give
him the imagination of being present at the place of work. We therefore
integrate standard television techniques and synthetic images based on
geometric models and sensor signals sensing geometric parameters of the scene
(Figure 4). Integration in this sense means (1) mixing both types of images
on the same screen perhaps in different viewports to provide views in the
same direction and (2) to use the computer graphics system for controlling
the cameras and lights. In test implementations we found, that it is very
helpful for camera control to display camera parameters as the viewing pyr-
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amid in the synthetic scene overview. It is especially helpful in finding
out, what's to be seen on a special TV-screen. This subsystem provides also
algorithms for target tracking by one or several cameras. Camera parameters
may be bundled, saved, and recalled.

Integrated input management: Typical input devices for the operators are
mechanical master arms, dials, joysticks, mouses, keyboards, function keys,
touch screens, sensor balls, or microphones for speech input. The goal of
an integrated input manager is to generalize the various input devices and
to let the operator chose very special attachments between input devices and
processes or end-effectors (device independent input). It should be possible
to move an end-effector with a mechanical master or a joystick. The attach-
ment of an input device to an end-effector for example may even vary in
dependency of the task phase: contact work may better be done with a
mechanical master, non-contact movements with a mouse. The operator should
be relatively free in his choice. Typical input classes for remote handling
work are characterized by the type of input: coordinates, directions,
speeds, forces, distances, commands, choice of target objects. The input
manager provides the transformation of the special device signal into the
input classes and the temporal attachment between device and class. The
input manager uses the control system's special geometric and kinematic
functions.

Special geometries and kinematics: The main algorithms for application
oriented operator support are those dealing with motion control: controlling
the path of the tool center point (TCP) in world coordinates (resolved
motion) or reconfiguration of the arm. The problem of kinematic redundancy
is solved in the first approach pragmatically by manual reduction of redun-
dancy, telling the system which joints should be braked or fixed in space.
Other functions in this class are geometric restriction handlers or position
indexing and scaling.
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Simulator: The simulator is the central component in the advanced computer
supported telemanipulation (telerobotics) system and the focus of our spe-
cial investigations and implementations. In the first step it is planned,
to provide a real-time, three-dimensional geometric (graphic) simulator for
the NET remote handling control system. The key problem in simulator imple-
mentation is the speed of operation especially in the field of scene pres-
entation and the management of data. The plant complexity leads to a
hierarchical data structure, which allows to model the plant with varying
degree of detail dependent on the location and the type of interest. The
basic model, used primarily for scene presentation and collision computa-
tions, is completed by a special model: the so-called frame or work-frame
model, a hierarchy of special local coordinate systems. Theses frames rep-
resent working positions and directions in space and are for example used
as target points for movements.

System state management: The system state management module manages the
system databases, the variables describing the dynamic state of the system,
and communicates with other control system units to guarantee the proper
cooperation. The communication between the different control system units
serves to get the actual state of the whole system.

The type of data contained in the database is the following:

• IVHU geometry and kinematic
• environment geometry, depending on the actual situation
• work position suited data model (frame model) describing different

standard work positions and orientations
• taught-in paths and configuration sequences
• log files in which all actions of the control system are recorded
• control system working states

Back-up control: In the emergency control mode the control computer is
by-passed and the drives are under direct control of the operator or super-
visor. Return from the emergency control to manual control may require
lengthy adjustment of the state space representation in the control computer.

5. SENSORIC INSTRUMENTATION

In addition to the special drive control sensors and cameras the boom has
to be equiped at least with external sensors to sense: (1) joint angles,
(2) distances between the boom and the torus, (3) inclination of the trans-
porter unit's end-flange, and to provide the control system with the actual
mechanical configuration (4) assembly mode sensors. The latter detect for
example which end-effector is mounted, or which part is grasped. The main
problem in this area is to find sensors for the hostile environment ([8]).
Investigations are underway especially concerning ultrasonic sensors but
details are not subject of this paper. A general guideline in the context
of an enhanced model based control system should be to sense all changes in
the machine and its environment to reduce the problem of model consistency.

6. THE JET GRAPHICS SIMULATOR

Our first implementation of a three-dimensional geometric simulator for
operator support in the field of fusion maintenance was done for the JET
boom. GBsim (graphics boom simulator [4]) produces real-time synthetical
displays of the articulated boom, its various end-effectors, its camera arms,
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together with the working environment (Figure 5). During certain operations
(e.g. during boom insertion and withdrawal) GBsim provides the only visual
feedback to the operator, in other situations the synthetic images may be
generated from viewpoints not available for the cameras. In addition to its
monitoring facilities GBsim is characterized by the following features:
• Off-line simulation of boom movements to facilitate both operator

training and operational strategy development.
• Off-line teaching of RH-tasks. The movement sequences are stored in a

special database and can be repeated during on-line operation.
• TV-camera pointing and tracking control.
• Manual control support through special multiple joint movement algo-

rithms to move on special trajectories or straight lines (resolved
motion), or to reconfigure the boom.

• fully three-dimensional collision control of all moved equipment against
the environment during on-line and off-line operation.

Figure 5. JET boom simulator's display example

GBsim was implemented on a high performance graphic workstation (IRIS 3020
from Silicon Graphics). Its integration into the general JET remote handling
control system is shown in Figure 7. In the control room the graphics work-
station is standing aside the general remote handling workstation, they are
connected via a serial interface for exchanging operator commands, taught-in
paths, and camera control commands. The actual joint angles of the boom and
the MASCOT slave arms are directly transmitted from the local equipment
controllers via an Ethernet (TCP/IP) connection.
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The functional building blocks of the GBsim system are (Figure 6):

• general 3D kinematic simulation kernel
• environment database
• manipulator/RH-equipment database
• task/subtask database
• JET-specific support algorithms (resolved motion, camera control)
• JET-specific process interface
• JET-specific operator interface
The data format of the environment and manipulator data is closely related
to standard formats for CAD data exchange.

crane boom

general simulation
kernel
• modelling (30)
- collision control
• présentation

Figure 6. Architecture of JET
boom simulator
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7. GEOMETRIC MODELLING

Geometric modelling requires a qualified geometric and graphic editor. Hence
we recommend to do it using a standard CAD system which is suited for 3D
modelling. Then the task of modelling a manipulator and his working envi-
ronment may be split up into several phases:

• Modelling the parts which constitute the scene under consideration.
Because of the aimed real time representation this modelling should avoid
fine details; only essential shapes have to be modelled.

of the scene. Here
and orientations of

Combining the part models to an assembly model
attention has to be paid to the relative positions
the parts, each to the others.
Defining the axes of motion, i.e., the kinematics, within the assembly
model
Checking the part models as well as the (combined) kinematic model for
consistency with the devices which they represent
Preparing the models for their transfer to the graphic workstation
Performing the transfer.
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The first subtask corresponds to the usual application of a CAD system.
According to the capabilities of the system which is used, either simple
wire-frame models or solid (volumetric) models may be used. The second sub-
task, building a model assembly, is also supported by most of the common CAD
systems, whereas kinematical definitions usually exceed the scope of such a
system. They may be facilitated, however, by the geometric definition capa-
bility.

The models have to be checked for consistency with the real devices. This
may be done during the early stages of development by "measuring" the main
dimensions of the models within the CAD system and comparing it "manually
to the corresponding dimensions of the real parts. Later on, when the devices
are built and when computer aided measuring systems will be available, it
will be preferable to measure the devices using such systems, and to mark
any differences between measured and modelled dimensions automatically in
the CAD model ([10]). Visual comparison of synthetic scene images and
TV-images (e.g. overlaid) may be used for a quick qualitative consistency
check.

Preparing the models for transfer turned out to be the most tremendous sub-
task in the framework of geometric modelling. Up to now, no standardized
format is available for the transfer of volumetric models. Furthermore, even
the internal description of such a model differs principally between various
CAD systems, whereas the graphic workstation concept relies on models which
are built up from convex polyhedrons.
Due to the intrinsic differences of CAD systems, it is not possible to use
"universal" software tools for this task. Hence we have developed a package
of interactively running programs (named ROBOT), which are called during a
CAD session and which support the designer in defining the kinematic param-
eters of an assembly model as well as in identifying the faces of the single
polyhedral models. These data are stored into two kinds of files, the first
of which contains the data of single bodies in a format based on drafts for
neutral descriptions of solid models. In the second kind of files, the con-
figuration of these bodies within the "model world" as well as the kinematic
data are to be stored.

Figure Sshows the NET boom inside a schematic torus as a typical CAD model
prepared with the ROBOT program for usage within the control system.

Figure 8. NET boom CAD model for usage within the control system
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Our pilot implementations and the JET project pointed out, that a three-di-
mensional geometric and kinematic simulator is best suited to serve as the
central support unit for remote handling control systems especially in com-
plex work environments without direct view. Further investigations should
concentrate on

• special man-machine interface components including layout of control
panels and input handling,

• geometric model design for very complex scenes with variable degree of
detail,

• dynamic simulation,
• definition of control system interfaces,
• CAD support modules for deriving manipulation suited models from CAD

data,
• sensors appropriate for boom instrumentation,
• auxiliary control loops,
• special control algorithms for mechanically weak and kinematically

redundant systems.
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THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE TFTR
MAINTENANCE MANIPULATOR

G. MUELLER, A. HINZ, U. MENZEL
Hauptabteilung Ingenieurtechnik,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

A simple, low-cost and easy-to-operate control system is being developed by
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) for the TFTR-Maintenance Manipulator
(MM) for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory in Princeton, N.Y. (USA).

High temperature stepper motors are used for the drives. Special incremental
encoders attached to the second shaft end of the motors were designed for
positioning purposes. The positioning principle is based on generating and
counting electrical pulses. PTP and path control is provided. Deployment path
determination was made utilizing CAD-generated drawings. Teach-in and play-
back possibilities are provided.

General Aspects

The TFTR-MM, shown in Fig. 1, consists of 7 articulated links, a fixed boom
mounted on a carriage and the tip mounted general inspection arm (GIA).

General Inspection Arm emergency drive

carriage

carnage drive

ball spindle

non-articulated arm

articulated arms

dexterous master/slave arms

Fig. 1: Components of the TFTR-MM
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The MM must be able to operate in U HV( 10-8 m bar) at 150°C environmental
temperature. The magnetic field inside the TFTR vacuum vessel is 5.2 T during
experiments. In the ante-chamber the magnetic field is .1 to .5 T depending on
the distance from to the torus.

Because of these conditions, no electronic components are allowed inside the
vessel and the ante-chamber.

The drive motor and control arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A
more complete description of the mechanical arrangement of the MM can be
found in Ref. 1.
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Fig. 2: Motor and control arrangement for one joint

Motors

Type ZSH 80/200 stepper motors from the Phytron company were chosen for the
joint drives. A total of (14) stepper motors are used to drive the boom and GIA.
This motor-type with special insulation can withstand an environmental
temperature of 250°C. When operating at this temperature the motor surface
temperature can be 300°C and the internal motor temperature 320°C. At 250°C
environmental temperature the motor can be operated 15-20% of time at
maximum current or 90-95% of time with 50% reduced current. In this case the
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motor surface temperature will not exceed 300°C and the torque will be 50-55%
of its maximum value.

The chosen motors can adequately withstand an external magnetic field of .5 T.
Tests at Princeton with a magnetic field simulating two years of TFTR
experiments show a loss of 20% of the motor holding torque. The required tip-
speed of the MM of 1 inch/s can easily be realized with stepper motors.

The stepper motor is:

electrically and mechanically very robust;

an open-loop controlled motor with no necessity for additional encoders or
resolvers for controlling operations;

at zero-speed the motor has its maximum torque;

torque is a linear function of the motor current. When stopping the motor
supply current can be reduced for power disipation reasons;

even when the supply current is switched off totalythe holding torque is
about 5% of the maximum torque;

the stepper motor is a self positioning system. Position can be determined
simply by counting the pulses applied to the motor;

it can be positioned exactly step-by-step at very slow as well as at its
maximum stepping rates.

Encoders

Encoders are required for positioning purposes. Absolute position measurement
with encoders or resolvers attached to the joints would be difficult because of
the vacuum environment of TFTR. The encoders are placed on the second shaft
end of the stepper motors. Commercial encoders which meet the temperature
requirements are not available (with exception of some high temperature
resolvers). Therefore a special encoder was designed based on the principle of
rotating magnets and fixed reed switches. The encoder magnets were also tested
in the TFTR magnetic field. One encoder is provided for each motor at joints 2
through 7. Two encoders are provided for joint 1 and the carriage drive motors.

Control System

The positioning of the MM is based on generating and counting electrical pulses
(Fig. 3). The following concept will be used :

determine the path point to point;

determine the encoder pulses from point to point for each joint;
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store the number of encoder pulses in a suitable store;

start at the first point;

read the store and write the numbers for each joint into a down-counter;

start the motor together wiht the down-counter and stop at zero;

read next numbers;

stop at the preselected position.

TO CONTROL
UNIT"

QUASI ABSOLUTE ENCODER

ABS. POS.
COUNTER

TOTAL PULSE
COUNTER

_J

'"I

STEPPING MOTOR
POSITIONING STRUCTUREJRE

LUNIKUL
BOARD

*
I

iLLmi
— '

OSZILLATOR
BOARD

i
TO CONT
UNIT

.J

Fig. 3: Principle of boom positioning

With this scheme, a simple EPROM-based control system was designed.

All of the motors required in a program step are started simultaneously. That
means that maximum motor speed results in minimum deployment time and
minimum power dissipation. Each motor stops at its position with reduced
power.

In another operation mode a path control between the points with speed-
controlled motors is possible. The speed information in this case is stored in
addition to the number of encoder pulses in the EPROM.

The control system can be operated in three modes:

1. The automatic mode. Here the MM starts at a signal and stops at a
preselected position.

2. The manual control mode. Each joint can be operated separately.

3. The direct manual mode. Each motor can be operated separately.
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The Automatic Mode

100 position inside the ante-chamber and 360 positions ( ± 180°) inside the torus
can be preselected. After being started, the MM runs with all drives
simultaneously, moves point to point to the preselected position and stops. Here
further motion or return to the ante-chamber can be initialized in the same way .
The preselectable positions are stored in one 1 MBit-EPROM. Each position is
represented by the number of motor revolutions (i.e. number of encoder pulses).

For a complete deployment path approximately 4000 4-digit decimal numbers
must be stored. These data are calculated on a CAD-system or taught on the MM
itself and transferred to a PC-controlled EPROM-programmer. Seven different
deployments can be stored in a single EPROM. For safety reasons two equal
EPROM's are used with permanent comparison of their ouputs.

The Manual Control Mode

Each joint and the carriage drive are operated by separate joy sticks. Two
monitors, one forthe general view the other for zooming operations, show the
position of the MM inside the ante-chamber and the vessel. Two different
operating modes are possible. The first is by direct drive. By using the joy sticks
the corresponding drives are actuated. The second is a look-ahead mode. By
operating the joy stick only the display moves. After it has been accepted by the
operator the drives will actually follow the displayed path.

The Direct Manual Mode

Each of the motors can be operated separately. Continuous and single-step
operation, change of direction of rotation, starting and stopping ramp and
motor-torque (by changing the motor current) are provided. Security circuits,
counters and displays for encoder and motor pulses are integrated. A separate
unit is provided for each of the 14 motors.

The General Inspection Arm (GIA)

The general inspection arm is mounted on joint 7 and is used for inspection and
detection work inside the TFTR. Joint 7 of the MM can perform yaw-and roll-
operation. In the yaw mode, joint 7 operates in the same way as all other joints
of the MM. When roll-operated the attached GIA will perform a rotating motion.
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A separate GIA control station is provided. From here the GIA-motor can be
operated in manual or automatic mode. For GIA-operation the entire MM can be
controlled form the GIA control-station by a single joy-stick. Thus the operator
can move the MM and the GIA simultaneously. Joint 7 can be yaw-and roll-
operated by a separate joy stick.

Security Circuits

a pulse counter counts 200 motor-pulses and expects one encoder pulse (1/2
revolution of the motor shaft). If this pulse does not occur an alarm follows
and the MM stops saving its actual position.

the backstroke-FF. This FF is set when the MM runs against an obstacle.
CW/CCW rotating field and CCW/CW encoder pulses are the criteria here.
The MM stops in the same way as above.

encoder-counter comparator. Here the contents of two corresponding
encoder counters is compared in a magnitude comparator. When differing
an alarm occurs and the MM stops as above.

Display

Two PC-controlled monitors are used to show the operator the position of the
MM inside the ante-chamber and the torus. One monitor shows the general view
of the ante-chamber the torus and the moving MM. The second monitor is
provided for zooming-operations. The display is based on the encoder
information. For safety reasons both display systems are connected to the control
system in the same way. In case of failure each one can be replaced by the other.

Collision Avoidance

Two different principles of collision avoidance are provided. The first is based on
the two display systems where the necessary information for collision detection
is stored (the encoder information and the dimensions of the TFTR). A signal
occurs when the MM is moving toward a wall and a stop-signal follows when a
critical distance is reached. The second principle of collision avoidance is based
on feelers mounted on the MM detecting a contact between the MM and an
obstacle. When a feeler grounds the TFTR vacuum vessel, a signal is sent to the
MM control system to halt operation.
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Path Determination

Deployment paths from the mechanical (= electrical) zero-position of the MM
through the nozzle and the left or right torus side must be found (Fig. 4). One
possibility is to calculate the path utilizing CAD-generated drawings. Another
possibility is the experimental way by using the MM itself or a suitable model.

O

Fig. 4: TFTR-MM inside the ante-chamber and the vacuum vessel

Forthe ideal MM a deployment path in which the MM-tip follows the torus
centerline was determined on a CAD system. This calculation was done without
regard to load and temperature influence to the MM. For the experimental
determination of MM deployment paths, teach-in and play-back possibilities are
provided.

Teach-in. Here the MM is moved manually by the joy sticks. The operator
detemines the points to be teached. When teached the MM moves speed
controlled from point to point in a straight line without respect to the way on
which these points were reached in the teaching phase. In Fig. Sand 6 a taught
motion is shown.

Play-back. The path points a re stored automatically with a variable frequency
which depends on the MM speed. The MM repeats all motions made during the
teaching phase.
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Fig. 5: Taught points

Fig. 6: Actual motion of the MM-tip
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A CONTROL SYSTEM SUPPORTING DIFFERENT
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Abstract

Fast maintenance capabilities of an IVHU system are of great importance in
fusion plant operation. One key element is a set of work units. Some are
specialized to certain handling tasks and some are of the kind of
telemanipulators suited for more general purpose application.

Different operation modes based on a microcomputer control system are
described. Emphasis is put on the implementation of a control system by KfK-lDT
using an EMSM-2 type servo master slave manipulator. Several classes of
operation modes are distinguished ranging from complete manual to complete
automatic modes.

1. Introduction

Obviously fusion plants need remote maintenance and appropriate handling
equipment. In/SH 88/a more detailed description of an in-vessel handling unit
(IVHU) consisting of among other things a transporter and 3 different types of
work units: antennae handling unit (AHU), divertor plate handling unit (DHU)
and telemanipulators or master-slave manipulator units (MU).
The kinematic structure of these work units is shown in fig. 1. Other types of
work units might be necessary. A general goal of any maintenance system is to
guarantee a sufficient degree of availability of a plant.

In the environment of a fusion plant the remote maintenance equipment must
work reliable and components of such a system itself must have a high degree of
availability too. Thus it must be highly modular itself for its own maintenance.

Fast operation and maintenance procedures serve for the decrease of down time
of the fusion plant directly. Fast operation also helps to increase the lifetime and
availability of the maintenance equipment itself due to a shorter exposure to
high radiation and temperature.

Therefore speed of operation serves not only directly economic goals. On the
other hand, an optimal man machine interface is needed to achieve a reliable
and fast operation. One and very essential part of such means is a master arm to
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Functional antenna handling unit:

Functional divertor-plate handling unit (grabber):

•4*
Functional manipulator unit (one arm):

————————————f————I J£*ÏU*

VHH=

Fig. 1 : Kinematic structure of work units

carry out and to command operations of a remotely working arm. Such an
approach is well known as a servo master slave system.

Essential properties of such a system are

- the human operator commands position and position increments in a natural
way

- force feedback.

Both features enable the human operator to do more complex work faster,
because he needs not to concentrate completely on visual and acoustic feedback
in commanding motions nor has he to tackle with artificial devices forcing him
permanently to translate intended motions in a more or less conscious way to
such an artificial device e.g. joy stick. A reliable operation with artificial devices
normally requires to work in a rather slow fashion and with 1 or few joints at a
time. These disadvantages decrease the less the work unit is itself able due to
technical limitations (drives etc.) to carry out motions synchronously to operator
motions. The translation problem remains and becomes more severe the more
joints have to be used simultaneously. Imagine the case that an operator wants
to work with two MUs simultaneously.
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We all know that this is possible with servo master slave manipulators such as the
EMSM-2 (fig. 2) for example. KfK-lDT is developing microcomputer based control
systems using this system as a test environment. From the ergonomics point of
view and the discussion above it is clear that the master slave concepts should be
generalized to a universal master concept which applies in our case to other
types of work units as well.

Fig. 2: EMSM-2 manipulator unit

This holds with respect to the kinematic structure (see fig. 1) of the AHU. Here
clearly the degrees of freedom (DOG) for positioning and orientation can be
identified. To a minor degree this holds for the DHU too. The purpose of force
reflection within the frame of the concept of a universal master has to be
redefined when commanding slow devices. In this case the role of force
reflection is to reflect the dynamic possibilities in actively dictating the operator
these limitations. Force reflection should help the operator to remain within the
scope of the dynamic capabilities of an AHU or DHU.

Of course the realization of a generalized control system is not as straight-
forward as one could argue from the above discussion. There are many more
properties to be considered. This holds for the different control modes described
in chap. 4 at the conceptual level as well as for technical complexity and the
present technical limitations of microcomputer equipment etc. Therefore only an
incremental and highly modular realization with well defined functional levels is
feasible.
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The following chapters refer to a control system and different control modes
mainly for MUs. Appropriate remarks will be included to indicate aspects of
generalization. This paper does not intend to cover the whole control system of
an IVHU nor integration aspects with other components needed for
telepresence.

2. Architecture of a telemanipulator control system

The architecture of a telemanipulator system is depicted in fig. 3. The shells
reflect functional hierarchies of components and physical relations as well.

Elements of the control system within fig. 3 are

man machine interface including master unit

- microcomputer system.

Fig. 3: Architecture of telemanipulator system

The amplifiers are assumed to provide an interface for set point moment
(current). Sensor electronics provide at least position and velocity values. Other
values such as force, torque, current and status are valuable. A more detailed
discussion of these blocks is not necessary for the scope of this paper and both
components are not considered to be kernel components of a control system.

The master unit as part of the man machine interface is unique in the sense that
this component is equipped with actuators. Therefore a safety system, which is
independent of the microcomputer system is indispensable to avoid unsafe
operation of the master unit in case of failure of higher level components
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including the microcomputer system. The microcomputer and its software is the
heart of the control system. The logical architecture of a microcomputer for

control is dependent on many different aspects. One aspect is the functional
scope to be defined in required control modes. Another one is the equipment
required for the man machine interface. A third one might be geographical
separation of physical components. Other aspects mainly integration into other
systems will have additional implications on the architecture of the
microcomputer system.

If one is familiar with parallel tasks (software) based on a microcomputer
operating system a logical architecture like the one in fig. 4 will suffice for
understanding the discussion of control modes in chap. 4.

Interfaces to
components of man
machine interface
e. g. touch screen

<==>
CPU

including

RAM

;

mass storage
(if automatic control
modes are required)

Interfaces to
lower level components

ace. to Fig. 3

(including master unit)

T •Ip e.g. current i,
brake commands,..

Fig. 4: Logical architecture of microcomputer system

The real architecture of the microcomputer control system of KfK-lDT is based on
the MULTIBUS*)-1-system and a tightly coupled m u Iti-CPU-system using Intel
286/12-boards and common memory (RAM, fig. 5). New versions using the
enhancements of new standard boards are in progress. The software is
completely based on standards (RMX-86, PASCAL-86) too. It should be
mentioned that the functional blocks used for description in chap. 4 can not
simply be mapped onto distinct CPU-boards. The mapping of software routines
depends on aspects like sharable resources, minimization of overhead and
execution time etc. One should keep in mind, that the control laws based on
the inverse model, which we are using. I.e. our control concepts are based on a
centralized approach. Obviously it is not as straight forward as would be with
decentralized control where a simple mapping of joint-level-control onto 1
microprocessor for 1 joint each is possible /MSB 82/.

*> MULTIBUS, iRMX are trademarks of Intel Inc.
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Fig.5: Real hardware architecture of microcomputer control system

A hierarchical architecture of the control system software is depicted in fig. 6.
The RMX-86 realtime operating system is extended to include communication
primitives for fast inter-CPU-communication. The component "cyclic task"
includes the heart of the control software consisting of tightly coupled sampling
tasks according to different control modes. Presently the sampling rate is
between 100 and 200 Hz.

Fig. 6: Architecture of software
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3. Assumptions

In this chapter important aspects will be summarized which relate on one hand
to our control system and on the other hand to IVHU environment influences.
Aspects of the first type include characteristics of components of the
telemanipulator system (fig. 3) relevant to control theoretical control loop
design and others to the control system.

Basic assumptions about the telemanipulator are as follows:

in-vessel: - work unit (slave arm) with 6 joints (DOF),
3 for positioning, 3 for orientation each + 1 tong (7th joint)

- each joint is equipped with a resolver; alternatively a resolver
may be attached to the actuator; additional tacho signals
generated by a tacho generator or by the resolver converter
are very useful

- DC-type drives with brakes;
brakes may be applied independently (status braked, if power
fail occurs)

- the carrier will probably be an articulated boom carrying
supply and signal lines for the work unit

- a suitable vision system is available

out-of-vessel: - all electronics are situated out-of-vessel and it is based on off
the shelf components like iSBC-boards, mass storage

- some kind of a signal transmission system could be put
between at the one hand of sensor electronics and amplifiers
(cf. fig. 3 and lower part of fig. 5) and at the other hand of the
control microcomputer system;

- the spatial separation of work unit including resolvers and
converter + amplifier electronics is by a distance of 100m;

- a master unit (6 DOF + tong) equipped with DC-type drives;
at least for the master unit actuators with amplifier interfaces
for current set points (indeed a good moment set point
characteristic is meant) are indispensable;
brakes are an essential part of a safety system

- TV screens and other components of a MMI (cf. fig. 5)
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The spatial separation of work unit and electronics as well as the use of resolvers
will provide a maximum of temperature and radiation resistance of t he system.
The admissible distance of around 100 m and more will provide sufficient
flexibility in the arrangement of the electronics and control station. If using the
same type of resolvers and may be power supply too, the cabling could be used
for other work units. These might be necessary for certain tasks, e.g. replacement
of antennae. Even the same control hardware including the master arm may be
used to control another work unit.

For all the tasks to be performed by manual control a suitable vision system is
vital. In this paper we only assume that the human operator has means to control
this vision system and its positioning. Most probably support by the
telemanipulator control system e.g. for tracking will be available. Graphical
support /LKL 88/ would be very valuable too. In the sequel we assume that
supervision of manipulator operation is possible at any time.

4. Operation modes for telemanipulator operation

Operation modes support the human operator at the execution level of
handlings tasks. Different operation modes, possible enhancements, and
extensions provide a very flexible strategy to more efficient execution of tasks.
Inherent capabilities of the mechanical and electrical system can be utilized. Also
the human operators have a broad spectrum of an adaptable system available
and may successiveley increase their own operational skills.

Four classes of operation modes will be distinguished :

OM 1:fully manual

OM 2: fully automatic

OM 3: mixed automatic + manual

OM 4: rescue modes.

4.1 Class OM1

This class comprises the classical master-slave type of operation modes (MSM).
Fig. 7 describes the functional blocks w.r.t closed loop control. The blocks
position control of work unit, closed/open loop control of the master unit and
force reflection are realized by sampling tasks in the control software.
The most popular approach to realize force feedback is by some kind of bilateral
position control loops (closed loop position control of the master unit) /Mar 84/.
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visual perception

Fig.7 : Blockdiagramm of a telemanipulator system

The main advantage of this concept is the ease of its implementation. One can
also argue, that in case of slow work units (cf. chap. 1)the role of force reflection
has to be redefined namely to give the operator hints about the dynamics to
avoid instability of control if position deviation exceeds critical limits. This view
of bilateral position control exhibits one of its major drawbacks: free
manoeuverability is diminished to a certain degree due to unavoidable position
deviations even with Ml) work units. Other disadvantages are due to the fact,
that a kinematically similar master unit is needed to establish a good joint-to-
joint correspondence. To achieve a good position control and force feedback as
well our approach is based on the inverse model /FR 807. The inverse model is
also the means to compensate the master arm for gravity of links, dynamical
forces and friction. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of the realized control
concept, p; denotes the vector of joint angles, dots derivatives w.r.t time, f
denotes the vector of torques. A more detailed description of this approach is
contained in /WB 86/. The inverse model is dependent on the kinematic, mass
and drive data of the respective units. To keep the computational burden at a
reasonable limit, the algorithms are optimized.
Usually the kinematics of telemanipulator systems exploit kinematically similar
work unit (slave arm) and master unit. I.e. the set position for a joint of the slave
arm is identical to the corresponding value of the angle of the master arm.
Therefore, a phase "running in" preceeds the true master slave operation (cf.
fig. 9). It is obvious that the master unit should run into a certain position,
(defined by angles), i.e. the actual position of the slave arm in this case.
Therefore, a point-to-point type position control of the master arm has been
implemented. Safety aspects require to do this by limiting the speed of the joints
by defined, moderate values.
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Fig. 9: Phases of classical master slave operation

Other manual operation modes implemented are

- indexed operation (including scaling) (IMSM)

- ball slave operation mode (BSM).

Indexed operation doesn't need the running in phase. The set position angles are
relative. The operator may put the master arm himself into an appropriate
configuration relative to the slave arm (re-indexing).

For experimental purposes an operation mode "ball slave" has been
implemented. A 6 DOF force moment sensor replaces the master unit. Position
commands are obtained interpreting forces as speed commands:

t
Çlset CO : = astart + £ J" f dx

0
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Using this operation mode the human operator is totally dependent on the
visual feedback loop because of the integration of forces. At direct mapping of
forces to set positions would not be feasible.

An essential feature of the MSM we have implemented is the recording of paths.
Complete operation sequences, i.e. joint values at periodic time intervals are
sampled and stored under a mnemonic name on disk. Presently, operation
sequences of up to three minutes duration may be recorded under some user
defined name. Recording sequences up to 12 minutes duration will be possible in
the near future.

4.2 Class OM2

At the present state, playback of paths (PBM) stored on disk, has been realized.
Playback data may have been either truly recorded with OM1 class operation
mode or may be generated offline. For the EMSM-2 an offline path generating
system has been implemented too. A path may be defined as chains of straight
lines or circles w.r.t the base coordinate frame of the slave arm.

When initiating PBM the operator may define several attributes like number of
repetitions, increments based on joint angles and so forth. In this way patterns
may be defined which will be appropriate for inspection tasks of a scanning type.
Similarto MSM a running in phase has to preceed the automatic operation. In
this case the slave arm has to run into its starting position.
It should be mentioned that there are important differences between offline
generated playback data and recorded data.
Offline generation includes backward transformation of course. Thus joint data
for the slave arm are really calculated. When recording data for playback, it is
obviously advantageous to record the set position data, i.e. from the master arm
to attain a precise playback of the taught path.
Fig. 10 shows the main functional blocks w.r.t PBM. [denotes the vector of set
currents.

4.3 Class OM3

Mixed mode of operation (MMO) is defined not merely to be a sequential
interchange of OM 1 operation and OM2 operation with one physical control
microcomputer system where some planning and other organizational work by
the human operator is needed. We define this mixed mode as the unplanned,
arbitrary - within an at least conceptually continuous time - smooth interchange
of automatic and manual control.
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At the present state the philosophy behind this class of operation is to use the
skills and sensoric capabilities of a human operator to interrupt automatic
operation modes in case of difficulties such as unpredicted obstacles, loss of
parts, correction of starting point of path segments. Fig. 11 describes the
implemented MMO. Running-in refers to the actual continuation point. Further
enhancements will back the human operator by providing concurrent
preparation of PBM for example to allow for automatic, intermediary exchange
of tools. Extensive tests will have to be performed to obtain more indications for
improvement. One application would be to carry out assembly/disassembly tasks
like exchange of tiles.

end

switch y

running- in
position
(slave)

running- in
orientation

(slave)

start

Fig.11: Phase automaton of MMO (simplified)
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Online cartesian path modification within the PBM phase will be included in a
later stage or our implementation. The first stage in this direction will be based
on joint angles for the sake of online computation amount. Including online
forward and backward transformation algorithms will call for more processing
power. Two CPUs as indicated in fig. 5 will not suffice. Other features yet to be
defined will include path editing features.

4.4 Class OM4

The before mentioned discussion of sensor equipment and our concept of
implementation offeree reflection as well as harsh environmental conditions
call for the need of rescue operation modes. The only sensor required will be a
resolver for each joint. The control concept is based on a type of servo electronic
with a set point current interface. Additionally, the brakes at the joints may be
energized separately. Failures of these three components may be tackled by the
control system to a limited amount only.

Only in the case of failure of resolvers the control system can actively support
rescue of the manipulator. I.e. to achieve a configuration in which the defective
unit can be transported and withdrawn. In case of failure of resolvers, the rescue
mode will enable the human operator to do some reconfiguration with the
joints of the remaining, proper working resolvers. For these joints where the
resolver does not work properly, single joint current control in a push button
fashion will be provided. This mode will require some initial dialog to estimate
the current for gravity compensation, i.e. pay load and joint angle will have to be
estimated. In case of failure of (backdriveable) drives or the according servo
electronic component, some external passive of active support will be required.
Even more critical would be a defective brake. The consequences of malfunction
in lifting or other way round in braking cannot be solved generally. On the other
hand, failure of brakes seem to be be less likely.

5. Summary

This paper describes features and architecture of a control system for work units,
Emphasis is put on the operation modes especially for work units of the
telemanipulator type and the concepts and implementation of KfK-lDT using an
EMSM-2 servo master slave manipulator. Technically all control modes are
implemented by tightly coupled cooperating sampling tasks. Four classes of
operation modes for the execution level of in-vessel handling with work units
are described:

- completely manual
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- completely automatic

- mixed automatic + manual

- rescue type.

This paper does not describe higher level control tasks such as planning,
supervision etc., nor the integration into a complete IVHU control system.
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Abstract

The CATROB telerobotic system as a kinematical prototype for remote handling
in hazardous environments like a fusion reactor is described. It consists
of an industrial robot, mounted on an gantry crane with two degrees of
freedom. The basic functional principle of this system is the synthesis of
sensory-guided automatic and operator-controlled manual operation in order
to minimize the time needed for performing remote maintenance and inspection.
The goal is to automize all preplannable operations and to support the
operator in performing manual remote handling by a graphics based simulation
system. In the present state, automatically bolting and unbolting of flanges
and handling of plug connections is realized with CATROB. In the paper the
software and hardware architecture of the system and its sensory equipment
are described, and some preliminary results on the system performance are
reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

Remote maintenance is one of the key issues for technologies that are applied
in hazardous environments. A fusion reactor is such an example where, due
to the high radiation loads, almost all operations for inspection, repair
and replacement of components need to be performed remotely. The state of
the art for this kind of work ranges from impact wrenches hanging from a
crane to force-reflecting master-slave manipulators. The goal of the CATROB
project [1], [2] is the development of an advanced telerobotic system which
at least partially automates such operations and therefore relieves the
operator from routine work, reduces shutdown times, reduces radiation expo-
sure of equipment and increases reliability.

Central problems for automation of maintenance tasks in a fusion reactor
environment are the complexity of operations, a not exactly known geometry
of the environment (e. g. due to geometry changes during operation), and the
occurence of unforeseen events or failures. So a total automation seems to
be impossible for the near future, and the operator remains an important
factor in the control loop.

The basic concept of the CATROB system therefore is the synthesis of auto-
matic and manual operation. All remote handling subtasks which are pre-
plannable and which have to be performed repeatedly (even at different
locations of the machine) shall be performed automatically, in this text they
are called autonomous subtasks. In this automatic mode the manipulators are
guided by several sensors which adapt the automatic programs to the actual
situation. Typical operations which are candidates for automation are the
transport of components and the connection and disconnection of bolted
flanges or electrical power supplies.
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On the other hand, unplannable operations must be performed manually or may
be programmed only shortly before execution. For this kind of operation the
system provides a graphics supported simulation component and various sen-
sor-based supporting modules like collision detection, gripping or measur-
ing, partially unburdening the operator from working directly in the motion
generation and control loop. A central goal is to achieve an efficient
cooperation of man and machine with mutual supervision and mutual support.
So the intellectual capabilities of the operator like decision making in
complex situations, scene recognition, diagnosis of unforeseen events or
seeking for relevant informations are effectively used, and he is unburdened
as far as possible from work asking only for dexterity, memory or reliabil-
ity.

The division of labour between the operator and the computer is not fixed,
it changes from task to task, and more and more work will be shifted towards
the computer with advancing state of the art in artificial intelligence and
sensor technology. A support system for remote handling should, therefore,
be open to further enhancements and changes in the requirements of special
tasks.

In this paper the hardware and software architecture of the prototypic CATROB
telerobotic system are presented. Components of central importance for
automatic telemanipulation like the sensory system are described, and some
results are reported.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE CATROB TELEROBOTIC SYSTEM

2.1 REMOTE-HANDLING TASKS AND EQUIPMENT

Figure 1 shows the present experimental setup. As manipulator the industrial
robot MANUTEC R3 with the RCM 3.2 control is used, which has 6 axes and a
load capacity of 15 kg. The advantages of using an industrial robot in a
telerobotic system are its high potential for performing automatic handling
operations, its precision, the relatively low price and its development
potential due to research going on all over the world. In the near future
the robot will be made mobile by mounting it on a gantry crane with two
horizontal axes and an operating range of 4 * 4 m.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the
prototypic CATROB system
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With this equipment a number of prototypic remote handling subtasks shall
be automated. Presently the following tasks are being investigated:

• Connection and disconnection of bolted flanges
• Connection and disconnection of arrays of electrical plugs
• Connection and disconnection of hydraulic/pneumatic couplings

All used handling objects are specially designed (by KfK or JET) to support
the manual remote handling, e. g. by bevel cones on the bolt heads. This also
simplifies the handling of these objects with an industrial robot. For
automatically performing the above-mentioned operations, a number of dif-
ferent end-effectors (pneumatic and electric bolting wrenches, camera, dif-
ferent types of grippers) are used. Because all tools have to be handled with
the same robot, a system for automatic exchange of end-effectors (Figure 2)
has been adapted to the robot.

Figure 2. Automatic exchange
of end-effectors

2.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND CONTROL HIERARCHY

Figure 3 shows the control hierarchy of the CATROB system, consisting of
three different levels. On the highest level we have the man-machine
interface for two operators. The first one, the so-called supervisor plans
the work, starts and supervises the execution of autonomous subtasks.
Additionally he is responsible for the control of cameras and lighting.
Supervision requires continuous control and eventually interventions in
cases of unforeseen events which call for stopping the automatic work to make
a correction or to bridge a gap in the preprogrammed flow. If necessary this
is done by the executing operator, who manually controls the carrier and the
robot arm. So the supervisor is working in the task control loop, and the
executing operator is working in the lower motion generation loop
(Figure 4).

The central hardware component on the highest control level besides a number
of TV screens is a graphic system (IRIS 3020), supporting a synthetic scene
presentation (Figure 5). This is based on a geometric model of the handling
equipment and the environment. The position of carrier and manipulator are
displayed according to joint sensor information [3], [4]. For planning and
off-line programming of new handling sequences a simulator is available.
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Figure 5. Synthetic view of the
experimental setup.
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This is a slightly modified version of the simulator used for the JET fusion
reactor, which is discussed in another paper [5] of this workshop. A further
function of the man-machine interface is to provide telepresence by a task-
dependent combination of camera viewing and synthetic viewing. So it is
possible to simulate the view through a camera on the graphic system. Using
this feature the operator can compare the graphic picture with the one pro-
duced by the actual TV camera and is able to check the consistency of the
geometrical model with the reality.

The second level of the control system mainly has two functions. First, it
is the link between the supervisory control and the drive control level.
When the supervisor commands an autonomous subtask, this requires the coor-
dinated operation of carrier system, robot and several sensors. This coor-
dination is done by the path-level control computer, which transforms the
commands into a series of instructions for the remote handling equipment.
The second task of the path control level is recording and control of the
system configuration. This configuration is composed of the system component
states, the states of end-effectors and handling objects, which all perma-
nently change during subtask execution.

The software on the subtask control computer is designed with a knowledge
based approach. That is, the informations about the structure of an auton-
omous subtask or facts about the geometry of end-effectors and objects are
not implicitly stored in the program, but explicitly stored in special data
structures (frames and scripts), managed by the task control computer. These
formal knowledge descriptions are introduced to support the operator but also
with respect to later usage of KI methods for planning.

On the lowest drive control level one finds the controls for the gantry
crane, the robot and the end-effectors, as well as special processors and
programs for sensory data. The sensory system is discussed in more detail
in the next paragraph.

3. SENSORY SYSTEM

3.1 FUNCTION OF THE SENSORS
As already mentioned there are two main problems in autonomously performing
remote maintenance operations in a fusion reactor: The high complexity of
handling operations and environment, and the fact that, contrary to the
normal situation in the manufacturing industry, the robot has to be mobile.
For both reasons it is not possible to use static robot programs, even if
one postulates that these programs are derived from a CAD model of the
machine. As a matter of fact there will never be a perfect consistency
between this model and the reality, e. g. due to geometry changes during
reactor operation. Furthermore, positioning errors of the carrier system
have to be taken into account.

Thus, it is possible to transport the robot automatically to a working
position on a collision-free path derived from CAD data, but then position
and orientation of the handling objects in the robot coordinate system are
only unprecisely known. The expected error might be some centimeters.
Therefore, prior to the execution of the robot program, it has to be adapted
to the actual situation. Here adaption means to determine the exact object
position and orientation, and to correct the robot program with these values.
For errors in the above-mentioned order of magnitude, this can only be done
by sensors.
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At the moment, four kinds of sensors are used in the CATROB system, depending
on the task to be performed and the desired accuracy: A binary vision sys-
tem, a tactile force-torque sensor, limit switches and ultrasonic range
finders. In our concept vision system and force-torque sensor are combined.
First the robot is coarsely positioned by the vision system, and afterwards
this position is corrected with the tactile sensor in cases where high
accuracy is needed. The remaining two sensors are used for special tasks and
are not further described here.

3.2 VISION SYSTEM

3.2.1 Recognition task
The central advantage of using a vision system for telerobotics is the large
range of positional uncertainty that such sensors can cater with. It only
has to be guaranteed that the object lies within the camera's field of view,
which mainly is a question of the camera optics. The operational environment
of the CATROB telerobotic system (fusion reactor) has some particularities.
So it is totally artificial and can to a certain degree be adapted to support
the teleoperation. This is already done by using specially designed compo-
nents like flanges or plugs which are easily operated by remote handling
devices. On the other hand, the environment is very complex, containing a
large number of different objects which all have to be handled by the tel-
erobotic system. Mostly these are technical objects with many reflecting
surfaces. It is obvious that the development of vision software which is able
to recognize and locate all these various objects would be very expensive.

Therefore, we have decided to use artificial "reference marks" for adapting
the robot to a working position. In this case the vision system only has to
recognize one specially selected object, and a quite simple and easily pro-
grammable system can be used. Figure 6 shows the structure of the chosen
reference mark. It consists of three white rings with dark centers, forming

Figure 6. Reference mark
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together a triangle with unequal sidelengths. The vision system has to mea-
sure the positions of the three ring centers. With these three points a
coordinate frame is determined definitely, the robot uses this coordinate
system as new reference system. The position and orientation of the handling
objects in this coordinate system has to be provided by the CAD model of the
machine.

3.2.2 Hardware
Presently we are using the PACOS vision system [6], [7], whose architecture
is shown in Figure 7. Its central part is a fast "bit-plane processor" for
digitizing, storing and processing binary pictures. This processor simul-
taneously stores 32 different binary pictures with a resolution of 256*256
pixels. It further contains an Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) for executing
boolean operations between two (possibly shifted) binary pictures, where one
operation is done in 9 msec, regardless of the content of the two pictures.
The number of 1-pixel in a binary picture can be counted, and pixel-coordi-
nates can be extracted for further processing on the host. With this equip-
ment, the bit-plane processor is excellently suited for executing algorithms
of mathematical morphology [8] (erosion, dilatation, shrink, etc.).

The bit-plane processor is controlled by a standard microcomputer (Zenith
Z-100), which also executes the numerical parts of a picture recognition
algorithm (e. g. camera transformations, triangulation calculation). The
host has a standard périphérie, including a serial port for data transfer
to another computer. As sensor, PACOS uses a miniaturized CCD camera or a
standard vidicon camera.

Floppy
Disk/

Winchester

Figure 7. Architecture of the
PACOS vision system

3.2.3 Recognition algorithm
The algorithm for recognizing and localizing reference marks follows the
stereo vision principle (Figure 8). Two pictures of the reference mark are
taken from two different positions. In these two pictures corresponding
features (the dark centers of the rings) are detected. After the correct
match has been found, the mark's location is calculated by triangulation.
For that it is necessary to calibrate the camera one time, where we used the
two-planes calibration model [9]. For recording the pictures we use only
one camera, which is brought to two different positions by the robot ("eye
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Camera Calibration

_ Stereo Matching _

Location

Figure 8. Principle of stereo
vision

in hand" principle). Compared to an arrangement of two cameras with a fixed
basis this has the advantage that the camera positions can be flexibly
adapted to different geometrical conditions near a reference mark.
The processing of one camera picture can be separated into four steps, which
are discussed with more details in [10].

1. Digitization and binarization of the video picture with a fixed or
automatically determined threshold. Figure 9(a) shows a typical video
picture of a reference mark (which in this case is directly placed on
the flange bolts), and (b) the binary picture produced after threshold-
ing.

2. Geometrical filtering of the binary picture. It has the goal to eliminate
as many picture objects as possible, except the circular centers of the
reference mark rings. This filtering proceeds in two steps: (1) Elim-
ination of those objects which in any direction are much larger then the
circles in search (Figure 9(c)), and (2) elimination of those objects
(like single-pixel noise) which are much smaller then the circles
(Figure 9(d)). Normaly the filtering is not perfect, there are one or
more "artificial objects" besides the three ring centers in the final
picture.

3. Determination of the central points of all objects in the filtered pic-
ture.

4. Extraction of the central point pixel-coordinates and storing of these
coordinates on the host computer.

These processing steps are performed for both pictures of the stereo couple.
It only remains to match the corresponding features in the images. This is
complicated by the potential presence of "artificial" objects as indicated
above. For determining the correct matches we use two facts: (1) Matching
features must lie on epipolar lines, and (2) the real distance of the ref-
erence rings is known. With these boundary conditions it is possible to
detect the correct matches even if due to incomplete filtering the number
of artificial objects is large. The real position of the three rings finally
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(c)

Figure 9. Image processing with PACOS: (a) Video image of the refer-
ence mark; (b) Binary picture directly after thresholding;
(c) Binary picture after elimination of "large" objects; (d)
Binary picture after elimination of "small" objects.

is determined by triangulation. For that the two camera viewing positions
are important input parameters, which are delivered by the robot control.

3.2.4 Sensor performance
Provided the whole reference mark lies in the cameras field of view for both
recording positions, the reference mark is recognized with high security.
With the presently used fixed-focus camera the operating range of the vision
system is about 5 cm, so we can use the CAD data for automatically deter-
mining the recording positions. The accuracy of the localization is about 6
mm. The main reason for the quite large errors lies in the fact that the
camera positions, which are very sensitive parameters of the triangulation
calculation, are not exact due to a poor absolute position accuracy of the
robot. However, the vision system's accuracy is sufficient to come into the
operating range of the tactile sensor used for fine positioning. Further-
more, the errors are almost identical for all three points of the reference
mark, so its orientation is calculated very precisely (error < 1°).

The time for a whole localization (processing of two pictures and stereo
matching) is about 25 seconds. This value should be improved, though the
calculations are partially performed in parallel with operations of the robot
like end-effector changing and transport of components, which need time in
the same order of magnitude.
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3.3 FORCE-TORQUE SENSOR

3.3.1 Joining algorithm
The force-torque sensor is mounted between robot hand and end-effector and
measures the applied forces and torques when the end-effector is in contact
with the environment. The measured values are processed in a force-control
[12] algorithm which superimposes the normal position control loop. The basic
principle of force-control is that the measured forces and torques are
transformed into a positional error. This error then is used to correct the
end-effector position, as long as some final state of forces and torques is
reached. At present we implemented one force-control program for joining
the nut of an impact wrench and a flange bolt. It is planned to automate
further positioning operations like gripping by using the force-torque sen-
sor .

The tactile sensor operates on the basis of data provided by the vision
system, so position and orientation of the bolts are known quite precisely
which simplifies the force-control. Due to the small error in bolt orien-
tation, the tool orientation has not to be changed during the joining process
and the measured torques are not evaluated. The boundary conditions for the
bolt position are ±6 mm in the lateral and ±10 mm in the axial direction,
these values are guaranteed by the vision system. The joining task is com-
plicated by the fact that the rotational position of the nut is unknown and
the hexagons of nut and bolt have to fit exactly in order to pull back the
loose bolt with the impact wrench.
The joining is performed in five steps (Figure 10). At the beginning, the
tool is brought into the bolt position delivered by the vision system,
already with the correct orientation (Figure 10(a)). In this position the
forces due to the tool weight are compensated. Then the tool is moved in

Nut Bolt

I//////
(a) (b) (c)

w///
J/7/7

(d) (e)

Figure 10. Joining with force-torque sensor (a) Starting position;
(b) First contact between nut and bolt; (c) Force control
until lateral forces vanish; (d) Rotation around nut axis;
(e) Final state
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axial direction until it touches the bolt (Figure 10(b)). At this moment
force-control gets active. If the positional boundary conditions mentioned
above are fulfiled, the nut touches the cone on the bolt head. Now the tool
position is corrected until the transversal forces are zero and the axial
force exceeds a certain threshold (Figure 10(c)).

Then two cases are possible: The hexagons of bolt and nut fit or do not fit.
In the first case the joining is finished and the force-control ends. In the
latter case the tool is pulled back, rotated around the nut axis by a small
angle (Figure 10(d)), and joining is tried again. This process is repeated
as long as necessary (Figure 10(e)).

3.3.2 Sensor performance
According to our experiences, the automatic joining with a force-torque
sensor works with arbitrary position and orientation of the bolt. It was
shown that due to the special form of the bolt head (bevel cone) the oper-
ating range of the sensor is quite large and that the cooperation of vision
system and force-torque sensor performs well. The sensor measures applied
forces quite exactly, torques presently are not evaluated. A weak point is
its lack of robustness which causes some problems. Also the average joining
time of about 1 minute for each bolt still seems to be improvable. This is
partially due to principal difficulties in realizing a force-control algo-
rithm with our robot control. Due to the high stiffness of the system robot
- sensor - tool and the long dead-time of the force-control loop (100 - 200
ms), the maximal allowable robot velocity is small. Furthermore, it normally
takes 3 or 4 approaches with different angular positions of the nut until
the hexagons perfectly fit. So still some work has to be done to improve
the sensor performance. This mainly concerns the hardware components like
tools or the sensor itself, which should be specially designed for robot
applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECT

Though the development of the prototypic remote maintenance system CATROB
is not yet finished, it has already been shown that it is possible to auto-
mate complicated remote handling operations like flange bolting or handling
of electrical plugs. It is important that the CATROB system is able to
perform different tasks with different end-effectors. The possibility to
exchange end-effectors very fast is a great advantage of using a robot in a
telerobotic system. The sensor system for adaption to unprecisely known
working positions is another important component of an autonomously working
telerobotic system. It has been demonstrated that presently available vision
and tactile sensors can be used for this purpose, though the used hardware
and the developed software is still open for improvements. So the sensory
guided, automatically operating industrial robot seems to be a realistic
alternative to an operator controlled master slave manipulator for certain
repeatable handling tasks.

Of course, there is still a lot of work to do with CATROB. The next steps
will be the further development of the simulation component, especially for
sensor simulation, and the integration of an hierarchical environment model
for collision detection. The manual control of the robot is another working
area, here it is very important to support the operator e. g. by a suited
device for manual control of the robot arm like the sensor ball, or by sensor
supported modules for special handling tasks like grasping of bolts or pipes.
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Furthermore, the existing sensor systems shall be improved in order to reduce
the operation time and to increase reliability. For this, eventually new
hardware components like gray level vision systems or flexible force-torque
sensors will be used.
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Abstract

The inspection, maintenance and repair of fusion machines will require the extensive use of remote
handling equipment to minimise the human exposure to the high radiation environment. A high
fidelity simulation can be a very valuable tool to assist in the manipulator design, operations, trajectory
planning, parameter optimisation and system verification. ASAD, a non-real time simulation program
developed by Spar Aerospace, through funding from the National Research Council of Canada, is used
to simulate the remote manipulator on the US Space Shuttle program. This simulation program is now
being adapted to simulate a wide range of terrestrial manipulator configurations, most notably the
In-Vessel Handling Unit (IVHU) for the Next European Torus (NET) program. This terrestrial
version, ASAD_T, is capable of simulating a manipulator consisting of up to 7 joints, and includes
models of the flexible dynamics of the drive system and the structure, as well as the details of the
control algorithms at the manipulator level and at the joint level. A modular approach has been used
such that a variety of manipulators and control systems can be simulated by module substitution.
Extensive use of parametric data to describe the manipulator and control system permits the modelling
of a wide variety of manipulator configurations. The simulation, as configured for the Space Shuttle
Remote Manipulator System, has undergone an extensive validation process against other simulations,
test data and actual flight data. This paper describes the capabilities and underlying assumptions of the
simulation program ASAD_T, along with a brief description of the simulation development of an
in-vessel manipulator for fusion reactors now in progress.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the late seventies, a non-real time manipulator simulation program named ASAD was developed by
Spar Aerospace Limited[l,2,3], through funding from the National Research Council of Canada, for
the remote manipulator of the US Space Shuttle program. Since then, ASAD has undergone an
extensive validation process against other simulations, test data and actual flight data. The
performance of ASAD has been accepted by NASA and used for many pre-flight and post-flight
analyses. ASAD, particularly the kinematic model and the arm control algorithms, was originally
configured for the Space Shuttle Remote Manipulator. For the purposes of simulating terrestrial
manipulators, ASAD has now been modified to accommodate various manipulator models. The
modified version of ASAD is named ASAD_T.

In addition to its dynamic simulation capability, ASAD_T also has facilities for basic manipulator
requirements analyses and pure kinematic control simulation. The dynamic simulation facility of
ASAD_T is capable of simulating terrestrial manipulators consisting of up to seven rotary joints and
includes models of the flexible dynamics of the drive system and structure. For basic manipulator
requirements analyses and kinematic control simulation, ASADJT can handle up to three
manipulators connected to a common base, each with up to ten rotary or translational joints. The
package includes a number of control algorithms, both at the joint level and at the manipulator level.
If a new control algorithm is needed, the modular structure of the package allows the substitution of
alternative control algorithms. An extensive use of parametric data to describe a manipulator and its
control system permits the modelling of a wide variety of manipulator configurations.
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2 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The program structure of ASAD_T (shown in Figure 1) consists of eight principal menus. Menu 0
allows the user to terminate the program execution. Menu 1 is for the direct selection of any submenu.
Menus 2, 3 and 4 are for defining manipulator system parameters, initial conditions and reference
frames respectively. Menu 5 consists of various functions for basic manipulator requirements/capability
analyses. Menu 6 is for post-simulation data processing. Menu 7 is for defining and executing a
kinematic simulation or a dynamic simulation. The type of simulation is defined through a parameter
in a Task Definition file.

The parameters of the dynamics models and the joint servos are stored as block data. An input array is
set up to store the parameters. If any of these parameters needs to be changed, the input array index
and its new value are added to an input file.

The kinematics parameters and arm control parameters are divided into six groups. The parameters of
each group are stored in a user-named file with a designated extension. The groups are described
briefly as follows:

(a) Manipulator Topology And Geometry - This group includes the definition of the manipulator
links, joint orientations, joint types, drive axes, joint limits, number of joints and manipulator base
location. The parameters are stored in a file with a fixed extension TG.

(b) Initial Conditions - This group includes the initial joint angles and initial joint rates of the
manipulator. The parameters are stored in a file with a fixed extension 1C.

(c) Important Reference Frames - This group includes the definitions of the Jacobian reference
frame, control resolution frame, command frame, display frame, base structure frame, payload
structural frame, global frame, and field points on the payload. The parameters are stored in a file with
a fixed extension IF.

(d) Task Definition - This group includes the control modes of operation, control time intervals, and
re-definition of the global frame, command frame and display frame for each mode of operation. A
task definition can contain up to one hundred elementary subtasks. The parameters are stored in a
file with a fixed extension TD.

(e) Control System Parameters - This group includes the joint rate limits, tip rate limits, joint rate
weighting factors, automatic control tip position/orientation accuracy and fly-by spheres, rate
command smoothing exponential, etc. The parameters are stored in a file with a fixed extension CS.

(f) Simulation Parameters - This group includes the initial simulation time, total allowable simulation
time, integration step, arm control signal updating time interval, output file names and the output time
intervals, etc. The parameters are stored in a file with a fixed extension SP.

There are a large number of simulation output variables. The user can select the output variables to be
stored in several types of output file for various analysis purposes such as active display, printout,
plotting and post-mortem animation. At Spar, ASAD_T is currently resident in a DEC Micro-Vax
computer, and the post-mortem animation is performed on a Silicon Graphics IRIS graphics
workstation.

3 BASIC MANIPULATOR REQUIREMENTS/CAPABILITIES ANALYSIS FACILITY

Before detailed design work can begin on the development of a new manipulator, it is first necessary to
establish the basic requirements/capabilities of the manipulator. These include rate limits, acceleration
limits, sensor resolutions, joint torque limits, reach capability, etc. These requirements/capabilities are
usually established by means of hand calculations and reach envelope layout drawings. Included in
ASAD_T are tools which can assist analyses such as orientation transformations, vector
transformations, force-moment transformations, manipulability analysis, Jacobian manipulations,
manipulator kinematic transformations and steady-state error estimation.
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4 KINEMATIC SIMULATION

The execution of this software skips the manipulator dynamics and joint servo modules, and yields
ideal joint rate responses. Kinematic control simulation, unlike dynamic simulation, does not normally
reflect the actual characteristics of a manipulator system, but its advantage is that it requires much less
computing time than dynamic simulation. Therefore it can be used for testing and tuning of a new
control algorithm prior to detailed dynamic simulation. The kinematic simulation is also a valid
theoretical verification method for arm control algorithms which are developed from kinematics
models.

For more complex manipulator applications, task and trajectory planning is vital. Planning usually
requires repeated simulations in order to yield optimal solutions. An efficient method, in most
instances, is to use pure kinematic control simulation for all the initial trial-and-error simulations,
followed by a dynamic simulation to verify the results.

5 DYNAMIC SIMULATION

The dynamic simulation facility of ASAD_T is capable of simulating a manipulator with up to seven
rotary joints. Any two consecutive joints are connected by a rigid or a flexible structure which is
modelled as a beam with uniform mass distribution. The flexibility of the joint about the two cross axes
are represented by two massless torsional springs. The flexibility about the drive axis is included in the
drive train model.

One end of the manipulator is assumed to be connected to a rigid base and the other end may be
connected to a payload which can be modelled as a rigid or a flexible structure. The structural
flexibility between the manipulator and the base/payload is represented by a torsional spring. A
schematic model of the flexible manipulator is shown in Figure 2.

PAYLOAD
LINKS JOINT UNK 4 JOINT LINK 5 JOINT L,NK 6 JOINT LINK 7

LEGEND:
BEAM ELEMENT

-TJW- THREE DIMENSIONAL
TORSIONAL SPRING

Figure 2 ASAD-T Joint Flexibility Model

The dynamic equations are mainly based on [4]. The Hooker-Margulies type of approach is used to
derive the equations of motion for an open chain of elastic bodies. The translational and rotational
equations of motion, which include the body elastic deformations, are first derived for each free body
in the chain. Then the equilibrium equations are derived for each elastic body in terms of generalized
coordinates. The hinge forces/torques are then eliminated analytically from the equations. The
dynamics of the servo system and the drive train are modelled separately. Each beam element shown
in Figure 2 is considered to be rigid in its longitudinal axis but to be flexible along its two lateral axes.
The rotary inertia and the shear deformation of the beam are considered to be negligible and are
therefore ignored. The system equation is of the form:

A(x)x + Kx = f (x , x, u, u0) (1)

where x is the system state vector, x and x are the first and second time derivative of x, A is the
system inertia matrix, K is the system stiffness matrix, u is the driving torque vector generated by the
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drive train, u0 is a vector which includes the disturbance forces/torques such as gravity, f is a
force/torque function with x , x, u, and u0 as variables. The arm natural frequencies and mode shapes
are computed from the non-zero submatrices of A and K. They are then used to transform Equation
(1) into an equation in arm mode generalised coordinates. The transformed equation is partitioned
into active (low frequency) and passive (high frequency) modal coordinate equations. The active
modal coordinate equation is integrated using an extended Euler's method, while the passive modal
coordinate equation is treated quasi-statically by ignoring the acceleration and velocity terms. The
integrated active and computed passive coordinates are finally transformed into physical coordinates
for display purposes. The above model reduction technique can significantly reduce computing time,
yet maintain simulation accuracy.

6 JOINT SERVO AND DRIVETRAIN MODELS

The simulation model assumes that control of the manipulator is derived from an actuator, a drivetrain
and perhaps a rate and position servo loop at each joint of the manipulator. The model of the joint
servo to be used in a particular application is usually unique, at least in some aspects. However,
components such as motors, standard controller types, tachometers, and position sensors often have
similar models from one application to another. For this reason, the design of a simulation model of a
particular joint servo is usually left to the user who can choose from available component modules in
the simulation library and provides the code to call these modules in an appropriate sequence to form
the overall servo. Where a model of a particular component does not exist in the library, the user may
create one and add it to the library. All models of components are made as general as possible by
using input data to set parameters.

An existing model for a typical servo and drivetrain is shown in Figure 3. The drivetrain model is
basically a single stage model of a geartrain. This model has undergone extensive validation against
hardware tests of multipass spur gear and planetary gear drivetrains with extremely good results. The
ability to shape the drive stiffness nonlinearity and to set the forward drive and backdrive efficiency by
means of simulation inputs allows considerable flexibility in tuning the model for a particular
application. The model can also be used for nonbackdrivable drivetrains by setting the backdrive
efficiency to zero or to a low value.

The output of the servo and drivetrain model is a control torque input to the dynamics model.

SCAUNG GAIN «AU COMMNSATO!

Figure 3 Typical Servo and Drive-train Model
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7 AVAILABLE MODES OF OPERATION

Operational control modes of a manipulator must be modelled and programmed into the simulation to
duplicate those of the particular control system design being simulated. As a result of simulation
models developed in the past, there are a number of modes and features available in ASAD_T which
can be of use in developing control algorithms.

The present available manipulator control algorithms permit operation of the manipulator in five
modes of operation:

a) Single Joint Drive Mode - The user specifies the joint to be commanded by entering the joint
number and the command velocity and direction. The joints not selected remain in Position
Hold mode.

b) Manual Augmented Mode - This mode simulates operator-in-the-loop operation by applying
simulated operator velocity commands in the task space (angular and translational). The
Jacobian inverse (pseudoinverse with cost weightings in the case of redundant manipulators) is
used in the transformation of these commands from the task space to the joint space in the
resolved rate algorithm.

c) Automatic Lock-on Mode - In this mode the user specifies a final position and orientation of
the resolution frame of the manipulator. The program uses a resolved position algorithm to
calculate the errors between the current position and orientation and the target position and
orientation, and then commands the manipulator to move in a 'straight line' towards the target
point. The angular velocities and the linear velocities are scaled such that both the resolution
frame orientation and position reach their targets at the same time. Around the target point, a
'washout sphere' is provided to reduce the magnitudes of the commands to produce a smooth
deceleration to the target. A small position hold sphere in the neighbourhood of the target
point also exists so that the manipulator can switch to a joint Position Hold mode.

d) Automatic Fly-by Mode - This mode is similar to the Automatic Lock-on mode, except that
the target point is not the termination point for the simulated manipulator motion. Instead,
when the manipulator approaches the target within the radius of a 'fly-by' sphere, the control
algorithm executes the next operation in the task definition file. The next operation could, for
example, be a similar manoeuvre to another fly-by target or an Automatic Lock-on manoeuvre
to a termination point. A common use for the Automatic Fly-by mode is to construct a
complex and complete nonstop manipulator trajectory from a starting point to a terminal point.

e) Position Hold Mode - The Position Hold mode of control uses a position loop around each joint
servo to hold the joint at a setpoint angle. It can be implemented as a submode of the Single
Joint mode, Manual Augmented mode, and the Automatic Lock-on mode, any of which can be
automatically switched to Position Hold mode when specified quiescent conditions are satisfied.

8 VALIDATION

Prior to being adapted to terrestrial applications, ASAD was subjected to an extensive validation
process. The joint servo and drivetrain dynamics were validated against a single joint model of a
manipulator. This model, previously, was validated against engineering model hardware of a
manipulator joint driving a variety of dummy loads. The complete multi-joint dynamics simulation was
validated against other similar non-real time simulation models, independently developed by NASA
and other NASA contractors, and against SPAR's real time simulation, SIMFAC. It has also
undergone extensive comparison with on orbit flight results, and is now considered by NASA to be the
standard against which other simulations of the shuttle orbiter manipulator, Canadarm, are validated.
Some sample comparisons between ASAD and SIMFAC simulation outputs and flight data are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Comparison of ASAD/SIMFAC/Fllght Responses

ASAD has now been extended to create the terrestrial manipulator simulation program ASAD_T.
Those aspects of the program which are affected by the extension require re-validation. This will be
done in the near future by obtaining results from the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR)
Maintenance Manipulator being built by KfK (Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe).
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9 RUN EXAMPLES

In order to demonstrate capabilities of the ASAD_T package, several simulation runs of the IVHU
Test Model have been performed. The manipulator model is based on a Spar conceptual design of the
In-Vessel Handling Unit (IVHU) for the Next European Torus (NET) project. For simplicity, the
IVHU Test Model is termed the IVHU here.

The main purpose of these runs is to exhibit that ASAD_T is able to accommodate various modes of
IVHU control. The runs include the simulation of kinematics, flexible dynamics and the joint servos
of the IVHU. The results of three simulation runs are presented.

9.7 Run Description
Three runs are performed separately to simulate Single Joint Drive control, Manual Augmented
control (Resolved Rate) and Automatic Position control. In each run, the initial 10 seconds of
simulation time are used for the IVHU dynamics to settle under the application of gravitational load.

Run 1 simulates Single Joint Rate control of Joint No. 1 (nearest to the base), while the other joints are
in Position Hold control. The fully extended IVHU is used as the initial configuration. In order to
reduce oscillations, the joint rate commanded signal is increased gradually to 0.4 deg/sec in 1 second
and then remains at this rate for 29 seconds.

Run 2 simulates Manual Augmented control. The IVHU is initially folded and then commanded to
move longitudinally (along the Z-axis) for 80 seconds at a speed of 25.4 mm/sec. This is followed by
an 80-second lateral (along the X-axis) command at the same speed.

Run 3 simulates Automatic Position control. The IVHU is initially folded and then commanded to
reach a target point via three intermediate spheres in space. The Automatic Fly-by mode is used to
guide the IVHU to pass through the intermediate Fly-by spheres, and the Automatic Lock-on mode is
lastly used to manoeuvre the IVHU to the final target point.

9.2 Simulation Results
The simulation results of Run 1 are given in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 depicts the response of Joint 1 to
the rate command of 0.4 deg/sec at this joint, showing a 10 second period of position hold, followed by
a transient rise which reaches a steady state in about 10 seconds. The effects of flexibility and friction
are apparent in the high frequency components of the response. Figure 6 shows the joint angle
response of Joint 2 to the position hold command and to coupling from Joint 1 motion.
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Figure 5 Run 1, Joint 1 Response to Rate Command
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Figure 6 Run 1, Joint 2 Position Response to Joint 1 Rate Command

Figure 7 shows the simulation results of Run 2 in the form of the X-Z position of the IVHU tip. The
total response comprises two trajectories generated by two orthogonal velocity commands to the
manipulator tip.

Figure 8, the simulation results of Run 3, shows the position of the IVHU tip in the X-Z plane.
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Figure 7 Response to Two Orthozontal Tip Velocity Commands
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IVHU DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS, RUN 3
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Figure 8 Combined Automatic Fly-by and Automatic Lock-on Response

10 CONCLUSIONS

The actual performance capabilities of any manipulator can only be determined accurately either by
actual test or by means of a high fidelity simulation. Kinematic simulations are adequate for
preliminary feasibility studies and concept designs, and often for the preliminary design phase of a
manipulator. However, prior to committing to a detailed hardware design, an accurate assessment of
the dynamic behavior of a manipulator system should be carried out. This is particularly true when the
manipulator has significant mechanical compliance.

ASAD used in the Space Shuttle program has proven to be an accurate simulation package capable of
predicting manipulator behavior with extremely high fidelity. The terrestrial version, ASAD_T, now
being developed and about to undergo validation, is expected to play a similar role in design,
performance and verification simulations of terrestrial manipulators and robots.
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Abstract

Very hostile environmental conditions are expected in-
side the NET (Next European Torus) and TFTR (Test Fusion
Tokamak Reactor) vacuum vessels because of the machine
structures activation by high energy neutrons. Remote viewing
systems will therefore be required to perform a number of
functions which will be essential for the identification,
location and realization of most remote maintenance opera-
tions . This paper presents the CEA-UGRA recommendations for
the NET viewing systems, NET Vessel Inspection System and NET
Detailed Observation System, and a description of the viewing
system which has been installed onto the TFTR Maintenance
Manipulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

Whatever type of transporter is used to position end-
effectors and tools inside a tokamak vessel, man-in-the-loop
control will be necessary to carry out most remote opera-
tions . Pre-programmed routines will be usually restricted to
the prepositionning of the end-effectors because of the non
repetitive nature of the tasks to be performed. Speed and
safety of execution of these tasks will therefore greatly
depend on the quality and quantity of informations fed-back
to the operator, of which direct viewing is by far the most
important.

It will also be necessary to inspect first wall compo-
nents at regular intervals. Ideally, the system used to do so
should be (a) capable of viewing any point of the first wall
without disrupting the vessel operating conditions (e.g.
inspection with first wall temperature unchanged); (b) avail-
able for inspection between pulses with a minimum machine
down-time required (e.g. inspection under vacuum); and (c)
able to inspect any portion of the vessel as quickly as
possible (e.g. use of pre-progammed scanning routines with
video recording for off-line analysis).

In 1987 CEA-UGRA has undertaken the preliminary defini-
tion of the NET viewing systems, called NETVIS and NETDOS,
and the design, manufacture and installation of the viewing
system to be mounted onto the TFTR Maintenance Manipulator
(MM). In addition to a concise description of each of these
systems, this paper highlights the novelty of the solutions
proposed in order to overcome technical difficulties that
arose during their study.
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2. THE NET VIEWING INSPECTION SYSTEM

2.1 REQUIREMENTS

2.1.1 Operating Conditions
NETVIS will be used for the detailed inspection of first

wall components. The system shall be ready for use between
pulses, therefore able to operate under ultra high vaccum
(UHV) and with a first wall temperature of 300°C. The system
shall also be operational in inert gas atmosphere (He or Ar,
gas temperature of 150°C) or in air (room temperature, 40 to
60% humidity non-condensing).

Radiation will be limited to gamma-radiation, average
energy of 0.5 Mev, dose rate of 6*10e6 rad/hr decreasing to
3*10e6 rad/hr one hour after machine operation have been
suspended. Although expected to be negligible, NETVIS design
shall minimize its susceptibility to tritium contamination.

Conditions during machine operations, i.e. with NETVIS
stowed, are not known with the same degree of accuracy and
will largely depend on where and how NETVIS is stowed. Apart
for some geometrical limitations they are not expected to
have a large influence on the system design. In their stowed
position, however, all NETVIS subsystems will have to with-
stand considerable mechanical stresses induced by machine
vibrations and vacuum vessel deformations, if any, occuring
during machine operations.
2.1.2 Optical Requirements

Craters or defects on first wall components in the order
of one millimetre are the resolution goal. Due to the high
resolution required at relatively large distances (up to 7 or
8 metres), large focal lenghts will be considered so that
there will be an optimum balance to be found between the
viewing probe diamètre and the light intensity required. In
fact, a small viewing probe diamètre will impose a small lens
aperture and therefore a high light intensity, which may
cause problems because of light reflection onto some first
wall components.
2.2 VIEWING PROBES

Each viewing probe is made up by a periscope assembly
and a so-called TV camera and drive units head (TV&D) as
shown in figure 1.

The viewing periscope comprises a movable prism (pan &
tilt), a "two positions zoom" - i.e. a lens which offers a
choice of two focal lenghts only, relay lenses and a biologi-
cal schielding. The image is collected by the prism, oriented
according to the scene to be observed. After being magnified
by the zoom lens, the image is converted to a parallel beam
which is relayed by sets of relay lenses through a "light
labirynth" down to the other end of the periscope. The light
labirynth allows for fitting into the periscope cylindrical
volume a biological shield made of tungsten (d=17). Biologi-
cal protection achieved is comparable to that of the plug
which is installed in place of the viewing probe during
machine operations, NETVIS being in its stowed position.
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Figure 1 : Schematic layout of NETVIS viewing probe

Prism and lens movements (e.g. focus) are driven by
shafts, their actuators being located in the TV&D head.

The TV&D head is attached to the viewing periscope at
the end opposite the prism. It comprises the TV camera and
the actuators and sensors required to drive the periscope
movements.

The proposed design offers some very interesting feature
for the proposed application:
a) Active cooling is restricted to the TV&D head volume as

all periscope components can be designed to work up to
300°C.

b) System lifetime is maximized as the components most prone
to radiation damage are located in the TV&D head, the-
refore protected by the periscope shielding.

c) The number of movements in the periscope are restricted to
the bare minimum of three: pan and tilt of prism and lens
zoom/focus, which are combined. This is possible because
of the limited choice of only two focal lenghts. It is
worth pointing out that when standard zoom lenses are used
for inspection tasks, practically only the two extreme
focal lenghts are used.

d) Exchange of TV&D head, which is likely to be the most
frequent system repair/ maintenance oreration, will be
made easy by its limited size.

e) Although subject to tests result, darkening of periscope
lenses is likely to be minimized as they will be irradia-
ted at high temperature.
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2.3 SYSTEM RESOLUTION

NETVIS optical resolution will depend on each viewing
probe characteristics and on their number and location.

Optical resolution of a viewing probe is that of the TV
camera, conservatively assumed to be 500*400, which is possi-
ble with today's pick-up tube nuclear cameras résistent up to
3*10e8 rad integrated. Should CCD cameras become compatible
with the environmental conditions, a resolution of at least
1000*1000 could be considered.

Location of the viewing probes was severely limited by
the so-called divertor plates, which precluded any possibili-
ty of vertical insertion from either top or bottom of the
vessel. The viewing probes had therefore to be located in or
near the machine equatorial plane, which fortunately is the
optimun place for the prisms. It ensures in fact that the
upper and lower halves of the machine will be viewed with the
same degree of accuracy and that the divertor plates will be
observed from the best possible position (i.e. viewing axis
perpendicular to the observed scene). This is important as
the divertor plates are the components likely to require the
most frequent and accurate inspections.

The number of viewing probes had to comply with the
machine segmentation, i.e. had to be a multiple of four. The
main question was to know whether four periscopes would be
convenient or not to ensure an adequate vessel coverage. To
answer that question, a CAD analysis of the problem has been
performed. Due to symmetrical considerations, the case of
only one viewing probe inspecting an upper or lower quarter
of the vessel would be sufficient.

Figures 2 and 3 show the model of the vessel considered.
The viewing probe is aligned along the 'A' axis, the possible
prism positions being 'a', 'b' or 'c', i.e. 0.5, 1.0 or 1.5
metres inside the vessel. The observed portion of the vessel
is the intersection of a pyramid representing the TV camera

\ fcamera field
of view

equatorial
plane

Figure 2 : Model of vacuum vessel
(equatorial plane)

Figure 3 : Model of vacuum vessel
(elevation)
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field of view, see figure 4, with the vessel model. For outer
wall inspection, the prism was aimed at C3, C4, D3, D4, E3
and E4. For inner wall inspection at Al, A2, Bl, B2, Cl and
C2. Optical resolution was then calculated in all cases with
the prism in any position (a, b or c) and considering viewing
angles of 25° and 6.2°, i.e. focal lenghts of 25 and 100
millimetres.

Figure 5 shows the kind of result obtained during outer
wall inspection. In the worse case resolution with 100 mm
focal lenght is 2.5H*2V mm1, so that four periscopes are
sufficient. During inner wall inspection, with eight peris-
copes resolution would always be better than 1.5H*0.5V mm2 .
With four periscopes only the worse case is inspection of
the Cl area, where resolution along the horizontal direction
is veil above 50 mm (figure 6). Inspection of C2 area being
much better (resolution of 5 mm), no final recommendation on
the number of periscopes required can be made before an
accurate assessement of the 'uninspectable' area size is
carried out.

Figure 4 : Model of camera field of view

25' ÏIEV1HC «HOLE VIEWING (WCLE (200H)

073

Figure 5
Outer wall inspection.
Prism in (c), area
viewed : EA

K' VIEWING RNdC 6.2' VIEVIHC UNCLE <200K>

Figure 6
Inner wall inspection.
Prism in (c), area
viewed : Cl
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2.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
This paragraph summarizes the estimated values of some

important parameters.
Viewing probe diameter is 230 mm and its weight 300 kg.

Light source required, considering a directional light beam
of 25° five metres away from the observed scene, is variable
between 750 and 1800 watts according to the pick-up tube
selected (newicon or vidicon).

3. THE TFTR MM VIEWING SYSTEM

3.1 REQUIREMENTS AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1.1 General
The TFTR remotely operated maintenance manipulator (MM)

will be used for the following in-vessel tasks: visual ins-
pection, vacuum leak detection and limited maintenance and
repair operations. The MM was designed to operate under UHV
or ambient conditions, at temperature of up to 150°C.

The associated viewing system had therefore to (a) pro-
vide operator assistance during MM deployment and operations;
and (b) allow the detection of first wall components (mostly
protective tiles) defects in the order of one millimetre.
3.1.2 Viewing system description

The system comprises five camera assemblies (figure 7).
Cl and C2 are attached to the MM storage chamber (SC) which
is vacuum tightly connected to the vessel; C3 is mounted onto
the MM last link; C4 is monted in-between the servomanipula-

• ANTE-CHAMBER

vl-ARTICULATEDN̂

ARTICULATED ARM

TOS MASTER/SLAVE

TFTR VACUUM VESSEL

Figure 7 : TFTR Maintenance Manipulator and cameras layout
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tor arras whenever it is used; and C5 is dedicated to the wall
detailed inspection. Cameras C4 and C5 are never mounted
together onto the MM.

Cl is a fixed assembly attached to the outside of the
SC, while C2 can be lowered vertically into the SC in order
to supervise the MM when it enters the vessel. Both cameras
see through vacuum tight glass vindows. C3 can be attached to
the MM last link in two different configurations, head up or
down according to the task to be carried out, and is able to
scan the vessel via a motorized prism viewing through a glass
dome. C4 is mounted onto a pan and tilt turret. C5 is suppor-
ted by a motorized pantographic stucture which provides the
required mobility to carry out the vessel inspection. Each
camera assembly will be equipped with its own lighting unit.
3.1.3 Operating conditions

Camera assemblies C2, C3 and C5 must be able to operate
for extended period of time, ie several hours, in air or
vacuum at temperatures between 10° and 150°C. Camera assem-
blies Cl and C4 will operate only in air at temperatures
below 30°C.

Integrated gamma-radiation dose to be withstand is 10e4
rad, the maximum estimated dose rate in the worse spot being
100 rad/hr.

3.2 THE C3 CAMERA ASSEMBLY

3.2.1 Camera type
Due to the limited maximum dose rate the use of CCD

(charged coupled device) sensors could be considered. This
choice results in small size cameras, with good resistance to
magnetic fields, chocs and high operating temperatures (up
to 70°C). Also, these sensors have excellent antiblooming
capabilities and high light sensitivity. Finally the cameras
can accomodate a 'bi-bloc' design, ie the shifting of the CCD
sensor from other electronic components, therefore allowing
for an extremily compact camera package.

Because of these reasons, all five camera assemblies use
CCD sensors.
3.2.2 C3 camera

A schematic layout of the C3 camera is given in figure
8. Its ability to scan the vessel is provided by a prism
equipped with pan and tilt movements (pan: 0° to +360°, tilt:
-15° to +90°). The complete assembly is enclosed in a vacuum
tight cylindrical jacket with no moving parts in order to
minimize any risk of accidental leak. This jacket is designed
in such a way as to allow cold water circulation around the
camera assembly for active cooling.

Although a detailed analysis of the camera assemblies
behaviour under high temperature was carried out, the C3
assembly was extensively tested before its final installation
onto the MM. C3 was tested in air at 123°C, the oven wall
being at 145°C. Temperature of the CCD sensor was stable at
31°C (see table 1) and the camera working perfectly.
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Figure 8 and Table I : C3 camera assembly layout and thermal tests results

3.3 SYSTEM INSTALLATION

The MM viewing system was mounted onto the MM in KfK
Karlsruhe (WG) for the first time in december 1987. Since
then it has been slightly modified in order to comply with
the latest MM modifications and fully tested. The final
assessement of the system potential will not be possible,
however, before the MM trials in TFTR planned for spring
1988.

4. THE NET DETAILED OBSERVATION SYSTEM

4.1 GENERAL

NETDOS is the viewing system that will provide the NET
in-vessel transporter (IVT) operator with direct viewing
informations. Its functions are similar to those of the MM
viewing system, without the requirement for detailed inspec-
tion which will be carried out by NETVIS.

The IVT will operate in inert gas at 100°or 150°C or,
exceptionally, in air. In all cases the first wall tempera-
ture may be up to 300°C. Gamma radiation dose rate will be
3*1Oe6 rad/hr with an average energy of 0.5 Mev.
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Because of the very harsh environmental conditions and
the limited cameras lifetime, it was decided to limitate
their number to the bare minimun. This means that viewing
will be restricted to the end-effectors gripper. Also, syn-
thetic viewing will almost certainly be required as a back-up
solution in case of camera failure during an intervention and
for IVT supervision during its deployment into the vessel.

4.2 NETDOS DESCRIPTION

NETDOS camera assemblies will be similar to C3 and/or C5
of the MM viewing system with two main differences: (a) pick-
up tube instead of CCD sensors for improved radiation resis-
tance; and (b) one assembly at least will be mounted on a 5
or 6 d.o.f. mini-arm to allow for convenient side viewing of
the working area (figure 9).
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Figure 9 : NETDOS Cameras layout

The number of cameras will be kept down to two if possi-
ble, each one being equipped with focus, iris and zoom
functions. Two positions zoom will be used if possible in
order to simplify the mechanical design and to reduce the
overall camera assemblies size.

Camera temperature must be maintained below 50° C, and
our previous experience with the MM viewing system proved
that cooling with water was a very convenient solution.
Detailed calculations showed that most heat absorbtion occurs
during the water jurney along the IVT. As it is difficult
today to specify the type of pipes that will be used, our
calculations can only be approximative. As a result of those,
dimensions of a NETDOS camera assembly are as follows: 150 mm
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diamètre and 450 mm lenght. Weight is estimated around 15 kg,
assuming that no additional shielding is required. It is
worth pointing out that to increase the camera lifetime by a
factor of 10 with lead shields would result in a camera
assembly weight of 120 kg, which is unacceptable.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC AND OPTICAL PROXIMITY SENSORS
FOR IN-VESSEL HANDLING UNIT CONTROL*

M. DECRETON, V. M ASSAUT, F. DU MORTIER
Centre d'étude de l'énergie nucléaire (CEN/SCK),
Mol, Belgium

Abstract

The problems of collision protection and accurate positionning of the
in-vessel handling unit of a fusion reactor are studied.
It essentially concentrates on different sensing techniques capable to
withstand the hostile eviromnent foreseen for the maintenance work
during the reactor shut down periods.
After analysing the needs of hardware collision protection system, and
situating the role of accurate proximity in the overall control system
of the unit, a certain number of specific types of sensors are scanned.
Their functionality, as well as their hardening to the environmental
conditions are discussed.

1. Introduction

From the very design phase of the NET Fusion Reactor, provisions for
remote maintenance, both for scheduled inspections and replacements and
for failure conditions, have been envisaged. In particular, in-vessel
operations during shut-down would be performed by a dedicated "In-Vessel
Handling Unit" (Fig. 1) that will consist in :

- a contained transfer unit;
- a transporter (articulated boom or vehicle);
- a front end effector, i.e. either a special handling device adapted to
a particular operation, or a set of manipulators man-operated with
computer assistance;

- a control system.
The basic operations to be performed during the shut-down periods are :

- inspection of plasma facing components, visually or using specific
non-destructive techniques;

- overall geometry measurements;
- leak detection;
- recoating of first wall and divertor surface;
- inspection and exchange of protective tiles;
- exchange of blanket segments;
- exchange of divertor plates;
- exchange of plasma stabilization coils;
- exchange of sublimiters;
- disconnection of vessel segments;
- repair welding.

* Part of this work has been performed under contract 200-85-1 FUA B of the European Fusion
Technology Programme.
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FIG.1. NET remote maintenance — in-vessel handling unit.

The main part of these tasks will be performed by the in-vessel handling
unit, with the following constraints :

- environmental temperature of 125 °C, with walls possibly at 300 °C;
- gamma radiation background of the order of 3 Megarads per hour;
- in-vessel operation time during each shut-down of the order of 100 h;
- scheduled shut-downs twice a year;
- payload of 800 kg (divertor plates);
- positionning accurancy of the order of 1 cm.

The unit guidance and the manipulator tasks will be controlled by a
man-in-the-loop system combining manuel remote operation and computer
(robotized) guidance (Fig. 2).

OPERATOR CAMERAS

HANDLING UNIT
and

END EFFECTOR
VESSEL

FIG.2. Handling unit control loop.
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If the use of a robotic device in this environment offers evident
advantages such as :
- increased speed and
- higher level of safety.
It raises however supplementary question regarding autonomy and
intelligent control.
Specific problems actually arise. The radiation field renders
maintainability difficult, and limits the working life of individual
components. On the other side, increased autonomy means more
sophisticated sensing and embarked intelligence. Actually, the
challenge of robotics in such environments is to find a compromise
between these two diverging requirements.

Two main problems arise with relation to the control of such a unit :

- to avoid any collision with the structures and the resulting damage
due to the forces involved;

- to insure a sufficiently fine positionning of the end effectors,
taking into account the high payload of the unit.

Provision for the first point is to be made by the control software of
the handling unit on the basis of the known geometry of the vessel.
However a supplementary hardware collision protection should be provided
in order to :

- insure a level of redundancy and therefore enhance the operational
safety;

- allow for non structured obstacles in the vessel (partly removed
components, possible second handling unit, tools and spare parts,
etc).

Such hardware protection should consist in a set of proximity sensors
placed at critical points or surfaces on the unit and directly interrupt
the control system in case of any close obstacle.
The second point, accurate positionning, is in first analysis possible
by purely manual control of the position of the end effectors. This
however requires a perfect recognition of the surroundings by a vision
system and adequate illumination. Problems of reflections, depth
perception, angle of vision, multi-screen systems, obstacles, etc, will
greatly complicate such tasks. A certain level of computer guidance is
necessary in order to accelerate the operations and to enhance their
reliability. This computer or robotized aid can consist in :
- pre-positionning with respect to reference points;
- automatic grasping of components;
- distance measurement information;
- path following (e.g. equidistant path for inspection tasks);
- automatic repetition of basic tasks.

Such features cannot be easily achieved without specific proximity
sensors placed on the end effectors themselves to perform accurate
distance evaluation between unit and target. These sensors can be used
by the control system for the guidance tasks.
Specifications for both types of sensors are eventually different
concerning accuracy, aperture angle and response time. But they must
all work in the same hostile environment.
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It is to be noted that proximity sensing must be considered here in a
broad sense, in particular when intelligent sensor based control is to
be developed. It should not cover only the measurement of frontal
distances, but should also involve the extraction of the specific
distance information with respect to reference points on the target, and
so an elementary pattern extraction capability.

Industrial robots are already equipped with such sensing devices. The
particular constraints in nuclear environment however will not always
allow to use industrial techniques blindly. The sensing components and
the signal conditionning systems are usually not radiation hardened.
Moreover, the actual trends towards "intelligent" sensors, is not
applicable to nuclear ones. The radiation sensivity is then
significantly increasing as more electronic circuits are present in the
sensing head itself.

This paper will limit its scope to proximity sensors for the two main
objectives described above. It will focus on two particular types of
sensors, namely electromagnetic and optical sensors. An assessment of
their potentialities for the NET handling machine w.r.t. their
implementation into the control system, their radiation and temperature
hardening and their reliability will be given.

2. Proximity sensors

2.1. Non-contact Inductive Sensors

2.1.1. Principle

Inductive sensors are sensitive to the presence of metallic objects in
their vicinity, through their influence on a HF oscillator circuit
(frequency of tens of kHz).
The sensor is made of a coil excited by an AC current and generating a
pulsating electromagnetic field in front of it. When the coil is placed
in the neighbourhood of a metallic target, a current flow is induced on
it.

These eddy currents produce a secondary magnetic field that opposes and
reduces the intensity of the original field. Changes in the impedance
of the exciting coil are detected (Fig. 3). In the so-called Eddy
Current Killed Oscillator design, the oscillator works to reduce these
changes and draws more current from the power source. This current
changes in proportion with the distance of the object to the sensing
face.

IN-VESSEL

OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER

and
CONVERTER Long cable

SENSOR

FIG.3. Inductive sensor with separate sensing coil — Block diagram.
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2.1.2. Industrial Availability

Industrial sensors are available with a range from 0.1 to 35 mm. The
sensor dimensions are usually of the same order as the range.
They are very sensitive, offer a very good resolution and reliability
and perform the measurement continuously. The aperture angle of the
detection zone is virtually zero, only objects in front of the sensor
being detected (Fig. 4). The output is usually linearized in a specific
distance zone, but non-linear effects can appear for higher distances or
with temperature changes (Fig. 5). In optimal circumstances, the
accuracy is better than 0.1 %. Response time of the measurement is very
low, of the order of a few ms for the higher ranges (35 mm) and the
lower exciting frequencies (300 kHz).

TARGET
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FIG.4. Aperture angle for inductive sensor.
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FIG.5. Non-linearity using inductive sensor.
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The main drawback of this technique is the high sensivity to material
properties, orientation and shape. Figs. 6 and 7 give the influence of
target material and orientation in a typical set-up. Thickness is only
marginally influencing the measurement if it is greater than three skin
depths (i.e. for instance 2.5 mm for stainless steel, 0.5 mm for
aluminium, 5 mm for graphite 0.05 mm for nickel, at 300 kHz).
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FIG.6. Target material influence for inductive sensor.
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FIG.7. Target shape influence for inductive sensor.

A great variety of sensors is presently available. Most of them contain
a built-in oscillator and tend to concentrate all signal processing in
the sensor itself. This is not favourable for nuclear applications.
However, a few manufacturers offer versions with a passive sensor
containing only the electrical coil, the remaining electronics being
placed remotely. Such a set-up allows one to construct a radiation and
temperature hardened sensor head, with ceramic insulation.
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The use of these sensors for collision protection must be limited to
critical points along the robot, due to their very limited range and
aperture. For positionning purposes, they can be used for :
- final approach of end effector;
- path following along a wall;
- continious path measurement during insertion of heavy components;
These sensors can be combined in a cross pattern or a linear array in
order to be used for low resolution imaging and recognition of
discontinuities, edges or gaps.

Due to the very good response time, these sensors can be used also to
monitor the dynamic behaviour of the handling unit in a frequency range
up to 10 kHz.

2.2. Optical Triangulation Sensors

2.2.1. Principle

The triangulation technique is based on the geometrical relationship in
the triangular set-up formed by the object, the light source and the
detection sensor. The method is usually used with structured light, but
the same principles can also be used with unstructured light, and even
using the ambiant light and two detectors (stereo vision).
Besides its applicability to large range accurate distance measurement
and to more complex 3D vision, this technique can also be used
succesfully on a smaller scale for proximity sensing and positionning.

For such objectives, a structured light source (laser beam) is used to
illuminate the target. An optical system projects the image of the
diffusely reflected light on s position sensitive optoelectronic device.
Such a device can be a camera, but, due to the low density of
information content in the detected image, a much lower resolution
device can also be used, e.g. a small linear array of photodetectors
(Fig. 8). The distance information can readily be deduced from the
detected shift on the obtained image. The technique can be used with
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FIG.8. Laser triangulation sensor — Basic set-up.
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more complex illumination schemes than the simple laser beam. By
scanning the beam, or by using a laser plane, the positionning of
discontinuities (edges, holes, bolts, etc) can be obtained and a simple
recognition can be achieved (Fig. 9).
To limit the influence of ambiant light, both the source and the
detector work in a narrow frequency band (infrared for instance).

The technique can achieve very high accuracy in distance measurement (up
to a resolution of a few tens of microns) and can perform discontinuity
recognition much more rapidly than should a vision system do. It
requires however two fixed points (light source and detector) and is
quite sensitive to material surface reflectiveness. Materials show very
different charateristics, especially in the infrared zone, and this must
be compensated by adjustment of either the source power or the detector
sensivity.

LIGHT
SHEET

TOP EDGE,

TOP SHEET
STRIPE

»
BASE SHEET
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RESULTING IMAGE

FIG.9. Discontinuities recognition using a laser plane.

2.2.2. Industrial Availability
Very accurate industrial proximity sensors based on triangulation
techniques are available. However, they always present an integrated
design where electronics and optics are placed in the sensor itself.
This is not an acceptable solution for nuclear applications, due to the
fact that laser sources and optoelectronic components cannot be
sufficiently hardened for the environmental conditions.
The use of optical fibres to transport the laser beam and the reflected
light allows the sensitive electronics to be placed outside the
radiation field (Fig. 10). Such fibre systems exist. Laser beam
transport are achieved even for relatively high power beams, and
endoscope type systems offer an acceptable resolution over long
distances.

The use of optical fibres allows also the sensor head to be small enough
to be integrated into the end effector grippers.

The problem of radiation and temperature is however here only shifted.
Optical fibres are discussed in a separate paragraph.
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FIG. 10. Triangulation laser with optical fibres and remote electronics.

2.2.3. Conclusion
The use of triangulation sensors to measure accurate distances over
small ranges offers an attractive solution for nuclear robots and their
positionning problems. But only the remote set-up with optical fibres
can be considered and its applicability is restricted by the
availability of radiation and temperature hardened fibres.

Such sensors have the advantage of small size and high accuracy. Their
most interesting charateristic is however their capabilities of simple
feature extraction and the possibility to measure accurately not only a
frontal distance, but the actual distance between the sensor and a
reference point on the target. But his capability is obtained through a
rather intricate and intelligent hard- and software system that extracts
the features of interest and processes the measured information in order
to make them usable.

These sensors can also be used for collision protection, but they offer
only a punctual detection and require too much processing work in view
of the rather simple task to be performed.

2.3. Photoelectric Sensors

2.3.1. Principle

Photoelectric sensors are commonly used for guarding and proximity
detection. They are basically made of an infrared light emitting diode
sending a light beam to the target. A receiver detects the reflected
light signal, or in a through-scan operation, the transmitted beam
(Fig. 11). The light is usually pulsed at a rate of a few kHz, to limit
the influence of ambient light.
In the through-scan set-up (Fig. 12), any object is detected when it
crosses the light beam. Detection ranges up to a few meters are
possible and the sensitivity is only dependent on the object
transparency.
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FIG.12. Through-scan operation.

In the diffuse-scan set-up (Fig. 13), the reflected light intensity is
measured. The detection ranges are much smaller, of the order of 10 cm
maximum, and the results are highly dependent on the material surface
reflectiveness and orientation. However with a proper calibration and
stable surface conditions, the diffuse-scan sensor can be used as
distancemeter over small ranges.
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FIG.13. Diffuse-scan operation.

On robotic devices, these sensors can be used for different purposes :
- in through scan set-up, for collision protection by creating guarded
areas around the device articulations. The sensors must then however
protrude from the robot envelope, what paradoxally offers preferred
collision sites and necessitates supplementary protections in turn
(Fig. 14);

- in through scan set-up, for in-gripper presence detection (Fig. 15);
- in diffuse scan set-up, for proximity sensing with known objects and
well defined surface finishing.

SOURCE
AND
DETECTOR

FIG.14. Collision protection using photoelectric sensors.

EMITTER
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FIG.15. In-gripper presence detection using photoelectric sensors.
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The emitter and receiver diodes are very sensitive to radiation and
their mounting on the handling unit would not be possible. However,
photoelectric sensors can also be used with optical fibres that bring
the light beam to the sensing location. The ranges are then reduced
both in through- and diffuse-scan operation. The radiation and
temperature hardening problems are then those of optical fibres only.
This is discussed in a separate paragraph.

2.3.2. Industrial Availability
Photoelectric sensors are widely available in different set-ups, both
for through- and diffuse-scan. Temperature resistance is not a problem,
sensors, including the emitter/receiver pair, operating up to 150 °C.
Fibre optic versions can be obtained even for higher temperatures at the
sensing head. They operate with long fibre length, up to several tens
of meters.

2.3.3. Conclusion
The use of photoelectric sensors is not to be recommend for in-vessel
operations in their standard versions due to the radiation sensivity of
light sources and detectors. However, used with optical fibres, they
can offer an interesting solution to collision protection and presence
sensing at end effector using through-scan set-up. Limited use of
diffuse-scan set-up can be envisaged for collision protection when the
sensing range of a few cm is acceptable and the target is a priori
known. Due to their sensitivity to surface finishing and orientation,
such sensors should not be used for exact distance measurements. Their
use is however dependent on the availability of radiation hardened
fibres.

2.4. Variable Impedance Sensors

2.A.I. Principle

Any electromagnetic radiating element has a characteristic impedance
depending on the antenna parameters and on all objects placed in its
field. This impedance results from the set of microcurrents flowing
through the antenna circuit. These microcurents create a radiating
field around the element. When any obstacle comes into the near field
region, microcurrents are also generated on it and this modifies the
initial current distribution. The characteristic impedance changes.
A sensor based on this type of technique would consist in a radiating
element of arbitrary form, a coupler to excite the element and an
impedancemeter (Fig. 16a and 16b). To detect or to measure proximity,
one compares impedance characteristics with an initial situation without
target. The advantages of such a technique are numerous :
- the sensor is any metallic structure form, but not grounded. It can
therefore be shaped according to the volume to be sensed. It is also
fully radiation and temperature hardened. Fig. 17 shows an example of
protection of the face of a robot element;
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FIG.16b. Variable impedance sensor — typical limit of detection cone.

FIG.17. Collision protection of a handling unit using a variable impedance sensor.
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- the coupler, which contains the sensitive electronics, can be placed
outside the radiation zone, providing that a. shielded cable links it
to the antenna (Fig. 18);

- the sensor is basically intended to protect against collision but with
a well designed sensor geometry a distance measurement can be
performed (Fig. 19).

Due to the electromagnetic principle of the detection however, it is
influenced by the material, shape, orientation and thickness of the
target.
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FIG.18. Variable impedance sensor with separated transducer and sensor.
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FIG 19. Distance measurement with variable impedance sensor.

2.4.2. Industrial Availability
Systems based on this principle are industrially used for intrusion
detection. Transducers and simplified impedance meters are available.
Frequency around 100 kHz are usually chosen to allow for a useful near
field region (from a few mm to several tens of cm according to the
shape). Normally the transducer is placed inside the volume to be
sensed. In the case of nuclear robots such a situation would not be
acceptable, since the transducer contains radiation and sensitive
components. Tests however have been performed with a cable link of a
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few meters between the coupler and the radiating structure. The results
are satisfactory and show that industrial couplers can be used with such
set-ups.

2.4.3. Conclusion

The principle of variable impedance sensor offers a very attractive
solution to the problem of collision protection of the handling unit.
Due to the fact that the sensed volume can be freely chosen by shaping
the sensor adequately, large areas can be protected using only one
element. The areas are only limited by the handling unit geometry,
since the sensing areas must not be influenced by the movements of the
articulations themselves.

The sensor is also only a metallic structure with high environmental
resistance.

The technique is eventually to be used for limited distance measurement.
However, no high accuracy is to be expected and the directivity of such
measurements would be low.

3. Optical Fibres

Two types of proximity sensors have been shown to offer attractive
solutions, provided that their signal conditionning parts be placed
outside the radiating field and optical fibres be used to transport
information up to the end effector ; it concerns photoelectric devices
and laser triangulation sensors.

Optical fibres are used here essentially to transport analog light
information, both in the visible spectrum and in the infrared band.
High bandwith are not crucial, but rather attenuation in function of
time during exposure in the vessel.

The temperature hardening of optical fibre is widely achieved for the
current temperature levels. Hard clad pure sillica core fibres exhibit
operation limits up to 200 °C, and even much higher for pure sapphire
cores.

Fibres exposed to gamma radiation, however, present darkening effects
similar to optical glasses. due to the disturbation of the atomic
structure (ionization, migration of electrons or dopants, recombination
of free hydrogen, etc), color absorbation centers appear for different
wavelengths, and a global darkening occurs, mainly in the visible and UV
spectrum.

Such effects are not always irreversible. Partial recovery occurs after
the source of radiation is removed. This recovery can be accelerated by
thermal bleaching (annealing), or photobleaching (transmitting high
power through the fibre).
The sensitivity to ionizing radiation depends strongly on the fibre core
material, the dopants used, the OH-content. The draw process, the core
size, the index profile and clad material influence also somewhat the
radiation hardness. A radiation pre-treatement can also affect
significantly the stability of the fibres characteristics, although the
initial attenuation is then increased.
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An important research work is presently under way in several places on
the subject of radiation hardening of fibres. Their main incentive is
the use of fibres in telecommunications and the effects of nuclear
warfare on the network performances (usually high level bursts of short
duration), as well as their use in space (low level background but long
exposure duration). These research efforts, although not directly aimed
toward nuclear reactor environment, will bring important contributions
in the next future.
A first set of conclusions at the present state of the technique is
that :

* pure silica fibres behave better than doped-core ones, as e.g.
graded-index, etc;

* the less attenuated wavelengths lay between 1 and 1.5 microns;
* an operating temperature higher than 100 °C can enhance the
performances significantly;

* the radiation effects being very non-linear and the available test
results scarce, no extrapolation to most severe nuclear environmental
conditions can be made safely. However, as an order of magnitude, at
1 Megarad per hour, and for 840 nm wavelength, pure silica fibres can
present an attenuation of some 0.1 dB/m per hour.

Tests and detailed attenuation measurements under representative
conditions (both temperature and gamma field) of fusion reactor
shut-down conditions, are certainly of very great importance. Several
test campaigns are therefore planned in the BR2 (Mol) spent fuel
facility where dose rates up to 5 Mrad/h and temperature controlled
atmosphere are available. The radiation hardened fibres will be
measured along a large optical spectrum (visible and infrared).
Except for radiation hardened fibres that are progressively becoming
available by several optical cables manufacturers, complete viewing
system based on fibres are also available. These so-called endoscopes
allow one to place video sensors outside the radiation field.
This offers an interesting solution for all applications where a limited
view angle or a low resolution is sufficient, not only for the proximity
sensors basrsd on laser triangulation for instance, but also for close
vision requirements (image capture and illumination) during
teleoperation. The use of optical fibres on the in-vessel handling unit
would therefore bring interesting possibilities for proximetry and
proximity vision.

A. General conclusion

A smooth and safe operation of any robotized handling equipment cannot
be achieve without a given level of exteroceptive sensing. Proximity
sensors form an important part of this capability, both to insure
collision-free movements and to allow for accurate positionning.
Only a small set of the classical techniques used on industrial robots
for this purpose can be envisaged, due to the hostile environment to be
expected in many nuclear applications.
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For collision protection, the following methods are applicable :
- inductive sensors for protection of specific points of the unit;
- variable impedance sensors for surface protection.
These two types of sensors offer a high degree of radiation and
temperature hardness, both at the sensor level and the connection
cables. In the case of optical fibres available with sufficient
radiation resistance, photoelectronic sensors can also offer interesting
solutions for the protection of specific points (in diffuse mode) or
lines (in through-scan mode).
For accurate proximetry, one can select the following solutions :
- inductive sensors for small range (up to 50 mm) distance measurements
with respect to planar targets (walls, large components surface) and
for path following (insertion of large components, e.g.);

- laser triangulation sensors for distance measurements with respect to
specific reference points on the target (hole, edge, nut, etc) and for
medium ranges (around 5-20 cm).
The applicability of this technique depends however on the avail-
ability of radiation hardened fibres.

These techniques allow for measurement resolution smaller than the
millimeter.
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CMS — A HIGH-PRECISION GEOMETRY MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM FOR LARGE FUSION REACTOR COMPONENTS

B. KOEHLER
Institut für Reaktorentwicklung,
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

For the remote maintenance of fusion machines a surveying system will be
needed for measuring the geometry of components outside (ex-vessel) as well
as inside the vacuum-vessel (in-vessel). A study of principally applicable
techniques indicated that the triangulation with theodolites is well suited
for the ex-vessel surveying. The remote-controlled and CAD-supported sur-
veying system GMS (Geometry Measurement System), developed by KfK, is
equipped with two digital theodolites, a laser- and a camera-theodolite,
completely controlled by a computer. The data transfer CAD - GMS will be
realized with the standardized IGES-interface. To show the feasibility for
the ex-vessel surveying a GMS-prototype, equipped with a single laser-theo-
dolite, is built up presently. The investigations for the in-vessel sur-
veying are started and first design concepts for such equipment are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the remote maintenance of fusion machines exact informations about the
actual geometry will be needed. As part of the NET-investigations KfK pre-
sently develops a surveying system suitable to meet the NET-requirements :

• fully remote-controlled
-4• resolution 10 (1mm accuracy for 10m object distance)

• CAD-supported

For surveying the complete assembly of the fusion reactor it will be required
to survey components both inside and outside the vessel. The environmental
conditions inside the vessel are more severe than outside :

outside
the vessel
(ex-vessel)

inside
the vessel
(in-vessel)

radiation
level [rad/h]
(approximately)

10

10s

temperature
level [°C]
(approximately)

25

300

I
pressure
level

standard

vacuum
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Because of the different conditions the development of the surveying system
is divided in two parts :

• ex-vessel surveying

• in-vessel surveying

The investigations were started with the ex-vessel surveying system and a
prototype is built up presently. This acquired knowledge can also be used
for the development of the more complex in-vessel surveying system.

2. SELECTION OF THE MOST SUITABLE SURVEYING SYSTEM FOR NET

At the beginning of the development different surveying techniques were
investigated [1] :

• measuring the time of travel with :

1. ultra sound

2. microwaves

3. laser-radar

• holography

• interferometry

• mechanical scanning

• triangulation with :

1. cameras (photogrammetry)

2. theodolites

The result of this research was that the triangulation with theodolites is
the surveying system most suitably fitted for NET. This surveying technique
is already approved in industrial use (e.g. surveying of car bodies) and with
an optimum location of the theodolites a resolution of 10 can be obtained.

With reference to an application for NET the other surveying methods have
serious disadvantages: The accuracy of the time of travel techniques is not
sufficient for NET. Using holography or photogrammetry the required resol-
ution of 10 can only be attained with a film as an intermediate member.
The interferometry interprets reflected beams and therefore the object
points have to be marked with a reflector. Applying the mechanical scanning
the objects have to be fixed on a plane table.
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3. TRIANGULATION WITH THEODOLITES

The theodolite is a geodetic instrument which is used for measuring hori-
zontal and vertical angles [2] . Aiming with two theodolites to the same
object point, the 3-D-coordinates of this point can be calculated with the
measured horizontal and vertical angles.

The geodesy knows two different ways for the surveying by triangulation :

• the intersection

• the resection

3.1 THE INTERSECTION

The theodolites are set up on a baseline appropriately with respect to the
object to be measured (Figure 1). For initialization each theodolite is
precisely aimed at the other's crosshair. This serves to zero the azimuth
of each instrument. Aiming with the two theodolites to the target points
A, B of the scaling bar the base distance can be calculated [3], [4].

Figure 1. The intersection

After the completion of the set-up procedure sightings are made to the points
of interest on the object. With the measured angles of the theodolites the
location of the object points M can be calculated in the local coordinate
system X, y, Z [3].

3.2 THE RESECTION

The design of the surveying system for the resection looks like the system
for the intersection (Figure 2). Instead of the scaling bar three target
points R , R , R with wellknown coordinates are needed (using more reference
points will improve the accuracy).
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Figure 2. The resection

Pointing with the theodolites to three reference points (as minimum) the
theodolite positions in the fixed coordinate system x, y, z (e.g. reactor
hall) can be calculated [3], [4]. After this initialization the theodolites
aim to the points of interest on the object. The positions of the object
points in the local coordinate system are determined with the intersection
method. Because of the wellknown positions of the theodolites, the local
coordinates of the object points can be transformed into the fixed coordinate
system.

3.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN INTERSECTION AND RESECTION

To calculate the base distance by pointings to a scaling bar is more accurate
then the calculation by the resection method. Therefore it will be advan-
tageous to use the intersection for the surveying of relative geometrical
dimensions (e.g. diameter of bore, distances between two points). If the
location of the object points are needed in a fixed coordinate system the
resection method must be applied.

4. THE GEOMETRY MEASUREMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

4.1 THE CONFIGURATION OF THE CMS

The ex-vessel surveying system CMS consists of two digital theodolites
operating in parallel (Figure 3). Because of the required remote control
the theodolites are fitted out with electrical motors for the horizontal,
the vertical and the focusing drive. For marking the aiming points one of
the two instruments is equipped with a He-Ne-laser. The camera theodolite
is provided with a CCD-camera mounted upon the telescope.

The nominal geometry is made available from a CAD-system. Additional to the
wire-frame geometry the CAD-data contain the nominal positions of the meas-
uring points. On the one hand these CAD-data are used for building up a
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Figure 3. Configuration of the CMS

graphical scene presentation and on the other hand for automatically turning
the theodolites into the nominal direction of the measuring points. The
actual positions of the object points are determined by the remotely cor-
rected bearings of the theodolites (chap. 4.2). These results are transferred
back to the CAD-system via a standardized format (chap 4.3). Through that
the surveyed geometrical changes can be used to any CAD-supported systems.

4.2 THE SURVEYING PROCESS

1 . At the beginning the operator aims with the theodolites to the reference
points by moving a joystick. For the surveying with the intersection
method the operator must also aim to the target points of the scaling
bar. In this case the bearing to the reference points is only needed
for turning the theodolites automatically into the direction of nominal
points.

2. The theodolites turn automatically into the direction of the first object
point. Using a joystick the operator adjusts the theodolites until they
aim exactly to the present position of the object point. Reading the
angles of the theodolites the present point coordinates are calculated
by the computer.

The same procedure then is repeated for all other measuring points.

3. After aiming at the last object point the operator gets a list containing
the nominal and the surveyed positions of the object points. In case
the operator supposed a measurement error he can repeat the surveying
of any object point.
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4. The measured values are transferred to the CAD-system and the surveyed
geometrical changes can be used to other processes.

4.3 DATA TRANSFER CAD-GMS

For the data transfer between a CAD-system and the CMS the standardized
IGES-format is employed [5]. The IGES-format is used for the transfer of
wire-frame geometries and the required post- and preprocessors are already
available for the most of the CAD-systems. Because of the IGES-file has to
be modified for the surveying system, software for the interfaces (pre- and
postprocessors) are needed (Figure 4).

CAD - system

r ir 1

IGES - preprocessor

IGES (~\ File

i r

IGES - postprocessor

target
points

graphic

Interfaces-
software

result of
measurement

i

Surveying

i r

system

I L

Surveying system

Figure 4. The data transfer CAD-GMS

For the data transfer CAD -* CMS the IGES-postprocessor generates two data
files; one contains the nominal positions of the measuring points and the
other includes the wire-frame geometry for the graphical support of the
operator.

To transmit the surveying results to the CAD-system an IGES-preprocessor has
to transform the result file into the IGES-format.

4.4 THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

The triangulation with theodolites is already employed in industrial appli-
cations [6] but these applications do not require fully remote-controlled
operations. Therefore a prototype system had to be developed which is sui-
table for the complete remote control.
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Compared to Figure 3 a cheaper but less flexible implementation was chosen.
Only a single servo-driven theodolite is used for the prototype system. Up
to now the theodolite is equipped with a laser-eyepiece and the aiming points
are observed with an external CCD-camera. To simplify the surveying proce-
dure of the prototype a CCD-camera will be installed on the theodolite
telescope. A switchable prismatic optic allows to select the detailed image
of the theodolite telescope or the complete surveying scene via a wide-angle
objective.

The IGES-postprocessor for the data-transfer CAD -* CMS is already built up
and successfully tested [7]. To complete the prototype system an IGES-pre-
processor for the transfer of the surveying results to the CAD-system and a
graphical support for the operator still have to be developed.

5. DESIGN CONCEPT FOR THE IN-VESSEL SURVEYING

In order not to break the vacuum, periscopes have to be used for the in-
vessel surveying. Based on the experiences with the ex-vessel surveying a
first design concept for a theodolite periscope has been outlined
(Figure 5). The position of the theodolite is on the top of the key plug.
The H-rods link the tilting mirror axis with the horizontal circle of the
theodolite. Via the V-rods, which are moved by the vertical drive of the
theodolite, the descent of the mirror or the prism can be changed. Sighting
at the reference points R R2' R the theodolite position T(x,y,z) can be

T(x.y.z)

- S(x.y.z)

Figure 5. Design concept of a theodolite periscope
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calculated with the resection method. Because of the rigid join the position
of the mirror center S(x,y,z) is also wellknown. A camera or a laser, fixed
at the center of the horizontal circle, aims exactly to the tilting axis of
the mirror. The direction of the reflected beam can be determined by the
measured horizontal and vertical theodolite angles. Turning and tilting the
mirror the laserbeam (respectively the crosshair of the camera) aims to the
points of interest. Sighting with a second theodolite periscope to the same
object points their location can be calculated.

Realizing the in-vessel surveying with theodolite periscopes, the control
and the measuring units are located outside the torus where the radiation
and the temperature level are considerably less than inside the torus.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

The triangulation with theodolites is a suitable technique for the ex-vessel
surveying of large fusion reactor components. The industrial applications
of theodolites show that the accuracy is sufficient to accomplish the

-4required resolution of 10 [8][9]. The CMS is a fully remote-controlled
surveying system and via the IGES-interfaces the QMS is able to communicate
with a CAD-system.

Based on GMS, the theodolite periscopes are outlined for the in-vessel sur-
veying. If in-vessel surveying can be done only during the maintenance- and
repair periods, the in-vessel surveying system can be installed on the in-
vessel handling unit and the periscopes will not be needed. For building
up detailed designs of the in-vessel surveying system definite informations
about the in-vessel surveying processes are needed.
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Abstract

The Nuclear Research Center of Karlsruhe (KFK) has developed remote
handling equipment for post irradiation examination hot cel|s, radwaste
handling facilities and various other nuclear applications for a period of
more than twenty five years.

But since a growing portion of the KFK R&D program has been devoted to
fusion technology in recent years, KFK has established also a development
program on remotely operated connection techniques for fusion devices.

In order to get detailed information about the latest status a retro-
perspective literature research has been initiated at the beginning of the
work.

The result of this investigation was a variety of pipe connecting -and pipe
welding systems which were compared and evaluated.

An other objective of the study was the comparison of welding and cutting
techniques as an alternative solution for joining pipes and vacuum ducts.
The results elaborated in the study show that there is no method or
technique available which meets the requirement for fusion devices.

Therefore an extensive R&D program has been proposed.

The R&D program has been started with the investigation of pipe
connectors for water cooling liquid metal breeder fuelling, gas cooling and
gas purging systems, electrical connectors, and cutting and welding
techniques for fusion reactors.

Additional efforts have been going into the performance of tightness tests
under normal and elevated stress conditions with selected pipe connectors,
and in the investigation of a test rig for integral test of the connecting
technique under NET typical geometrical conditions and with NETtypical
handling tools.

The test facility will simulate the upper part of a prototype blanket
segmentation including its auxiliary coolant make up and supply system.

1. Introduction

While establishing a development program for NET related components, it
has been recognized on analysis of the different levels of radiation and
environmental conditions that there is a need for a new approach of
remote maintenance technique minimizing the exposure of personel to
radiation as well as a considerable reduction in the down time of the
operating plant.
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It became evident that key elements for remote maintenance such as
reliable pipe connectors, vacuum duct connections and vacuum tight
closures were not available to the extent desired.

Therefore in addition to the development of remote handling equipment
such as cranes, manipulators and viewing systems, KfK encreased effort to
improve the underlying operation techniques and to develop the necessary
components and tools which have to be handled or operated remotely IM.

Fig. 1 shows as an example a hot cell in which such remotely operable
process components have been installed.

2.

Fig. 1 Remotely operable process components

Remote handling concept for the connecting technique

It is proposed that the basis of a remote maintenance concept for a large
nuclear facility like the NET machine with a great number of subcompo-
nents being exchanged or maintained regularly, lies on the fact of using
only components and equipment which are designed for one hand
operation. The advantage of such a concept is that work can be carried out
with simple highly reliable tools. By using such specially designed
programmable tools and not a complex machine like a robot right from the
beginning, the robot remains available in case of irregular function of the
tools and for unplanned jobs as a back up solution.
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Investigations have shown that most areas in which remote maintenance is
required are clustered with pipework and only small endeffectors are able
to reach all spots.

Fig. 2 shows as an example the layout of the manifold chamber for the
blanket supply lines of breeding blanket modul.

Fig. 2 Blanket supply lines for a breeding blanket segment

In addition these areas can accomodate only one robotor or manipulator
carrier system. Fig. 3 shows the intervention box attached to the manifold
chamber of a blanket segment. In addition more complexity of the system is
in most cases synonymous with greater cost, less reliability and leads to far
more difficult equipment maintenance.

3. Principles of connecting technique

The connecting technique can be subdivided into two principles:

screwed connections such as bolted flanges with the non-destructive
operation of the connection

welded connections which do not permit a non-destructive
operation.
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Fig. 3: Remote connection technique for a Fusion reactor

For both techniques the remote handling equipment can be nearly of the
same type and has not to be discussed in a more detailed form under this
subject.

4. Development for pipe connectors

In a fusion reactor the remote operation of connectors is mostly a part of a
planned system exchange program and due to the large number their
reliability and remote handling capability involve very much the availability
of the plant.

Therefore a considerable amount of development activity has to be
elevated to it.

Areas where the pipe connectors will be used are:

water cooling systems

breeder fuelling systems for breeding blankets with liquid metal as
breeding material

gas cooling systems

purging systems.

Work dealing with connections has been started with the investigation of
the state of the art and the preparation of a study for "Pipe and Vacuum
duct connections". 121
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In particular the work to be carried out includes the following objectives:

1. Identification and evaluation of components with the potential of
application without or after modification. Identification of
components and systems which are not available and have to be
developed.

2. Recommendation of a pre-testing programme under NET-
requirementsfor identified components.

3. Performance of pre-tests to complete the theoretical studies and to
confirm results noted under 1. Identification of necessary
modifications of improvement.

4. Design and fabrication of representative prototypes.

5. Performance of basic tests at the prototypes.

6. Providing manual for licensing and standardization.

After comparison of the connectors identified in the study one could
recognize that there are no connectors available which meet the NET
requirement completely. But the data obtained enabled KfK to establish a
well founded development program as well as identifying necessary R & D
activities in agreement with the NET-Team.

The work carried out up to now was concentrated on

definition of a test program for NET relevant connecting techniques

peformance of pretests with a selection of JET and KfK types of pipe
connectors

construction of a test loop for the investigation of the corrosion rate
of stain less steel flanges and gaskets in contact with liquid Pb-17Li

design and construction of a test facility for integral tests of pipe
connectors and lip welding units (BERT)

design and construction of sub-components for a test rig for basic
tests of welding and cutting equipment.

4.1 Definition of a test program

The subjects (objectives) of the test program are:

1. Remote handling characteristics

2. Tightness under different conditions

3. Maintainability

ad 1. Remote handling characteristics

Space required for remote operation

Accessibility for remotely handled tools
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Safety of operation

Required operation time

Alignment and/or fixing capability of the pipes

Acceptance of fixing tolerances

Acceptance of the required clamping strength

Possibility of visual operation control

Reliability

ad 2. Tightness under different conditions

The tests will be carried out with a special designed bending test machine
for tension, compression, bending and torsion. Load capacity is 50 tons.
Three bending directions for pipes to be tested. Measurement and
recording of leak rates by means of Leybold Heraeus multi range leak
detector.

Leak detection will be carried out under both normal operating and
elevated stress conditions.

ad 3. Maintainability

The maintainability will be checked with respect to the requirement that
components of connections which remain at the remaining part of the pipe-
line after disconnection, must be remotely maintainable. That means parts
which might fail must be exchangeable. Following the before mentioned
remote handling concept the test procedure will be performed by means of
remotely operated impact wrenches attached to different remote handling
equipment

crane hook of a bridge crane
turnable crane hook of a telescopic crane (Fig. 4)
gripper of a power manipulator
gripper of an electric master slave manipulator

Operation procedure will be observed by
direct viewing
CCTV system (mono and stereo)

A comparison of the remote handling capability of these systems is also a
oart of the test oroarampart of the test program

Investigations and tests on behaviour related to high temperature,
temperature cycles, vibration, possibility of leak detection, improvement
and modification with respect to NET requirements will be carried out in a
second phase.
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Fig 4 Remote handling test with crane and impact wrench

4 2 Performance of pretests with selected pipe connectors

In accordance to the result of the Study "Pipe and Vacuum Duct
Connection" the type of connectors for pretests have been selected 121

After a more detailed comparison the following types are proposed for
further investigations and have been integrated in the basic test program

Fig. 5 shows the KfK-Three-bolt-flange connector, Clamping ring connector,
triple pipe connector

Fig 5 KFK-type pipe connectors
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The following JET type connectors have been selected:
JET-Vacuum-Connection bolted flange Type Fig. 6
JET-Vacuum-Connection v-flange type Fig. 7
JET-VEE-Water Flange

Fig. 6- JET-Vacuum flange Fig 7 JET-Vacuum v-flange type

At KfK there are 5 different test facilities available for basic tests of pipe
connectors.

The remote handling capability of components can be checked m the test
facility TINA (Fig. 8). The remote handling capability of the different
configurations of pipe jumpers can be demonstrated in the test rig JUTTA
(Fig. 9)

All these test facilities were originally designed for the investigation of the
FEMO-connecting technique but both can be used for NET related work

Fig 8 Test facility TINA Fig 9• Test rig JUTTA
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Tightness tests under normal and elevated stress conditions will be
performed in the test facility PAULA. (Fig. 10)

Fig. 10'Test facility PAULA

Tests have already been started with a selection of KfKType of connectors.
These connectors have been provided in the frame of the KfK R & D
program.

In addition KfK has obtained from JET 3 types of the before mentioned pipe
connectors. Fig. 11 shows a selecton of pipe jumpers which have been tested
in PAULA

Fig. 11 • NET relevant pipe jumpersfortests
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4.3 Corrosion tests

Investigations have shown that one can expect a relatively high corrosion
rate of stain less steel in contact with liquid Pb-17Li. This can reduce the
lifetime of flanges and gaskets significantly. To obtain proven results for
further development of pipe connections and gaskets respectively, KfK has
designed and constructed a test rig for the determination of tightness and
corrosion rates of pipe flanges andgaskets.

The test rig consists of a loop in which the heated LiPb flows in free
convection through the connection to be tested.

4.4 Design and construction of a integral test facility

To get NET related results during test of components or equipment, the test
with selected prototypes has to be performed under NET typical
geometrical conditions and, if possible, with NET related handling tools in
accordance with NET. One of this test facility (Fig. 12) will simulate the

Jul.

JJ Supply lines

11500

Jumperablage

Blanketsegmentablage

ooo

Fig. 12: Test facility BERT for integral test of NET relevant connection
technique
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upper part of a prototype blanket segment including its auxiliary coolant
make up and supply systems. The mufti purpose facility has to provide
possibilities to implement all the different designs of blankets under
investigation. The sealing lip connections of blanket segments will be tested
using the lip welding units currently being developed at KfK.

The design of the general arrangement, the configuration of the pipe
jumper and the segmentation of the blanket modul has been finished,
(see Fig. 2)

The remote handling work will be carried out with a remotely operated
overhead brigde crane and an electrical impact wrench attacned to the
crane hook. The crane hook will be turnable, movement will be radio
controlled. TV systems will be provided. Operation will be started end 1988.

4.5. Development of a Remotely operated welding system

To meet the needs for a welding system for remote maintenance and
regular exchange of components in a fusion reactor, KfK has started work
on the development of a fully remote welding system. Fig. 13 shows the test
facility for remotely operated welding systems.

The welding will to be used as an alternative solution to replace potentially
leaky mechanical connectors and for all the connections where mechanical
connectors cannot be used.

These areas will be found where large openings have to be closed vacuum
tight or large pipe ends or vacuum ducts have to be connected tightly. /3/

In some extreme cases a combination of mechanical connectors and welded
sealing seems to be the only solution to meet the requirements.

Fig. 13: Test facility for remotely operated welding units
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Welding System requirements

To obtain the required quality, remotely operated welding systems must be
adaptable to the physical and environmental characteristics of the facility
where it is to be used. The existing full or semi automatic welding
techniques require precise positioning of pipes to an extent which cannot
be achieved in a large remotely maintained facility. Setting of components,
geometrical changes caused by thermal expansions and external forces as
well as unpredectical shapes and cleaniness of the location at which the
welding to be done, required the permanent and quick adaption of the
major welding parameters. In lack of visual control systems during welding,
commercially available welding systems do not even have the possibility to
recognize the necessity for a change of the parameters.

Therefore KfK started development work on a programmable automatic
welding system with the capability to be operated also in a manual mode if
necessary or desired /4/.

Manually controlled operation of the welding unit requires continuous
visual inspection of all working steps, both during preparatory work for
welding and during the complete duration of the welding procedure. This
requires a special designed TV-system. As there are differences in lighting
during prepartory work, ignition of the arc and in the process of welding,
special TV cameras with a remotely controlled diaphragm have to be used.
These TV cameras assist the operator to respond to any deviations from the
nominal condition so the welding can be continously performed. After
correction of the settings the automatic welding process can be continued if
desired. The system provides capabilities, to react quickly to unpredictabel
disturbances such as pipe mismatch, out-of-roundness and excessive spacing
between the parts to be welded. The capability of the technique developed
is such that up to 2 to 3 mm deviations in alignment for dimension of 25-50
mm dia tubes can be tolerated for welding. That is an amount with which
even skilled welders have difficulties coping with. This adaptability is the
main requisite of achieving the high quality required in nculear engineering
in terms of tightness, soundness and strength of welded seams.

Following the remote maintenance concept mentioned before, all units
must be transportable or positionable by means of overhead or floor
mounted handling equipment in the working area. Individual tools should
be as small as possible to minimize the required working space in between
neighbouring pipelines, of folds and lips which have tobe connected.

Up to now KfK has tested a pipewelding unit (Fig. 14) fora pipe diameters
range from 30 to 60 mm/OD as well as the pipe cutting and pipe end
preparation. Techniques for the inert gas protection of the root of the weld
seem also have been tested. A roving work station provides a mobile power
and signal source which can be transported to the work site so that a
number of work units can be supplied from a central location (Fig. 15).

A multi-station welding control room will be installed. This unit is intended
to be used to demonstrate that one welding operator can control more
than one welding or cutting operation simultanesously. Presumably such a
system will be necessary for planned dismounting and remounting of
components to be replaced in a certain regularity.
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Fig. 14 Remotely operated pipe welding unit

WELDING AND CUTTING TOOLS

PIPE WELDING HEADS

PIPE CUTTING TOOLS

ORBITAL CUTTING TOOLS

ORBITAL WELDING TOOLS

LID WELDING AND CUTTING

Fig. 15: Remotely operated cutting and welding system
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5. Remaining open points in the development program for the
connection technique

Efforts among basic design work for new connectors and welding/cutting
units will be concentrated also to the following topics:

Test of insitu leak checking methods for pipe connectors, e.g. for
large sized vacuum connections

Design of a NET related large vacuum connection with leak checking
implemented

Design of a double wall pipe connection

Design, construction and installation of the blanket supply lines and
pipe connection in BERT

Commissioning of BERT

Performance of remote handling tests in BERT

Commissioning of a new welding facility

Commissioning of the NET related lip welding/cutting unit

Performance of corrosion tests in the Pb-17Li test loop

Provision of the connector related input for the remote handling
manual and for standardisation

Documentation of the test results

Preparation of the final report
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Abstract

The simplification of maintenance procedures for reactor structures is
one of the important items for operating D-T fusion reactors. Remote
maintenance applications using shape memory alloys (SMA) for fusion
reactors is proposed and their feasibility discussed.

Four types of SMA components have been fabricated and tested: pipe
connector for primary coolant lines instead of welding/cutting, C-shaped
mechanical quick connectors for segment connections instead of bolting,
metal packing for vacuum seals instead of lip seal welding or metal
0-rings, and jack systems for lifting heavy reactor components.

For the pipe connectors, a flange-type was tested. A flange-type
connector consists of two pipe flanges (SUS304,<i> 200) and twelve Ni-Ti SMA
bolts (M6X&50). A helium leak of less than 1x10 Pa»«, /s was not
detected.

For the C-shaped connectors, a pair of interlocking C-shaped plates is
connected by eight Ni-Ti bolts (M8X£84) and the SMA bolt recovery force is
used as the connector force. A force of 4x10 N was obtained at 0.86% of
the given strain.

The metal packing is made by bonding SMA wire to an 0-ring. A welding
test of the SMA was done. Two SMA rods of 8 mm in dia. were bonded by C0_
laser welding. The shape memory effect was not lost after welding.

The jack systems consist of two oblique keys connected by SMA bolts
(M9X£260). A lifting force of 2.7x10 N was obtained at 1.9% of the given
strain.

From the results of these experiments, it was found that applications
using SMAs, especially Ni-Ti alloys, is feasible for fusion reactors.

1. Introduction
Simple maintenance procedures for irradiated reactor structures is one

of the important items for operating a D-T fusion reactor. Remote
maintenance applications using the attractive features of shape memory
alloys were proposed [1,2] and their feasibility was discussed.
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The influence of neutron irradiation was discussed at the INTOR
workshop, Phase Two A, Part III, and it was concluded that Ni-Ti alloy was
applicable to fusion reactor components located outside the shield[.3].

Shape memory effects are derived from an austenitic-martensitic
transformation of alloys based on intermetallic compounds, such as
nickel-titanium (NiTi).

If a shape-memory alloy in the austenitic state is fabricated to its
final desired shape and then transformed to martensite, usually no shape
change occurs. The martensite can then be deformed easily to a new shape.
Upon reheating above a transformation temperature, the shape memory alloy
will return to its original austenite shape. This alloy is defined as a
one-way shape memory alloy. If the alloy returns to a deformed shape by
transformation to martensite, the alloy is defined as a two-way (or
reversible) shape memory alloy. Couplings made with SMAs require a
minimum of joint preparation and are simpler and faster than alternatives,
such as welding or mechanical joining.

Replacement of the divertor and first wall is considered one of the
most important scheduled maintenance tasks in D-T Fusion Reactors such as
the FER. The divertor is an independent modular structure, and the first
wall is an integral modular structure with a removable shield segment in
one module between adjacent TF coils. When a divertor or first wall
module is damaged, it is removed and replaced with a new one.

Four SMA applications which are being proposed for fusion reactors are
shown in Fig. 1.1; SMA pipe connectors for coolant lines in place of
welding and cutting, mechanical connectors for joining the semi-permanent
shield and the movable shield instead of bolting, vacuum seal structures
using an SMA packing for access door sealing, and SMA jack systems for
lifting relatively light reactor components for maintenance.

Access door

Fig. 1.1 SMA applications in fusion reactors
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For these applications, prototypes have been fabricated and the test
results are presented here.

2. Pipe connectors (Flange-type)
In this section, a flange-type connector is described, while a sleeve
pipe connector is not described since its database has already been
reported [4, 5].

2.1 Usage
Reversible SMA bolts, which contract and expand axially by
respectively heating and cooling them, are applied to the mechanical
connection of a flange-type pipe connector. First, the bolts are
cooled so as to enter the martensitic phase, and the bolts expand
axially. Then the bolts are set on a pipe connector flange and heated
so as to enter the austenitic phase. The SMA bolts contract axially
naturally. This means that the required connecting load is applied to
a metal 0-ring.
When disconnecting the bolts, the reverse procedure of connecting is
done.

2.2 Characteristics of the SMA bolts
The SMA bolts used for these experiments are made of a reversible SMA
of Ti-49.9 at % Ni and have an outer diameter of 5.5 mm (6 mm outer
diameter at both end screws) and are 50 mm in length.
Figure 2. 1 shows the change in the length of the SMA bolts due to
heating and cooling when no load is applied to the bolts. In the case
of heating, the length of the bolts changes suddenly at the As point,
while in the case of cooling the length of the bolts changes
gradually.
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Fig. 2.1 Transformation
temperatures and recovery
force of NiTi bolts.

The maximum bolt strain due to heating and cooling was 1.3%.
The recovery force of the bolts, generated by heating, is also shown
in this figure. A maximum recovery force of 2.1x10 N (90 MPa in
stress) was obtained.
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2.3 Experiments
Figure 2.2 is a diagram of the vacuum flange connector used in the
experiments. Twelve reversible SMA bolts with strain gauges are
cooled below the Mf temperature, and then installed on the vacuum
flanges. The SMA bolts are attached with nuts (SUS) by hand, not
using a torque wrench. Clearance between the flanges was measured by
a thickness gauge. However, scattering among the SMA bolts was not
observed. In this condition changes in the SMA bolt lengths were
measured by strain gauges. The temperature of the SMA bolts was
measured by thermocouples fixed on an edge of the SMA bolts and on the
upper surface of the vacuum flange. A helium leak test was also done
at the flange after connecting.
In this experiment a vacuum flange was not used but instead a pressure
flange- was used. From approximate calculations, it was found that the
connecting force of SMA bolts to the pressure flange is only 1.01
times that of SMA bolts to the vacuum flange. This shows that there
is no problem whichever flanges are used.

Metal 0-rmg
(SUS)

SMA bolt (M6)
! Ni - T i )

Fig. 2.2 Flange-type SMA connector.

2.4 Result
Figure 2.3 shows the strain changes of SMA bolts due to temperature,
and also shows the 0-ring connection process. SMA bolts contract
gradually by heating them after being installed on the flanges. If
they are continually heated, they contract suddenly after expanding
once, and the flange connection is completed. The As and Af
temperatures in Fig. 2.3 are 20 - 30K higher than those in Fig. 2.1.
This is because in Fig. 2.1 the As and Af temperatures were measured
under the condition that no load was applied to the SMA bolts, while
in Fig. 2.3 a load was applied to them from both flanges.
Contrary to cooling, the SMA bolts expand gradually. Finally the
series of SMA bolt connections are completed when the SMA bolts expand
completely. However, the SMA bolts after cooling did not recover in
length compared with the SMA bolts before heating. The pitch of the
nut used on the SMA bolt is set to be that of an SMA bolt of
martensitic phase. When an SMA bolt is heated, it transforms to the
austenitic phase from the martensitic phase, and the pitch of the SMA
bolt becomes a little shorter than that of the martensitic phase.
This means that the pitch of the SMA bolt is different from that of
the nut. The flange connection is, therefore, self-locked when the SMA
bolts are in the austenitic phase. On the other hand, the flange
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Fig. 2.3 Changes in the SMA bolt
strain due to heating and cooling.

connection is unlocked by hand after cooling the SMA bolts, because
they transform to the martensitic phase and the pitch of the SMA bolts
becomes equal to that of the nuts.
A helium leak test was done after the flange connection. Helium leak
of less than 1.3x10 Pa-£/s was not detected.

3. Mechanical segment connections (C-shaped connector)
3.1 Principle and applicable locations

A pair of parallel, interlocking C-shaped plates is connected by
several SMA bolts, as shown in Fig. 3.1. A hydraulic cylinder is
installed on the inner side of one of the plates. Each SMA bolt has a
one-way shape memory effect and is set to a certain length.

C-Shaped plate-B

Hydraulic
cylinder

SMA Bolt

C-Shaped plate- A

Fig. 3.1 C-shaped connector.
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This connector is installed in an opening, where a connection is to be
made, after the bolts have been expanded by using the hydraulic
cylinder (Fig. 3.2 (a)). The load of the cylinder is then removed.
If the SMA bolts are heated to a temperature over Af in this state, a
very strong recovery force is generated, which causes the bolts to
contract to the set length. A mechanical connection is performed by
this recovery force (Fig. 3.2 (b)). The C-shaped connector is mainly
used for torus segment connections.

(a) Installation {SMA bolts are expanded by
hydraulic jack when TSMA ^ Mt )

SMA bolt

C-shaped plate-

Hydraulic jack

C-shaped plate-A

( b) Connection (SMA bolts contract when TSMA ä Af )

Fig. 3.2 Torus segment mechanical
connection, using a C-shaped
connector.

3.2 Characteristics of the SMA bolts
The tested SMA bolts were Ti-50.33 at % Ni alloy having a one-way
shape memory effect, and had an outer diameter of 6 mm (8 mm outer
diameter at both end screws) and were 84 mm in length. Transformation
temperatures were 207 K for Ms, 170 K for Mf, 226 K for As, and 258 K.
for Af. The SMA bolts expanded to be 1.5% of the strain at a
temperature of 129K - 138K. A residual strain of 0.5% was left after
unloading,
s train,
obtained.

The SMA bolts are then heated, restricting the residual
strain. A maximum recovery force of 7.6x10 N (stress: 270 MPa) was

3.3 Experiments and result
Eight SMA bolts were used. The hydraulic cylinder used for expanding
the SMA bolts was covered with an FRP sleeve to protect the cylinder
from heat when the SMA bolts were heated and cooled. The force on the
connector was measured by a load cell which was installed at the end
of a C-shaped plate. The experimental procedure was as follows:

i) Cool the SMA bolts below the Mf temperature
ii) Expand the SMA bolts with the hydraulic cylinder

iii) Unload the cylinder
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iv) Adjust the clearance between the edge of the C-shaped plate and
the load cell

v) Heat the SMA bolts and measure the force on the connector with
the load cell

Figure 3.3 shows the relation between the SMA bolt strain and the
connector force. A connector force of 4x10 N was obtained at 0.86%
strain of the SMA bolts. In the FER design, an electromagnetic force
of 8xl05N and 6x10 N caused by plasma disruption, is generated at one
outer shield segment in the vertical direction and the horizontal
direction, respectively [6]. Therefore, about seventy C-shaped
connectors are needed to support the electromagnetic force of one
segment. It is not difficult to reduce the number of C-shaped
connectors. The possible methods are as follows.
1) Increase the given strain of the SMA bolt by 5 ^ 6% to obtain a

larger recovery force.
2) Increase the number of SMA bolts on the C-shaped connector.
3) Use larger-sized SMA bolts.

_ 2
o

I

<§ '

05

Strain of SMA bolt (%)

10

Fig. 3.3 C-shaped connector force
versus SMA bolt given strain.
Eight SMA bolts were used.

4. SMAs for vacuum 0-rings
4.1 Joining process for maintaining the shape memory effect

It is useful to apply SMA ring to vacuum seals, such as for access
doors, in place of conventional metal gaskets or lip seal welding,
since an SMA 0-ring can be used repeatedly. We must consider the
bonding or welding method at both edges of the SMA wire to get an SMA
0-ring. Here, it is necessary to satisfy the following two points,
because the bonding/welding process for joining the SMA should not
spoil its SME (Shape Memory Effect). The first is to avoid a
dissimilar metal as the filler metal, for instance, brazing metal,
because the given strain reaches more than several percent. The
second is the suppression of precipitation of intermetallic compound
accompanying the welding heat-cycle. Moreover, it is important to
control the heat-effect on the parent metal adjacent to the welded
zone. The authors chose laser beam welding, whose energy density is
extremely high, as the joining process for SMA. Laser beam welding
has a rapid solidification rate of the welded metal, as we can sharply
focus the high energy beam with a lens. Because the energy
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distribution can be arranged intensively, laser beam welding has not
only a rapid solidification rate of the weld metal, but also offers
little energy to the non-fused parent metal. These derive from
forming a needle-like weld metal. Besides, laser beam welding without
a filler metal can avoid the addition of dissimilar metal. From this
point of view, laser beam welding appears to be applicable to the
joining process for SMA.

4.2 Characteristics of laser welded SMA
The following Ti-Ni alloys, which can recover a strain entirely at
room temperature, were prepared, Ti-50.2at%Ni and Ti-50,6at%Ni. The
experimental alloys were homogenized and swaged into an 8 mm dia. rod,
and cut into suitable lengths for heat treatment. All specimens were
kept at 1273 K for 1.8 ks and continuously cooled in air as a solution
treatment.
SMA welding was performed with a continuous wave CO laser machine.
The circumferential welding beads on the rods were formed at 2.5 kW of
delivered laser power, at a 300 rpm travel speed. As a result, the
oxygen content of the laser weld metals in this study was held equal
to the level of the parent metal, under 1000 ppm. A macro
cross-section of the laser welded SMA is shown in Fig. 4.1. The
macrograph revealed a sound weld without cracks. An optical
micrograph of the laser welded section shows a columnar structure
growing to the axis of the rod (Fig. 4.2). There is no influence on
the microstructure of the parent metal adjacent to the weld interface
from the laser beam, as a high power density heat source would affect.
Figure 4.3 shows the result of an EDX linear analysis of Ti and Ni in
the area including the weld interface of the Ti-50.6at%Ni specimen.
No difference appears between the welded metal and the parent metal in
both the Ti and Ni concentrations. This implies that the welded metal
has the same chemical composition as the parent metal.

1mm
Fig. 4.1 Cross section of

laser welded Ti-50.Oat%Ni
alloy-

Fig. 4.2 Optical micrograph of laser
welded Ti-50.2at%Ni alloy.
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Weld Interface

Fig. 4.3 Distribution of Ti and
Ni across the weld interface.

A transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation was performed to
analyze the structure of the laser welded metal.
A tensile test was performed for an estimation of the shape memory
characteristics in laser welded Ti-Ni alloy. The tensile specimen had
a welded zone in the center, two projections, a gauge length of 50 mm
and a 6 mm in dia. smooth part. On all tensile tests, the strains
were obtained by clip gauges. A series of tensile tests was carried
out in the temperature range from T < Mf to T > Af for the specimens
with a welded zone. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the results of the tensile
tests on laser welded Ti-50.6at%Ni alloy indicates an entire strain
recovery by SHE. Laser welded Ti-50.2at%Ni alloy also revealed SHE in
the same way. The arrow under the abscissa in Fig. 4.4 means the
amount of strain recovery.
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Fig. 4.4 Stress-strain curves for laser welded Ti-50.6at%Ni
alloy after solution treatment.
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Moreover, the stress that yields a 0.5% strain, o , was plotted
respectively from the stress-strain curve at each* of the testing
temperatures. The obtained o S-T curves are shown in Fig. 4.5. It
is thought that a is the stress completing the elastic deformation
and starting the following deformation. Figure 4.5 includes the plots
of a laser welded specimen compared with those of an "as solution"
treated specimen. Both curves have a minimum close to the Ms
temperature [7]. Therefore, it is clear that the stress-strain
behavior of Ti-Ni alloy with a laser weld is equivalent to that
without a weld.
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Fig. 4.5 0.5% offset stress
versus testing temperature-

5. Jack systems
In this section, the authors propose an SMA jack system which can be
used to lift relatively light reactor components for maintenance.

5.1 Principle
Figure 5.1 shows the principle of the jack system (using one-way SMA
bolts). Its movement is as follows:
i) Expand the SMA bolt, and give it an apparent plastic strain after

cooling it below a temperature of Mf.
ii) Heat the SMA bolt. The SMA bolt begins to contract axially at a

temperature over Af. The lower wedge thus moves to the left and
the upper wedge moves upward.

Lower Wedge Upper Wedge

Frame

SMA Bolt

TB Temperature of
SMA bolt

(1) Expanding SMA {plastic deformation)

As < TB < Af

(2) Heating

Fig. 5.1 Principle of the SMA jack
system .
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iii) Lifting finishes when the temperature of the SMA bolt reaches Af.
It is necessary to make an SMA bolt with a large recovery foarce,
and to lower the coefficient of friction on the surface of the
wedges in order to get a larger liftging (wedge) force.
From its principle, the jack system is also applicable to
mechanical segment connections in place of the C-shaped connector
mentioned in Section 3.

5.2 Characteristics of the SMA bots
The tested SMA bolt was of Ti-50.13 at % Ni alloy having a one-way
shape memory effect and had an outer diameter of 9 mm (12 mm outer
diameter at both end screws) and was 240 mm in length. The
transformation temperatures were 233 K for Ms, 217 K for Mf, 288 K
for As, and 304 K for Af. The SMA bolt expanded to be 1.54% of the
strain at a temperature of 173 K. A residual strain of 0.8̂  was
left after unloading. The SMA bolt was then heated,,restrict ing the
residual strain. A maximum recovery force of 3.4x10 N (stress: 532
MPa) was obtained. Figure 5.2 shows the relation between the
heating temperature and the recovery force.
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Fig. 5.2 Relationship between the
recovery force and the SMA bolt
temperature.

5.3 Experiments and results
Figure 5.3 shows the structure of the SMA jack system used for the
expeiments. A pair of wedges was installed in a support frame. One
end of the SMA bolt was fixed at the support frame and the other end
was connected to an end cap through the lower wedge. A hydraulic
cylinder was connected to the end cap and used to give the SMA bolt
a strain. If a reversible SMA bolt is used, the hydraulic cylinder
is not needed. Heing and cooling lines were installed around the
SMA bolt, isolating SMA bolt thermally from the lower wedge and the
support frame.
The force generated by the wedges was measured by two load cells
installed on the surface of the upper wedge. Strain, displacement,
and temperature of the SMA bolt were measured by a strain gauge,
displacement transducer, and thermocouple, respectively.
As the force generated by the wedges depends on the coefficient of
friction at the sliding surface of the wedges, several kinds of
surface treatments were tried.
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Upper wedge Lower wedge
End cap

Support frame Hydraulic cylinder

Fig. 5.3 Structure of the SMA jack
system.

Figure 5.4 shows the relation between a given strain and the wedge
force of the SMA bolt with no surface treatment. When a given
strain was 1.9%, a maximum wedge force of 2.7x10 N was obtained.
Figure 5.5 shows the wedge forces for several kinds of surface
treatments at 1.0% given strain.
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Fig. 5.4 Relationship between the
wedge force and the SMA bolt
strain (no surface treatment) •

D calculation
o experiment

o

D

Fig. 5.5 Wedge force for
several surface treatments at
a 1.0% SMA bolt given strain.

6. Conclusions
To simplify the maintenance procedures for irradiated structures, four
SMA application systems were proposed. Their prototype models were
fabricated and tested.
(1)

(2)

(3)

For a flange-type pipe connector, twelve reversible SMA bolts,
each with a recovery force of 2.1x10 N, were applied. A helium
leak test was done after flange connecting. A helium leak of
less than 1.3x10 Pa*£/s was not detected.
For a C-shaped mechanical connector, eight one-way SMA bolts,
each with a recovery force of 7.6x10 N, were applied. A
connecting force of 4x10 N was obtained at 0.86% given strain.
If this prototype were to be applied to an FER, about seventy
C-shaped connectors would be needed at each outer shield segment
to support the electromagnetic force caused by plasma disruption.
For an SMA vacuum 0-ring,
0-ring f
welding.

CO laser welding was done to make the
0-ring from wire. The shape memory effect was not spoilt after
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(4) For an SMA jack system, a one-way SMA bolt, with a 3.AxlO N
recovery force, was applied. A lifting force of 2.7x10 N was
obtained at 1.9% given strain. If this prototype rçere to be
applied to lifting an FER divertor (weighing 9.5x10 N) , about
thirty jack systems would be needed.

From these results, it is concluded that applications of SMA,
especially Ni-Ti alloys, is feasible for fusion reactors.
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STATUS OF ROBOTICS IN INDIA

M.S. RAMAKUMAR
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Abstract

Robots is often misunderstood to be an attempt to replace human workers
in industry. Rather, one can define Robotics as an attempt to create
artificially some desirable faculties provided to man by nature. In order
that the interests of workers is protected, careful assessment of the use of
Robots is needed, especially in countries where availability of technical
manpower is copious. The result is orientation of robotics towards use in
hazardous, dangerous areas and in applications causing hardship, discomfort to
workers. India possesses enormous technical manpower and is anxiously looking
forward to implementation of Robots in a way as the industry and the workers
will benefit.

The paper describes the areas in which Robots are likely to be used in
the near future in India and the status of Science in the country.

INTRODUCTION

Robotics is a science which can achieve multiple objectives. Improvement
in volumes of production, improvement in quality of the products, flexibility
to change to different items of production, cutting in manpower and costs,
applications in hazardous areas (nuclear environments, underwater situations,
space applications, certain defence requirements, handling of explosives,
construction and maintenance of tall structures, fire fighting), medical
research, prosthetics etc. Applications of Robots in industry are likely
(rightly or wrongly) to raise questions regarding human labour, especially
where labour is plentiful and cheap. But viewed in a proper perspective,
areas where controversies of labour are likely to arise are but a comparative
minority. Robotics has much more to give than take away, even in a country
like India. Even in manufacturing industry there are a number of tasks human
operators are unwilling to perform. Sand blasting, spray painting in confined
areas, welding for long periods on preheated assemblies can be given as a few
examples.

India possesses highly skilled manpower in scientific, engineering and
technical disciplines and can afford to look at implementation of robotics
objectively. This does not merely mean importing robots but taking up
development of robots and system components, research in sensors, studies of
application areas, training of manpower with long term views, implementation
of robots in proper applications and planned expansion of all the above
activities.

Currently, there is a tremendous amount of interest and enthusiasm at the
R S D and training levels. A great deal of introspection into application of
robotics to specific, difficult problem areas is also being done. There are
several R & D institutions, institutes of technology, engineering colleges,
public sector and even private firms actively carrying out work on various
aspects of robotics. The spectrum of activities ranges from importing and
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operating robots, programming, synthesis, kinematics & dynamics robots to
completely indegenous attempts at constructing robots. Naturally different
technological levels have been reached by different institutions.

Notable amongst the Research and Development institutions are the Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Bombay, Central Machine Tools Research
Institute (CMTI), Bangalore, Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute
(CHERI), Durgapur. In BARC, we have identified several areas where robots are
needed in the nuclear industry. Handling radioactive materials in glove boxes
and hot cells, operation, survey, inspection, maintenance, decontamination and
decommissioning of nuclear installations (Reactors, Reprocessing Plants, Waste
Treatment Plants, Fuel Fabricating Plants) are some of the tasks for
robotisation. It is clear that these are widely differing requirements.
Hence the thrust on R & D within the organisation. BARC has developed
Mechanical (Master-Slave, Articulated and Rugged Duty) Manipulators and
Electric power manipulators. These are currently being manufactured within
the country for use in our installations. Several designs of Power
Manipulators have been evolved and manufactured in India. They are meant for
use in Hot cells and have capacities of 50 kg. Ease of maintenance and
decontamination have been kept in mind. The major material of construction
has been stainless steel. Though, the earlier models used DC motors, we are
currently concentrating on AC induction motors drives owing to the ease of
maintenance of these motors in Hote cells.

The trend now is to automate to the extent possible tasks that involve
repetitive handling of radioactivity. Simpler 'Pick and Place1 type of
pneumatic robots have been developed in BARC and have been used in the
manufacture of Radioactive Source Capsules and handling of radiochemical
sample bottles. They are also being tried out in fuel fabricating facilities
for handling fuel pellets and other operations.

Electric robotic systems with stepper motor drives for use in constructed
areas like glove boxes and hot cells are being developed. These will contain
relatively cheap mechanical parts which will be adequate for the function.
The idea being that they can be disposed off, if necessary for any reason.
The electronic hardware and computers will naturally remain outside radiation
areas. AC servo driven robots are also being developed for use in handling
irradiated fuels, reconstitution of fuel etc. AC induction motors (like
stepper motors) are expected to function better than DC driven over long
periods of time in radiation areas. Needless to mention, AC servo drives
offer more of a challenge in development. While in BARC considerable work has
been done in reactor control, control of radio relescopes etc. servo control
of AC induction motors is being attempted now. A fine axis AC servo robot
built entirely within BARC is undergoing trials. Capable of handling up to 5
kg and possessing a maximum trajectory speed of about 2m/Sec. The machine has
fairly wide possibilities. Apart from being a prototype industrial robot, it
is proposed to be used with vision systems and sensors as a research tool in
simulating tasks like fuel dismantling, reconstitution, remote maintenance
etc. The servo systems developed are being incorporated in servomanipulators,
currently under construction in BARC. There are plans to work on Man/Machine
interfaces and computerised manipulation for use in fuel reprocessing and
waste handling facilities.

Mobile robotics has been receiving considerable attention. BARC is
engaged in R & D towards developing Mobile Robots. Walking (6 & 4 legged) is
attractive as a mode of mobility in contaminated areas. A walking robot
offers terrain adaptation, ability to climb stairs, turn sharply, walk
sideways and negotiate obstacles. It can be dressed in a 'frog suit' like a
human worker and will remain uncontaminated - an advantage not found in a
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wheeled robot. A walking machine is an ideal carrier for detectors and probes
for inspection or TV cameras because it can climb vertical surfaces or walk
inverted if equipped with suction cups or electro magnets on its feet.
Concepts of walking, crawling machines for inspection of tight gaps in reactor
vessels are being worked out.

Indian Institutes of Technology and some engineering colleges are doing
research work in Mechanisms, Kinematics and Dynamics for Robot systems. IIT
Bombay has developed a 6 legged walking mechanics. IIT Madras has done some
unusual work on a robot that skates with the help of wheels and acceleration
detectors. Other mechanisms involving open and closed kinematic chains are
being studied in educational institutions in all their aspects like synthesies,
kinematics and optimisation. Courses are being offered to students in
Robotics. The Indian Institute of Science at Bangalore has done work in
sensors for robotics. The Central Machine Tools Institute at Bangalore has
worked on hydraulic & electric robots for material handling.

Large quantities of software for controlling robots are also being
generated by the teaching and research institutions. Some of this work is
directed at solving problems in the industry. The Central Mechanical
Engineering Research Institute at Durgapur has done programming for a robot in
the steel industry.

Some industries owned by the Government have used robots in their
production lines. The State owned Bharat Electronics limited has constructed
and used a simple logic controlled pneumatic robot in its TV tube
manufacturing plant. Bharat Heavy Electricals manufacturing thermal power
plant boilers is planning to use welding robots for welding nozzles on headers
as it requires preheating and a large number of welds have to be made without
break, leading to great hardship to operators. Hindustan Machine Tools,
India's largest maker of machine tools intends to manufacture machine loading
robots.

Private industry has done its share too. Firms have found it worthwhile
to do R & D in Robotics, though to a smaller extent. There are attempts to
make and sell simpler robots.

India does have the industrial infrastructure needed for building robots
and the need to use them. The Government of India has viewed Robotics as a
'Thrust Area' and is encouraging projects. The emphasis is more on R & D
aimed at creating a good base for building different sub systems needed in
robots. Training and academic research in the field are taking an important
part.
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